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C A S TA G N A

THE DRAGON CHRONICLES
Sceneggiatore, regista, critico cinematografico, da oltre vent’anni è
nell’organizzazione del festival di
Giffoni, di cui dal 2007 al 2018 è stato vicedirettore artistico. Ha esordito
nella narrativa con la trilogia bestseller Petrademone, edita da Mondadori
e tradotta in varie lingue. Recentemente ha pubblicato Le belve, scritto
con Guido Sgardoli, I venti del Male, La notte delle malombre (Menzione
Speciale al Premio Cento 2021), Alice
resta a casa, scritto con Marco Ponti,
e 116 film da vedere prima dei 16 anni.

MANLIO CASTAGNA

«Questo è un volume antichissimo.
Dentro c’è una storia che ha avuto
inizio molto prima che questa città
Salerno, 1066. A preacher wanders the streets announcing the end of the world:
“The
Beast
finisse nelle
mani dei
Longobardi.»
Barliario
non riusciva
a cavare una parola
is stirring again! Fear the dragon, because the day of the eclipse is near!” The
young
Barliario
dalla bocca, sempre più terrorizzato.
doesn’t pay attention to those words of doom, but that same evening his father,
Rainardo, an
Si limitò a scuotere la testa.
alchemist, is surprised by a fire in his laboratory. When they bring him out, he is«Èstill
aliveDraconis
but dischiamato
Chronicon»
«Le cronache
figured by the fire. And while Barliario watches over his bedside, a mysterious disse
andArimane.
hooded
figure,del drago.»

Ahriman, appears and reveals to him: “As it is written in the Draconis Chronicon, bring me the
fire of the dragon and Rainardo will be saved.” Barliario doesn’t need to think twice: he has to go.
He is accompanied by his friend Shabbatai, who dreams of becoming a warrior, Trotula, a young
medical student with a disarming intelligence, Mercuriade, with mysterious powers, and the very
young Ligea, who can talk to the dead. Among brigands, werewolves and witches capable of
unleashing storms, an epic adventure in which science and magic mix: in search of the dragon’s
fire and self-discovery.

M A N L I O C A S TA G N A

DRACONIS CHRONICON
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M A N L I O C A S TA G N A

Cinque ragazzi in viaggio.
Un drago leggendario.
Un’avventura epica.

• The Goonies meets Ladyhawke in a breathtaking journey
• In-depth characterisation of the characters with a comedic (Shabbatai), a romantic (just
hinted at between Trotula and Barliario) and an identity plot line (Mercuriade).
• Strong conflicts (magic Vs science, male Vs female, good Vs evil, desire Vs fear) and
short chapters with cliff-hangers to drive page-turning and a frenzied pace.
WWW.RAGAZZIMONDADORI.IT

MONDADORI-LIBRI PER RAGAZZI

S

alerno, anno 1066.
catore vaga per le s
nunciando la fine d
«La Bestia si sta risveglian
te il drago, perché il gior
clisse è vicino!». Il giovane
non presta attenzione a qu
le di sventura, ma quella s
il padre Rainardo, alchimi
sorpreso da un incendio n
boratorio. Quando lo porta
ancora vivo, ma sfigurato
E mentre Barliario veglia
pezzale, compare una figu
riosa e incappucciata, Arim
gli rivela: «Come è scritto
conis Chronicon, portami il
drago e Rainardo sarà salv
Barliario non ha bisogno d
deve partire. Lo accompa
mico Shabbatai, che sogna
tare un guerriero, Trotula
studentessa di medicina d
genza disarmante, Mercu
misteriosi poteri, e la giov
Ligea, che riesce a parlare c
Tra briganti, licantropi e
grado di scatenare tempes
ventura epica in cui scienz
si mescolano: alla ricerca
del drago, e alla scoperta d

@MONDADORI_LIBRI_RAGAZZI

ART DIRECTOR: FERNANDO AMBROSI
GRAPHIC DESIGNER: STEFANO MORO

In sovraccoperta:
illustrazione di Paolo Barbieri

€ 17,00

FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 448
DIMENSIONE: 145x223 mm - RIFILATO: 140x215 mm

FANTASY 11+

MANLIO CASTAGNA is a screenwriter, director and film critic. He wrote and directed his first
short film before graduating. He then began to collaborate with the Giffoni festival and was
its deputy artistic director for a decade, until 2018 when he made his debut as a novelist with
the bestselling Petrademone saga (Mondadori). He continues to churn out books and was
shortlisted for the Strega Children’s Prize in 2021 with La notte delle Malombre (The Night of
the Malombre), Mondadori.

Five children on a journey.
A legendary dragon.
An epic adventure
in a magical Middle Ages
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MAYDALA EXPRESS

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO – DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO

Finally, ten years old and red haired, lives in Grey City’s immense railway station and works for
a company that controls all the trains around the world, obeying
wicked
Mr. avec
Mortimer’s
Imaginez
une ville grise,
ses cheminées orders.
et ses
de charbon.paper
Imaginez une
Everyday she dreams of escaping, so one day, when she finds ad’usines
piece
ofnuages
crumpled
that says
gare gigantesque. Imaginez que dans cette gare
“ticket for the farthest place in the world”, she doesn’t have aunedoubt.
In a possède
moment,
seule personne
tous les she
trains, boards
un. Imaginez que, parmi tous les gens dans
the Maydala Express, a wooden-made old train that will bringsauf
her
to the other side the world.
cette gare, il y a une petite orpheline qui survit
With her new friend Lem, the young and most famous thiefenof
White
City,
sheetwill
cross the
faisant
le ménage
sur les quais
s’accroche
à son rêve de devenir mécanicienne.
mysterious Steam Metropolis, constantly foggy, the City of Light,
where people move around
Elle s’appelle Finally. Elle a dix ans. Et
aujourd’hui, elleand
trouve
dans sa poche
on old-fashioned carriages, and many more places, in an adventurous
reckless
tripunthat will
étrange billet qui lui permet d’accéder au
bring the two kids towards their last, unknown destination. mystérieux quai 1001 et de monter à bord du
•
•

rutilant Maydala Express.
Où va-t-il ? Personne ne le sait vraiment.
Mais c’est une occasion unique pour Finally
The timeless topic of travel, a classic also in children’s literature
de fuir la Ville Grise… et le début d’un voyage
incroyable,
semé de surprises
et de
dangers,
A story full of twists, that takes place in unforgettable settings
created
by the
encounter
jusqu’à la Gare la Plus Lointaine du Monde.

of

two great authors’ and friends imagination

Traduit de l’italien par Marc Lesage

€ 17,00
03-22

l’école des loisirs

9:HSMCLB=XVYWU[:

An unforgettable journey towards
the last, unknown destination...
Illustration de couverture : Germain Barthélémy

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. His books have sold millions of copies
worldwide and have been translated into over 30 languages. Today he is considered one of the
leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad.
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO is a multi-award-winning writer of children’s books, translated into 25
languages, he is the author of, among others, Il Rinomato catalogo Walker & Dawn (The Pocket
Watch Gang), Mondadori, 2017, winner of the Andersen Prize 2017, and La più Grande (The
Greatest), Rizzoli, 2020, winner of the Strega Children’s Prize 2021.

l’école des loisirs

FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY) - PAGES: 359
RIGHTS SOLD IN: FRANCE (L'ÉCOLE DES LOISIRS)

l’école des loisirs
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CASSANDRA APOLLINAIRE’S
PRODIGIOUS SOUL-CAPTURING MACHINE
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CASSANDRA APOLLINAIRE'S
PRODIGIOUS SOUL-CAPTURING
×
MACHINE
•
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LUCIA PERRUCCI

Three siblings, a race against time among the streets of Paris, coded messages, ancient daguerreotypes, centuries-old secret circles and a disturbing mystery: can photographic film preserve a soul?
France, 1971. It’s the 13th of October when a postman rings the Sélavy family’s door, causing all hell
to break loose: the delivery is for Louis, René’s twin, who died in an accident two years earlier. Since
then, no one has been able to say his name. But when the package reveals the missing piece of the
creepy darkroom locked away in the garage and their parents suddenly disappear, siblings Yves,
André and René find themselves with many questions: who is the mysterious Cassandra Apollinaire
who sent the parcel? What has happened to their parents? But above all: is it really possible to bring
the dead back to life? Because Louis is back. And in René’s body.
• A breathtaking adventure, memorable characters and a suspenseful setting rich in historical details: Paris and its surroundings. Old houses, woods, underground passages, ancient
railway stations, monumental cemeteries, academies and secret laboratories.
• A story where family, overcoming bereavement, metamorphosis and growth are indissolubly linked to the ambivalent reality of photographic film and the importance of holding
on to those things that remain.
• The history of photography, the influence of images on the perception of others and the
importance of remembering.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 349

•

×
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WHATEVER HAPPENS,
ADVENTURE
10+

Whatever happens,
never look into the lens
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NEVER LOOK INTO THE LENS
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LUCIA PERRUCCI grew up in Puglia, among olive groves, cats and rolls of film. She has always
been in love with stories, studying literature in Bologna and scriptwriting at the Giffoni Film Festival
masterclass. Today she writes and teaches at school, where she madly adores her students, from
whom she steals perhaps her most interesting ideas. Cassandra Apollinaire’s Prodigious SoulCapturing Machine is her first children’s novel.

DETECTIVE LINUS
ANGELO MOZZILLO

Linus likes to work in the shadows, but he’s a detective so famous that he is destined for glory!
He claims to have a personal secretary, whom he refers to as Mum for convenience’s sake and an
assistant, Bagarre, a little dog whose potential Mum didn’t seem to have understood yet.
He is an eccentric and awkward version of the famous film noir investigators.

DETECTIVE LINUS AND THE TURQUOISE FALCON
One summer morning, Linus receives a postcard from his friend Giangi. Apparently there’s a new
threat in town. It seems like a case for Linus, the most famous young detective around! Of course,
he should be doing his holiday homework, but how can he concentrate on that when his town is
teeming with crimes and mysteries?

DETECTIVE LINUS INCREDIBLY SOLVES ANOTHER CASE
It's September, and Linus goes back to school to encounter new fame and old friends. The most
famous young detective around has to be especially careful, as things at the Alfred Institute have
changed: the new headmaster, obsessed with punctuality has had the ancient clock on the facade
restored, and does not want any investigations at the school. What is he afraid of?
• Linus has very specific ideas about how to be an investigator. You need: 1) incredible disguise skills– hence his costume wardrobe; 2) the ability to make snap decisions – which
mum then shoots down; 3) a painstaking dedication to investigating cases – necessarily
leading him to neglect his homework.
• A story inspired by classics that borrows all the typical features of the noir genre: the detective, the secretary, the cop, the sidekick, the femme fatale, the secret informant, the villains,
even jazz music (and some trap too).
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021-22 - PAGES: 192
2 TITLES PUBLISHED, MORE COMING SOON

ANGELO MOZZILLO was born in Naples in 1988, moved to Milan to attend film school. He stayed there, but instead
of working on film sets he focused on writing. He likes discovering new stories and making up his own, mixing and
reinventing words like shuffling a pack of cards. His latest works include the picture books Io sono foglia (I Am a Leaf)
Bacchilega Junior, 2020, illustrated by Marianna Balducci and winner of the 2021 Andersen and Super Andersen prizes.

MYSTERY 8+

The most famous young
detective around.
At least,
according to him.
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© WALTER MENEGAZZI

A

gnese, che tutti chiaman
del 1982 ha tredici anni
in cui l’Italia di Paolo R
zot vincerà i Mondiali di calcio
nia Ovest. Ma è anche l’estate
Praz, detto Leggenda, si mette
la sua partita, raccogliendo i v
dare, il giorno della finale, gli
nicomio. Già, perché Arturo, B
e tutti gli altri sono legati da u
sono ex pazienti del Collegio –
no l’ospedale psichiatrico della
usciti grazie a un dottore rivolu
uno che ha cambiato il mondo
In sella alla Vespa dello zio, la
de di una Trieste avvolgente e
Steno segue le incredibili avve
dra dei matti a cui, scopre a un
gato anche il destino della N
Arturo e i suoi compagni cerch
vincita, portando sul campo ra
ranze e ogni scintilla della pro
dimostrare che diverso e norma
so la stessa identica cosa.

LO ZIO APPOGGIA IL PIEDE FASCIATO
STRETTO SUL PALLONE. «FORZA, RAGAZZI!»
DAGLI SPALTI APPLAUDONO. INTORNO
AL CAMPO TUTTE LE FINESTRE DEI PALAZZONI
Nato nel 1974 ad Acqui Terme, è cresciuto in camSPLENDONO DELLE LUCI
During the 1982 football World
match is organised and played in Trieste. Arturo
pagna, Cup,
in una casaa
conlegendary
una colossale biblioteca,
INTERMITTENTI DELLA
sei chilometri di wants
curve e saliteadalrematch
suo primo
Praz, a former patient of the aasylum,
of the last game between the “loonies” and
FINALE DEI MONDIALI.
amico. Una volta diventato grande, ha pubblicathe nurses, won in 1978 by the nurses (in which Arturo didn’t play due to a highly suspicious accito numerosi romanzi, tradotti in molte lingue, tra
E IO MI SENTO COME LA PRIMA VOLTA
dent). With his niece, “Steno”,cuihe
rides
Vespa
through the streets of Trieste and the Karst
plateau,
le serie
bestsellerhis
Ulysses
Moore e Sherlock,
CHE GUARDANDO IL CIELO STELLATO
Io (con Alessandro Gatti),
Lo spacciatore
visiting all his old teammatesLupin
to& persuade
them
to play in the rematch now that theyHOare
free. It’s
RICONOSCIUTO
DA SOLA IL GRANDE
di fumetti e, per Mondadori, Le volpi del deserto
not easy to find and persuade
them all: they will make a fruitless expedition to the CARRO,
cemetery,
to DI ESSERE
QUELLA SENSAZIONE
(finalista al premio Strega Ragazze e Ragazzi) e
the grave of Dr Basaglia, whoHoopdriver.
closed
down
asylum;
go up the Alpine valleys withIMPROVVISAMENTE
a dog called
DIVENTATA GRANDE.
Nel 2014
ha fondatothe
a Londra
l’agenzia
creativa Book
on ahe
Tree. falls into cataplexy); and take a ride on a sailing boat
E CHE CIto
SEI TU, IN QUESTA
Trotzky and a guide who can’t
laugh
(or
libro nasce da un gettone telefonico, dalSENTI, E NESSUN ALTRO.
a sinister Yugoslavian prison, Questo
disguised
as Carabinieri, to trade an old friend for sixty kilosCOSA
of CHE
coffee.
la curiosità per la vita di Franco Basaglia, dalla
TU GUARDI
The rematch, obviously, has passione
to be
on athe
July 1982, while the Italy-GermanyE COME
Final
is LE STELLE,
per ilplayed
calcio, da un viaggio
Trieste 11th
e
LE STELLE STANNO
una vita perreason
tutti quelli che to
gli believe, like their friend Bearzot, that this time
being played in Madrid. And dall’interesse
there’sdigood
GUARDANDO TE.
altri chiamano matti, outsider, perdenti, e poi si

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO

they just might win.

stupiscono quando vincono.

• A story of friendship, sport, revenge, affection, and what it means to be free. A memorable
portrayal of the world of misfits and those who are overlooked, who live on the margins of
society, waiting for their rematch, and who finally take on the role of giants and mythical
heroes, building dreams that have never even crossed others’ minds.
• Touches on the subject of psychiatry and cognitive problems with scientific and historical
precision, but also in a comic tone.
• Draws on one of the most important moments in the history of modern psychiatry: the closure of the Trieste asylum in 1978.

Il romanzo ispirato e appassio
de scrittore: un inno al valore d
storia popolata di personaggi i
si muovono sul palcoscenico di

WWW.RAGAZZIMONDADORI.IT

MONDADORI-LIBRI PER RAGAZZI
@MONDADORI_LIBRI_RAGAZZI

ART DIRECTOR: FERNANDO AMBROSI
GRAPHIC DESIGNER: STEFANO MORO

FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY) - PAGES: 219

An unlikely team, an epic match,
a no-holds-barred clash:
11 loonies against 11 nurses!

In sovraccoperta:
illustrazione di Iacopo Bruno

€ 17,00
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PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO was born in Acqui Terme in 1974, started writing at an early age and won the Il Battello a Vapore Prize in 1998. Since then he has written many adventure stories, series, and fantasy novels for children,
translated into 30 languages and published by top Italian and foreign publishers. For over 20 years he has worked with
the Lucca Comics & Games organisation, as well as with La Repubblica and Corriere della Sera’s La Lettura. In 2013,
he created the creative agency Book on a Tree, in London.
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TWENTY-FOUR
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO

On Friday the 19th May, at 11.56 a.m. in a secondary school in Bologna, a
bomb goes off. It’s the worst terrorist attack in Italy’s history, inflicting an
incurable wound on the heart of the city. The consequences are tragic.
But… the attack never happened and this story actually began on Thursday the 18th May at 11.56 a.m., when there were still 24 hours to stop the
tragedy from happening. The Time Shifters are about to face their most
difficult challenge yet.
• A sci-fi novel that can be read in two ways: in chronological order
(timeline - green cover) like a crime novel; or, you can skip backward
and forward between the different dates and times, reading it out of its
natural time sequence (time loop - red cover), like a thriller.
• The pace of a thriller, with secret bases and time machines… but also
stories of troubled families, friendship. A hand held out to help save
the world.
FIRST PUBLISHER: CAMELOZAMPA (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 368
TV RIGHTS OPTIONED

One story, two books:
two ways of reading it
SCI-FI 13+
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO is a multi-award-winning writer of children’s
books, translated into 25 languages, he is the author of, among others, Il
Rinomato catalogo Walker & Dawn (The Pocket Watch Gang), Mondadori,
2017, winner of the Andersen Prize 2017, and La più Grande (The Greatest),
Rizzoli, 2020, winner of the Strega Children’s Prize 2021.
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MEN OF LOVE
80mm

125mm

2

22,50mm

125mm

80mm

2

197mm

domenica
successiva
chestolen
volevano
Giovanni savour Grandpa Corrado’s lemonade, the best in Palermo,
solve the
case of the
puppet
passare
al That’s
mare.the
E dimoment
quanto when
è buona
and witness, in spite of themselves,
a sceneBACCALARIO
that will change them
forever.
they
PIERDOMENICO
(Acqui Terme, 1974) è autore best
understand that at a certain age
you
have
to
choose
a
side.
And
that
age
comes
when
you
least
expect
la
granita
di
limone,
ma
d’inverno
vait.
seller di numerosi romanzi e serie
A book that combines fiction with
reality.
A tribute
two great magistrates,
examples
of
humanity
and
courper ragazzi,
tradotti
in tutto ilto
monbene anche il pistacchio. E comunque,
do e pubblicati
con i maggiori
edi- their lives.
age, 30 years after the terrible attacks
in which
they lost

•
•

tori italiani. Per Solferino ha curato
che bello che fosse quasi estate, con
la collana «Libri Corsari», per la
quale ha scritto il volume In viaggio
tutta quella luce che svelava le cose.»
con lo Zar (2018).
Collabora
con heroes
il
The imagined story of the friendship
of two
great
in Palermo in the 1950s, narrated with a style
«La Lettura» ed è fonthat’s both straightforwardsettimanale
and
at
the
same
time
warm
and
full of all the scents and colours of Sicily.
datore dell’agenzia di storytelling
Book onthrough
a Tree.
A guide to the Palermo of today
the rediscovery of the places that made its history, including

Uomini d’amore

«Camminarono fianco a fianco
ELENA PEDUZZI (Verona, 1974)
è laureata in Lettere con indirizzo
per un bel tratto, Paolo più alto
classico; ha lavorato come archeologa medievista ed è poi approdata
e
più grande di qualche
alla redazione
di una thunderstorm,
grande casa
On a hot June afternoon, during
an unusual
a groupGiovanni
of young friends
meets in a square in
editrice, dove si è occupata di libri
mese.
Parlarono
del
Palermo to play football. Among
them
are
Paolo,
lively
and
enterprising,
and
Giovanni,
forbiglietto
whom duty is
per ragazzi. Ha creato e scritto la
serie di Milly
Merletti
Agostini).
the most important thing. Rounding
out
the(De
group
is recent addition
Elvira,
a strong
andsquadretta
determined girl
e del
cinema,
della
Con lo pseudonimo Elena P. Melowho challenges her male peers,
It’s the start of an extraordinary
dia surprising
ha pubblicato them
invece lawith
trilogiaunexpected prowess.
e dell’oratorio, della scuola, della
fantasy
My Landof
(Fazi).
friendship that will last forever.urban
In the
streets
the city, the scene of their afternoons together, Paolo and

Elena Peduzzi

ELENA PEDUZZI

Elena Peduzzi

Uomini d’amore
L’infanzia immaginata di

Giovanni Falcone e Paolo Borsellino
A cura di
Pierdomenico Baccalario

the putias smelling of bread, the markets crowded with shouts and grills where stigghiole are roasted,
the kiosks with their coloured drinks, and the theatres where puppets’ chivalric adventures are staged.
• The mystery of the disappearance of Borsellino’s Agenda Rossa, the red notebook containing names
and facts for his investigations, in a powerful journalistic appendix by Pierdomenico Baccalario.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 192

€ 14,00

In un caldo pomerigg
durante un insolito te
gruppo di giovani ami
una piazza di Palermo
pallone. Tra loro ci so
vace e intraprendente,
per cui il dovere è la pr
conta. A completare il
appena aggiunta Elvira
zina forte e decisa, che
nei maschi stupendoli c
te prodezze. È l’inizio d
straordinaria che durer
Nelle strade della città, t
pomeriggi insieme, Pao
ni assaporano la limon
Corrado, la più buona d
mo, risolvono il caso de
to e assistono, loro mal
scena che li cambierà p
quello il momento in c
che a una certa età biso
da che parte stare. E qu
quando meno te lo aspe
Un libro che unisce il
realtà. Un omaggio a d
mini e servitori dello Sta
dare una pagina fonda
nostra storia.

Ai piccoli lettori che vogliono conoscere
la storia di due grandi eroi

da 10 anni

"The Mafia starts fighting from the school desks"
(Giovanni Falcone)
Progetto grafico: Studio Dispari – Milano

sovraccoperta_solferino_peduzzi_4.indd 3
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ELENA PEDUZZI graduated with a degree in Classics with an archaeological specialisation.
She is a ghost writer and author of novels published by the most important Italian publishing
houses and translated into numerous languages. Her latest book is Love, Sex and Other Such
Things (written with Fiore Manni), published by Rizzoli.
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BONE MUSIC

CHRISTIAN ANTONINI

M

osca, 1960. An
ci si aspetta da
ca studiare nel
to Superiore Stella Ros
condotta modello e un
nei più alti ranghi della
E tutto procede come p
no finché alla Stella R
nuovo studente diverso
Marko gira per i corridoi
la giacca alzato e un s
classe fa domande scom
to sembra avvolto nel m
tutto, Marko non ha pau
regole che sembrano as
i giovani di tutto il mo
la libertà sulle note sfr
roll, severamente vietat
tica, come tutto ciò ch
Ed è proprio con lui, tra
viste eversive, che Anna
zoni proibite.
Violare le regole signific
il fuoco, e alla resa dei c
rischiano di perdere og
porto, il loro futuro, la l

(Milano, 1971) è autore di romanzi per
ragazzi e per adulti. Cresciuto tra libri,
fumetti e videogiochi, è appassionato di
storia, avventura e fantasy. Nel 2016 ha
vinto il premio nazionale Il Gigante delle Langhe con il romanzo Fuorigioco a
Berlino, edito da Giunti.

Russia, 1960. In the exclusive Red Star school, Anna joins the prestigious Cosmo Club, an association
of the best students, along with a new boy, irreverent and rebellious Marko. He brings poetry, art and
music to the Club’s secret parties – Western music, rock, which is severely prohibited. He does so with
bootleg records, pressed on X-rays. Western rock is freedom and life, something to blow the school’s
mioand
fratello
strict rules off their hinges. The girls and boys open up «Come
to life,poteva
love,
art.amare
They put together a clanl’Unione Sovietica e ascoltare il rock and roll
destine magazine and compete with other schools in Moscow
–
until
Marko’s
secret is discovered by a
che invece ne è nemico?»
boy with a crush on Anna, a chess champion who uses «Forse
the school’s
athletes
as his henchmen. A conla musica non
ha nemici.»
Lui leAnna
sorrise.to
«Oh,
non è vero.her
Ne ha.
La musica
flict begins, full of chases, mysteries and emotions, leading
confront
own
father: a teacher
morde, ti accende dentro e non solo per ballare.
at her school, and a secret agent of the Ministry of the Interior.
Perché è vero che incita alla ribellione, che ci
trasforma in criminali che vanno contro la legge.

• A coming-of-age novel where the relationships between
the characters
evolve
Come potrebbe
essere altrimenti
quandoand
apri changes.
occhi
e vedi
come stanno music.
davvero le A
cose?
• Chases, secret plans, forbidden parties, clandestinegliart
and
prohibited
suspenseful adSe la legge ti toglie la libertà, questa musica
venture you won't want to put down.
ti incita ad alzarti e riconquistarla.»
• Records pressed on X-rays really existed, and they made it possible to sidestep the state monopoly
on vinyl: flexible, easy to hide and costing just a few roubles, they enabled thousands of Soviets to
listen to rock and roll and Western music.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 252
WWW.RAGAZZIMONDADORI.IT

Music bites, it lights a fire inside you,
it's not only about wanting to dance,
it's about taking your freedom back
MONDADORI-LIBRI PER RAGAZZI
@MONDADORI_LIBRI_RAGAZZI

ART DIRECTOR: FERNANDO AMBROSI
GRAPHIC DESIGNER: STEFANO MORO

In sovraccoperta:
illustrazione di Ariann

€ 18,00
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CHRISTIAN ANTONINI is an author of books for children and adults, with a passion for history,
adventure and fantasy. He has worked as an editor for periodicals and publishing houses and
has worked professionally with board games, simulation games and role-playing games. In
2016, he made his debut in the world of children’s fiction with the novel Fuorigioco a Berlino
(The Berlin Offside), which won the 2017 Bancarellino Selection Award and the Il Gigante delle
Langhe national prize.
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CMYK

DETECTICAT

ABC

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO

LIBRI IN STAMPATELLO MAIUSCOLO

PER PRIMI LETTORI.
IL PIACERE DI LEGGERE UNA STORIA DA SOLI,
PAROLA DOPO PAROLA.

LEGGO IO!
Q U E S T O LO
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO
CMYK

ABC

STAMPATELLO
MAIUSCOLO

QUES TO LO LEGGO IO!

PIERDOMENICO
BACCALARIO

Detecticat is a famous private detective, called to solve all kinds of foul deeds.
He has an office, an assistant, Miss Bug, and a passion for complex pastimes,
which inevitably goes pear-shaped. His first idea regarding the culprit is always wrong, then a doubt arises, his whiskers tremble, he says his typical
phrase — “There’s something fishy going on here,” he goes to consult with
his mother, Mysticat, and finally realises that he’s done something wrong. So,
he puts the clues in the right order and goes
to catch the culprit.
NON C’È NIENTE DI MEGLIO DI UNA BELLA INDAGINE PER METTERE

QUES TO LO LEGGO IO!

STAMPATELLO
MAIUSCOLO

LIBRI IN STAMPATELLO MAIUSCOLO
PER PRIMI LETTORI.
IL PIACERE DI LEGGERE UNA STORIA DA SOLI,
PAROLA DOPO PAROLA.

1. DETECTICAT AND THE BULLGLAR

LEGGO IO!
Q U E S T O LO
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO

L’INVESTIGATTO DI BUON UMORE! LA POLLIZIA LO AVVERTE DEL FURTO

ALLA GIOIELLERIA DI TOPAZIO, E MENTRE LE RAGAZZE DELLA SCIENTIFICA

PIERDOMENICO
BACCALARIO

RACCOLGONO LE PROVE, L’INVESTIGATTO INTERROGA I TESTIMONI SU E GIÙ

PER IL PORTO. GRAZIE AL SUO FIUTO FELINO E ALL’ AIUTO DELLA SAGGIA
“Perlage”, Mr Topaz's jewellery shop, hasGATTA
been
broken into. Someone opened
BUIA, I COLPEVOLI NON POTRANNO RIMANERE IMPUNITI A LUNGO!
the safe, emptying it. Detecticat is called to investigate. Only in the end does
he arrive at the culprits: the infamous Mr Bull and the unsuspected Mr Mole.
Case closed.
PRIME LETTURE

ISBN

979-12-5985-076-8

2.DETECTICAT: CRIME AND FISHERMENT

€ 9,90

A horrible crime has been committed at the port: someone has emptied the
Gold Tub and killed the Yellow Fin family. Detecticat is immediately called
to investigate. Only in the end does he arrive at the culprit: Mr Elephant, the
security guard. Case closed.

C’È UN TERRIBILE ODORE DI MARCIO AL PORTO: LA FAMIGLIA PINNE GIALLE
È STATA TROVATA SUL FONDO DELLA VASCA D’ORO… UN VERO DELITTO
A SANGUE FREDDO! L’INVESTIGATTO SI CONFRONTA CON IL CORVO
DEL REATO, SFUGGE AI PAPERAZZI E SI CONCENTRA SULLE PROVE.
IL COLPEVOLE È STATO MOLTO SCALTRO, MA NESSUN INDIZIO È NASCOSTO
COSÌ BENE SE A INDAGARE C’È L’INVESTIGATTO!

COP_Investigatto 1.indd 1

• Stories to make you laugh.
• Small cases to solve with clues that are always evident to the readers,
but not initially to the protagonist.
• New format for early readers: short lines of text to move the narrative.
forwards, speech bubbles for the dialogue between the characters.
FIRST PUBLISHER: HARPER COLLINS (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 48
2 TITLES PUBLISHED, 2 MORE COMING IN FEBRUARY 2023

03/08/22 10:44

PRIME LETTURE

No clue is so
well hidden
if Detecticat
is the one
investigating
ISBN

979-12-5985-077-5

€ 9,90

COP_Investigatto 2.indd 1
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PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. His books have
sold millions of copies worldwide and have been translated into over 30
languages. Today he is considered one of the leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad

TURN TO INDEX

›

CELESTE'S WAR
MARCO MAGNONE

Autumn 1944. In the woods of the Langhe, twelve-year-old Celeste and his little sister Flora, five, are playing
Training, a survival game to prepare for the arrival of the enemy – and the enemy, they have always been taught,
are the rebels who have gone up into the hills: the partisans. But nothing can prepare them for what they find
that day when they return home: the house burnt down, and their mother, like a fallen angel, lying in the yard.
The old world is gone, and Celeste is left with only two things: protecting his little sister and avenging their
mother's death.
Thus begins the two siblings’ journey in search of her killers who, Celeste is certain, are among the partisans. But
the reality he comes face to face with is not the one his mother had always told him about. And the war that tears
Italy apart – and which sees men and women fighting for opposing ideas of world, country and freedom – will
undermine all his certainties.
• A moving story about the love between siblings, with two strong, multifaceted characters who - despite their age difference – end up looking after each other.
• A universal story of coming of age and growing up, about children’s difficulties in questioning the
certainties of childhood in order to build their own, when questioning those certainties also means
questioning their parents.
• A consistently fast-paced adventure story full of surprises and plot twists.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 252

The adventure of two siblings
in search of justice
in the midst of the Resistance

ADVENTURE 10+

MARCO MAGNONE was born in Asti in 1981 and lives in Turin. He is the author of several novels published
in Italy by Mondadori and other leading publishers, some of them written together with his friend Fabio
Geda. He teaches at Scuola Holden in Turin, is a partner of the Mare di Libri festival - Rimini and collaborates
with schools, bookshops, libraries and events dedicated to reading education.
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THE BOY BORN A WITCH
GIUSEPPE D’ANNA

GIUSEPPE
D’ANNA

Perché accontentarsi
di essere normali, quando
si può essere of
speciali?
Alex Kazam is just an ordinary boy, but something’s about to change. He is the last descendent
a long line of

S

NCIO
RA

SE R I E A

WIZARD OR WITCH?

Alex is officially a witch, but that doesn’t mean his misadventures are over. Furtive shadow figures have been seen
around town, long cloaks rustling when they move… They’re back. After all this time… Wizards! And they’re looking
UN PIZZICO DI MAGIA
for a boy who still doesn’t know the whole truth about his family…

BOY-WITCH FOREVER!

CI PIACCIAMO COME SIAMO

VOGLIO FARE LO STREGO!

na, Andrea s’imbatte in un vecchio libro polveroso e in uno strambo cappello a punta.
Scopre così di essere l’ultimo discendente di una stirpe
Will Alex Kazam succeed in being accepted by the Coven of Verdeluna, helped
by young witch Sara Gadula and the
stregonesca: i Kazam di Verdeluna. Suo padre e le altre stredachshund, Pot? What if he, the boy-witch, turns out to be the only one who
save
little
town
fromsiano
an ancient
ghecan
pensano
chethe
scope
volanti
e calderoni
“cose da
femmine”... Andrea, invece, non vede l’ora di fare lo strego!
and terrible curse?

I WANT TO BE A BOY-WITCH!

G. D’ANNA

witches, and, as such, he has the right to receive the family’s magic powers. His parents aren’t really on board with
this though because… well, come on… there’s never been a boy-witch before! But it’s too late now. Alex has discovered what makes him special and he has no intention whatsoever of giving it up: he wants togomberando
be a boy-witch!
la soffitta della non-

FORZA
What if Alex had studied witchcraft with Grandma Amanda? Or if he’d grown L’UNIONE
up asFAaLA wizard,
with Uncle Cornelius?
And what if he’d never discovered he had magical blood? He will turn back time and change his own story, again
and again… But the consequences are unpredictable, and an old enemy Illustrazioni
mightdi MARTINA
pop NALDI
up from the past…
www.battelloavapore.it

• Billy Elliot with a magical flavour, amidst pointed hats and flying broomsticks, reminding us that nothing is
€ 10
“just girls’ stuff”.
• The atmosphere of Harry Potter and Fairy Oak, told with Terry Pratchett-style humour.
• An enchanting (and enchanted!) little town, a coven of witches, a stubborn boy, a magical friend, three bitter
rivals, an intrusive dachshund… and then owls, salamanders, ghosts, potions and books of shadows. The list
goes on, in a story rich in action and laughs!
,50

COP_978885668495.indd 1

FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 228
1 TITLE PUBLISHED, 2 MORE COMING SOON

GIUSEPPE D'ANNA was born and raised in the brilliant Sicilian sunshine, and
trained in graphic design and creative writing in the Tuscan hills. Right now, he
lives here and there (and somewhere else), and in the meantime he is having
fun writing books for children and teenagers. As he loves to repeat (without
being asked), writing and illustrating aren’t so very different: whether through
pictures or words, it’s still storytelling.

PANTONE 151 C

DIM: 13,5x20 cm

19/04/22 22:14
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Because magic doesn't give a damn
if you're a boy or a girl
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Crescere, diventare grandi, è un mistero.
C’è un giorno in cui non sei ancora grande. E il giorno
dopo lo sei. Però si cresce a poco a poco, per cui non ti
accorgi che stai diventando grande… Ecco, vorrei sapere:
come si sa quando si è diventati grandi? C’è una linea
invisibile che separa le cose. Da questa parte sei ancora
piccolo, dall’altra parte sei già grande. Ma non ti accorgi
mai quando succede.

DAVIDE CALÌ, ILLUSTRATIONS BY ALESSANDRO BARONCIANI
Davide Calì

è autore
e fumettista di libri per ragazzi. Nato in
Svizzera, è cresciuto in Italia. Ha pubblicato oltre 170 tra albi illustrati, fumetti
e romanzi per bambini, tradotti in oltre
trenta paesi. Tra questi, per Mondadori,
L’atlante dei luoghi immaginari, scritto con
Pierdomenico Baccalario. I suoi libri hanno vinto premi in tutto il mondo. I suoi
articoli su libri, fumetti e costume compaiono regolarmente sul magazine online
Frizzifrizzi.

Due treni si incr
ciano, sui binari di ques
storia, due viaggi riecheggiano l’
no nell’altro. Il treno Eurostar con c
Thomas, ormai adulto, torna a cas
da Londra, lasciandosi un amore fin
to alle spalle, e il vecchio treno loc
le che trent’anni prima aveva porta
lui, bambino, dal paesino di Beauva
fino a Parigi, per il suo primo viagg
da solo dopo un altro amore finit
quello tra i suoi genitori.
Thomas si interroga sul momento
cui si oltrepassa un confine: quel
linea che nella vita segna un prim
e un dopo, un distacco, forse irrim
diabile, da quelli che eravamo prim
che l’infanzia finisse, che l’amore
nisse. Prima che scegliessimo la n
stra strada.
Una linea a volte invisibile, m
inevitabile.

Two trains pass each other on the tracks of this story; two journeys are echoed in each other. The
Eurostar train on which adult Thomas is returning home from London, leaving behind a love affair
that is now over, and the old local train that took him thirty years ago, as a child, from the little town
of Beauvais to Paris, his first trip alone after the end of another love affair – his parents’.

Thomas wonders about the moment when we cross a certain line in life, the line that marks before
and after, the perhaps irredeemable separation from who we were before our childhood ended,
Baronciani è fumettista,
before love ended. Before we chose our path. Alessandro
illustratore, art director, grafico e musicista. Da uno dei suoi classici più amati,

Quando tutto diventò blu, sono stati tratti
A line that is sometimes invisible but unavoidable.
uno spettacolo e un disco di canzoni ori-

ginali. Lavora per diverse case editrici e
• Davide Calì’s subtle words and Alessandro
Baronciani’s
poetic images accompany us
case discografiche
realizzando copertine di libri, dischi e locandine di festival.
along the line that for every one of us runs
both along the tracks of today and those of
the past.
• One day you’re not grown up yet. The next day you are…. And there’s an invisible line that
separates things.

Le parole lievi di Davide Calì e le im
magini poetiche di Alessandro Baro
ciani ci accompagnano lungo ques
linea, che per ognuno di noi corre s
binari dell’oggi e insieme ripercor
quelli del passato.

FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY) - PAGES: 144
WWW.RAGAZZIMONDADORI.IT

MONDADORI-LIBRI PER RAGAZZI
@MONDADORI_LIBRI_RAGAZZI

Growing up is a mystery
€ 17,00

dagli 11 anni
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illustrato da Alessandro Baronciani
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ADVENTURE 12+
DAVIDE CALÌ is a children’s author and comic book artist. He was born in Switzerland and grew
up in Italy. He has published over 170 illustrated comic books, cartoons and novels for children,
translated in over 30 countries. These include L’atlante dei luoghi immaginari (Mondadori)
co-written with Pierdomenico Baccalario. His books have won prizes around the world. His
articles about books, comics and lifestyle appear regularly in the online magazine Frizzifrizzi.
ALESSANDRO BARONCIANI is a cartoonist, illustrator, art director, graphic designer and musician. One of his best-loved classics, Quando tutto diventò blu, has been made into a show and
an album of original songs. He works for various publishers and record companies creating
book and record covers and festival posters.

TURN TO INDEX

›

MY FRIEND IS A WITCH
GISELLA LATERZA

Miriam’s new classmate Priscilla Applepot lives in a magical house with her parents and
Bartholomeus, a barn owl who can turn into a boy. She’s also a witch! But she can’t control her powers properly… When she laughs too much, she gets taller; when she’s angry,
she starts storms!

1. A STRANGE CLASSMATE

Strange things are happening in Miriam’s class. Someone’s hair catches fire, someone’s
teeth turn blue. And a storm breaks out during the maths test. Could Priscilla Applepot, the
new girl next to her, be responsible?

2. A MUMMY AT THE MARKET

Miriam wants to ace her history group work to impress Thomas. So Priscilla sneaks her
in to the Wednesday Market to see the magical Ancient Egyptian artefacts. But a touchy
mummy discovers them, causing lots of trouble!
• A fun way of talking about the themes of friendship and accepting diversity.
• Priscilla is an inexperienced little witch and her emotions always get her into trouble. Miriam is intrigued and amused by the magical world, but she’s also a little
scared of it sometimes, because it’s difficult to fully understand. By experiencing
each other’s worlds, the two will learn more and enjoy an unforgettable adventure.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SALANI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 192
RIGHTS SOLD IN: SPAIN (DUOMO)
2 TITLES PUBLISHED, 1 MORE COMING SOON

Magic and...
lots of trouble!
So, I warn you:
don't use the last
door on the right.

GISELLA LATERZA started working with the “Corriere della Sera” newspaper, in the Bergamo office, when she was at university. An editor advised her: “If you want to do this job well, you have
to hunt for stories, step after step, wearing your shoes out”. Since then, she has never stopped
writing and travelling. If possible, on foot and if possible, getting lost. In 2018, she was selected
from participants in the “A Caccia di Storie” (“Do You Have a Story?”) competition, a contest to
find new writers and great book ideas, and started working for Book on a Tree. Her latest books
include the Doctor Jackie & Miss Hydie series (Piemme, 2021), written with Giada Pavesi.

MYSTERY 7+
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›

THE RIVER GIRLS
ALESSANDRA UBEZIO

ALESSANDRA
UBEZIO

Chi ero prima del naufragio?
Questa è la domanda
cuiannual
cerco una risposta...
24th July 1915. 2,500 passengers have boarded the Eastland and it’s ready to set sail for athe

L

Two different voices that bring together the present and past of two
girls,
of dreams
Vincitore
delfull
concorso
A caccia di storie, Edizione 2021
and desires like so many others. Each chapter will consist of Ella’s storyAfollowed
by Agnes’s.
NCIO
R
Winner of the A caccia di storie competition, 2021
SE R I E A

•

la nave Eastland, a Chicago. Ella vive i concitati momenti
del disastro, mentre Agnes, mesi dopo, cerca di ricordare la
A Sliding Doors from the early 1900s
propria vita prima del naufragio. Le loro storie rivelano che
A story about growing up and accepting yourself, along with tragedyleand
due light-heartedness.
ragazzine hanno in comune più di quanto si pensi…

FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 192
DA LEGGERE IN FAMIGLIA

L’AMICIZIA ABBATTE OGNI MURO

LE RAGAZZE DEL FIUME

•
•
•

A. UBEZIO

Western Electric cruise. At 7.30 the ship is untied from dock and sits on the Chicago river. In just a
few minutes 844 people will lose their lives and 22 families will be destroyed. That morning, the
lives of Ella and Agnes entwine on the ship, and from then on their stories will have more
in come vite di Ella e Agnes si intrecciano la mattina
mon than anyone might imagine.
del 24 luglio 1915, il giorno dell’incidente del-

MAI GIUDICARE DALLE APPARENZE

WHO WAS I
BEFORE?

Illustrazioni di CHIARA FEDELE
www.battelloavapore.it

€ 10,00
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ADVENTURE,
HISTORICAL 9+
ALESSANDRA UBEZIO Alessandra lives in Travacò Siccomario, a place that no one knows but
she loves. She left it to fly to the US, where she worked as an engineer. She prides herself on
having been among the first to have an email address and having designed super-technological things. Then she repented and started painting watercolours and writing picture books, but
she found herself with too many things to tell, so now she writes novels.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE FINAL TRUTH

IGOR DE AMICIS & PAOLA LUCIANI
Arthur is angry with the whole world. Since his father abandoned him, everything seems to be going
wrong: school, his friends, his relationship with his mother. But one day he comes home to find the
police there and the detectives tell him a story he has never heard before. His father never left. He never abandoned him. He was killed… and his mother is the murderer. The little that remains of Arthur’s
world collapses in an instant but he doesn’t want to believe them. He runs away, covering his tracks,
and, helped by two faithful friends and a girl with purple hair, he starts a frantic search to uncover the
truth. But someone is plotting in the shadows, and is determined to stop Arthur… at any cost.
•
•
•

A story for kids and adults who love mysteries, thrillers and fast-paced investigations. An adventure for those who want to find out the truth at all costs.
A thriller with enthralling and sinister hints of noir. A story that tackles the problematic topic of
adolescent self-interrogation, and the difficulties of showing emotional awkwardness.
A story of mystery and escape, a fast-paced race to find the truth in a narrative scattered with
plot twists and false trails.

FIRST PUBLISHER: EINAUDI RAGAZZI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 256

Murder. Mysteries. Intrigue.

An investigation that will prove to be
an intricate web of deception

IGOR DE AMICIS is an officer in the penitentiary police and a writer by vocation. He alternates chil-

dren’s books with crime stories and novels, convinced that every good story should be told.
PAOLA LUCIANI is a primary school support teacher, and has been involved in children’s literature
for years through articles, interviews and reviews. She has written monographs and essays about
school life.
Together, for Einaudi Ragazzi, they have published Giu nella miniera (Carta Blanca series), Fugees
Football Club (Einaudi Ragazzi di oggi series), Roberto Mancini nella terra dei fuochi and Igor Trocchia un calcio al razzismo (Semplicemente eroi series).

MYSTERY 12+
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OPEN HEARTS
Sonia Elisabetta Corvaglia
AGAINST THE
WAR

Sonia E. Corvaglia e Lucia Perrucci
<<Non vincerà chi è più forte o chi è più
prepotente, ma chi fa squadra.>>

è nata in provincia di Lecce nel 1978 e vive
e lavora a Milano. Laureata in Lettere classiche, insegna al liceo e, in ambito scolastico, si occupa di progetti per l’inclusione e
la promozione della lettura.
Sasha e Alex non si conoscono neppure,
Autrice di libri per bambini e ragazzi tradotti friends
anche all’estero,
ha pubblicato
con di- and Alex have
What is life like at thirteen? Well,
come
first, Sasha
no doubts
about
that.laThen
ma quando
in Ucraina
scoppia
guerra
versi editori
e collabora
Book on
a Tree.
there’s school, sport, or that special
person
youcon
keep
running
into everywhere, who knows why. But what

SONIA E. CORVAGLIA & LUCIA PERRUCCI

si ritrovano a condividere tutto: una casa,
if, one day, there’s a war? In Ukraine, Sasha suddenly has to deal with this:
war due
isn’tsorelle
like aminori
videogame.
In afatto
la scuola,
che hanno
flash it takes everything away from
him,
even his èdreams.
He has to escape.
Luckily,
in
Italy,
there’s
Alex’s
Lucia
Perrucci
nata in Puglia,
amicizia. Eppure anche in Italia, dove sono
della cometa
di Halley
e di Cherfamily to welcome him and hisnell’anno
little sister,
so they
can
continue to study and live a more or less normal
al
sicuro, esistono prepotenze e ingiustizie,
nobyl. Innamorata
sempre
delleamong
storie,
life. But hatred and bullying are making
their da
way
even
the desks and classrooms at school… Sasha
ha studiato Lettere a Bologna e Sceneggiatuche richiedono una scelta coraggiosa…
and Alex don’t give in, and invent
a plan inspired by the 1942 endeavour of the Dinamo Kiev heroes, in
ra alla masterclass del Giffoni Film Festival.
order to prove that violence canOggi
never
over
solidarity
scrive win
e insegna,
e adora
i suoi stu-and a sense of justice.
Le autrici devolvono
denti a cui ruba, forse, le idee più interes-

una parte dei

loro proventi a
• Important topical themes like
school,
inclusivity,
war, hospitality, family, friendship.Croce
santi.
Nel 2022 ha
esordito per Mondadori
Rossa Italiana
con il romanzo
La prodigiosa
macchina cat• The book is enhanced by interesting
history
capsules
to improve understanding of Ukrainian culture
tura anime di Cassandra Apollinaire.
and some aspects of the Russian-Ukrainian
war, also useful for classwork.
• Sport as a moment of integration overcoming conflicts.

FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI ELECTA (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 144
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om’è la vita a
al primo posto
su questo Sash
no dubbi. Poi la scuo
la persona speciale c
continui a incontrare
un giorno arriva la g
Sasha all’improvviso
quella vera non è com
in un lampo gli porta
gni. Deve scappare. P
c’è la famiglia di Alex
la sua sorellina, che p
a studiare e a fare un
normale. Ma anche tr
di scuola si fanno str
potenza… Sasha e Ale
vinti e ideano un pia
presa compiuta nel 1
Dinamo Kiev con il qu
che la violenza non p
alla solidarietà e al se

r
#nowaiends
r
#newf

Escaping from war,
friendship becomes a bridge,
a shield against violence and bulling
Graphic design: Elena Scanferla, Book on a Tree Ltd
Illustrazioni: Manuela Santoni

Euro 16,90
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HISTORICAL, ADVENTURE 10+
SONIA ELISABETTA CORVAGLIA was born in the province of Lecce in 1978, and now lives and works in Milan. She has a degree in Classics and teaches at secondary school
where she is involved in projects for inclusivity and promoting reading. She is the author of books for children and teenagers translated into other languages, with various
publishers, and works with Book on a Tree.
LUCIA PERRUCCI was born in Puglia in the year of Halley’s Comet and Chernobyl. She has always been passionate about stories: she studied Literature in Bologna and
Screenwriting at the Giffoni Film Festival masterclass. Today she writes and teaches: she adores her students, and her most interesting ideas may be stolen from them. In
2022 she made her debut with Mondadori with her novel La prodigiosa macchina cattura anime di Cassandra Apollinaire.

TURN TO INDEX

›

BEFORE YOU START SECONDARY SCHOOL

DANIELE NICASTRO

Hai superato la quinta elementare,
puoi finalmente goderti un’estate di riposo,
giochi, tempo libero…
Oh no, ci sono i compiti delle vacanze!!!

100 activities creative, mysterious, nonconformist, cheerful, challenging,
andcreativi,
advenMa seshared
i compiti fossero
misteriosi,
allegri, sfidanti, condivisi,
turous to show that exploring, playing, building, breaking, and beinganticonformisti,
late are synonymous
with avventurosi,
potrebbero anche essere divertenti, no?
learning. Because, after all, you can train your mind and body without sacrificing
fun!

Daniele Nicastro

100 ACTIVITIES TO DO THIS SUMMER

Daniele Nicastro

An introduction in which the functioning of the book is explained (all addressed directly to the
reader), followed by a narrative path to accompany the children in 100 different activities that will
stimulate them both intellectually and physically.
The activities range from “Hunting for news bombshells” to “Invent a secret code”, passing
through “How many ways do you know to...”, “Can you paint with your fingers?”, “What is a trip
without music?”, “Create your own board game” Or “Can you run backwards?”, “An agenda to
change the world”, “Goodbye plastic bottles!”
The management of the activities is narrative, using game book mechanics to make the se100what
attività
da fare durante l’estate,
quence interactive and personalised: the reader chooses from time to time
to do.
così mentre esplori, giochi, costruisci,

rompi e fai tardi…
impari
anche.
• Illustrations that, from time to time, accompany and interact with the narrative.
Funny,
dy(E ti avvicini alle temibili scuole medie con il sorriso!)
namic images able to enhance the comedy of situations and make the reading fluid. But also
€ 15,00
boxes, lists and tables to fill in.
dai 10 anni

• 100 activities to do outdoors, alone or with friends, without gender barriers and encouraging anyone to experiment with fun, new activities.
Art Director: Fernando Ambrosi
Graphic Designer: Danielle Stern
Illustrazioni: Andrea Dalla Fontana

Le 100 cose da fare

prima di andare

alle MEDIE

FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 227
COP_100anticompiti.indd 1
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NON FICTION 10+
DANIELE NICASTRO was born in 1978 and he currently lives in a small town in the province of
Cuneo where he writes everything: novels, postcards, messages in bottles and phrases on the
walls. He started telling stories as a boy, to his mother, every time he came home late without
warning her. Over time, he has made a profession of it. He made his debut with the novel Grande
(Grown Up), winner of the Legenda Junior Prize and shortlisted for the Bancarellino Prize 2018.
He has tried his hand at the most diverse genres, from the adventure novel to the comic story, but
always with particular attention to the theme of growing up.

100 home fun activities
that will fill up
every child's summer

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE ANIMALS OF
STRANGEWOOD
GIUSEPPE FESTA

A squirrel suffering with vertigo, a short-sighted falcon, a claustrophobic mole and many other
strange animals fight against those who threaten Strangewood. They will manage to overcome
adversity by making their limitations a source of strength, often unintentionally, thanks to teamwork
and the friendship that binds them.

DUNG STRIKE

DISHEVELLED BRISTLE

Quante stranezze a Strambosco!
Il ghiro Nocetto ha i baffi sporchi di cioccolato, la civetta Ray
sta mangiando delle patatine
e l’orso Ursus ha preparato
un infuso di banana… ma
non ci sono alberi di banane
a Strambosco! E non è tutto: il
ragno Clava usa la colla per catturare
le sue prede e l’orsetto Puz gira con un
puzzolentissimo pannolino! Tutti gli indizi
portano alle Paludi Fetenti: non resta che
tapparsi il naso e andare a fondo di questo
mistero…
dai 7 anni

dai 7 anni

Art Director: Fernando Ambrosi
Graphic Design: Sara Signorini
IllustrazionI: Martina Motzo

Art Director: Fernando Ambrosi
Graphic Design: Sara Signorini
IllustrazionI: Martina Motzo

€ 14,50

€ 14,50
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FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021-22 PAGES: 96
4 TITLES PUBLISHED, 2 MORE COMING IN FEBRUARY 2023
RIGHTS SOLD IN: FRANCE (AUZOU)

GIUSEPPE FESTA has a degree in Natural Sciences and works in the environmental education
field. He was shortlisted for the Strega Children’s Prize 2019 with Cento passi per volare (A Hundred Steps to Freedom), Salani, 2018. The same novel received the Kadaitosho in Japan in 2020
and has been chosen by the Japanese Ministry of Education as summer reading for all school
children in the target age group.

Un pannolino
per Puz

• Lots of laughs (all while learning a lot about nature).
• Diversity as a source of strength, thanks to teamwork and friendship.
• At the end of each story, either Dizzy the squirrel or Ray the owl describes the real characteristics of the animals outside Strangewood.
• Shortlisted for The Strega Children's Prize 2022

Setolo
spettinato

Who’s cutting down Strangewood’s tallest trees? Stinky’s grandma says it’s a tree-eating monster…
but the truth is that an abusive woodcutter is causing great damage in the wood. Can the animals
defeat the enemy?

GIUSEPPE FESTA

TUTTO È IL CONTRARIO
DI TUTTO E LE STRANEZZE
SONO ALL' ORDINE DEL GIORNO.

TUTTO È IL CONTRARIO
DI TUTTO E LE STRANEZZE

The River Rut has been stolen and Fizzy Lake no longer fizzes! The crew suspects that the effervesSONO ALL' ORDINE DEL GIORNO.
cent water factory down in Smoky Valley has something to do with it and they already have a very
ramshackle plan…
Il cinghiale Setolo si
sta limando gli zoccoli
quando rimane paralizzato dalla paura: nel bosco risuona un rumore fortissimo, da far rizzare i peli della
pelliccia! Setolo e i suoi amici
animalazzi si fanno coraggio e,
giunti nella parte più fitta e ombrosa di Strambosco, scoprono che alcuni alberi sono scomparsi nel nulla… Che
sia stato un mostro Mangialberi? Non c’è
tempo da perdere, bisogna indagare.
Anche a costo di spettinarsi il ciuffo!

GIUSEPPE
FESTA

THE SOURCE OF THE RUT

GIUSEPPE FESTA
A

GIUSEPPE
FESTA

Someone has hidden traps in the Water Point clearing, at the Reeking Swamp and near Fizzy Lake.
If there’s a shady poacher to scare off, the Strangewood crew is ready with weapons that are very…
A
foul-smelling!

14/09/22 08:53
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ADVENTURE, HUMOUR 7+

In Strangewood, everything
is the opposite of everything
and weirdness is the norm

TURN TO INDEX

›

FIORE MANNI & MICHELE MONTELEONE
& ANDREA OBELOSTER
Viaggi straordinari
nei segreti dell'arte

L

FIRST PUBLISHER: EMONS RAGA - PAGES: 174

noto sbattere d’ali, presagio di future avventure. Ed è così
che si ritrovano a Urbino nell’estate del 1502, al cospetto del
grande Leonardo da Vinci che affida loro l’incarico di distruggere
una sua pericolosissima invenzione prima che la trovi Cesare
Borgia, detto il Valentino. Inseguiti dai soldati, riusciranno i nostri
eroi a portare a termine la missione e soprattutto
a ricostruire il loro affiatato terzetto?

A whirlwind adventure
in the territory
of Renaissance genius
Leonardo da Vinci

Questo libro parla!

Cerca all’interno i QR Code per ascoltare tutto l’audiolibro e tre storie speciali,
raccontate da Leonardo in persona.

Euro 15,00

IL FIUME DEL TEMPO

ARDO his
Nina, Lori and Jamal are at the Louvre on a study trip, but something is wrong: JamalEOisNdoing
utmost to avoid his two friends. While they’re talking about it Una
in front
of
the
Virgin
of
the
Rocks,
turbinosa scorribanda nei territori
they hear the now-familiar flapping of wings, heralding a new adventure.
And
they find themdi quel genio
delso
Rinascimento
che fu Leonardo
da who
Vinci. entrusts
selves in Urbino, in summer 1502, in the presence of the great Leonardo
da Vinci
them with the task of destroying one of his most dangerous inventions before Cesare Borgia,
Lori e can
Jamal sono
in gitacomplete
scolastica, ma qualcosa
known as Valentino, can find it. With soldiers hot on theirNina,
heels,
oural Louvre
heroes
the
non va: Jamal fa di tutto per evitare i due amici. Mentre
mission, and, most important of all, bring their close-knit trione back
together?
discutono davanti alla Vergine delle Rocce sentono l’ormai

6

Fiore Manni e Michele Monteleone

THE MERCURY MYSTERIES:
THE RIVER OF TIME

10+

FIORE MANNI has published three children’s novels with Rizzoli: Jack Bennet e la Chiave di Tutte le Cose (Jack
Bennet and the Key of All Things) Asti d’Appello Junior Prize, finalist for the Castello di Sanguinetto prize, Jack
Bennet e il Viaggiatore dai mille volti (Jack Bennet and the Traveller with a Thousand Faces) and Come le Cicale
(Like Cicadas). She is the co-author of the graphic novel Mask’d, published by Star Comics.
MICHELE MONTELEONE is an italian comic book writer. Born in Rome in 1987, he is best known for his work on
the comic book series Dylan Dog and Orfani for Sergio Bonelli Editore and also for co-create Senzombra for Bao
Publishing and Mask'd for Star Comics. In the last year he wrote his first horror novel, Nel Buio della Casa with his
wife Fiore Manni and is currently writing a new comic book miniseries The Swamp, for Edizioni BD.

MYSTERY 9+
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Esecutivo 139x218 mm

CYAN MAGENTA GIALLO NERO

30

OLGA

CHRISTIAN HILL è nato a Milano nel
1967. Si è laureato in Ingegneria aeronautica, ma dopo la laurea ha deciso che gli
aerei dovevano restare solo una passione e
quindi si è dedicato alle sue altre passioni: i
giochi di ruolo, il giornalismo, la fotografia
e, ovviamente, la scrittura, e in particolare
la narrativa per ragazzi.
1943. Olga Boldireva
a 13-year-old
Russian
Numerosiissono
i romanzi pubblicati,
tra cui girl captured and taken to Germany to work as a
Il ladro
dei cieli
(Premio
2020) e Io
nanny for a family.
Hans
Kemp
is Cento
a 13-year-old
German boy, the eldest son of that family. When
sono Jai, pubblicati da Rizzoli.

Agosto 1943. In un ca
in Germania, una voc
va” e da un angolo de
una ragazzina russa d
chiari e gli occhi spe
dalla sua città per far
ta, la schiava.
Nello stesso istante, i
si guarda allo specch
ciuto il sorriso sicuro
nella divisa della Gio
mo di tre fratelli, sta
famiglia a ricevere l’ai
dalle norme vigenti: u
Nel momento in cui O
la casa di Hans per o
minore, tra i due si ac
to speciale quanto i
tre lei troverà nelle p
possibilità di una lib
invece richiamato al f
delle Ardenne. E in un
ticarsi di essere poco
trasformarsi in un sol

A STORY OF PEACE IN WARTIME

CHRISTIAN HILL

«Io issono
tedesco, Olga.
ora saròtoanche
soldato.
she arrives, she is a bundle of anger and resentment, while he
a cheerful
boyEtrying
understand what is happening in the world. Olga is welcomed as a daughter
and
treated
with
respect,
Non ci posso fare niente. Le cose stanno così.»
even though the neighbourhood continues to despise her. Hans, on the other hand, ends up
«Nonat voglio
che tu While
diventi Olga
come loro…»
dice lei.
in the war machine and, at the age of 14, is forced to go fight
the front.
will find
«Io sonoare
io, now
Olga. her
Nullafamily.
può cambiare
questo.
serenity and love with another prisoner and realise that the Kemps
Hans will
face battle, the death of his friend and the destruction of his unit. He deserts
and walks home,
Te lo prometto.»
now a profoundly changed person. And when the war ends, he will have to come to terms with
the wounds he has left behind.
• A true story of the author’s family (Kemp is an invented name: in reality, Olga was sent
to a family named Hill).
• A condemnation of war, death and destruction, but pointing a finger above all at the
effect of war on people’s humanity, regardless of who they side with.
• Represents the struggle of ‘normal life’, family life full of small things, to withstand great
events that come
from above to overturn lives.
In copertina: illustrazione di © Andrea Serio

Due mondi lontani, m
che in guerra non ci
sono vincitori. Due m
no in un romanzo sto
dalle vicende della fam

Art Director: Francesca Leoneschi
Graphic Designer: Giovanna Ferraris / theWorldof DOT

FIRST PUBLISHER: RIZZOLI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 336

Two very young lives overturned
by the war, fighting to stay human
www.rizzolilibri.it
/R izzo liLib ri
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CHRISTIAN HILL was born in Milan to an Italian mother and a German father. He studied aeronautical engineering and in his life has been involved in role-playing games, journalism, computing and photography. He is a member of the Book on a Tree group of authors, with whom
he shares a love for compelling storytelling. He is also involved in cinema and television, writing
screenplays both for films and animated series for children. He works in a small studio saturated
with objects and images that are completely useless in real life, but very useful for setting the imagination in motion. He divides his time between his desk, where he deals with a noisy keyboard,
and a comfortable armchair, where he thinks up new stories (trying not to snore).
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FEDERICA PELLEGRINIil blocco di

o magari non sai come cavartela con il dorso o, forse, vorresti
soltanto… schizzare gli amici e fare merenda!
Ma il nuoto non è solo fatica e brividi, è una passione che può
You can’t swim? Don’t worry, she’ll come with you to the pool personallyispirare
– yes,
Federica Pellegrini. Along with
anche fuori dall’acqua. Com’è successo a Federica
five new friends ready to learn how to stay afloat… not only in the pool, but
everyche
day!
Pellegrini,
ha affrontato tante prove difficili per questo
grande amore.
It’s happened to us all: it’s time for the lesson you really don’t want to do.
In the swimming
that might
be per
A cominciare
dal rinunciarepool,
alla sicurezza
dei braccioli,
poi scrutare
il pelo
dell’acqua dal blocco
di partenza
scoprendo
breathing underwater for some, or diving for others. Some people can’t get
on with
backstroke,
others
just want
che non è poi così alto come sembra…
to splash their friends and have a snack! But swimming isn’t just effort and
a passion
thatassieme
comes
at annuovi
Un thrills,
racconto it’s
in dieci
brevi episodi,
a cinque
early age. And it’s a passion that can inspire others outside the pool too. That’s
whate Federica
tells
amici curiosi
diversi tra loro.
Conus.
Fede che accompagna
tutti in vasca mostrando che, con
A story told in ten short episodes, with five characters: curious kids, totally
different
from
one another, like the
coraggio,
si possono
affrontare
le piccoleto
e grandi
readers. And Fede will take them all to the pool, where they’ll show the courage
face prove
tests both large and small
dello sport.
from an early age, those tests that make us grow, one day at a time. Because
everyone
can
E anche
quelle della
vita.become a happy little
fish in the water, in their own way, and grow a little more every day!
Per diventare tutti un
po’ campioni, ognuno
• Federica Pellegrini’s first children’s book.
a modo suo.
Ma soprattutto:
• A fresh and subtle approach, accompanied by imaginative illustrations,
that transforms the pool into the
crescere un
whole world.
giorno dopo
• Federica offers children prompts, that aren’t only swimming lessons l’altro.
but also ideas they can use every day,

partenza
non è alto come
sembra!

everywhere.

€

FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2022

15,50

IVA inclusa

Ten prompts for kids from the "divine"
Federica Pellegrini,
queen of Italian swimming

FEDERICA PELLEGRINI

È CAPITATO A TUTTI: arriva il momento della lezione a cui

proprio non vuoiAND
andare.
Quindi
ricordate…
HOW TO FACE EVERYDAY
CHALLENGES,
LARGE
SMALL
In piscina, può essere la respirazione sott’acqua, oppure i tuffi,

in VASCA con FEDE

SWIMMING WITH FEDE

FEDERICA PELLEGRINI

in
VASCA
con
FEDE

FEDERICA PELLEG
(Mirano, 1988), la Di
la più grande nuotat
di tutti i tempi. Fa il
in piscina da piccoli

sapere ancora camm
Nel 2004, alle Olimp
Federica vince l’arg
più giovane medagli
dello sport italiano (
anni). Quattro anni d
olimpico di Pechino

è la più giovane med
individuale nella sto

Ai Campionati del M
2009” realizza con i
1’52”98 il record dei
libero, primato mon
imbattuto. Nel 2020

nella Commissione A

COME AFFRONTARE
LE PICCOLE, GRANDI SFIDE DI OGNI GIORNO
illustrazioni di
Andrea Alemanno

www.solferinolibri.it

In vasca con Fede-COVER-def.indd 1
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FEDERICA PELLEGRINI (Mirano, 1988), nicknamed ‘Divine’, is the greatest female Italian swimmer of all time. She
took her first plunge into the pool when she was tiny, before she could even walk. In 2004, at the Athens Olympics, Federica won the silver medal at sixteen years of age, becoming the youngest medal-winner in the history
of Italian sport. Four years later, in 2008, the gold medal at the Beijing Olympics made her the youngest individual
medal winner in the history of swimming. At the “Roma 2009” World Championships she set the 200m freestyle
record at 1’52”98, which is still unbeaten. In 2020 she was elected to the IOC Athletes’ Commission.
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LOVE, SEX AND
OTHER SUCH THINGS
FIORE MANNI & ELENA PEDUZZI
Love, sex and other things of the sort are the topics that everyone
starts wondering about when they hit puberty. In this book, you can
find the answers and many curiosities. They are collected and presented in a fictional story whose protagonists are four teenagers who,
in order to talk about these topics, create a clandestine magazine full
of illustrated images. It is from them, but always with the advice of
three professionals from different fields (a urologist, a gynaecologist and a psychologist), that all the information readers would never
have the courage to ask their parents and teachers comes. How do
you manage your first crush? Why does the body change, and how
should you take care of it? What is the LGBTQ+ movement? Why is it
important to know how to say no? This and much more is the content of their magazine and of this book, which the two authors have
written partly as a novel and partly as an indispensable manual for
surviving that hurricane of emotions and questions that sooner or later overwhelms everyone.
• A fresh, new, engaging approach to all the topics, with the
help of the fictional story and three experts, which brings
readers closer to the dissemination themes.
• Attractive graphics, with lots of illustrations and cartoons.
FIRST PUBLISHER: RIZZOLI (ITALY), 2022
PAGES: 208 - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

Alla prima domanda
risponde l’autostim
a che, in pratica,
indica quanta fiducia
hai in te stesso e nelle
tue capacità.
Ecco, può capitare
che a un certo punto
questa fiducia cominci a vacillare, perché
il tuo corpo sta cambiand
o, e anche
il modo in cui ti vedi
e ti senti. Non preoccupa
rti: è normale.
I dubbi fanno parte
del cambiamento, che
fa parte della
crescita. Succede a
tutti. E cosa puoi farci?
Conoscere
pregi, i tuoi difetti e
i tuoi
i tuoi limiti.
Per la seconda domanda
invece devi ricordati
che non si
può mai piacere a tutti,
come non è giusto cambiare
quello
che sei, fingendoti diverso
per fare contento qualcun
È giusto che ti circondi
altro.
delle persone giuste
che ti fanno star
bene e ti supportano
sempre, per quello che
sei.

OGGI SONO UN
VERO DISASTRO.
NON C’È NULLA CHE
MI STIA BENE...

LO SAI CHE…

Fare un mucchio di cose
diverse ogni giorno, tipo
leggere un po’
di tutto, scoprire sempre
nuove cose, uscire e conoscere
persone,
parlare con gli amici, può
aiutarti un sacco a pensare
positivo.
Non sei convinto? Senti
qui, allora.
C’è questo psicologo, tale
Rich Walker, che ha studiato
qualcosa come 30.000 ricordi
e letto oltre 500 diari (che
lavoraccio!).
Comunque, alla fine ha
scoperto una cosa incredibile
: che chi si
butta, e magari anche si
impegna, in diverse esperienze
, finisce per ricordarsi solo di
quelle positive (e notare
meno quelle
negative!). Quindi, più fai,
più, secondo il dottor Walker,
ti sentirai felice.

MAVI
MI GUARDA SEMPRE…
COME DARLE TORTO?!

Provare per credere!
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IL GENERE E GLI – ODIOSI – STEREOTIPI DI GENERE
Non abbiamo mai dato gran penso al genere, anzi! È un qualcosa
che diamo per scontato (tipo l’andare male in matematica: per
noi è una costante, non ci facciamo più caso ormai!). In realtà il
genere è una parte molto importante di ognuno di noi: è uno
dei modi con cui possiamo esprimerci e presentarci al mondo, con
cui possiamo essere chi vogliamo e fare ciò che ci piace (sempre nei

MASCHIACCIO
FEMMINUCCIA

BISOGNA FARE UNA
GRANDISSIMA ATTENZIONE
ALLE PAROLE “FEMMINUCCIA” E
“MASCHIACCIO”: SPESSO VENGONO
USATE PER DEFINIRE IN MODO
SBAGLIATO LE PERSONE E CIÒ
CHE AMANO FARE!

limiti del rispetto degli altri, ovviamente!).
Una cosa molto importante che dobbiamo fare è combattere
gli stereotipi di genere. “Ma che cosa sono?” ti starai chiedendo,
già ti sentiamo. Sono degli sciocchi luoghi comuni che non corrispondono minimamente alla realtà. Per esempio, secondo
uno stereotipo di genere, l’uomo è forte
e coraggioso mentre la donna è debole e paurosa… Ma secondo te Amelia
Earhart, che ha attraversato in volo da
sola tutto l’Oceano Pacifico nel 1934,
era debole o paurosa? Noi non crediamo
proprio!
Gli stereotipi di genere vorrebbero
imporci quelle caratteristiche che si ritiene siano tipiche del nostro sesso, impedendoci di distinguere noi stessi in
quanto individui, ciascuno con le proprie qualità, i propri punti di
forza, le proprie passioni… Non c’è niente di più sbagliato: siamo
tutti unici e capaci di fare grandissime cose, proprio come Amelia!
(Non sappiamo se saremo mai in grado di attraversare in solitaria
l’Oceano Pacifico, ma è comunque bello sognare!)

SE UN RAGAZZO PIANGE A VOLTE
VIENE CHIAMATO FEMMINUCCIA, MA
È SBAGLIATO: TUTTI PIANGIAMO
E ABBIAMO BISOGNO DI PIANGERE
QUANDO SIAMO TRISTI, DELUSI
O ARRABBIATI. NON C’È NIENTE DI
CUI VERGOGNARSI ANZI, FA MALE
TRATTENERE LE NOSTRE EMOZIONI.

UNA RAGAZZA CHE GIOCA A
CALCIO NON È UN MASCHIACCIO,
MA SEMPLICEMENTE UNA PERSONA
A CUI PIACE QUESTO SPORT.
È BELLO AVERE LA LIBERTÀ
DI POTER FARE TUTTO CIÒ
CHE CI PIACE!
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FIORE MANNI has published three children’s novels with Rizzoli: Jack Bennet e la Chiave di Tutte le Cose (Jack Bennet and the Key of All Things) Asti d’Appello Junior Prize, finalist for the Castello di Sanguinetto prize, Jack Bennet e
il Viaggiatore dai mille volti (Jack Bennet and the Traveller with a Thousand Faces) and Come le Cicale (Like Cicadas).
She is the co-author of the graphic novel Mask’d, published by Star Comics.
ELENA PEDUZZI graduated with a degree in Classics with an archaeological specialisation. She is a ghost writer and
author of novels published by the most important Italian publishing houses and translated into numerous languages.
Her latest book is Love, Sex and Other Such Things (written with Fiore Manni), published by Rizzoli.
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All the answers
to the questions
you've never dared
to ask about.
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FEDERICO TADDIA

NATA IN VIA D
STELLE A F
IL 12 GIUG
MARGHERITA
POTEVA CHE
UN’ASTRO
DI FAMA M

Ep
mai cr
no: crede
merito, nell
realizzare i prop
Lei che di sogni n
simi: dall’atletica
di conquistare un
Olimpiadi, alla b
le fu amore a pri
alle stelle, scoper
po’ per caso e che
minato il cammi
vare alla guida de
astronomico di Tr
rettrice donna in
Margherita non
esprimeva le sue o
teva per una socie
difesa dei diritti d
Una vita straor
semplice la sua, vi
della verità e del
sguardo sempre ri

Illustrazioni di
Marianna Balducci

DELle

CENTO

because they are as unusual as Margherita.
ASTROFISICA DI TUTTA
LA VIA LATTEA,
• Rare and unpublished photos brought to life by the extraordinary creativity of Marianna
MARGHERITA
HACK .
Balducci.
• An example of a strong and confident woman who stood against the stereotypes and
preconceptions of gender culture to establish herself and her passions.

NATa IN VIa

Scrittore, conduttore e divulga«OGNI RISPOSTA NON È
tore, collabora con “Topolino”,
CHE IL PUNTO DI PARTENZA
“Radio24” e il quotidiano “La
PER UN’ALTRA DOMANDA.»
Stampa”. Il suo pallino, da semQUESTO PER LEI ERA IL MOTORE
pre, è raccontare con le parole
DELLA RICERCA. E, DA CAMPIONESSA
giuste ai più giovani tutto quelDI SALTO IN ALTO, VOLEVA SEMPRE
lo che scienziate e scienziati stuALZARE
UN POCHINO
DI PIÙ
Born in Via delle Cento
Stelle (The street of 100 Stars) in Florence on the
12th
June 1922,
diano, cercano e scoprono. Per
L’ASTICELLA DEL SAPERE.
what else could Margherita
Hack
become
but a world-famous astrophysicist?
But she never
Mondadori
ha pubblicato
Girogirotonda, Terra
vista. La scienbelieved in destiny: instead,
sheinbelieved
in merit, in making your dreams come true. And
za e la tecnologia spiegate alle
she had lots of dreams:
from athletics – she hoped to win an Olympic medal – to bicycles,
ragazze e ai ragazzi, Giochi di
love at first sight, andgruppo
the (anche)
stars, adiscovered
1 metro di di- in school by chance and which lit her path all
Sei troppo
forte,director
papà! 39 of an observatory in Italy, at the Astronomical
the way to becomingstanza,
the first
female
attività
+ 1 per divertirsi
insieme
Observatory of Trieste.
Margherita
didn’t
hide who she was, she expressed her opinions, and
e Virusgame. Dall’attacco alla
fought for a better society,
defending
the
rights of the weakest. She lived an extraordinarily
difesa: come si protegge il corsimple life guided by truth
and
humour,
always
with an eye on the future.
po umano.
Con
“Teste Toste”
ha
vinto il Premio Andersen per la
miglior collana di divulgazione
• An intimate and richly
detailed account of the life of one of the most famous astronscientifica per ragazze e ragazzi.
omers in the world,
by
someone
really knew her. Federico retraces Margherita's
Con Margherita
Hack who
ha scritto
L’INCREDIBILE
dueinteresting
libri, realizzato facts,
un programlife in a story full of
anecdotes and details, in a book divided
into 12 VITA
DELLA PIÙ SIMPATICA ,
ma
TV e passato un sacco di temchapters, each named after a star chosen from among the billions dotted the
universe,
RIBELLE
E SPETTINATA
po insieme.

FeDERICO TADdIA

BORN IN
VIA DELLE
FEDERICO TADDIA
CENTO STELLE

4 MM DI ABBONDANZA PER LA PIEGA

WWW.RAGAZZIMONDADORI.IT

MONDADORI-LIBRI PER RAGAZZI
@MONDADORI_LIBRI_RAGAZZI

ART DIRECTOR: FERNANDO AMBROSI
GRAPHIC DESIGNER: SARA SIGNORINI

FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 184

In sovraccoperta:
Fotografia © Gin Angri riela
da Marianna Balducci

All answers are just the
starting point for another question
€ 16,00
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FEDERICO TADDIA is a writer, presenter and populariser, who has worked with “Topolino”, “Radio24” and
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the daily newspaper, “La Stampa”. He has always had a mania for finding the right words to tell youngsters
everything scientists study, look for, and discover. He won the Andersen Prize for the best science popularisation series for girls and boys with Teste Toste.
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THE BIG BOOK OF SUBMARINES
CHRISTIAN HILL

CHRISTIAN HILL

IL GRANDE LIBRO
Exploring the depths is a difficult and dangerous business: there’s
oxygen underwater, little
DEinoSOTTOMARINI
light, and as you go down to the depths the temperature falls, while the pressure increases

loro avventurosi racconti legati alla storia dei

IL GRANDE LIBRO DEI SOTTOMArINI

drastically!
Esplorare gli abissi è un’impresa difficile e pericolosa:
a che cosa servono
e sonar?
sott’acqua
manca l’ossigeno, la
luce scarseggia
e,
It took centuries to design the first safe and reliable
submarines:
military
models
asperiscopi
well
as ciscendendo in profondità, la temperatura diminuisce
vilian and touristic ones for exploration and rescue.
Filippo
and
Sofia
discover
this
mysterious
mentre la pressione aumenta tremendamente!
sono voluti
secoli them
per concepire
i primi of
sottomarini
world, guided by their grandpa, an ex-submarinerCi who
tells
tales
adventures linked to
sicuri e affidabili: modelli militari, ma anche civili,
the history of submarines, revealing the more complex
technical
aspects – such as why they
turistici, da esplorazione
e salvataggio.
don’t float (and, above all, sink) – as well as more
curious ones: where’s the bathroom? And
Filippo e Sofia scoprono questo mondo misterioso
who cooks?
guidati dal nonno, un ex-sommergibilista che narra
Come dorme l’equipaggio?

sottomarini, svelandone anche gli aspetti tecnici

complessi
– come fanno
non tornare a galla
• Each tale introduces a technical chapter, with più
the
support
ofainfographics
and boxes with
soprattutto, a non colare a picco? – e più curiosi
details. A journey of discovery of all aspects ofe,– dov’è
submarines,
from the science of how they
il bagno? E chi cucina?
work to the technology of their systems and structures.
Che cosa fa
• Four simple experiments help the readers to beter understand
the most difficult aspects.
il comandante?
• Attractive and engaging illustrations.

FIRST PUBLISHER: EDITORIALE SCIENZA (ITALY), 2022

CON ILLUSTRAZIONI DETTAGLIATE
ed ESPERIMENTI PER CAPIRE
COME FUNZIONANO I SOTTOMARINI

IL GRANDE

CHRISTIAN HILL

LIBRO DEI
SOTTOMARINI
Illustrazioni di
ARIANNA BELLUCCI
e GIULIA LOMBARDO

E il motorista?

Everything, absolutely everything,
you want to know about submarines

ISBN 978-88-9393-183-0

9 788893 931830

51593A

€ 22,90
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CHRISTIAN HILL is an aerospace engineer who, immediately after graduating, decided he didn’t
want to be an engineer. So, he turned to role-playing games and journalism and, more recently,
to children’s fiction. He has published successful books for several Italian publishers and won the
Cento Prize with Il Ladro dei cieli (The Sky Thief), Rizzoli
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Scrive su quotidiani e mensili e lavora

per radio e tv, raccontando di tecnologie,
THE NIGHT OF THE TURTLES

un video e quel simpaticone di Belva lo modifica a modo
suo e… la preside si infuria! Ma il guaio diventa
una bella occasione: per farsi perdonare, Sofia, Belva

ambiente,
social network.
i compagniAnd
TommiZhenyi
e Zhenyi devono
Sofia can’t believe it: making a videoenergia,
on sea
turtles
with Beast, the classe bully!
is partecipare a Nature
on Stage, un concorso per documentari. Nascono così
instantly anxious about participating inVeronica
a European
competition...
but
this
is
the
punishment
deCarratello è illustratrice
i Videomaker Selvaggi e la loro prima destinazione è una
creed by the headteacher and it’s not eup
fordi discussion.
man
of many
talentsmarine vanno a deporre
autrice
fumetti e di libri perLuckily,
bambini. Tommi is a baia
pugliese,
dove le tartarughe
Conosciuta anche
con lo pseudonimo
le uova. Tra panzerotti
e interviste
and is sure that the video will be a success.
Scettùcene
Bay is just as their science
teacher
de- a esperti e pescatori,
di “Veci”, collabora con molte case editrici,
scopriranno
vivono le tartarughe, i rischi
scribed it: a half moon of sand far from
everything. And Filippo, the vet whoi ragazzi
treats
every come
injured
riviste e giornali.
che corrono, e come è cambiato il Mediterraneo.
marine animal brought to the reserve, is perfect in the interview explaining all the troubles that
afflict the Mediterranean Sea. They need to report everything and really change things
right LIBRO
away.PARLA!
QUESTO
Cerca all’interno i QR Code per ascoltare tutto

BRO

O

+ AUDIO

«TARTARUGHE?» s

«Che figata!» si esa

«Abbiamo pochissi

si lamentò Zh
«Ma voi ve lo sognate»

Terzani li osservò qualc

un sorriso: adorava la vit

di carattere dei su

ANDREA VICO

LA NOTTE DELLE TARTARUGHE

-

l’audiolibro e i consigli dell’autore per uno stile di vita
• Wild Videomakers is one of the first real projects in Italy of narrative non-fiction
for children
più sostenibile e rispettoso dell’ambiente.
on scientific and environmental issues.
• 4 narrative levels - dialogues between the characters, messages , email and a notebook - the
scientific information reaches the reader in a clear and captivating way.
Euro 14,00
10• Very effective for approaching the theme of climate change.
• Can be offered at school in science and literature, history and geography lessons, for an interdisciplinary approach and to introduce citizenship or environmental education projects.

LA NOTTE DELLE TARTARUGHE

e semina passione per la scienza.

LIBR

UN VIAGGIO NELL’INCREDIBILE MONDO
DELLE TARTARUGHE MARINE

Wild Videomakers is one of the first real projects in Italy of narrative non-fiction for children on
scientific and environmental issues. It is designed to help children to reflect, through the advenAndreaon
Vico
da oltre
tures of Sofia, Zhenyi, Tommaso and Paolo,
what
istrent’anni
happening to the Earth and how to remedy
si occupa di divulgazione scientifica
Tutto ha inizio da un pasticcio con i fiocchi. Sofia posta
it, which behaviours to choose

LI

ANDREA VICO

ANDREA VICO

WILD VIDEOMAKERS

FIRST PUBLISHER: EMONS RAGA (ITALY), book 1: May 2022, followed by a book approximately every 8-10 months, 5 titles planned

ANDREA VICO has been involved in scientific popularisation and sowing a
passion for science for over thirty years. He writes for newspapers and magazines and works for radio and TV, talking about technology, energy, the environment and social networks.
VERONICA CARRATELLO is an illustrator and author of comics and children’s
books. Also known by the pseudonym “Veci”, she collaborates with many
publishing houses, magazines and newspapers.
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An unlikely troupe of kids travelling
around the world producing
documentaries in an unusual and
unmistakable style
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EDDIE'S GUTS!

GARY FRANK

Una tranquilla gita sotto le stelle si trasforma
in un misterioso rapimento: il piccolo Eddie e suo papà
si ritrovano soli su una navicella sconosciuta.
E sono anche circondati da disgustose creature
che li vogliono tenere prigionieri!
E ora?
Per fortuna il papà prende in mano la situazione:
hanno un’infallibile arma segreta capace
di mandare al tappeto qualsiasi alieno…
forse è il momento di usarla!

A SURPRISING BATTLE AGAINST THE MARTIANS

GARY FRANK

Following the sudden arrival of a new tent, Eddie and his dad take a trip together. But their peaceful outing under the stars soon turns into a mysterious
kidnapping: little Eddie and his dad find themselves alone on an unknown
spaceship, surrounded by disgusting creatures that want to emprison them.
There’s also a strange gushing mush which the starving pair taste. So, when
the creatures insist on keeping them prisoner, Eddie and his dad unleash an
infallible secret weapon that can knock out any alien, the most lethal weapon ever used: farts! They manage to get home safe and sound. And Eddie
decides he’ll never be ashamed of farting again. After all, it saved his life…
• A boy and his father have adventures somewhere between reality and Il racconto di un legame unico, in una storia creata
da un papà che con suo figlio ha immaginato mondi
fantasy.
nuovi in cui conoscersi e divertirsi insieme.
• A fun and simple story accompanied by intense, evocative illustraIl primo libro per bambini scritto e illustrato
tions that inspire laughter and imagination at the same time.
da un fumettista Marvel e DC di fama internazionale.
• The first children book by Gary Frank: a way for comics fans to pass
on their passion to their kids, as well as to connect with the next generation of fans.

LA SORPRENDENTE BATTAGLIA CONTRO I MARZIANI

Prima

Euro 14,90

PUBLISHER: ELECTAKIDS, OCTOBER 2022 (EXACT DATE NOT YET RELEASED BY PUBLISHER)

poi

e, ancora una volta,

47

GARY FRANK was born in Bristol, UK, in 1969. After leaving school, he began
trying to get into comics and immediately found work with Marvel UK. Later he
took over from Dale Keown on Marvel’s Incredible Hulk. He works on many
Marvel and DC books such as Supergirl, Supreme Power, Batman Earth One,
Shazam! and Superman, as well as independents like Midnight Nation. His latest major work for DC was Doomsday Clock, the sequel to the legendary
Watchmen, co-written with Geoff Johns. Since 2021, he's also been working
on a series of new books also with Geoff Johns. The first volume, Geiger, was
released in Italy in May 2022. In the meantime, he has developed a bedtime
story for his son…

ILLUSTRATED 5+

The first children's book written and
illustrated by the world-famous
Marvel and DC Comics artist

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE ADMIRAL HAS
NICKED THE SKY
L’ammiraglio si è preso il cielo,
anche se il cielo è di tutti.

Driven by blind greed, a stern admiral gets it into his head
to steal the impossible: the sky!
And so he begins: he folds up the clouds, sews up the
lightning bolts with cross-stitch, turns off the sunsets
with a switch. In a moment, it’s done: the sky is his, only
emptiness remains, and everyone misses the sunsets, the
clouds and even the storms…
But then, a boy notices a little tear in the large white
sheet. And so he pulls and pulls, with everyone’s help,
until the tear widens and the sky overflows once more
among the pages, going back to being what it has always
been and always will be: a gift for everyone. Truly everyone: a little piece is left even for the admiral.

Lo ha nascosto in questo libro,
ma è un segreto quindi... zitti!

Le ha schiacciate tra le pagine:
quarta.
prima, seconda, terza e

Con le nuvole è stato facile,
tutte bianche come la carta.

Marianna Balducci L’AMMIRAGLIO SI è PRESO IL CIELO

MARIANNA BALDUCCI

Marianna Balducci

L’AMMIRAGLIO

SI è PRESO IL CIELO
Edizioni Clichy

«Niente più nuvole, niente
tramonti,
anche dei fulmini ho un po’
nostalgia...

»

• The images are a mixture of photography and drawing. The sky, represented with different photos every
time, is always a creased, folded or scrunched-up
€ 19,00
piece of paper according to the admiral’s greedy fury.
• A book dedicated to Gianni Rodari and to all the
dreamers, where fantasy and innocence overcome
people’s indifference and injustice.

dice un bambino coi denti
storti,
cercando in alto almeno una
scia.

Isbn 978-88-6799-934-7

Edizioni Clichy

FIRST PUBLISHER: EDIZIONI CLICHY (ITALY), 2022

ILLUSTRATED 3+

MARIANNA BALDUCCI graduated in fashion and works in advertising and
publishing. Drawing is her favourite tool for communicating and exploring the
world. Marianna likes experimenting with combinations of drawing and photography. In 2021, she won the Andersen and Super Andersen Prizes with Io
sono Foglia (I Am a Leaf) written by Angelo Mozzillo (Bacchilega Junior, 2020).

"The sky belongs to everyone"
(Gianni Rodari)

TURN TO INDEX

›

THERE'S A SMUDGE
ON MY DRAWING!
Max dreams of being a great artist one day, but something seems to threaten his plans… a smudge, then a
hole, and even a poo and a terrible alien are about to
change the fate of his drawing!

MAX SOGNA DI DIVENTARE UN GRANDE ARTISTA,
MA QUALCOSA SEMBRA MINACCIARE I SUOI PIANI…
UNA MACCHIA, POI UN BUCO, PERSINO UNA CACCA
x
EMa
UN TERRIBILE
ALIENO STANNO PER CAMBIARE
CERCA DI METTERGLI
IL GUINZAGLIO, MA LUI
ALLORA DECIDE
IL .DESTINO DEL SUO DISEGNO!
NON NE VUOLE SAPERE
DI SPAVENTARLO.
PER FORTUNA,
UNA BUFFA STORIA CHE PARTE DA UN E,FOGLIO
DI CARTA E,
CI RIESCE.
IL CANE CORRE VIA
GAG DOPO GAG, CI RIVELA CHE ANCHE
GLI, ERRORI
A GAMBE LEVATE
EPPURE...
A VOLTE POSSONO TRASFORMARSI NELL’INIZIO
DI QUALCOSA DI SORPRENDENTE.

• A funny story that starts with a sheet of paper and,
gag after gag, reveals to us a new adventure into
art.

FIRST PUBLISHER: EDIZIONI CLICHY (Italy), 2022
PAGES: 36

TUTTA LA CITTÀ È NEL PANICO.

ISBN 978-88-31460-30-9

16,00€

PER FORTUNA,
MAMMA E PAPÀ
SI PRECIPITANO
SULLA TERRA
PER RECUPERARE
IL PICCOLO ALIENO
INFEROCITO,
CANCELLANDO
LA MEMORIA DI MAX
E DEI VICINI
PER SEMPRE.

MARIANNA BALDUCCI

• Even mistakes can turn into the beginning of
something surprising, you just need colours and
imagination!

C’È UNA MACCHIA SUL MIO DISEGNO

MARIANNA BALDUCCI

MARIANNA BALDUCCI

ILLUSTRATED 4+
MARIANNA BALDUCCI graduated in fashion and works in
advertising and publishing. Drawing is her favourite tool for
communicating and exploring the world. Marianna likes experimenting with combinations of drawing and photography. In
2021, she won the Andersen and Super Andersen Prizes with Io
sono Foglia (I Am a Leaf) written by Angelo Mozzillo (Bacchilega
Junior, 2020).

Sometimes a smudge
is all it takes to make big
dreams come true!
TURN TO INDEX
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OGRE NOSTRIL'S CHRISTMAS
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CHE COSA SUCCEDE A NATALE NEL PAESE DEGLI ORCHI

A. Mozzillo - A. Piaggio

Guarda e leggi, storie per crescere
ANGELO MOZZILLO & ALICE PIAGGIO

Angelo Mozzillo

• A fun “backwards” Christmas story.
• Sometimes being different isn't so bad! A funny story
about believing in yourself.
FIRST PUBLISHER: GALLUCCI (Italy), 2022

Whose house
will be
the ugliest?

ia
gg

io

DOVE OGNI ANNO VIENE PREMIATA LA CASA PIÙ BRUTTA?
C’È CHI LA INONDA D’ACQUA, CHI STRAPPA VIA TUTTI I FIORI,

id
iA

TANTO PIÙ QUESTA DIVENTA GRAZIOSA.
CHI VINCERÀ QUEST’ANNO L’AMBÌTA COPPA?
Per parlare insieme alle bambine e ai bambini di:
fantasia

umorismo

lic
eP

MA ORCO NARICE PIÙ CERCA DI RENDERLA BRUTTA

di
se
gn

What happens at Christmas in the land of ogres,
where every year the ugliest house wins a prize?
Some flood theirs with water, some pull up all the
flowers, but the more Ogre Nostril tries to make his
own ugly, the prettier it gets.
Who will win the longed-for prize this year?

addobbi

www.leggolilliput.it
Angelo Mozzillo è nato a Napoli nel 1988 e vive a Milano.
È un collezionista di storie: gli piace scoprirne sempre di
nuove e, quando non le trova, le inventa. Mescola e riordina le parole come i mazzi di carte: ci fa racconti, sceneggiature, reportage e filastrocche.
Alice Piaggio è nata a Genova e ha studiato grafica e illustrazione in una città con un grande palazzo in cima a una
collina: Urbino. Vive in Svizzera, circondata da montagne
prati verdi e boschi di castagni.
DIAMINE! QUASI GLI SI MOZZAinnevate,
IL FIATO.
CADONO TUTTI SOPRA AD UN PINO
CHE CRESCE ALTO NEL SUO GIARDINO.
QUANDO SI ACCORGE DEL RISULTATO,

Progetto Lettura facilitata per tutti con
®

TESTO
IN STAMPATELLO
MAIUSCOLO
ISBN 978-88-3624-848-3

Premio Andersen

E 7,90

ANGELO MOZZILLO was born in Naples in 1988. He moved to Milan to attend film school. He stayed there, but instead of working on film sets he focused on writing. He likes discovering new stories and making up his own, mixing and reinventing words like shuffling a pack of cards. He is the winner of the 2021 Andersen and SuperAndersen
prizes with the picture book Io sono foglia (I Am a Leaf), Bacchilega Junior, 2020, illustrated by Marianna Balducci
ALICE PIAGGIO was born in Genoa and studied graphic design and illustration at the ISIA institute in a town with
a large palace on top of a hill: Urbino. She now lives in Switzerland, surrounded by snowy mountains, green fields
and chestnut woods. She works for PELO magazine and collaborates with Italian and foreign magazines and publishers. She was also a winner of Premio Illustri 2019.

ILLUSTRATED 3+
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SOME DAYS

ANDREA FAROTTO &
LUCIA DE MARCO

Some days, people are so busy that they don’t have
time to look away and notice something beautiful, not
even for a second.

ti sorprende
i in cui qualcuno .
Ci sono giorn
inaspettato
con un gesto
altrettanto...
E tu puoi fare

What if we spent a moment of our time looking around
us and discovering the wonders that surround us?

• A book made to look at, with a surprise at the end.
FIRST PUBLISHER: CAISSA (ITALY), SEPTEMBER 2022

Nemmeno il controllore riesce a distogliere
per un attimo lo sguardo dai suoi biglietti.
E del resto perché dovrebbe?

ANDREA FAROTTO is a petroleum engineer, currently
living in London. He was born in Chirundu, in Zambia,
in 1983, to Italian parents.
He loves travelling the world, discovering new places
and embracing different cultures.
Fatherhood rekindled his desire to fulfil his childhood
dreams. When he isn’t busy with his main job, he spends
his time inventing new ways to improve children’s creativity through games and literacy.
His three children are his source of inspiration.
LUCIA DE MARCO is an Italian illustrator. She grew up
among books and paints, and has always been interested in art and literature. After a degree in Art History she
trained in traditional painting and then decided to study
editorial illustration at Mimaster di Milano.
She is specialised in watercolour techniques and works
as a freelance for private brands and publishers.

PICTURE BOOKS 4+

Some days something
can take you by surprise...
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THE CAT WITH ROLLER SKATES

C. Anzile - C. Grosa

CARLA ÀNZILE & CAROLINA GROSA

23

Guarda e leggi, storie per crescere
TOPAZIO RICEVE IN REGALO DAL PADRE
UN GATTO CON I PATTINI A ROTELLE.

Topaz's dad gives him a present: a cat with roller skates.
What’s he going to do with that?
And it sleeps all the time, too.
But soon a company of artists comes along.
The ringmaster of a circus offers Topaz a lavish payment if the
cat will perform on roller skates.
Despite his training, the cat creates havoc during the show.
But the audience are pleased.
Life never be the same again for Topaz and his funny, lazy cat!

CHE COSA PUÒ FARCI? E POI DORME SEMPRE...
MA PRESTO ARRIVA UNA COMPAGNIA DI ARTISTI:
LA VITA DI TOPAZIO E DEL SUO BUFFO GATTO PIGRO
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Per parlare insieme alle bambine e ai bambini di:
amicizia

lavoro di squadra

perseveranza

www.leggolilliput.it
Carla Anzile vive in provincia di Pordenone e lavora come
maestra nella scuola primaria. È stata animatrice, attrice di
teatro per ragazzi e conduttrice di laboratori di lettura ad
alta voce. Attualmente si dedica anche all’utilizzo dei linguaggi multimediali per narrare storie. Nel tempo libero fa
collage, infila perline e va in vespa.

• Sometimes an unexpected, even incredible event can be
the best possible gift.
• Vivid and delicate illustrations that easily catch the
reader's attention.

Carolina Grosa è nata in Valle d’Aosta dove ha trascorso
l’infanzia e l’adolescenza. Ha frequentato il corso d’illustrazione dello IED di Torino, dove si è specializzata in cinema di animazione presso il Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia. Lavora come illustratrice freelance dividendosi
tra il disegno per l’infanzia e la grafica pubblicitaria.
Progetto Lettura facilitata per tutti con
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FIRST PUBLISHER: GALLUCCI (ITALY), 17TH MARCH 2022

Carla Anzile

CAMBIERÀ PER SEMPRE.

rotelle.indd
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ISBN 978-88-3624-621-2

Premio Andersen
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CARLA ÀNZILE was born in Pordenone, where she
currently lives in a house with a blue door.
As a girl she wanted to study languages and travel the
world, but her good intentions stopped in London. Her
first job was as an entertainer and children's theatre
actress, hanging out in the squares of Italy and even
on national TV. For 25 years she has been a primary
school teacher where she teaches the most beautiful
thing in the world: learning to read and love stories.
This is her first book.
CAROLINA GROSA was born in Valle d’Aosta, and
spent her childhood and adolescence there. She attended the illustration course at IED in Turin, where
she specialised in animation. She works as a freelance
illustrator dividing her time between drawings for children and advertising images.
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What if you got a cat with roller skates?

TURN TO INDEX
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LITTLE MONSTER
RAFFAELLA BOLAFFIO

CHI È IL VERO MOSTRO?
DIPENDE DAI PUNTI
DI VISTA!

Due mostri si aggirano per casa.
Uno è piccolo piccolo, l’altro è
MINUTO E POI ed entrambi sono così orripilanti che quanPASSA QUALCHE enorme,
E:
INCREDIBIL
SUCCEDE UNA COSA
do siNO.vedono urlano per lo spavento!
I MOSTRI SI MOLTIPLICA
ESCONO DA TUTTE LE PARTI,
MaBAGNO…
che sarà mai… In fondo uno ha solo otto zamDALLA CUCINA, DAL
SONO SICURO CHE NE SIA
pe e l’altro due!
USCITO UNO ANCHE

• Who’s the real monster? That depends on your
point of view!
• A funny story to discover that new friendships can
arise from diversity.

IE ARC

O

TESTO IN STAMPATELLO MAIUSCOLO

ER

FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2022

PICCOLO MOSTRO

DA SOTTO IL PIANOFORTE.
AIUTO! SONO CIRCONDATO
DA UN’INTERA FAMIGLIA
DI MOSTRI!
BALENO

R. BOLAFFIO

There are two monsters in the house. One is tiny, the
other is huge, and both are so terrifying that when they
see each other they scream in fear!
But what’s so scary? In the end, one only has eight feet,
and the other has two!

S
ATTENTI AL MOSTRO!

CI SONO ANIMALI CHE PARLANO

Who says monster
to the monster?
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Illustrazioni dell’autrice
www.battelloavapore.it

STAMPATELLO
MAIUSCOLO

€ 9,50
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RAFFAELLA BOLAFFIO was born in Trieste in late March
1977 during a snowstorm, in 1978 she learned how to
hold a pencil in her hand, in 1979 she learned how
to chew it, in 1980 she finally started using it to draw
and since then hasn’t stopped except to eat or use the
bathroom. To earn a living she chose a very nice job:
she writes and draws and has published many books
with various Italian and foreign publishers. She especially loves to write and draw animal stories, because
she feels a certain affinity with creatures. In her spare
time, she writes, draws, chews pencils, creates puppets,
walks her dog, and plays the ukulele.

24/05/22 14:07

DIM: 14,2x20,9 cm
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TOK'S DANCE

STELLA NOSELLA & CANDIA CASTELLANI

Tok is a monster. A beautiful monster. The most perfectly bold and scary monster in the monster world.
He should be happy to live in a monstrous society that
admires him and thinks he is handsome, but he isn’t: he
thought if others liked him he’d like himself too.
But Tok likes funny, cute things. Until one day …
• A book that motivates readers not to hide, but to
be themselves, because that’s what happiness is, in
the end.
• A story for all the boys and girls who have a dream,
and feel different, to make us strong enough to
pursue the freedom to be who we are.

What's the secret
to happiness?
That it shouldn't
be a secret

FIRST PUBLISHER: SABIR EDITORE (ITALY), 2021

STELLA NOSELLA is a Venetian author of children’s fiction, and a reading ambassador for Little Readers. Her
two debut children’s novels, Sebastian’s Chronicles
(Capponi Editore 2018-2019) and La Bambina dal nastro rosso (The Little Girl with the Red Ribbon) L’Orto
della Cultura, 2019, were both nominated for the Strega
Children’s Prize 2019-20.
CANDIA CASTELLANI was born in Florence amd graduated from the DAMS in Bologna, ,ajoring in Cinema.
She has been published with Aliberti Jr. and currently
works with Bibliolibrò Editore, Sabir Editore, L’Orto della
Cultura. Since 2015 she has been a teacher and director
of the Scandicci School of Illustration.

Lei si avvicino
e mi
piano piano, torn accare o e io,
ai alla mia form
a.
"Chi sei?"
"Mi chiamo
. Scusa se ho
A te stanno meg
indossato le tue
lio. Le tue gam
cose.
be
non sono pelo
"Qualche pele
sette e rinsecch
tto
non
sta mica male
esclamo Emma
ite".
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mostrando una
"Non sei arrabbia timida peluria di pesca sul
braccio.
ta? Non mi pren
"Certo che no!
derai in giro?"
Sec
Io non credevo ondo me hai la stoffa per
fare il ballerin
di
o!
Papa voleva che riuscire a stare sulle punt
e, poi ho impa
frequentassi il
rato!
club di matema
tica come lui
non faceva per
ma...
me".
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ALL FORBIDDEN UNLESS
Ammenochè è una città dove tutto è vietato.
A meno che non sia previsto altrimenti dal regolamento.

TUTTO VIETATO

Unless is a city where everything is forbidden.
But don’t worry, often the fines aren’t steep at all,
on the contrary, they might turn out to be very
sweet.
If you pass by here on the 14th of the month
without wearing a hat, for example, you could
get a cake in the face!
Come and step into the city: there are very many
oddities, but much fun to be had!

Ballin • Spadoni

GABRIELLA BALLIN & MATTEO SPADONI

MATTEO
SPADONI

GABRIELLA
BALLIN

tutto
vietato

AMMENOCHÉ

• Humour, fun and many different levels of
reading of the text and the various images for
the delight of both young and old.
FIRST PUBLISHER: Erekappa Edizioni (Italy), 2022
€ 16,00

GABRIELLA BALLIN was born in Friuli, and graduated with a
degree in Foreign Languages and Literature. She began her
career in TV as a writer-producer and, while working for Disney channels, graduated from the Castello Sforzesco School
of Comics in Milan. She drew and scribbled on any surface
until one day she realised that she liked writing. She now
works in creative writing and video production as a freelancer.
Her first picture book Quand tu dors was published in France
in 2019.
MATTEO SPADONI was born in Rome, in 1990. He started
drawing when he was four and from that moment on he never stopped. When he was thirteen, he decided that he would
be a "drawer of things." This is his first book.
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What if everything were forbidden?
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CASSANDRA APOLLINAIRE’S
PRODIGIOUS SOUL-CAPTURING MACHINE

AGE 10+

O

ADVENTURE

CASSANDRA APOLLINAIRE'S
PRODIGIOUS SOUL-CAPTURING
×
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•
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LUCIA PERRUCCI

Three siblings, a race against time among the streets of Paris, coded messages, ancient daguerreotypes, centuries-old secret circles and a disturbing mystery: can photographic film preserve a soul?
France, 1971. It’s the 13th of October when a postman rings the Sélavy family’s door, causing all hell
to break loose: the delivery is for Louis, René’s twin, who died in an accident two years earlier. Since
then, no one has been able to say his name. But when the package reveals the missing piece of the
creepy darkroom locked away in the garage and their parents suddenly disappear, siblings Yves,
André and René find themselves with many questions: who is the mysterious Cassandra Apollinaire
who sent the parcel? What has happened to their parents? But above all: is it really possible to bring
the dead back to life? Because Louis is back. And in René’s body.
• A breathtaking adventure, memorable characters and a suspenseful setting rich in historical details: Paris and its surroundings. Old houses, woods, underground passages, ancient
railway stations, monumental cemeteries, academies and secret laboratories.
• A story where family, overcoming bereavement, metamorphosis and growth are indissolubly linked to the ambivalent reality of photographic film and the importance of holding
on to those things that remain.
• The history of photography, the influence of images on the perception of others and the
importance of remembering.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 349
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WHATEVER HAPPENS,
ADVENTURE
10+

Whatever happens,
never look into the lens

TURN TO INDEX
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AGE 10+

NEVER LOOK INTO THE LENS

N
E

LUCIA PERRUCCI grew up in Puglia, among olive groves, cats and rolls of film. She has always
been in love with stories, studying literature in Bologna and scriptwriting at the Giffoni Film Festival
masterclass. Today she writes and teaches at school, where she madly adores her students, from
whom she steals perhaps her most interesting ideas. Cassandra Apollinaire’s Prodigious SoulCapturing Machine is her first children’s novel.

MAYDALA EXPRESS

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO – DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO

Finally, ten years old and red haired, lives in Grey City’s immense railway station and works for
a company that controls all the trains around the world, obeying
wicked
Mr. avec
Mortimer’s
Imaginez
une ville grise,
ses cheminées orders.
et ses
de charbon.paper
Imaginez une
Everyday she dreams of escaping, so one day, when she finds ad’usines
piece
ofnuages
crumpled
that says
gare gigantesque. Imaginez que dans cette gare
“ticket for the farthest place in the world”, she doesn’t have aunedoubt.
In a possède
moment,
seule personne
tous les she
trains, boards
un. Imaginez que, parmi tous les gens dans
the Maydala Express, a wooden-made old train that will bringsauf
her
to the other side the world.
cette gare, il y a une petite orpheline qui survit
With her new friend Lem, the young and most famous thiefenof
White
City,
sheetwill
cross the
faisant
le ménage
sur les quais
s’accroche
à son rêve de devenir mécanicienne.
mysterious Steam Metropolis, constantly foggy, the City of Light,
where people move around
Elle s’appelle Finally. Elle a dix ans. Et
aujourd’hui, elleand
trouve
dans sa poche
on old-fashioned carriages, and many more places, in an adventurous
reckless
tripunthat will
étrange billet qui lui permet d’accéder au
bring the two kids towards their last, unknown destination. mystérieux quai 1001 et de monter à bord du
•
•

rutilant Maydala Express.
Où va-t-il ? Personne ne le sait vraiment.
Mais c’est une occasion unique pour Finally
The timeless topic of travel, a classic also in children’s literature
de fuir la Ville Grise… et le début d’un voyage
incroyable,
semé de surprises
et de
dangers,
A story full of twists, that takes place in unforgettable settings
created
by the
encounter
jusqu’à la Gare la Plus Lointaine du Monde.

of

two great authors’ and friends imagination

Traduit de l’italien par Marc Lesage

€ 17,00
03-22

l’école des loisirs
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An unforgettable journey towards
the last, unknown destination...
Illustration de couverture : Germain Barthélémy

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. His books have sold millions of copies
worldwide and have been translated into over 30 languages. Today he is considered one of the
leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad.
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO is a multi-award-winning writer of children’s books, translated into 25
languages, he is the author of, among others, Il Rinomato catalogo Walker & Dawn (The Pocket
Watch Gang), Mondadori, 2017, winner of the Andersen Prize 2017, and La più Grande (The
Greatest), Rizzoli, 2020, winner of the Strega Children’s Prize 2021.

l’école des loisirs

FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY) - PAGES: 359
RIGHTS SOLD IN: FRANCE (L'ÉCOLE DES LOISIRS)
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BONE MUSIC

CHRISTIAN ANTONINI

M

osca, 1960. An
ci si aspetta da
ca studiare nel
to Superiore Stella Ros
condotta modello e un
nei più alti ranghi della
E tutto procede come p
no finché alla Stella R
nuovo studente diverso
Marko gira per i corridoi
la giacca alzato e un s
classe fa domande scom
to sembra avvolto nel m
tutto, Marko non ha pau
regole che sembrano as
i giovani di tutto il mo
la libertà sulle note sfr
roll, severamente vietat
tica, come tutto ciò ch
Ed è proprio con lui, tra
viste eversive, che Anna
zoni proibite.
Violare le regole signific
il fuoco, e alla resa dei c
rischiano di perdere og
porto, il loro futuro, la l

(Milano, 1971) è autore di romanzi per
ragazzi e per adulti. Cresciuto tra libri,
fumetti e videogiochi, è appassionato di
storia, avventura e fantasy. Nel 2016 ha
vinto il premio nazionale Il Gigante delle Langhe con il romanzo Fuorigioco a
Berlino, edito da Giunti.

Russia, 1960. In the exclusive Red Star school, Anna joins the prestigious Cosmo Club, an association
of the best students, along with a new boy, irreverent and rebellious Marko. He brings poetry, art and
music to the Club’s secret parties – Western music, rock, which is severely prohibited. He does so with
bootleg records, pressed on X-rays. Western rock is freedom and life, something to blow the school’s
mioand
fratello
strict rules off their hinges. The girls and boys open up «Come
to life,poteva
love,
art.amare
They put together a clanl’Unione Sovietica e ascoltare il rock and roll
destine magazine and compete with other schools in Moscow
–
until
Marko’s
secret is discovered by a
che invece ne è nemico?»
boy with a crush on Anna, a chess champion who uses «Forse
the school’s
athletes
as his henchmen. A conla musica non
ha nemici.»
Lui leAnna
sorrise.to
«Oh,
non è vero.her
Ne ha.
La musica
flict begins, full of chases, mysteries and emotions, leading
confront
own
father: a teacher
morde, ti accende dentro e non solo per ballare.
at her school, and a secret agent of the Ministry of the Interior.
Perché è vero che incita alla ribellione, che ci
trasforma in criminali che vanno contro la legge.

• A coming-of-age novel where the relationships between
the characters
evolve
Come potrebbe
essere altrimenti
quandoand
apri changes.
occhi
e vedi
come stanno music.
davvero le A
cose?
• Chases, secret plans, forbidden parties, clandestinegliart
and
prohibited
suspenseful adSe la legge ti toglie la libertà, questa musica
venture you won't want to put down.
ti incita ad alzarti e riconquistarla.»
• Records pressed on X-rays really existed, and they made it possible to sidestep the state monopoly
on vinyl: flexible, easy to hide and costing just a few roubles, they enabled thousands of Soviets to
listen to rock and roll and Western music.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 252
WWW.RAGAZZIMONDADORI.IT

Music bites, it lights a fire inside you,
it's not only about wanting to dance,
it's about taking your freedom back
MONDADORI-LIBRI PER RAGAZZI
@MONDADORI_LIBRI_RAGAZZI

ART DIRECTOR: FERNANDO AMBROSI
GRAPHIC DESIGNER: STEFANO MORO

In sovraccoperta:
illustrazione di Ariann

€ 18,00
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CHRISTIAN ANTONINI is an author of books for children and adults, with a passion for history,
adventure and fantasy. He has worked as an editor for periodicals and publishing houses and
has worked professionally with board games, simulation games and role-playing games. In
2016, he made his debut in the world of children’s fiction with the novel Fuorigioco a Berlino
(The Berlin Offside), which won the 2017 Bancarellino Selection Award and the Il Gigante delle
Langhe national prize.
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MEN OF LOVE
80mm

125mm

2

22,50mm

125mm

80mm

2

197mm

domenica
successiva
chestolen
volevano
Giovanni savour Grandpa Corrado’s lemonade, the best in Palermo,
solve the
case of the
puppet
passare
al That’s
mare.the
E dimoment
quanto when
è buona
and witness, in spite of themselves,
a sceneBACCALARIO
that will change them
forever.
they
PIERDOMENICO
(Acqui Terme, 1974) è autore best
understand that at a certain age
you
have
to
choose
a
side.
And
that
age
comes
when
you
least
expect
la
granita
di
limone,
ma
d’inverno
vait.
seller di numerosi romanzi e serie
A book that combines fiction with
reality.
A tribute
two great magistrates,
examples
of
humanity
and
courper ragazzi,
tradotti
in tutto ilto
monbene anche il pistacchio. E comunque,
do e pubblicati
con i maggiori
edi- their lives.
age, 30 years after the terrible attacks
in which
they lost

•
•

tori italiani. Per Solferino ha curato
che bello che fosse quasi estate, con
la collana «Libri Corsari», per la
quale ha scritto il volume In viaggio
tutta quella luce che svelava le cose.»
con lo Zar (2018).
Collabora
con heroes
il
The imagined story of the friendship
of two
great
in Palermo in the 1950s, narrated with a style
«La Lettura» ed è fonthat’s both straightforwardsettimanale
and
at
the
same
time
warm
and
full of all the scents and colours of Sicily.
datore dell’agenzia di storytelling
Book onthrough
a Tree.
A guide to the Palermo of today
the rediscovery of the places that made its history, including

Uomini d’amore

«Camminarono fianco a fianco
ELENA PEDUZZI (Verona, 1974)
è laureata in Lettere con indirizzo
per un bel tratto, Paolo più alto
classico; ha lavorato come archeologa medievista ed è poi approdata
e
più grande di qualche
alla redazione
di una thunderstorm,
grande casa
On a hot June afternoon, during
an unusual
a groupGiovanni
of young friends
meets in a square in
editrice, dove si è occupata di libri
mese.
Parlarono
del
Palermo to play football. Among
them
are
Paolo,
lively
and
enterprising,
and
Giovanni,
forbiglietto
whom duty is
per ragazzi. Ha creato e scritto la
serie di Milly
Merletti
Agostini).
the most important thing. Rounding
out
the(De
group
is recent addition
Elvira,
a strong
andsquadretta
determined girl
e del
cinema,
della
Con lo pseudonimo Elena P. Melowho challenges her male peers,
It’s the start of an extraordinary
dia surprising
ha pubblicato them
invece lawith
trilogiaunexpected prowess.
e dell’oratorio, della scuola, della
fantasy
My Landof
(Fazi).
friendship that will last forever.urban
In the
streets
the city, the scene of their afternoons together, Paolo and

Elena Peduzzi

ELENA PEDUZZI

Elena Peduzzi

Uomini d’amore
L’infanzia immaginata di

Giovanni Falcone e Paolo Borsellino
A cura di
Pierdomenico Baccalario

the putias smelling of bread, the markets crowded with shouts and grills where stigghiole are roasted,
the kiosks with their coloured drinks, and the theatres where puppets’ chivalric adventures are staged.
• The mystery of the disappearance of Borsellino’s Agenda Rossa, the red notebook containing names
and facts for his investigations, in a powerful journalistic appendix by Pierdomenico Baccalario.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 192

€ 14,00

In un caldo pomerigg
durante un insolito te
gruppo di giovani ami
una piazza di Palermo
pallone. Tra loro ci so
vace e intraprendente,
per cui il dovere è la pr
conta. A completare il
appena aggiunta Elvira
zina forte e decisa, che
nei maschi stupendoli c
te prodezze. È l’inizio d
straordinaria che durer
Nelle strade della città, t
pomeriggi insieme, Pao
ni assaporano la limon
Corrado, la più buona d
mo, risolvono il caso de
to e assistono, loro mal
scena che li cambierà p
quello il momento in c
che a una certa età biso
da che parte stare. E qu
quando meno te lo aspe
Un libro che unisce il
realtà. Un omaggio a d
mini e servitori dello Sta
dare una pagina fonda
nostra storia.

Ai piccoli lettori che vogliono conoscere
la storia di due grandi eroi

da 10 anni

"The Mafia starts fighting from the school desks"
(Giovanni Falcone)
Progetto grafico: Studio Dispari – Milano

sovraccoperta_solferino_peduzzi_4.indd 3

ADVENTURE 10+
ELENA PEDUZZI graduated with a degree in Classics with an archaeological specialisation.
She is a ghost writer and author of novels published by the most important Italian publishing
houses and translated into numerous languages. Her latest book is Love, Sex and Other Such
Things (written with Fiore Manni), published by Rizzoli.
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© WALTER MENEGAZZI

A

gnese, che tutti chiamano
del 1982 ha tredici anni.
in cui l’Italia di Paolo Ros
zot vincerà i Mondiali di calcio
nia Ovest. Ma è anche l’estate in
Praz, detto Leggenda, si mette i
la sua partita, raccogliendo i vec
dare, il giorno della finale, gli in
nicomio. Già, perché Arturo, Bo
e tutti gli altri sono legati da un
sono ex pazienti del Collegio – è
no l’ospedale psichiatrico della
usciti grazie a un dottore rivoluz
uno che ha cambiato il mondo:
In sella alla Vespa dello zio, lan
de di una Trieste avvolgente e
Steno segue le incredibili avven
dra dei matti a cui, scopre a un
gato anche il destino della Na
Arturo e i suoi compagni cerche
vincita, portando sul campo rab
ranze e ogni scintilla della prop
dimostrare che diverso e normale
so la stessa identica cosa.

LO ZIO APPOGGIA IL PIEDE FASCIATO
STRETTO SUL PALLONE. «FORZA, RAGAZZI!»
DAGLI SPALTI APPLAUDONO. INTORNO
AL CAMPO TUTTE LE FINESTRE DEI PALAZZONI
Nato nel 1974 ad Acqui Terme, è cresciuto in camSPLENDONO DELLE LUCI
During the 1982 football World
match is organised and played in Trieste. Arturo
pagna,Cup,
in una casaaconlegendary
una colossale biblioteca,
INTERMITTENTI DELLA
a sei chilometri diwants
curve e saliteadalrematch
suo primo
Praz, a former patient of the asylum,
of the last game between the “loonies” and
FINALE DEI MONDIALI.
amico. Una volta diventato grande, ha pubblicathe nurses, won in 1978 by the nurses (in which Arturo didn’t play due to a highly suspicious accito numerosi romanzi, tradotti in molte lingue, tra
E IO MI SENTO COME LA PRIMA VOLTA
dent). With his niece, “Steno”, cuihe
rides
his
Vespa
through the streets of Trieste and the Karst
plateau,
le serie
bestseller
Ulysses
Moore e Sherlock,
CHE GUARDANDO IL CIELO STELLATO
Io (con Alessandro Gatti),
Lo spacciatore
visiting all his old teammatesLupin
to&persuade
them
to play in the rematch now that theyHOare
free. DA
It’sSOLA IL GRANDE
RICONOSCIUTO
di fumetti e, per Mondadori, Le volpi del deserto
not easy to find and persuade
them all: they will make a fruitless expedition to the CARRO,
cemetery,
to DI ESSERE
QUELLA SENSAZIONE
(finalista al premio Strega Ragazze e Ragazzi) e
the grave of Dr Basaglia, whoHoopdriver.
closed
down
asylum;
go up the Alpine valleys withIMPROVVISAMENTE
a dog called
DIVENTATA GRANDE.
Nel 2014
ha fondatothe
a Londra
l’agenzia
creativa Book
Tree. falls into cataplexy); and take a ride on a sailing boat
E CHE CIto
SEI TU, IN QUESTA
Trotzky and a guide who can’t
laugh
(oron ahe
Questo libro nasce da un gettone telefonico, dalSENTI, E NESSUN ALTRO.
a sinister Yugoslavian prison, disguised
as Carabinieri, to trade an old friend for sixty kilosCOSA
of CHE
coffee.
la curiosità per la vita di Franco Basaglia, dalla
TU GUARDI
The rematch, obviously, has passione
to be
on the
July 1982, while the Italy-GermanyE COME
Final
is LE STELLE,
per ilplayed
calcio, da un viaggio
a Trieste11th
e
LE STELLE STANNO
dall’interesse digood
una vita perreason
tutti quelli cheto
gli believe, like their friend Bearzot, that this time
being played in Madrid. And there’s
GUARDANDO TE.
altri chiamano matti, outsider, perdenti, e poi si

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO

they just might win.

stupiscono quando vincono.

• A story of friendship, sport, revenge, affection, and what it means to be free. A memorable
portrayal of the world of misfits and those who are overlooked, who live on the margins of
society, waiting for their rematch, and who finally take on the role of giants and mythical
heroes, building dreams that have never even crossed others’ minds.
• Touches on the subject of psychiatry and cognitive problems with scientific and historical
precision, but also in a comic tone.
• Draws on one of the most important moments in the history of modern psychiatry: the closure of the Trieste asylum in 1978.

Il romanzo ispirato e appassion
de scrittore: un inno al valore de
storia popolata di personaggi in
si muovono sul palcoscenico di u

WWW.RAGAZZIMONDADORI.IT

MONDADORI-LIBRI PER RAGAZZI
@MONDADORI_LIBRI_RAGAZZI

ART DIRECTOR: FERNANDO AMBROSI
GRAPHIC DESIGNER: STEFANO MORO

FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY) - PAGES: 219

An unlikely team, an epic match,
a no-holds-barred clash:
11 loonies against 11 nurses!

In sovraccoperta:
illustrazione di Iacopo Bruno

€ 17,00
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PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO was born in Acqui Terme in 1974, started writing at an early age and won the Il Battello a Vapore Prize in 1998. Since then he has written many adventure stories, series, and fantasy novels for children,
translated into 30 languages and published by top Italian and foreign publishers. For over 20 years he has worked with
the Lucca Comics & Games organisation, as well as with La Repubblica and Corriere della Sera’s La Lettura. In 2013,
he created the creative agency Book on a Tree, in London.
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THE RIVER GIRLS
ALESSANDRA UBEZIO

ALESSANDRA
UBEZIO

Chi ero prima del naufragio?
Questa è la domanda
cui cerco
una risposta...
24th July 1915. 2,500 passengers have boarded the Eastland and it’s ready to set sail fora the
annual

L

Two different voices that bring together the present and past of two
girls,
full of Adreams
Vincitore
del concorso
caccia di storie, Edizione 2021
and desires like so many others. Each chapter will consist of Ella’s storyNfollowed
by Agnes’s.
C
I
O
RA
Winner of the A caccia di storie competition, 2021
SE R I E A

•

la nave Eastland, a Chicago. Ella vive i concitati momenti
del disastro, mentre Agnes, mesi dopo, cerca di ricordare la
A Sliding Doors from the early 1900s
propria vita prima del naufragio. Le loro storie rivelano che
A story about growing up and accepting yourself, along with tragedyle and
light-heartedness.
due ragazzine
hanno in comune più di quanto si pensi…

FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 192
DA LEGGERE IN FAMIGLIA

L’AMICIZIA ABBATTE OGNI MURO

LE RAGAZZE DEL FIUME

•
•
•

A. UBEZIO

Western Electric cruise. At 7.30 the ship is untied from dock and sits on the Chicago river. In just a
few minutes 844 people will lose their lives and 22 families will be destroyed. That morning, the
lives of Ella and Agnes entwine on the ship, and from then on their stories will have more in come vite di Ella e Agnes si intrecciano la mattina
mon than anyone might imagine.
del 24 luglio 1915, il giorno dell’incidente del-

MAI GIUDICARE DALLE APPARENZE

WHO WAS I
BEFORE?

Illustrazioni di CHIARA FEDELE
www.battelloavapore.it

€ 10,00
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ADVENTURE,
HISTORICAL 9+
ALESSANDRA UBEZIO Alessandra lives in Travacò Siccomario, a place that no one knows but
she loves. She left it to fly to the US, where she worked as an engineer. She prides herself on
having been among the first to have an email address and having designed super-technological things. Then she repented and started painting watercolours and writing picture books, but
she found herself with too many things to tell, so now she writes novels.
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THE LINE THAT SEPARATES THINGS
DAVIDE CALÌ, ILLUSTRATIONS BY ALESSANDRO BARONCIANI
4 MM DI ABBONDANZA PER LA PIEGA

Davide Calì

è autore
e fumettista di libri per ragazzi. Nato in
Svizzera, è cresciuto in Italia. Ha pubblicato oltre 170 tra albi illustrati, fumetti
e romanzi per bambini, tradotti in oltre
trenta paesi. Tra questi, per Mondadori,
L’atlante dei luoghi immaginari, scritto con
Pierdomenico Baccalario. I suoi libri hanno vinto premi in tutto il mondo. I suoi
articoli su libri, fumetti e costume compaiono regolarmente sul magazine online
Frizzifrizzi.

4 MM DI ABBONDANZA PER LA PIEGA

Crescere, diventare grandi, è un mistero.
C’è un giorno in cui non sei ancora grande. E il giorno
dopo lo sei. Però si cresce a poco a poco, per cui non ti
accorgi che stai diventando grande… Ecco, vorrei sapere:
come si sa quando si è diventati grandi? C’è una linea
invisibile che separa le cose. Da questa parte sei ancora
piccolo, dall’altra parte sei già grande. Ma non ti accorgi
mai quando succede.

Due treni si incr
ciano, sui binari di ques
storia, due viaggi riecheggiano l’
no nell’altro. Il treno Eurostar con c
Thomas, ormai adulto, torna a cas
da Londra, lasciandosi un amore fin
to alle spalle, e il vecchio treno loc
le che trent’anni prima aveva porta
lui, bambino, dal paesino di Beauva
fino a Parigi, per il suo primo viagg
da solo dopo un altro amore finit
quello tra i suoi genitori.
Thomas si interroga sul momento
cui si oltrepassa un confine: quel
linea che nella vita segna un prim
e un dopo, un distacco, forse irrim
diabile, da quelli che eravamo prim
che l’infanzia finisse, che l’amore
nisse. Prima che scegliessimo la n
stra strada.
Una linea a volte invisibile, m
inevitabile.

Two trains pass each other on the tracks of this story; two journeys are echoed in each other. The
Eurostar train on which adult Thomas is returning home from London, leaving behind a love affair
that is now over, and the old local train that took him thirty years ago, as a child, from the little town
of Beauvais to Paris, his first trip alone after the end of another love affair – his parents’.

Thomas wonders about the moment when we cross a certain line in life, the line that marks before
and after, the perhaps irredeemable separation from who we were before our childhood ended,
Baronciani è fumettista,
before love ended. Before we chose our path. Alessandro
illustratore, art director, grafico e musicista. Da uno dei suoi classici più amati,

Quando tutto diventò blu, sono stati tratti
A line that is sometimes invisible but unavoidable.
uno spettacolo e un disco di canzoni ori-

ginali. Lavora per diverse case editrici e
• Davide Calì’s subtle words and Alessandro
Baronciani’s
poetic images accompany us
case discografiche
realizzando copertine di libri, dischi e locandine di festival.
along the line that for every one of us runs
both along the tracks of today and those of
the past.
• One day you’re not grown up yet. The next day you are…. And there’s an invisible line that
separates things.

Le parole lievi di Davide Calì e le im
magini poetiche di Alessandro Baro
ciani ci accompagnano lungo ques
linea, che per ognuno di noi corre s
binari dell’oggi e insieme ripercor
quelli del passato.

FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY) - PAGES: 144
WWW.RAGAZZIMONDADORI.IT

MONDADORI-LIBRI PER RAGAZZI
@MONDADORI_LIBRI_RAGAZZI

Growing up is a mystery
€ 17,00

dagli 11 anni

ART DIRECTOR: FERNANDO AMBROSI
PROGETTO GRAFICO: STEFANO MORO
GRAPHIC DESIGNER: SARA SIGNORINI

illustrato da Alessandro Baronciani
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ADVENTURE 12+
DAVIDE CALÌ is a children’s author and comic book artist. He was born in Switzerland and grew
up in Italy. He has published over 170 illustrated comic books, cartoons and novels for children,
translated in over 30 countries. These include L’atlante dei luoghi immaginari (Mondadori)
co-written with Pierdomenico Baccalario. His books have won prizes around the world. His
articles about books, comics and lifestyle appear regularly in the online magazine Frizzifrizzi.
ALESSANDRO BARONCIANI is a cartoonist, illustrator, art director, graphic designer and musician. One of his best-loved classics, Quando tutto diventò blu, has been made into a show and
an album of original songs. He works for various publishers and record companies creating
book and record covers and festival posters.
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CELESTE'S WAR
MARCO MAGNONE

Autumn 1944. In the woods of the Langhe, twelve-year-old Celeste and his little sister Flora, five, are playing
Training, a survival game to prepare for the arrival of the enemy – and the enemy, they have always been taught,
are the rebels who have gone up into the hills: the partisans. But nothing can prepare them for what they find
that day when they return home: the house burnt down, and their mother, like a fallen angel, lying in the yard.
The old world is gone, and Celeste is left with only two things: protecting his little sister and avenging their
mother's death.
Thus begins the two siblings’ journey in search of her killers who, Celeste is certain, are among the partisans. But
the reality he comes face to face with is not the one his mother had always told him about. And the war that tears
Italy apart – and which sees men and women fighting for opposing ideas of world, country and freedom – will
undermine all his certainties.
• A moving story about the love between siblings, with two strong, multifaceted characters who - despite their age difference – end up looking after each other.
• A universal story of coming of age and growing up, about children’s difficulties in questioning the
certainties of childhood in order to build their own, when questioning those certainties also means
questioning their parents.
• A consistently fast-paced adventure story full of surprises and plot twists.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 252

The adventure of two siblings
in search of justice
in the midst of the Resistance

ADVENTURE 10+

MARCO MAGNONE was born in Asti in 1981 and lives in Turin. He is the author of several novels published
in Italy by Mondadori and other leading publishers, some of them written together with his friend Fabio
Geda. He teaches at Scuola Holden in Turin, is a partner of the Mare di Libri festival - Rimini and collaborates
with schools, bookshops, libraries and events dedicated to reading education.
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OPEN HEARTS
Elisabetta Corvaglia
AGAINST Sonia
THE
WAR

Sonia E. Corvaglia e Lucia Perrucci
<<Non vincerà chi è più forte o chi è più
prepotente, ma chi fa squadra.>>

è nata in provincia di Lecce nel 1978 e vive
e lavora a Milano. Laureata in Lettere classiche, insegna al liceo e, in ambito scolastico, si occupa di progetti per l’inclusione e
la promozione della lettura.
Sasha e Alex non si conoscono neppure,
Autrice di libri per bambini e ragazzi tradotti friends
anche all’estero,
ha pubblicato
con di- and Alex have
What is life like at thirteen? Well,
come
first, Sasha
no doubts
about
that.laThen
ma quando
in Ucraina
scoppia
guerra
versi editori
e collabora
Book on
a Tree.
there’s school, sport, or that special
person
youcon
keep
running
into everywhere, who knows why. But what

SONIA E. CORVAGLIA & LUCIA PERRUCCI

si ritrovano a condividere tutto: una casa,
if, one day, there’s a war? In Ukraine, Sasha suddenly has to deal with this:
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Escaping from war,
friendship becomes a bridge,
a shield against violence and bulling
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HISTORICAL, ADVENTURE 10+
SONIA ELISABETTA CORVAGLIA was born in the province of Lecce in 1978, and now lives and works in Milan. She has a degree in Classics and teaches at secondary school
where she is involved in projects for inclusivity and promoting reading. She is the author of books for children and teenagers translated into other languages, with various
publishers, and works with Book on a Tree.
LUCIA PERRUCCI was born in Puglia in the year of Halley’s Comet and Chernobyl. She has always been passionate about stories: she studied Literature in Bologna and
Screenwriting at the Giffoni Film Festival masterclass. Today she writes and teaches: she adores her students, and her most interesting ideas may be stolen from them. In
2022 she made her debut with Mondadori with her novel La prodigiosa macchina cattura anime di Cassandra Apollinaire.
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THE ANIMALS OF
STRANGEWOOD
GIUSEPPE FESTA

A squirrel suffering with vertigo, a short-sighted falcon, a claustrophobic mole and many other
strange animals fight against those who threaten Strangewood. They will manage to overcome
adversity by making their limitations a source of strength, often unintentionally, thanks to teamwork
and the friendship that binds them.

DUNG STRIKE

DISHEVELLED BRISTLE

Quante stranezze a Strambosco!
Il ghiro Nocetto ha i baffi sporchi di cioccolato, la civetta Ray
sta mangiando delle patatine
e l’orso Ursus ha preparato
un infuso di banana… ma
non ci sono alberi di banane
a Strambosco! E non è tutto: il
ragno Clava usa la colla per catturare
le sue prede e l’orsetto Puz gira con un
puzzolentissimo pannolino! Tutti gli indizi
portano alle Paludi Fetenti: non resta che
tapparsi il naso e andare a fondo di questo
mistero…
dai 7 anni

dai 7 anni
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FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021-22 PAGES: 96
4 TITLES PUBLISHED, 2 MORE COMING IN FEBRUARY 2023
RIGHTS SOLD IN: FRANCE (AUZOU)

GIUSEPPE FESTA has a degree in Natural Sciences and works in the environmental education
field. He was shortlisted for the Strega Children’s Prize 2019 with Cento passi per volare (A Hundred Steps to Freedom), Salani, 2018. The same novel received the Kadaitosho in Japan in 2020
and has been chosen by the Japanese Ministry of Education as summer reading for all school
children in the target age group.

Un pannolino
per Puz

• Lots of laughs (all while learning a lot about nature).
• Diversity as a source of strength, thanks to teamwork and friendship.
• At the end of each story, either Dizzy the squirrel or Ray the owl describes the real characteristics of the animals outside Strangewood.
• Shortlisted for The Strega Children's Prize 2022

Setolo
spettinato

Who’s cutting down Strangewood’s tallest trees? Stinky’s grandma says it’s a tree-eating monster…
but the truth is that an abusive woodcutter is causing great damage in the wood. Can the animals
defeat the enemy?

GIUSEPPE FESTA

TUTTO È IL CONTRARIO
DI TUTTO E LE STRANEZZE
SONO ALL' ORDINE DEL GIORNO.

TUTTO È IL CONTRARIO
DI TUTTO E LE STRANEZZE

The River Rut has been stolen and Fizzy Lake no longer fizzes! The crew suspects that the effervesSONO ALL' ORDINE DEL GIORNO.
cent water factory down in Smoky Valley has something to do with it and they already have a very
ramshackle plan…
Il cinghiale Setolo si
sta limando gli zoccoli
quando rimane paralizzato dalla paura: nel bosco risuona un rumore fortissimo, da far rizzare i peli della
pelliccia! Setolo e i suoi amici
animalazzi si fanno coraggio e,
giunti nella parte più fitta e ombrosa di Strambosco, scoprono che alcuni alberi sono scomparsi nel nulla… Che
sia stato un mostro Mangialberi? Non c’è
tempo da perdere, bisogna indagare.
Anche a costo di spettinarsi il ciuffo!

GIUSEPPE
FESTA

THE SOURCE OF THE RUT

GIUSEPPE FESTA
A

GIUSEPPE
FESTA

Someone has hidden traps in the Water Point clearing, at the Reeking Swamp and near Fizzy Lake.
If there’s a shady poacher to scare off, the Strangewood crew is ready with weapons that are very…
A
foul-smelling!
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ADVENTURE, HUMOUR 7+

In Strangewood, everything
is the opposite of everything
and weirdness is the norm

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE BOOK REBELS

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO & LUIGI SPAGNOL

Peter’s parents are in a strangely good mood, because they’ve just decided to go to Plainton-onSea for their next holiday: it’s not too far away but not too close, either; enjoyable but not unforgettable; and with a beach, but not a particularly beautiful one.
So why go there then? Peter can’t understand it, and what’s more, he’s bored there. Really bored.
And so are his new friends: the silly identical twins Edward and Edwin, and brave, green-eyed Madeleine. Until the day they discover something weird about Plainton: children are ABSOLUTELY
BANNED FROM READING BOOKS.
At first it doesn’t seem like a big deal, but the four are soon involved in top secret missions, hangouts
in secret fortresses, escapes, chases, stealing books (in fragments!), and even prophecies. Because
reading, of course, is one of the most exciting activities of all.
• A novel, child’s play, created from the imagination of two great friends in work and in life,
united by their love of books – because reading is the key to freedom and happiness.
• “Reading a good book, or rather a book we enjoy, makes us happy. And children have the
same right as anyone else of any age to be happy, here and now.” - Luigi Spagnol
FIRST PUBLISHER: SALANI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 240
RIGHTS SOLD IN: SPAIN (DUOMO)

Welcome to Plainton-on-Sea,
the beach of clandestine readers.

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO was born in Acqui Terme in 1974, started writing at an early age and won the Il Battello a Vapore
Prize in 1998. Since then he has written many adventure stories, series, and fantasy novels for children, translated into 30 languages
and published by top Italian and foreign publishers. For over 20 years he has worked with the Lucca Comics & Games organisation,
as well as with La Repubblica and Corriere della Sera’s La Lettura. In 2013, he created the creative agency Book on a Tree, in London.
LUIGI SPAGNOL changed the face of children’s publishing, bringing great international successes to Italy – like Harry Potter and
The Story of a Seagull and the Cat Who Taught Her to Fly – and great authors, like Pullman and Almond, before they became
global phenomena. He is a man who has made a mission of his passion – children’s literature – with the unshakeable certainty
that reading leads to happiness. His legacy is one of the most significant and respected children’s catalogues in the world,
which has sparked the imagination of hundreds of thousands of young readers in the past, present and future.

ADVENTURE 9+

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE GREATEST

DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO, COVER BY RÉBECCA DAUTREMER

Canton, 1770. Shi Yu is a six-year-old orphan who works for the quick-tempered innkeeper Bai Bai.
At the inn, Yu meets Li Wei, a boy who is already a martial arts expert. Yu persuades him to teach
her to fight, and her talent is immediately obvious. This skill will save her life a few years later
when she is kidnapped by the dreaded Golden Dragon’s pirates: instead of killing her, Golden
Dragon enrols her in the crew. This is the beginning of her ascent in the piracy world.
After many raids in the Pearl River, Macau and Hong Kong, nineteen-year-old Yu becomes the
commander of an entire fleet, which will soon number more than a hundred ships. Her very
name terrorises the China Sea, and she seems to be an unstoppable force… But Yu’s fame has
unwittingly made her an enemy as powerful as he is mysterious, who will stop at nothing to
destroy Air and Water wushu: the legendary martial arts style of which Yu has become the latest
master…
• A breathtaking adventure and an extraordinary coming-of-age story inspired by the true
story of Ching Shih, commander of the largest pirate fleet of all time.
• Amazing cover illustrations by Europe’s most famous illustrator.
• 2021 Strega Children’s Prize Winner and inserted in the Italian IBBY honour list 2021.
FIRST PUBLISHER: RIZZOLI (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 528
RIGHTS SOLD IN: GERMANY (THIENEMANN), NETHERLANDS AND BELGIUM (PELCKMANS), FRANCE (L’ECOLE DES LOISIRS)

She is just a girl now, but she will
become a martial artist, the queen of
the China Sea, the greatest pirate ever
ADVENTURE 12+
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO is a multi-award-winning author of works translated into 25 languages. In 2021 alone, he won the Zilveren Griffel in the Netherlands, the Penzberger Urmel
in Germany, the Grand Prix des Lectures du Journal de Mickey in France and the Strega Children’s Prize in Italy. He has also been nominated for the 2022 Carnegie Medal in the UK.

TURN TO INDEX

›

HOOPDRIVER

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO

Billy decides to run away from his home in Liverpool without telling his father. He travels the 200
miles separating him from the little seaside town of Kewstoke on Azzurra (the mountain bike he
has painstakingly assembled piece by piece) with the sole aim of reaching his grandfather’s care
home as soon as possible, because he made a promise: “If anything happens, kid, come straight
here, OK?”
This is the story of:
• Billy’s journey on his bicycle, the route he chooses along the country paths of England
and Wales. The historic and beautiful locations he sees.
• The people he meets along the way: Joe, the Deliveroo guy who dreams of studying engineering; Annabelle, whose hair he cuts by night, and her brother Emmett, who laughs
at swear words; Shackleton, the dog, who will follow him for the rest of his journey; Mr
Richmal, who repairs Azzurra and helps him discover the world of nocturnal moths; the
three sisters of the waterfall, who live alone in a country house, waiting for their mother.
• But above all, it’s the story of his thoughts, memories of his grandfather’s stories, all
linked to music personalities of the seventies, whom he claims to have met and know
well: from David Bowie to Keith Richards, Roger Waters of Pink Floyd and Robert Wyatt
of Soft Machine.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 272
RIGHTS SOLD IN: CHINA (BEIJING PUBLISHING)

Where are you going, Billy?
I'm going south.
And why, Billy-who's-going-south?
Because I made a promise.
ADVENTURE 10+
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. His books have sold millions of copies worldwide and have been translated into over 30 languages. Today he is considered one of
the leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE LAST HUNTER
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO

Florida, 10,000 years ago. When a terrible fire destroys the tribe’s camp, only six children survive.
Six children who will decide, alone, to carry out the great hunt, in search of the last mastodons,
creatures that are very precious for their survival.
The journey through a wild America full of huge and unknown animals will be an opportunity for
them to discover their own talents: Ama has the Talent of Stories, Ocho that of Ropes, Cato of
Stone, Beri of Fire. And Roqi? If he doesn’t even have the courage to throw a stone at a leaf-eater,
will he ever be able to become a hunter? And above all: will the children be able to survive in the
most hostile environment that has ever existed?
• A great survival story, able to draw the readers in and keep them reading.
• The courage to grow up, self-discovery and a journey of initiation into adulthood.
• Italian Andersen Prize 2022 Finalist.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 320
RIGHTS SOLD IN: GERMANY (THIENEMANN), NETHERLANDS AND BELGIUM (PELCKMANS)
COVER & B/W ILLUSTRATIONS: FABIO VISINTIN

I am the last hunter and you are the
last of your kind. The noise of our fight
will make the stars fall from the sky

ADVENTURE 12+
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO is a multi-award-winning author of works translated into 25 languages. In 2021 alone, he won the Zilveren Griffel in the Netherlands, the Penzberger Urmel
in Germany, the Grand Prix des Lectures du Journal de Mickey in France and the Strega Children’s Prize in Italy. He has also been nominated for the 2022 Carnegie Medal in the UK.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE DESERT FOXES
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO

An ancient secret and a forty-year-long treasure hunt…
It’s 1986 and Morice and his family have just moved to an unusually secretive town on the
coast of Corsica, having just bought its only hotel: The Napoleon.
Wandering on the beach, Morice meets Audrey, the mayor’s daughter, and joins her in her
secret investigation to find a local fisherman who she doesn’t think is dead like everyone says.
Their investigations lead them into the town’s many mysteries, reopening cases which have
lain buried for years, descending into the hotel’s cellars, exploring the numerous ravines along
the cliff, and spying on the Tshcarr brothers who’ve turned up at the hotel even though it’s still
closed for renovation.
Bit by bit – with the help of a blind man and a secret code hidden in the first edition of The
Little Prince – the pair piece together a story which has been jealously guarded by the town’s
inhabitants since the Great War, when two rivals, two desert foxes, Saint-Exupéry and Erwin
Rommel, signed a pact.
• Saint-Exupery and Roald Dahl, Rommel and a hidden submarine, secret passages and
shady characters all come together in a plot full of surprises.
• A story of friendship and courage, with a sense of adventure worthy of the Goonies.
• Finalist for the Strega Children’s Prize 2019, the Gigante delle Langhe 2019 and shortlisted in France for les Prix des Embouquineurs 2021.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2018 - PAGES: 316 - FULL COLOUR INLAYS
RIGHTS SOLD IN: SPAIN (EDEBE), ALBANIA (ALBAS), FRANCE (THIERRY MAGNIER), CHINA
(TB PUBLISHING LIMITED)

The best-hidden,
most cunning plan in history
ADVENTURE 11+
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. His books have sold millions of copies worldwide and have been translated into over 30 languages. Today he is considered one of
the leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad.
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ZHERO

MARCO ALVERÀ

Venice. On the night of a full moon, the members of a secret society meet up in an ancient
building. A few narrow streets away, physics luminary Bepi Galvano is about to celebrate his
80th birthday. To mark the occasion, his neighbours, three brilliant children, are organising a
big party. However, in the night, the professor disappears under circumstances that remain unclear. Could that secret association, the Lunar Society, have something to do with his mysterious
disappearance?
In a labyrinthine Venice, three young protagonists face a race against time. The future of humanity could lie precisely in the professor’s latest invention, an incredible machine for producing
green energy from water. It’s now up to Bepi’s young friends to take up his legacy and prevent
darkness from descending on the world we know forever.
• Ecology, environmental defence or the search for alternative energy sources.
• A book for all children who dream of growing up in a better, more sustainable and fairer
world.
• Future-proofing, through the eyes of the new generations: the use of hydrogen produced from renewables (sun and wind) as a new renewable energy source that will help
us breathe cleaner air, and decarbonise industries, transport and heating.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SALANI (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 272
TWO COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

The future of energy is green and is
in the hands of three bright children

MARCO ALVERÀ was born in New York in 1975. Since 2016, he’s been CEO of Snam, involved
in groundbreaking initiatives in biomethane, sustainable mobility, energy efficiency and hydrogen. In 2019, the company was the first in Europe to experiment with injecting hydrogen into
natural gas transmission networks and was the only Italian company to join the UN’s Getting
to Zero Coalition for the decarbonisation of sea transport. In the same year, it launched the
Plastic Less programme, aimed at gradually eliminating the use of plastic by the company.

ADVENTURE 10+

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE POCKET WATCH GANG
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO

Four friends with two things in common: three dollars and a burning desire to see the world.
For four friends who live on one of the endless Louisiana bayous in early 1900s America, the 1,000page Walker & Dawn Catalogue is the gateway to a world of hopes. So, when they find three silver
dollars, they order an automatic revolver. But when the package arrives, it contains only a broken
pocket watch.
When a stranger shows up to get the watch back and chases the kids, they decide to run away to
Chicago, where the Walker & Dawn headquarters is, to return the watch and get a reward. However,
they soon become entangled in a mysterious cold case: Miss Dawn, the catalogue’s inventor, was
murdered by her lover on New Year’s Eve 1899. Just before she died, she hid all her wealth, and it’s
never been found.
The pocket watch turns out to be the missing link to finding the treasure. It’s the key to opening a
locker at Chicago’s Grand Central Station. A locker that’s been waiting for years to reveal its secrets.
• A tale of adventure, travel and escape. A coming-of-age story that rattles through a highly
entertaining series of misunderstandings and mysteries which are cleverly unravelled in a
talented piece of storytelling.
• Winner of the Italian Andersen Prize 2017. Finalist at Deutscher Jugendliteraturpreis in Germany in 2018. Winner of the Prix des Bouquineurs en Seine in France and the Vlag and Wimpel
in the Netherlands in 2019. Winner of the 2022 Literatura Protagonista Jove in Catalonia.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2016 - PAGES: 320 - B/W ILLUSTRATIONS
RIGHTS SOLD IN: GERMANY (THIENEMANN), SPAIN (PLANETA), FRANCE (L’ECOLE DES LOISIRS), DENMARK (JENSEN&DALGAARD), POLAND (DWIE SIOSTRY), RUSSIA (SAMOKAT),
NETHERLANDS AND BELGIUM (PELCKMANS), CZECH REPUBLIC (DOBROVSKY), GALICIA
(RINOCERONTE), JAPAN (IWASAKI), CATALONIA (VIENA), UKRAINE (NEBO BOOKS)

An adventure can change your life forever
ADVENTURE 11+
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO is a multi-award-winning author of works translated into 25 languages. In 2021 alone,
he won the Zilveren Griffel in the Netherlands, the Penzberger Urmel in Germany, the Grand Prix des Lectures
du Journal de Mickey in France and the Strega Children’s Prize in Italy. He has also been nominated for the 2022
Carnegie Medal in the UK.

TURN TO INDEX

›

RED STARS

DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO

A heart-stopping story of danger, courage and bravery that emphasises the power of truth and what
it means to be a hero.
THE COUNTRY IS UNDER ATTACK. Twins Viktor and Nadya are twelve years old when Hitler’s Germany declares war on the Soviet Union. As the Nazi army crushes the defending forces and enemy
planes appear overhead, they are hurriedly evacuated from their home.
“WHATEVER HAPPENS, STAY TOGETHER.” Their parents told them to look after each other, no
matter what. But amid the chaos of the evacuation, disaster strikes – the twins are separated,
stranded many miles apart with no way of communicating.
A DESPERATE RACE ACROSS SNOW AND ICE. Despite the war raging all around, Viktor and Nadya
are determined to find each other and get back home. Can they pick a path through the danger and
destruction, with only their courage and love to keep them going?
• An epic mystery adventure, told in a unique format including diary entries, maps and photos,
takes readers along on the harrowing journeys of two twelve-year old siblings, separated
just before the Nazi siege of their city and each desperate to reunite with one another.
• The emotions jump out at the reader from the pages of the protagonists’ diary.
• Winner of the In Other words Booktrust’s Book in Translation Award in London. Shortlisted
for the Korney Chukovsky Award in Russia. Winner of the Penzberger Urmel Prize in Germany and winner of the Zilveren Griffel in the Netherlands in 2021. Nominated for the Carnegie
Medal 2022 in the UK.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2017 - PAGES: 440 - TWO COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
RIGHTS SOLD IN: GERMANY (THIENEMANN), FRANCE (L’ECOLE DES LOISIRS), UK (PUSHKIN), USA (PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE), RUSSIA (PESHKOMBOOKS), NETHERLANDS AND
BELGIUM (PELCKMANS), GALICIA (RINOCERONTE), SPAIN (SM)

Whatever happens, stay together
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO is a multi-award-winning author of works translated into 25 languages.
In 2021 alone, he won the Zilveren Griffel in the Netherlands, the Penzberger Urmel in Germany,
the Grand Prix des Lectures du Journal de Mickey in France and the Strega Children’s Prize in Italy.
He has also been nominated for the 2022 Carnegie Medal in the UK.

ADVENTURE 11+
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THE LOST FLOWER OF
THE SHAMAN OF K
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO

Peru, 1986. The daughter of a Finnish diplomat in the neurological clinic of a hospital in Lima,
the paediatric ward to be precise, isn’t something you see every day, especially when it’s the
terrain of El Rato, the cheekiest scamp of a boy Laila has ever met.
They make friends and, to pass the time, wander around the hospital. One day, they stumble
upon a strange diary, written in 1941 by one Dr Robert Clark. The drawing of a rare flower
catches their eye and they are fascinated to learn it is used by shamans of the K tribe.
But the day comes when Laila’s illness is finally given a name and she learns it’s terminal. All
hope is lost for her. Or maybe not. There’s still one thing the two friends can do together and
that’s recover the Lost Flower of K in the hope it can heal her. And change both their fates.
A long and eventful journey follows that sees them travel from the Andes through the Amazon
forest and face many battles with the wild and unyielding landscapes.
• The discovery of life through the eyes of two twelve-year-olds who face a savage world
hand in hand.
• An original and fresh style that makes the readers feel like protagonists in the story through
voices, colours and sounds.
• Shortlisted for the Zilveren Griffel in the Netherlands in 2021 and winner of the Grand Prix
des Lectures du Journal de Mickey in France.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2019 - PAGES: 448 - B/W ILLUSTRATIONS
RIGHTS SOLD IN: GERMANY (THIENEMANN), NETHERLANDS AND BELGIUM (BAECKENS BOOKS
- PELCKMANS), FRANCE (L’ECOLE DES LOISIRS), SPAIN AND CATALONIA (EDITORIAL CASAL)

"She took him into the world,
and he kept her safe in it"
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO is a multi-award-winning author of works translated into 25 languages.
In 2021 alone, he won the Zilveren Griffel in the Netherlands, the Penzberger Urmel in Germany,
the Grand Prix des Lectures du Journal de Mickey in France and the Strega Children’s Prize in Italy.
He has also been nominated for the 2022 Carnegie Medal in the UK.

ADVENTURE 11+
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THE CLOUD SEEKER
CHRISTIAN ANTONINI

Tristan is twelve years old, attends an exclusive school in Singapore and is the prince of a small
kingdom in the middle of the Indian Ocean, the Cocos Islands.
When the First World War breaks out, the boy finds himself aboard the Emden, the German cruiser
of the privateer and gentleman Von Müller, an enemy of his kingdom.
The commander decides that it’s time for Tristan to be put to work as a deckhand and lookout, he
who was raised among vices and luxury to become a ruler. Thus, in the middle of storms and naval
battles, Tristan discovers that anything is possible, even respecting one’s enemies, and that the life
of a spoiled prince isn’t for him.
• German privateers, the First World War, a prince, and the most incredible story, in an adventurous journey of growth and discovery of life.
• The Emden and its commander Von Müller really existed, and so do the Cocos Islands.
Alone, the cruiser sowed terror along the routes of the Indian Ocean in the first few
months of the war.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021
PAGES: 272

Captains Courageous meets Corto Maltese.
A journey across the Indian Ocean,
among history, adventure and feelings.
An adventure called "life".

CHRISTIAN ANTONINI is an author of books for children and adults, with a passion for history, adventure and fantasy. He has worked as an editor for periodicals and publishing houses and has worked
professionally with board games, simulation games and role-playing games. In 2016, he made his
debut in the world of children’s fiction with the novel Fuorigioco a Berlino (The Berlin Offside), which
won the 2017 Bancarellino Selection Award and the Il Gigante delle Langhe national prize.

ADVENTURE 11+
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THE SKY THIEF
CHRISTIAN HILL

In 1971, a man calling himself D.B. Cooper hijacked an aeroplane of an American scheduled
airline and demanded 200,000 dollars and a parachute be brought on board. His is the only
unsolved case of air piracy in commercial aviation history. All true so far.
Thirty-five years later, fifteen-year-old Rusty, a decent boy but unlucky in the family stakes –
father gone, mum hooked on drugs – wastes his time hanging out with a gang of thugs. Old
Carter is the only one who sees something in him, teaches him a trade and keeps him out of
trouble. Until Rusty’s mum has a seizure, he panics and uses the gang’s gun.
Everything seems lost. But, as old Carter says, “you always get a second chance.” Always.
• Two stories packed with adventure, acts of bravery and humanity, woven together with
narrative mastery.
• A powerfully honest and moving story, with a surprising twist.
• Winner of Cento Prize 2020
FIRST PUBLISHER: RIZZOLI (ITALY), 2019 - PAGES: 256
RIGHTS SOLD IN: LITHUANIA (ALMA LITTERA)

It was decision time.
It would take a few seconds to know
if it had worked. Or if he was going
to hit the ground and die.

CHRISTIAN HILL is an aerospace engineer who, immediately after graduating, decided he didn’t
want to be an engineer. So, he turned to role-playing games and journalism and, more recently,
to children’s fiction. He has published successful books for several Italian publishers and won the
Cento Prize with this book.

ADVENTURE 12+

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE CHILDREN OF THE FOREST
GIUSEPPE FESTA

This book falls into the non-fiction narrative genre and tells the true story of two wolves,
Achille and Ulisse. They were orphaned new-born cubs, found in different parts of Italy just a
few days apart. The two pups were taken to the Monte Adone Centre (a centre for recovery
of wildlife on the Bologna Appennines), where they were entrusted to the care of Elisa Berti.
The story of the two pups intertwines with that of two adult wolves, Ares and Lara, who also
live at the centre and who, for various reasons, cannot be returned to the wild.
Usual practice would have been for Achille and Ulisse to live in an enclosure for the rest of
their days, because wolves reared by humans do not learn the language of the pack, which is
an indispensable tool for surviving in nature. But Elisa wanted her children to go back to the
forest, giving them the chance to a live a life without boundaries.
• A compelling true story.
• The wonder of nature described in all its harshness, the love and fear that has bound
men and wolves for millennia.
FIRST PUBLISHER: GARZANTI (ITALY), 2018 - PAGES: 207
ACHILLE & ULISSE DOCUMENTARY PHOTOS INCLUDED
RIGHTS SOLD IN: CZECH REPUBLIC (KAZDA)

The adventure of two wolves
experiencing freedom for the first time
ADVENTURE 9+
GIUSEPPE FESTA has a degree in Natural Sciences and works in the environmental education
field. Founder and singer of the Lingalad folk music group, he has also written a number of
nature reports for Italian broadcaster RAI and starred in the award-winning documentary Oltre
la Frontiera. His novels have been widely translated. He was shortlisted for the Strega Children’s
Prize 2019 with Cento passi per volare (A Hundred Steps to Freedom), Salani, 2018. The same
novel received the Kadaitosho in Japan in 2020 and has been chosen by the Japanese Ministry
of Education as summer reading for all school children in the target age group.

TURN TO INDEX

›

A HUNDRED STEPS
TO FREEDOM
GIUSEPPE FESTA

Lucio has always experienced the mountains with his eyes shut, and he sees things no-one
else notices.
It is in the mountains that Lucio, who lost his sight as a young child, crosses paths with a baby
eagle kidnapped by poachers.
All seems lost. But the mountain hides many clues, which can reveal the truth to someone
who knows how to listen for them – someone like Lucio.
• A story about diversity and the courage to accept it.
• Shortlisted for the Strega Children’s Prize 2019.
• Winner of the Japanese Ministry of Education Selection: Children’s summer reading
2020 (Kadaitosho).
FIRST PUBLISHER: SALANI (ITALY), 2018 - PAGES: 128
RIGHTS SOLD IN: SPAIN (DUOMO), JAPAN (IWASAKI), KOREA (INORI), CHINA (GUANGXI
NORMAL UNIVERSITY PRESS GROUP), TAIWAN (GLOBAL KIDS)

The breath of the mountain,
the courage to spread your wings

GIUSEPPE FESTA has a degree in Natural Sciences and works in the environmental education
field. Founder and singer of the Lingalad folk music group, he has also written a number of
nature reports for Italian broadcaster RAI and starred in the award-winning documentary Oltre
la Frontiera. His novels have been widely translated. He was shortlisted for the Strega Children’s
Prize 2019 with Cento passi per volare (A Hundred Steps to Freedom), Salani, 2018. The same
novel received the Kadaitosho in Japan in 2020 and was chosen by the Japanese Ministry of
Education as summer reading for all school children in the target age group.

ADVENTURE 9+

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE PHENOMENAL
P.T. HELIODORE
GUIDO SGARDOLI

The first time P.T. Heliodore heard an animal speak he was ten years old. It was a windy afternoon in late October 1834 and he was in Mr. Pettergoofer’s stables. The horse said, “Why
are you looking so sullen over there instead of cleaning out this filth over here?” P.T. Heliodore
didn’t know how to reply. Before leaving the stable that night, he turned to the horse that had
addressed him – it was called Gideon - and gave him a long, questioning look. “What are you
looking at young man?” Gideon said, to which P.T. Heliodore burst out laughing. He was to
hear many other animals speak after that day — owls, a beetle, a water snake, a blue cow he
was taking to New York and a dog called Pinky.
P.T. Heliodore had a giant-sized imagination, as big as the whole of Connecticut. It convinced
him that he could hear animals speak and also that his father, Mylus Heliodore, was a king and
that his kingdom was Nickel Island. And it also led him to believe that Alice Pettygoofer had
green hair, although not just any old green; no, her hair was as green as the tips of spring buds.
And she could fly. Yes, Alice Pettygoofer knew how to fly. She was the feather girl.
• A magical mix of poetic, surreal and dreamlike elements.
• An effortlessly direct writing style. The combination of imagination and the paradoxical produces a compelling read that will be irresistible to everyone who loved Roald
Dahl and Charlie and the Chocolate Factory.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2019 - PAGES: 220
RIGHTS SOLD IN: RUSSIA (SAMOKAT), FRANCE (BAYARD)

Welcome to the world's greatest show,
the totally tremendous theatre of wonders!
ADVENTURE 10+
GUIDO SGARDOLI is one of the most famous Italian children’s authors and has written over
one hundred books. His stories have been translated into many languages and have won all
the major literary prizes dedicated to writing for children, such as the Italian Andersen Award
in 2009, 2015 and 2018, and the Strega Children’s Prize in 2019. In 2021, he entered the Italian
IBBY Honour List with Anomalya, Giunti, 2020 and I Grigi (The Greys), DeA, 2020.

TURN TO INDEX

›

MOUSE ENCOUNTERS
OF THE THIRD KIND
GIUSEPPE FESTA

What would happen if a band of wood mice were to find a strange black stone,
all square and shiny? And what would they do if it started to ring and shake all
of a sudden? This is what happened to Terr and his friends, who had never seen
a human being before and thought one young boy’s lost smartphone was a
mysterious alien object for talking to extraterrestrials.
• A fun book full of misunderstandings, big laughs and lots of adventures.
• There are a million sides to the truth, and sometimes all it takes to see
them is a different point of view.
• Finalist for the Gigante delle Langhe Children’s Prize 2020.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SALANI (ITALY), 2019 - PAGES: 128
B/W ILLUSTRATIONS

An adventure that will go
down in history

GIUSEPPE FESTA has a degree in Natural Sciences and works in the environmental education field. Founder and singer of the Lingalad folk music group, he has also written
a number of nature reports for Italian broadcaster RAI and starred in the award-winning documentary Oltre la Frontiera. His novels have been widely translated. He was
shortlisted for the Strega Children’s Prize 2019 with Cento passi per volare (A Hundred
Steps to Freedom), Salani, 2018. The same novel received the Kadaitosho in Japan in
2020 and has been chosen by the Japanese Ministry of Education as summer reading
for all school children in the target age group.

ADVENTURE 9+

TURN TO INDEX

›

JOHN DODO

The Dodo, as we know, is extinct. But not in Grandville, where there is a deep sense of friendship
and mutual help between the citizens and where there’s still room for animals that no longer
exist these days, just like the Dodo. Their mission? To have fun and save nature!

JOHN DODO & THE DEAL OF THE CENTURY

A mysterious message in a bottle triggers a treasure hunt on the other side of the world. John
and his friends leave for an unknown land to discover clues. But they'll have to be careful: an
unscrupulous enemy is willing to do anything to hinder them!

JOHN DODO & THE FAMILY TREASURE

What is an ancient sailing ship doing in the basement of Villa Dodo? To find out, John drags
his friends on an amazing treasure hunt up and down the city of Grandville... But collecting the
clues isn't easy, especially with a dad and thirteen uncles, each more bizarre than the last!

JOHN DODO & THE SWORD OF STORMS

John and his friends can't believe their eyes: they found a sword in a stone! Since they pulled it
out, however, a violent storm has hit Grandville. Could it be their fault? To find out, they'll have
to investigate old legends...

JOHN DODO & THE ENIGMA FROM THE PAST

The whole of Grandville is in turmoil: strange objects from the past are popping up everywhere!
The only one who might know anything about it is Aunt Caterina Catta, the family scientist. Too
bad she vanished into thin air! Will John and his friends be able to solve the mystery and bring her
home?
Ordinary everyday life with surreal ideas.
They are sometimes adventurous in the classical sense (treasure maps), sometimes visionary (a Viking invasion in search of a mysterious toaster), romantic, sporty (the Dodo Ball
world championships), sci-fi in style (a space mission to capture a comet), focused on personal growth or helping people in need, scary (when after a ball game Dodo rolls the ball
into the old sewer system), investigative, spy-themed, historical, or centred on exploration.
• Fummy tories free from stereotypes, respectful of cultures, religions, gender and identity,
even in the absence of rigid models of reference.
• When everything seems concluded, the ending of the story always reveals something
UNEXPECTED (the stories don’t end with a return to normality – quite the opposite).
FIRST PUBLISHER: PLANETA (SPAIN), 2021 - PAGES: 144
SERIES: 4 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

ADVENTURE,
HUMOUR 7+

A dodo is never alone...
because it has
so many friends!
TURN TO INDEX

›

PARIS NOIR

GUIDO SGARDOLI & P.D.BACCALARIO
THE SELF-PORTRAIT
Paris, 1856. Rebellious troublemaker Claude (Monet), Pierre (Renoir), who doesn’t have two
pennies to rub together, and Berthe (Morisot), an aspiring female painter in a world of male
artists, are hungry for life and still trying to find their style when they first meet outside the
studio of maestro Maurice Arnaud. But on the other side of the door, the teacher is lying on
the floor among his paintbrushes, having died in mysterious circumstances while working
on his last painting, a self-portrait. The three take on the role of detectives, weighing up
clues and examining details in pursuit of the murderer.
THE HEADLESS MAN
Berthe, Claude and Pierre are looking over the balustrade of the Pont d’Arcole when they
see it floating on the Seine: it’s the body of a man. Without a head. Who could have the
strength to commit such a murder and, most importantly, what could possibly be the motive? The three overlook no detail, visiting La Morgue and the Montmartre slums, attending
the Franconi circus show, and even sneaking into the women’s prison…
THE ORANGE SEED CRIME
Just as the Bain-Mergnac wedding reception seems to be coming to an end, a chilling cry
is heard in one of the villa’s most secluded rooms and Berthe finds a beautiful woman on
the ground, lifeless. The young artist and her friends Claude and Pierre are determined to
get to the bottom of it. But what they don’t yet know is that this is just the first in a trail of
crimes united by a mysterious detail. White and elongated seeds are always found on the
girls’ corpses. Orange seeds.
• Three young artists playing detective before they became the great impressionist masters
• In each book, one of their paintings echoes or is particularly linked to the adventure
told in the story.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2020-21 - PAGES: 256
SERIES: 3 TITLES PUBLISHED

GUIDO SGARDOLI has written over one hundred books. His stories have been translated into
many languages and have won all the major literary prizes dedicated to writing for children, including the Strega Children’s Prize.
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. Today he is considered one of the
leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad.

ADVENTURE 10+

When art becomes a
mystery, three young
painters turn their hands to
solving crimes and murders

TURN TO INDEX

›

BLANCHE

ANGÉLIQUE CHEVALIER
A SPY FOR THE QUEEN
1633. French Royal Court. There’s a quick-witted girl moving around the halls of the Louvre: it’s Blanche De La Fère, lady-in-waiting to Queen Anne and brave-hearted spy, not to
mention able swordswoman at the headquarters of D’Artagnan’s musketeers! Fourteenyear-old Blanche has a rebellious heart and will stop at nothing to protect her queen from
court intrigue…
MUSKETEER HEART
The royal palace is teeming with servants and the courtyard has already been decorated.
King Louis XIII’s birthday is approaching, but Blanche has something else on her mind: the
malicious red fox is plotting something to frame D’Artagnan and she intends to derail his
plan. But she’ll have to descend into the darkened bowels of the bastille, the prison from
which hardly anyone leaves alive.
TWO OF SPADES
The famous seer Vitreum is a guest at the royal palace, and everyone wants one of his divinations. Blanche, however, isn’t at all convinced by that stranger with his dark beard and eyes
deep as pools. But the handsome cadet Jules Bonaventure, a rebellious soul who offers to
help her, doesn’t seem very trustworthy either… The young spy’s secret investigations will lead
her into the heart of Notre Dame, where the shocking truth awaits her.
• Subterfuges, chases, duels, pursuits across city rooftops… as well as grand balls, secret messages and fluttering hearts.
• A modern adventure with plenty of thrills, telling of a courageous young girl who
fights with both head and heart, and picks roses as lightly as she handles a sword.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2018 - PAGES: 178
SERIES: 3 TITLES PUBLISHED - B/W ILLUSTRATIONS
RIGHTS SOLD IN: FRANCE (POCKET JEUNESSE)

History books cite three ANGÉLIQUE CHEVALIERS who, between the late 1600s and late
1800s, printed a variety of short publications in Reims, near Paris. It was believed that
the name Angélique was passed down through generations or was, perhaps, a nom de
plume. This led to the suspicion that at least one of the three may have been a lady in the
French king’s court, an aspiring swordswoman, a lady-in-waiting, Queen Anne of Austria’s
personal spy. All excellent reasons, we think, for hiding your identity.

ADVENTURE 9+

A spy in the French court.
By night she rides and engages in
sword fights. By day she attends
lessons in dance and etiquette

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE WIZARDS ERRANT
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO

THE TOURNAMENT FOR THE KING
OF THE WORLD
Every four years, the eighteen schools of magic compete in a tournament to choose
the King of the World. An ancient prophecy says that if a Wizard Errant becomes
King, a catastrophe will fall on the world of magic… So, the Errant are hunted down
and killed in every corner of the world. In escaping, young Calaba meets Floyd, an
apparently normal boy who has an innate ability to learn spells… They team up and
decide to win the tournament at any cost.
THE VARANASI SORCERES
Calaba, Floyd, Spenser and their instructor Jack Cade travel six thousand kilometres
from Bardonecchia to Varanasi, where the tournament’s next challenge will take
place. As the Errant team face their opponents in the jungle on the banks of the
Ganges, disturbing news arrives from the world of magic. It looks like the warning of
a wise sorceress is true: Watch out for your friends, Jack Cade, because this is a tournament like no other… Magic as it has never been told before. The greatest mysteries
and the strongest talents are on the streets.
THE SEVEN BRACELETS
The Errant team must reach Mongolia to face the Air wizards, who attempt to kill their
challengers even before they reach their destination. But the storm they raise incredibly reverses course and is about to overwhelm them; it’s up to Floyd, Calaba, Jack
Cade and Spenser to prevent it, saving their opponents’ lives. The challenge arrives:
whoever wins will have to take on powerful Fire wizard Slender Saunders in the final.
• Unsuspecting aspiring wizards accompany the reader on a unique journey
to discover what makes each of us special.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2019-20 - PAGES: 240
SERIES: 3 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. His books have sold millions
of copies worldwide and have been translated into over 30 languages. Today he is
considered one of the leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad.

ADVENTURE 10+

Magic exists. It's highly
secret yet it's right before
our eyes. We just have to
be brave enough to see it.
TURN TO INDEX

›

HARRY TAGE
JACOPO OLIVIERI

It’s the early 1930s. Harry is 18 years old and passionate about paleontology,
the big archaeological discoveries, and – most of all – dinosaurs. Like a true
adventurer, he wears a pilot’s scarf, explorer boots, baggy trousers and a
jacket covered in pockets, each one crammed full of his tools. Harry has
made some interesting discoveries, which convince him that, somewhere in
the world, prehistoric creatures still exist. And this is what starts him on his
exciting adventures. He travels to Mexico, Egypt, the Mongolian steppes or
remote wilderness areas in Northern Europe. But he never goes anywhere
without Laurasia, his pet dinosaur. Harry has to match wits with an endless
series of greedy, unscrupulous bad guys who want the ancient artefacts for
their own evil purposes.
• All the fascination of archeology comes to life in these extraordinary
adventure stories, full of suspense.
• The vintage book design perfectly reflects the atmosphere of the
stories.
FIRST PUBLISHER: NORD-SUD EDIZIONI (ITALY), 2012 - PAGES: 139
SERIES: 4 TITLES PUBLISHED

If dinosaurs still live
somewhere on this planet,
Harry will find them!

JACOPO OLIVIERI, a versatile artist, started off as an illustrator and cartoonist. He worked for years in the theatre as a costume and set designer. He has published children’s books with the leading Italian publishing
houses.

ADVENTURE 9+

TURN TO INDEX

›

WIZARD WILKINS
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO

ILLUSTRATIONS: GABRIELE BARROCCU
Wizard Wilkins doesn’t fight, he doesn’t have baddies who want to kill him, and he
doesn’t want to take over the world.
He lives with his friend Andrea – a puppy – in a Shifted House, “shifted” in the
sense that time in their garden has shifted by a season.
If it’s summer elsewhere, at the Shifted House it snows.
He has genius visions and ideas, but he’s a bungler and his spells often turn on
him. Luckily, there’s Andrea who is precise, never messes up a spell (more or less…)
and puts everything back in place.

WIZARD WILKINS & THE DREAM HAMMOCK

... And it’s a disaster. Trees sprout everywhere (except where Wizard Wilkins wanted).
In the garden, in the neighbours’ lawns, in the fields, even on the roof of the house!

WIZARD WILKINS
WRECKAGE

& THE INVITATION TO DINNER WITH

... And it’s a disaster. All the furniture goes away. The chairs start dancing, the sofa
jumps out of the window, the table runs out into the garden and even the old closet
sets off!
• A special friend to believe in and rely on when you’re in trouble.
• Good fun magic for everyone!
FIRST PUBLISHER: LISCIANI LIBRI (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 32
SERIES: 2 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. His books have sold millions of copies worldwide and have been translated into over 30 languages. Today
he is considered one of the leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely
translated abroad.
GABRIELE BARROCCU is a freelance animator and illustrator. Having graduated in
animation cinema at CSC Animation in 2005, he realises animation, storyboards,
character design and illustrations for commercials, short films, TV series and publishing. He is also a composer for 2D animation (Toon Boom Harmony, Adobe After
Effects). He has been a tutor and teacher at CSC Animation since 2010.

ADVENTURE,
HUMOUR 7+

Magic exists, and it's often
"catastrophically" funny!

TURN TO INDEX

›

INFINITE STORIES
RETURN TO TREASURE ISLAND

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO & ALESSANDRO GATTI

More than thirty years have passed since the adventure narrated by Stevenson in his great novel
Treasure Island, in which Jim Hawkins, then thirteen, embarked with Long John Silver in search
of Captain Flint’s Treasure. Now, Jim has a wife and two grown children, and he runs the Admiral
Benbow inn as his parents did. But customer numbers are decreasing, the bills are increasing,
and the storms that batter the coast don’t spare his modest inn. Until, one stormy evening, when
a brawler boy turns up, who on closer inspection turns out to be… a girl. Her name is Thunder,
and her father is none other than the old Long John. She came looking for Jim to warn him of
an ancient curse. That same night, Jim finds himself on board a pirate ship, driven by a fate that
once again takes him far from home…

THE LAST JOURNEY TO THE CENTRE OF THE EARTH

DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO

During an excursion on Stromboli, a slightly ragtag group of tourists ends up in a crater. They
are accompanied by Doctor Marino, a volcanologist, and her eleven-year-old nephew Alex,
fleeing boredom. The group laboriously climbs the slopes of the mountain, where the wind
swirls the black sand, but suddenly Alex and the others feel the earth shaking under their
feet… and they start to fall. After a long and frightening fall, they find themselves at the bottom of a pit of rock. Alive, but imprisoned in the bowels of the Earth. The only way to get
out of trouble will be to retrace Jules Verne’s journey in reverse. Following in the footsteps of
the protagonists of Jules Verne’s novel, and discovering wonderful places and inhabitants,
Alex and his companions will search with every last ounce of energy for a way back to the
surface.
• Sequels to the most loved and evocative classics.
• A modern language. Adventure, mystery, friendship and also themes such as bullying
and learning disabilities treated within compelling stories with vivid characters.

Because a
great story
never ends

ADVENTURE 10+

FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 153 - B/W ILLUSTRATIONS

Masters of adventure, comedy and crime genres, PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO and ALESSANDRO GATTI have been friends since school. They have written many successful series together published in several countries around the world.
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO is a multi-award-winning author of works translated into 25 languages. In 2021 alone, he won the Zilveren Griffel in the Netherlands, the Penzberger Urmel in Germany, the
Grand Prix des Lectures du Journal de Mickey in France and the Strega Children’s Prize in Italy.

TURN TO INDEX

›

INFINITE STORIES
DRACULA'S REAWAKENING

CHRISTIAN HILL

Another place, another time, but the threat of Dracula the vampire is more alive than ever.
Background: Mina Harker was one of the vampire hunters who defeated Count Dracula at the
end of the nineteenth century in Bram Stoker’s novel. She herself was turning into a vampire,
but the curse seemed to have been lifted with the destruction of the Count. Seemed to.
Gulf of the Poets, present day. Her descendants moved here, burying the terrible adventures
of their ancestress in oblivion. Mina herself lies in the Lerici cemetery. Or rather, lay: she has in
fact reawakened and, dusting off Dracula’s name, has resumed the Count’s nefarious habits.
Marina and Jonathan – Mina’s great-great-grandchildren – along with their friend Rocco,
meet the YouTuber Nils – Van Helsing’s great-great grandson. All together, they find themselves on the vampire’s tracks. Will they be able to stop her, just as their ancestors did?

THE EVER MORE SECRET GARDEN

LUCIA VACCARINO

Mary Lennox is now a teenager, and to her great regret she has to leave the secret garden, Colin
and Dickon to go to a girls’ boarding school. Life at Saint Catherine’s is very strict and far from the
freedom of the moors, but there Mary finds a friend – the shy Agatha, so insecure and awkward
that she can’t make friends or get through the teachers’ quizzes, a rival – Frances, a young bully
and centraliser – a mystery to solve, and of course a new garden in which to continue to bloom.
• Sequels to the most loved and evocative classics.
• A modern language. Adventure, mystery, friendship and themes such as bullying and
learning disabilities treated within compelling stories with vivid characters.

Because a
great story
never ends

ADVENTURE 10+

ADVENTURE 10+

FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 170 - B/W ILLUSTRATIONS

CHRISTIAN HILL is an aerospace engineer who decided he didn’t want to be an engineer. So, he turned to role-playing games and children’s fiction. He has published successful books and won
the Cento Prize with Il ladro dei cieli (The Sky Thief).
LUCIA VACCARINO, in addition to writing novels for children, is the author of cartoons and has been a producer of Italian and international television programmes.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE GARDEN OF WISHES
AZZURRA D’AGOSTINO

Nobody knows. But falling stars are actually seeds. Once they reach the Earth, those little
black stones we call meteorites, can be gathered, planted and cultivated. With the right amount
of care they will sprout. And their luminous, magical aura makes people’s dreams come true:
it is the flower of wishes. Among the forests of the Apennines there was a star-gardener who
had learned how to take care of these delicate, sparkling plants; but after he died, the secret
was lost... For a long time the plants he had cultivated did not flower, and the wishes continued to sleep. But one day...
Davide never wanted to move to that remote little village in the Emilian Appenines. There he
misses his friends. But at Rocchetta, the mysterious villa surrounded by greenery where his
dad has decided to go and live, it’s impossible to get bored.
From the annex where Davide is staying, he continually hears strange noises. He sees strange
flashes. But the owner of the house never appears. Could it be a ghost?
When Davide enters the villa’s private property to check it out, he makes an extraordinary
discovery. There are plants. Incredible plants, which neither Davide nor his new friend Margherita, passionate about astronomy and science, have ever seen anywhere in the world.
But why, when the two children approach the plants, do they respond with luminous signals?
Why, when something surprising happens in the village, does everything always seem to be
traceable back to the mysterious Rocchetta greenhouse?
• A thrilling adventure, a case to solve and an enigma whose solution is written among the
stars and people’s wishes.
FIRST PUBLISHER: DE AGOSTINI (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 238
RIGHT SOLD IN: HUNGARY (PHOENIX BOOKS)

Your wishes can change the universe...

AZZURRA D'AGOSTINO has published various poetry collections, earning her countless prizes
and awards, including the Carducci Prize in 2014. Since 2005, she has written for theatre and
worked on writing and poetry workshops for adults and children. The Garden of Wishes is her
fantastic and poetic debut in children’s literature.

FANTASY, ADVENTURE 10+

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE CORSAIRS

BY ITALY’S BESTSELLING AUTHORS

HERE COME THE HOOD BROTHERS

GUIDO SGARDOLI

A series for

adventure-seekers!
Small in size,

big on adventure!

Missouri, 1863. Frank and Jesse Hood are two brothers who resent the
abuses against farmers during the American Civil War. So, they organise
a company of young bandits that will give the northern army a hard time.
Until the end of the war puts everything back in its place…

BLACK POWDER

MIRIAM DUBINI
China, 1275. Qing is thirteen and wants to become an alchemist like her father, Shu, a gunpowder expert. When her father is kidnapped, nothing remains but to join a convoy of travellers from far away. Among them there’s
also a seventeen-year-old named Marco Polo…
• A sophisticated editorial product with exquisite cover artwork, old-style maps, comparative chronological tables and short profiles of the historical figures mentioned.
• An original series of adventure books written by Italy’s bestselling children’s authors.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2018-20 - PAGES: 96
SERIES: 20 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
RIGHTS SOLD IN: GREECE (METAIXMIO)

GUIDO SGARDOLI has written over one hundred books. His stories have been translated into many languages and have won all the
major literary prizes dedicated to writing for children, included the Strega.
MIRIAM DUBINI graduated with a thesis on fairy tales. She wrote and acted for children’s theatre, collaborated with Disney on
fiction and comics and with Ambra Orfei on the dramaturgy of circus shows. A beloved author who died prematurely.

ADVENTURE 8+

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE CORSAIRS

BY ITALY’S BESTSELLING AUTHORS

THE TERRIBLE TESTAMENT
OF JEREMY HOPPERTON

DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO

A series for

adventure-seekers!
Small in size,

big on adventure!

There’s always a good reason to stow away on a sailing ship bound for the
atolls of the Pacific Ocean. Especially if you’re a girl from a good family.
Especially if you want to escape from conventions. And find out who murdered your sister.

THE RETURN OF THE TSAR

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO
Who is that young man you have to accompany without asking questions?
He says he’s a prince, but he walks with the weight of a peasant. He smells
the horizon as if it was forbidden. And he dreams of a great train capable of
uniting what has been and what will be. Ask him when you are alone.
• A sophisticated editorial product with exquisite cover artwork, old-style maps, comparative chronological tables and short profiles of the historical figures mentioned.
• An original series of adventure books written by Italy’s bestselling children’s authors.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2018-20 - PAGES: 96
SERIES: 20 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
RIGHTS SOLD IN: GREECE (METAIXMIO)

DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO is a multi-award-winning author of works translated into 25 languages. In 2021 alone, he won the Zilveren
Griffel in the Netherlands, the Penzberger Urmel in Germany, the Grand Prix des Lectures du Journal de Mickey in France and the
Strega Children’s Prize in Italy.
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. His books have sold millions of copies worldwide and have been translated
into over 30 languages. Today he is considered one of the leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad.

ADVENTURE 8+

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE CORSAIRS

BY ITALY’S BESTSELLING AUTHORS

THE MYSTERIOUS VIKING

SABINA COLLOREDO
They came at night, like cowards do, attacking and killing your family. Meanwhile, you slowly repeated the spells of the runes. Because you
knew, you knew, they didn’t. That only those who can read the letters of
the world will find out sooner or later.

A series for

adventure-seekers!
Small in size,

big on adventure!

THE PIRATE QUEEN

EDUARDO JÁUREGUI
Not all things add up. Deceive me and I will not lie to you; chain me and I will
set you free. Cover me with rags and I’ll be one of the seas. Forget me and
you will hear my story, in every port of the world.
• A sophisticated editorial product with exquisite cover artwork, old-style maps, comparative chronological tables and short profiles of the historical figures mentioned.
• An original series of adventure books written by Italy’s bestselling children’s authors.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2018-20 - PAGES: 96
SERIES: 20 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
RIGHTS SOLD IN: GREECE (METAIXMIO)

SABINA COLLOREDO lives and works in Milan. She has been a creative director in advertising agencies and for the last twenty years
she has dedicated herself to children’s literature. She has written more than a hundred books, translated abroad and in many languages, ranging from historical and mythological novels to women’s biographies, novels for adolescents and poetry collections.
EDUARDO JÁUREGUI is a professor of Positive Psychology and co-founder of Humour Positivo, a training company that specialises in sense of humour. He regularly writes for academic journals in the field and for the Spanish newspaper El Mundo. He has
already published several novels, translated into more than twenty languages.
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TURN TO INDEX

›

THE CORSAIRS

BY ITALY’S BESTSELLING AUTHORS

THE ROUTE OF THE ANDES

CHRISTIAN HILL
It doesn’t matter how high those mountains are, nor how old this plane is.
There is only one thing that matters in the heart of a mail plane pilot: each
letter must reach those who are waiting for it in time. And if there’s also a
package that’s too heavy, named Ricardo, it will arrive with the mail plane.
Whatever it takes.

A series for

adventure-seekers!
Small in size,

big on adventure!

HIRO OF THE MONKEYS

GIUSEPPE FESTA
Hiro is on the other side of the world, in the jungle, chased, he who has
Japan in his blood and has studied the life of monkeys. And he understands
what is hidden in the heart of every mobile phone: a cry for help. Only that,
from there, no one can hear him.

• A sophisticated editorial product with exquisite cover artwork, old-style maps, comparative chronological tables and short profiles of the historical figures mentioned.
• An original series of adventure books written by Italy’s bestselling children’s authors.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2018-20 - PAGES: 96
SERIES: 20 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

CHRISTIAN HILL is an aerospace engineer who decided he didn’t want to be an engineer. So, he turned to role-playing games and children’s fiction. He has published successful books and won the Cento Prize with Il ladro dei cieli (The Sky Thief).
GIUSEPPE FESTA has a degree in Natural Sciences. His novels have been widely translated. He was shortlisted for the Strega Children’s
Prize 2019 with Cento passi per volare (A Hundred Steps to Freedom), Salani, 2018. The same novel received the Kadaitosho in Japan
in 2020 and has been chosen by the Japanese Ministry of Education as summer reading for all school children in the target age group.
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TURN TO INDEX

›

THE CORSAIRS

BY ITALY’S BESTSELLING AUTHORS

BATTLE NAME MAGDA

ANDREA PAU
“You run, you fight, you even learn to shoot, while the tanks destroy your
city. But then, when you stop to breathe, and you look at the guys of
your own battalion, a crazy idea takes shape: what if we seize it, that tank
shooting at us? What if we used it against them?”

A series for

adventure-seekers!
Small in size,

big on adventure!

JOURNEY TO THE FORBIDDEN CITY

ELISA PURICELLI GUERRA
There is an unexplored kingdom beyond the mountains. Going to conquer it
is not a game. It’s growing up and travelling. And you have a treasure, among
many, made of small leaves: tea. So yes, Dad, I’ll go with you.

• A sophisticated editorial product with exquisite cover artwork, old-style maps, comparative chronological tables and short profiles of the historical figures mentioned.
• An original series of adventure books written by Italy’s bestselling children’s authors.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2018-20 - PAGES: 96
SERIES: 20 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

ANDREA PAU writes comics and novels for children. His books have been published by the main Italian publishing houses and translated into several different languages, including Chinese.
ELISA PURICELLI GUERRA spent several years in London, which she considers as her literary homeland. She studied Medieval
History, but just when she was sure she wanted to become a librarian, she discovered children’s literature in 1998 and has never
looked back. An insatiable reader with a huge passion for theatre, she has worked for years as an editor, translator and writer. She
has published several novels featuring brilliant red-haired girls in whom we can all find something of ourselves, however little.
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›

THE CORSAIRS

BY ITALY’S BESTSELLING AUTHORS

THE WITCH OF LOCH LIATH

SILVIA RONCAGLIA
Inside the woods are hidden gods and remedies, every danger and every
wonder. If you want to enter, ask yourself who you are, and what others
will think. Prepare to be judged and condemned. Yet only you, witch, will
be able to find the solution. And heal them.

A series for

adventure-seekers!
Small in size,

big on adventure!

RICO THE BRAVE

LUISA MATTIA
How great this city is, only I know. It is at war, hungry, exhausted. And it
has never been so alive. If you are looking for gods, emperors, cowards and
heroes, you will find them in Rome. I know it like nobody. And I run much
faster than you.
• A sophisticated editorial product with exquisite cover artwork, old-style maps, comparative chronological tables and short profiles of the historical figures mentioned.
• An original series of adventure books written by Italy’s bestselling children’s authors.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2018-20 - PAGES: 96
SERIES: 20 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

SILVIA RONCAGLIA is an established writer of children’s books who has published more than a hundred books with major Italian
publishers. She has also won major awards, including the prestigious Bancarellino, and is involved in theatre and reading promotion.
LUISA MATTIA is among the most popular authors for children. She also writes for TV and theatre and is the author of Melevisione
and “L’albero azzurro”. She teaches “Narrative for children” at Bottega Finzioni and collaborates with the Department of Education
- University of Rome 3. She has received many awards including the Andersen Award as “Best Writer”.
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THE CORSAIRS

BY ITALY’S BESTSELLING AUTHORS

THE YOUNG SAMURAI

IGOR DE AMICIS & PAOLA LUCIANI
If a storm decides to save you, Tom, it is because off the coast of Japan
your language and skills are completely insignificant. And then because in
your red hair it recognises the fate of those who will unleash storms bigger
than it.

A series for

adventure-seekers!
Small in size,

big on adventure!

THE MYSTERY OF THE ULDA

DANIELE NICASTRO
The ice is alive, vibrant. Mysterious. It protects distant shadows, which roam
the woods. There are those who say they have talked to them and have received magical gifts. But the Ulda are just legends for children. Aren’t they?

• A sophisticated editorial product with exquisite cover artwork, old-style maps, comparative chronological tables and short profiles of the historical figures mentioned.
• An original series of adventure books written by Italy’s bestselling children’s authors.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2018-20 - PAGES: 96
SERIES: 20 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

IGOR DE AMICIS is a Chief Commissioner of the Penitentiary Police, while PAOLA LUCIANI is a support teacher in primary schools.
Partners both in life and in writing, and screenwriters of animated cartoons, their books have been published in several countries.
DANIELE NICASTRO, born in 1970, is of Sicilian origin. He currently lives in a little town in the province of Cuneo where he writes all
kinds of things: novels, postcards, messages in bottles and phrases on walls. He started telling stories as a boy, to his mother, every
time he came home late without warning her. Over time, he has made a profession of it. He made his debut with the novel Grande
(Grown Up), Einaudi Ragazzi, 2017, winner of the Legenda Junior Prize.
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THE CORSAIRS

BY ITALY’S BESTSELLING AUTHORS

LENA MOUNTAIN ANCHOVY

MARCO MAGNONE
There is the salt on your skin that runs and hides. The woods are your
home. You don’t need maps or other people’s dreams to know in which
direction the sea shimmers. And that a lot of breath and a wooden stick are
enough to be the queen of the world.

A series for

adventure-seekers!
Small in size,

big on adventure!

THE SUMATRA EMERALDS

CHRISTIAN ANTONINI
That man came from Singapore. He doesn’t know that by immersing yourself in certain books you go so deep that you never return to the surface. It’s
a secret between you and your father. A solid, robust secret, like a diver’s suit.
Like what you are about to do, to go and find it.

• A sophisticated editorial product with exquisite cover artwork, old-style maps, comparative chronological tables and short profiles of the historical figures mentioned.
• An original series of adventure books written by Italy’s bestselling children’s authors.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2018-20 - PAGES: 96
SERIES: 20 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

MARCO MAGNONE was born in Asti in 1981 and now lives and works in Turin. He is the co-author of the saga Berlin (Mondadori) and
his first novel for children is La mia estate Indaco (Mondadori). He teaches at the Holden School in Turin and collaborates with several
projects of reading education.
CHRISTIAN ANTONINI is an aerospace engineer who, immediately after graduating, decided he didn’t want to be an engineer. So,
he turned to role-playing games and journalism and, more recently, to children’s fiction. He has published successful books for
several Italian publishers and won the Cento Prize with Il ladro dei cieli (The Sky Thief).
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THE CORSAIRS

BY ITALY’S BESTSELLING AUTHORS

STRAYS OF THE KLONDIKE

SARAH ROSSI & TOMMASO PERCIVALE
It’s cold up here, Osso. The sort of cold that makes your toes freeze in
your shoes. If we had shoes, that is. We’re starving again, always hunting.
Rabbits, wild animals. And those even more dangerous animals, the
humans who sift through the frozen rivers for gold.

A series for

adventure-seekers!
Small in size,

big on adventure!

THE BLACKBIRD SINGS FREE

ANDREA T. CANOBBIO & ALESSANDRO GATTI
It all happened overnight. They celebrated, opened fire, burned down the
city. And Dad didn’t come back. So, Halima, what can you do, as a girl?
Sit at home waiting for this Arab revolution, as they call it, to pass, and for
everything to go back to how it was, including your dad. Or… Halima? Halima! Where have you gone?
• A sophisticated editorial product with exquisite cover artwork, old-style maps, comparative chronological tables and short profiles of the historical figures mentioned.
• An original series of adventure books written by Italy’s bestselling children’s authors.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2018-20 - PAGES: 96
SERIES: 20 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

SARAH ROSSI is a writer and editor of children’s books. She has been working for important Italian publishing houses and her books
have been translated in several countries, as have those of TOMMASO PERCIVALE, who tackles various genres like historical / science
fiction, adventures and thrillers.
ANDREA CANOBBIO was born in 1975 and has taught Italian to Italians and foreigners. He started his career as a writer for children. His books include Speedy Gonzaga (E. Elle), Ricci Scout (The Hedgehog Scouts), Salani, and Urbania (Book on a Tree).
ALESSANDRO GATTI was born in 1975 in Alessandria and studied philosophy until he finally started writing children’s books. His
very famous series Sherlock, Lupin and Me was written together with his friend PD Baccalario.
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THE CORSAIRS

BY ITALY’S BESTSELLING AUTHORS
FRANCES FARMER'S REVENGE

LUCIA VACCARINO
You don’t just need four days, 150 bucks and the Nirvana concert tickets
you’ve been hiding in your room all this time. You need more: the courage
to run away from home and follow the road, alone or with whoever’s out
there. Until the end. Until the 13th of December 1993.

A series for

adventure-seekers!
Small in size,

big on adventure!

DISAPPEARANCE ON ICE

GIULIA GUBELLINI
There’s a white world where you can walk on water. Where the only sound
you hear is the ground breaking up. Where fire doesn’t warm and the air bites
at your face. At night, the frozen pack sings to the moon. Even if that thing in
the sky doesn’t look like the moon. This is the polar winter.

• A sophisticated editorial product with exquisite cover artwork, old-style maps, comparative chronological tables and short profiles of the historical figures mentioned.
• An original series of adventure books written by Italy’s bestselling children’s authors.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2018-20 - PAGES: 96
SERIES: 20 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

LUCIA VACCARINO was born in 1981 in Turin and lives in the province of Milan. She writes novels for children, is an author of cartoons and has been a producer of Italian and international TV programmes.
GIULIA GUBELLINI was born in Bologna in 1989. The web series Under The Series and the DVD movie Under The Movie are taken
from her debut novel, the young adult dystopia Under (Rizzoli). The novel won the Brancati Award, young adult category.
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THE MOST WONDERFUL
STORY EVER WRITTEN
EDWARD BERRY

An incredible event upsets the world of the books: on the day of the launch
of what the critic Leo Gutemberg called “the most wonderful story ever written,” the ink disappears from the pages of the book.
Text and illustrations literally disappear from all the copies.
Alba and Diego, two siblings who love reading, investigate the terrible
mystery...
And, meanwhile bizarre new characters and objects have appeared in old
classics, ruining these beloved stories.
Alba and Diego will have to get inside the books to expel the intruder and
return the stories to its original state...
• A fascinating, action-packed adventure which celebrates the vital
importance of storytelling.
• Full colours illustrations by Stefano Turconi.
FIRST PUBLISHER: LA GALERA (SPAIN), 2015 - PAGES: 256
RIGHTS SOLD IN: FRANCE (FLAMMARION JEUNESSE), GERMANY
(TIELE VERLAG), ITALY (GIUNTI), TURKEY (DOMINGO), PORTUGAL (EDITORIAL PRESENCA), GREECE (METAIXMIO)
SERIES: 5 TITLES PUBLISHED

Dive into the pages
of your favourite novels

EDWARD BERRY is the pen name for PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO and EDUARDO JÀUREGUI.
PIERDOMENICO’s books have sold millions of copies and he is considered one of the leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad. EDUARDO is one of the world’s leading experts on
the topics of laughter, play and sense of humour. He is published in more than 20 countries.
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THE FINAL TRUTH

IGOR DE AMICIS & PAOLA LUCIANI
Arthur is angry with the whole world. Since his father abandoned him, everything seems to be going
wrong: school, his friends, his relationship with his mother. But one day he comes home to find the
police there and the detectives tell him a story he has never heard before. His father never left. He never abandoned him. He was killed… and his mother is the murderer. The little that remains of Arthur’s
world collapses in an instant but he doesn’t want to believe them. He runs away, covering his tracks,
and, helped by two faithful friends and a girl with purple hair, he starts a frantic search to uncover the
truth. But someone is plotting in the shadows, and is determined to stop Arthur… at any cost.
•
•
•

A story for kids and adults who love mysteries, thrillers and fast-paced investigations. An adventure for those who want to find out the truth at all costs.
A thriller with enthralling and sinister hints of noir. A story that tackles the problematic topic of
adolescent self-interrogation, and the difficulties of showing emotional awkwardness.
A story of mystery and escape, a fast-paced race to find the truth in a narrative scattered with
plot twists and false trails.

FIRST PUBLISHER: EINAUDI RAGAZZI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 256

Murder. Mysteries. Intrigue.

An investigation that will prove to be
an intricate web of deception

IGOR DE AMICIS is an officer in the penitentiary police and a writer by vocation. He alternates children’s books with crime stories and novels, convinced that every good story should be told.
PAOLA LUCIANI is a primary school support teacher, and has been involved in children’s literature
for years through articles, interviews and reviews. She has written monographs and essays about
school life.
Together, for Einaudi Ragazzi, they have published Giu nella miniera (Carta Blanca series), Fugees
Football Club (Einaudi Ragazzi di oggi series), Roberto Mancini nella terra dei fuochi and Igor Trocchia un calcio al razzismo (Semplicemente eroi series).
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CMYK

DETECTICAT

ABC

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO

LIBRI IN STAMPATELLO MAIUSCOLO

PER PRIMI LETTORI.
IL PIACERE DI LEGGERE UNA STORIA DA SOLI,
PAROLA DOPO PAROLA.

LEGGO IO!
Q U E S T O LO
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO
CMYK

ABC

STAMPATELLO
MAIUSCOLO

QUES TO LO LEGGO IO!

PIERDOMENICO
BACCALARIO

Detecticat is a famous private detective, called to solve all kinds of foul deeds.
He has an office, an assistant, Miss Bug, and a passion for complex pastimes,
which inevitably goes pear-shaped. His first idea regarding the culprit is always wrong, then a doubt arises, his whiskers tremble, he says his typical
phrase — “There’s something fishy going on here,” he goes to consult with
his mother, Mysticat, and finally realises that he’s done something wrong. So,
he puts the clues in the right order and goes
to catch the culprit.
NON C’È NIENTE DI MEGLIO DI UNA BELLA INDAGINE PER METTERE

QUES TO LO LEGGO IO!

STAMPATELLO
MAIUSCOLO

LIBRI IN STAMPATELLO MAIUSCOLO
PER PRIMI LETTORI.
IL PIACERE DI LEGGERE UNA STORIA DA SOLI,
PAROLA DOPO PAROLA.

1. DETECTICAT AND THE BULLGLAR

LEGGO IO!
Q U E S T O LO
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO

L’INVESTIGATTO DI BUON UMORE! LA POLLIZIA LO AVVERTE DEL FURTO

ALLA GIOIELLERIA DI TOPAZIO, E MENTRE LE RAGAZZE DELLA SCIENTIFICA

PIERDOMENICO
BACCALARIO

RACCOLGONO LE PROVE, L’INVESTIGATTO INTERROGA I TESTIMONI SU E GIÙ

PER IL PORTO. GRAZIE AL SUO FIUTO FELINO E ALL’ AIUTO DELLA SAGGIA
“Perlage”, Mr Topaz's jewellery shop, hasGATTA
been
broken into. Someone opened
BUIA, I COLPEVOLI NON POTRANNO RIMANERE IMPUNITI A LUNGO!
the safe, emptying it. Detecticat is called to investigate. Only in the end does
he arrive at the culprits: the infamous Mr Bull and the unsuspected Mr Mole.
Case closed.
PRIME LETTURE

ISBN

979-12-5985-076-8

2.DETECTICAT: CRIME AND FISHERMENT

€ 9,90

A horrible crime has been committed at the port: someone has emptied the
Gold Tub and killed the Yellow Fin family. Detecticat is immediately called
to investigate. Only in the end does he arrive at the culprit: Mr Elephant, the
security guard. Case closed.

C’È UN TERRIBILE ODORE DI MARCIO AL PORTO: LA FAMIGLIA PINNE GIALLE
È STATA TROVATA SUL FONDO DELLA VASCA D’ORO… UN VERO DELITTO
A SANGUE FREDDO! L’INVESTIGATTO SI CONFRONTA CON IL CORVO
DEL REATO, SFUGGE AI PAPERAZZI E SI CONCENTRA SULLE PROVE.
IL COLPEVOLE È STATO MOLTO SCALTRO, MA NESSUN INDIZIO È NASCOSTO
COSÌ BENE SE A INDAGARE C’È L’INVESTIGATTO!

COP_Investigatto 1.indd 1

• Stories to make you laugh.
• Small cases to solve with clues that are always evident to the readers,
but not initially to the protagonist.
• New format for early readers: short lines of text to move the narrative.
forwards, speech bubbles for the dialogue between the characters.
FIRST PUBLISHER: HARPER COLLINS (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 48
2 TITLES PUBLISHED, 2 MORE COMING IN FEBRUARY 2023

03/08/22 10:44

PRIME LETTURE

No clue is so
well hidden
if Detecticat
is the one
investigating
ISBN

979-12-5985-077-5

€ 9,90

COP_Investigatto 2.indd 1

29/07/22 15:04
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PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. His books have
sold millions of copies worldwide and have been translated into over 30
languages. Today he is considered one of the leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad

TURN TO INDEX

›

DETECTIVE LINUS
ANGELO MOZZILLO

Linus likes to work in the shadows, but he’s a detective so famous that he is destined for glory!
He claims to have a personal secretary, whom he refers to as Mum for convenience’s sake and an
assistant, Bagarre, a little dog whose potential Mum didn’t seem to have understood yet.
He is an eccentric and awkward version of the famous film noir investigators.

DETECTIVE LINUS AND THE TURQUOISE FALCON
One summer morning, Linus receives a postcard from his friend Giangi. Apparently there’s a new
threat in town. It seems like a case for Linus, the most famous young detective around! Of course,
he should be doing his holiday homework, but how can he concentrate on that when his town is
teeming with crimes and mysteries?

DETECTIVE LINUS INCREDIBLY SOLVES ANOTHER CASE
It's September, and Linus goes back to school to encounter new fame and old friends. The most
famous young detective around has to be especially careful, as things at the Alfred Institute have
changed: the new headmaster, obsessed with punctuality has had the ancient clock on the facade
restored, and does not want any investigations at the school. What is he afraid of?
• Linus has very specific ideas about how to be an investigator. You need: 1) incredible disguise skills– hence his costume wardrobe; 2) the ability to make snap decisions – which
mum then shoots down; 3) a painstaking dedication to investigating cases – necessarily
leading him to neglect his homework.
• A story inspired by classics that borrows all the typical features of the noir genre: the detective, the secretary, the cop, the sidekick, the femme fatale, the secret informant, the villains,
even jazz music (and some trap too).
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021-22 - PAGES: 192
2 TITLES PUBLISHED, MORE COMING SOON

ANGELO MOZZILLO was born in Naples in 1988, moved to Milan to attend film school. He stayed there, but instead
of working on film sets he focused on writing. He likes discovering new stories and making up his own, mixing and
reinventing words like shuffling a pack of cards. His latest works include the picture books Io sono foglia (I Am a Leaf)
Bacchilega Junior, 2020, illustrated by Marianna Balducci and winner of the 2021 Andersen and Super Andersen prizes.
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The most famous young
detective around.
At least,
according to him.
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MY FRIEND IS A WITCH
GISELLA LATERZA

Miriam’s new classmate Priscilla Applepot lives in a magical house with her parents and
Bartholomeus, a barn owl who can turn into a boy. She’s also a witch! But she can’t control her powers properly… When she laughs too much, she gets taller; when she’s angry,
she starts storms!

1. A STRANGE CLASSMATE

Strange things are happening in Miriam’s class. Someone’s hair catches fire, someone’s
teeth turn blue. And a storm breaks out during the maths test. Could Priscilla Applepot, the
new girl next to her, be responsible?

2. A MUMMY AT THE MARKET

Miriam wants to ace her history group work to impress Thomas. So Priscilla sneaks her
in to the Wednesday Market to see the magical Ancient Egyptian artefacts. But a touchy
mummy discovers them, causing lots of trouble!
• A fun way of talking about the themes of friendship and accepting diversity.
• Priscilla is an inexperienced little witch and her emotions always get her into trouble. Miriam is intrigued and amused by the magical world, but she’s also a little
scared of it sometimes, because it’s difficult to fully understand. By experiencing
each other’s worlds, the two will learn more and enjoy an unforgettable adventure.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SALANI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 192
RIGHTS SOLD IN: SPAIN (DUOMO)
2 TITLES PUBLISHED, 1 MORE COMING SOON

Magic and...
lots of trouble!
So, I warn you:
don't use the last
door on the right.

GISELLA LATERZA started working with the “Corriere della Sera” newspaper, in the Bergamo office, when she was at university. An editor advised her: “If you want to do this job well, you have
to hunt for stories, step after step, wearing your shoes out”. Since then, she has never stopped
writing and travelling. If possible, on foot and if possible, getting lost. In 2018, she was selected
from participants in the “A Caccia di Storie” (“Do You Have a Story?”) competition, a contest to
find new writers and great book ideas, and started working for Book on a Tree. Her latest books
include the Doctor Jackie & Miss Hydie series (Piemme, 2021), written with Giada Pavesi.
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THE BOY BORN A WITCH
GIUSEPPE D’ANNA

GIUSEPPE
D’ANNA

Perché accontentarsi
di essere normali, quando
si può essere of
speciali?
Alex Kazam is just an ordinary boy, but something’s about to change. He is the last descendent
a long line of

S

NCIO
RA

SE R I E A

WIZARD OR WITCH?

Alex is officially a witch, but that doesn’t mean his misadventures are over. Furtive shadow figures have been seen
around town, long cloaks rustling when they move… They’re back. After all this time… Wizards! And they’re looking
UN PIZZICO DI MAGIA
for a boy who still doesn’t know the whole truth about his family…

BOY-WITCH FOREVER!

CI PIACCIAMO COME SIAMO

VOGLIO FARE LO STREGO!

na, Andrea s’imbatte in un vecchio libro polveroso e in uno strambo cappello a punta.
Scopre così di essere l’ultimo discendente di una stirpe
Will Alex Kazam succeed in being accepted by the Coven of Verdeluna, helped
by young witch Sara Gadula and the
stregonesca: i Kazam di Verdeluna. Suo padre e le altre stredachshund, Pot? What if he, the boy-witch, turns out to be the only one who
save
little
town
fromsiano
an ancient
ghecan
pensano
chethe
scope
volanti
e calderoni
“cose da
femmine”... Andrea, invece, non vede l’ora di fare lo strego!
and terrible curse?

I WANT TO BE A BOY-WITCH!

G. D’ANNA

witches, and, as such, he has the right to receive the family’s magic powers. His parents aren’t really on board with
this though because… well, come on… there’s never been a boy-witch before! But it’s too late now. Alex has discovered what makes him special and he has no intention whatsoever of giving it up: he wants togomberando
be a boy-witch!
la soffitta della non-

FORZA
What if Alex had studied witchcraft with Grandma Amanda? Or if he’d grown L’UNIONE
up asFAaLA wizard,
with Uncle Cornelius?
And what if he’d never discovered he had magical blood? He will turn back time and change his own story, again
and again… But the consequences are unpredictable, and an old enemy Illustrazioni
mightdi MARTINA
pop NALDI
up from the past…
www.battelloavapore.it

• Billy Elliot with a magical flavour, amidst pointed hats and flying broomsticks, reminding us that nothing is
€ 10
“just girls’ stuff”.
• The atmosphere of Harry Potter and Fairy Oak, told with Terry Pratchett-style humour.
• An enchanting (and enchanted!) little town, a coven of witches, a stubborn boy, a magical friend, three bitter
rivals, an intrusive dachshund… and then owls, salamanders, ghosts, potions and books of shadows. The list
goes on, in a story rich in action and laughs!
,50
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FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 228
1 TITLE PUBLISHED, 2 MORE COMING SOON

GIUSEPPE D'ANNA was born and raised in the brilliant Sicilian sunshine, and trained
in graphic design and creative writing in the Tuscan hills. Right now, he lives here and
there (and somewhere else), and in the meantime he is having fun writing books for
children and teenagers. As he loves to repeat (without being asked), writing and illustrating aren’t so very different: whether through pictures or words, it’s still storytelling.

PANTONE 151 C

DIM: 13,5x20 cm

19/04/22 22:14
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Because magic doesn't give
a damn if you're a boy or a girl

TURN TO INDEX

›

GOODWILL

MANLIO CASTAGNA

One dark dawn in November 1851, after a seven-month-long journey, the settlers arrive in what
will become Seattle. Hope, happiness and desperation blend with the rain that soaks them to the
bone. Into this community of willing men and women, little Ambrosius Goodwill is born.
His childhood passes happily until, at the age of four, playing in the woods, the boy disappears.
He doesn’t come home for a week. The forest is combed inch by inch to no avail, and the Journey of Knowledge undertaken by the great Indian shaman to find some trace of the boy provides
no reassurances. Then, one stormy day, Goodwill reappears on the doorstep. But he’s no longer
the carefree child he was before: he doesn’t seem to suffer from hunger or cold, nor to get tired
or feel emotions. And when tragedies start occurring in Seattle, affecting the whole community,
word is that it’s the boy himself who has brought the misfortune...
• Can you love a monster? Often, we latch onto pleasant memories, a delicate touch on
the face, a hug, to enable us to close our eyes to the atrocities...
• “A dark western thriller that’s right up there with the greatest international masters of
the genre. Mighty writing that grabs you by the throat on the first page, dragging you
into a vivid and coherent world.” - Giuseppe Festa.
• The (standalone) prequel of the graphic novel Mercy, written by Mirka Andolfo, sold in
18 countries around the world and which became a best-seller in America.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 240
COVER ILLUSTRATION: MIRKA ANDOLFO

THE ORIGIN OF EVIL
The West has never been so scary
MYSTERY, HORROR 13+
MANLIO CASTAGNA wrote and directed his first short film before he had graduated. He then
began to collaborate with the Giffoni festival and was its deputy artistic director for a decade,
until 2018 when he made his debut as a novelist with the bestselling Petrademone saga (Mondadori). He continues to churn out books and was shortlisted for the Strega Children’s Prize in
2021 with La notte delle Malombre (The Night of the Malombre), Mondadori.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE PIKES OF LAKE ROAD
GIUSEPPE FESTA

With all the spontaneity of his thirteen years, Mauri retraces the thirty-three days that have made
him grow up, starting on that 14th of June when his best friend, Brando, dives into the lake and
never resurfaces.
But incredulous grief soon gives way to doubt: mysterious notes written in Brando’s writing cast
a shadow of suspicion over Lake Road, threatening solid friendships and blossoming love.
There are whispers about a road on the bottom of the lake, children with weed for hair, and
other, even darker things.
But Mauri doesn’t believe it, and he decides to investigate, along with other members of the Pike
gang: Fabi, Nando, Trapola and above all, her, Aura, his secret love.
• A unique and engaging adventure, a crazy summer before high school, and the passage
from childhood to adolescence.
• “I wrote this book during the first lockdown. In the stillness of that present, I revisited
a page from my past: a summer in the shadow of the Half Tower, at my grandparents’
house, the custodians of an old manor on the shores of Lake Iseo. Adventures, first loves,
life, death. Mystery. Everything came back to life as it was then, whispering to me the story of the Pikes of Lake Road.” - Giuseppe Festa
• Finalist for Gigante delle Langhe 2022
• Winner of Gianni Rodari Children’s Prize 2021 and the Bancarellino Children Prize 2022
FIRST PUBLISHER: SALANI (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 192

An unforgettable summer.
Thirty-three days, not one more, not
one less, when everything is possible.

MYSTERY 10+

GIUSEPPE FESTA has a degree in Natural Sciences and works in the environmental education field. He has also written a number of nature reports for Italian broadcaster RAI
and starred in the award-winning documentary Oltre la Frontiera. He was shortlisted for the Strega Children’s Prize 2019 with Cento passi per volare (A Hundred Steps to Freedom), Salani, 2018. The same novel received the Kadaitosho in Japan in 2020 and has been chosen by the Japanese Ministry of Education as summer reading for all school
children in the target age group.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE DOG SUICIDE BRIDGE
DANIELE NICASTRO

Martino is thirteen, with a hyper-protective mother, a complicated father and an affectionate
mongrel called Rumo.
Martino wanted a dog for two reasons: to get out of the house at least three times a day
and to impress Serena, who knows everyone but him… and now he’s about to be devoured
and has to save himself and his four-legged friend from the talons of darkness, at all costs.
With Rumo he feels protected, especially since he’s felt a strange presence following him closely.
Too closely. In the shadows.
He doesn’t remember exactly when it started, but now he hears it wherever he goes. Even
though he’s half deaf.
At the same time, in town the dogs have started killing themselves by jumping off the historic
Devil’s Bridge. Martino and his friend Serena are the only ones investigating, and they’re horrified when the guilty party appears before their eyes: an infernal creature that looks like a black
hound. Scarface. Martino is terrified. How can he take on a beast like that? But he has to, in order
to save Rumo and himself from the talons of darkness. But also to find his place in the world and
finally be free from every ‘monstrous’ fear.

DANIELE NICASTRO

IL

PONTE
DEI

CANI

SUICIDI

• A story about fear. Fear of the unknown, of facing the world: dark threatening, inscrutable, it waits for us in the shadows until we decide to face it.
• A story inspired by Anglo-Saxon folklore and legends.
• Fears don’t only come from outside, in the form of enemies, but from inside too: the fear
of facing the world.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PELLEDOCA (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 157

A bridge with a dark past, dozens of
shattered bodies. No explanation.

MYSTERY 10+

DANIELE NICASTRO was born in 1970 and is of Sicilian origin. He currently lives in a little town in the province of Cuneo where he writes all kinds of things: novels, postcards,
messages in bottles and phrases on walls. He started telling stories as a boy, to his mother, every time he came home late without warning her. Over time, he has made a profession of it. He made his debut with the novel Grande (Grown Up), Einaudi Ragazzi, 2017, winner of the Legenda Junior Prize.

TURN TO INDEX

›

PUZZLE MYSTERIES:
TEN LITTLE TENANTS

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO & ALESSANDRO GATTI
& ANDREA DALLA FONTANA
While the city seems to be plunging into a nightmare of continual blackouts and tremors, a murder takes place in Ash Building, a sinister apartment building on the extreme outskirts of the city.
Unusually, the famous detective inspector Julius Asgren – the star of the city police force – is
called in to conduct the investigation. But what’s so special about this murder that it requires the
attention of such a renowned police officer? Soon, Inspector Asgren, along with the reader, will
discover that nothing is normal in this building, starting with the tenants, who are dying like flies.
A spiral of death that is turning into the most infernal case of Asgren’s long career.
• An intense and unique atmosphere, making this the first ever noir for kids.
• Illustrations by Dalla Fontana: full of mystery, but also an irresistible streak of black
humour.
• Two powerful plot twists that come together in a totally unexpected finale.

MARITO.
SÌ, SÌ. IO E MIO ISSIMO.
CI AMIAMO MOLT

È PER LUI, LA

FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 220
COVER: GIORDANO POLONI
B/W ILLUSTRATIONS: ANDREA DALLA FONTANA

One disturbing apartment building,
ten murders, one special challenge
for inspector Asgren.

TORTA?

NO!
QUESTA? AH,
DERE UN TÈ
PENSAVO DI PREN YVONNE.
RA
CON LA POVE
MOLTO…
DEVE ESSERE
LEI…
DIFFICILE, PER

.

LA ANTICIPATA

TEMO DI AVER

O IL TÈ?

HA GIÀ PRES

NTE, NO…

NON ESATTAME
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PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO, ALESSANDRO GATTI & ANDREA DALLA FONTANA are three authors from Piedmont who share a passion for good cooking, quality music,
the mountains and murder, albeit literary. After numerous books written together, Alessandro and Pierdomenico were dazzled by Andrea’s illustrations, and they wanted
them for this novel. Andrea accepted with enthusiasm, greatly complicating the work of the other two. This is their first and last book of the “Cases of Inspector Asgren”.

TURN TO INDEX

›

PUZZLE MYSTERIES

MYSTERY HOTEL

ALESSANDRO GATTI & LUCIA VACCARINO

Take four internationally renowned investigators and put them inside Hotel Mimosa.
Well, nothing so strange about that, you might think, but someone knows better… Eleven-year-old Nino, who will never be able to forget the moment when, opening the
door of a small hotel room, he finds a man in a tailcoat slumped on an armchair, with
a drop of blood on the left side of his mouth. But the detectives Mister McEnroe, Miss
Tingley, Mister Cicogna and Madame Kapuzinsky also see the same scene, and so the
four, without discussing the matter with each other, decide to find out what happened
at the… mystery hotel.

MURDER IN THE MIRROR

TOMMASO PERCIVALE

One night, a student is murdered at the Zeigermann Institute, an exclusive girls’ boarding school, better known as the Clocks School, due to its infinite collection of cuckoo
clocks. It is surrounded by wild perennial forests, the silence and isolation of the mountains. A boy witnesses the crime but then finds himself face to face with the murdered
girl – alive and without a scratch. And a dangerous game begins.

THE MYSTERY OF GORSE MANOR

TOMMASO PERCIVALE

What colour is a dead person’s face? Greta Sullivan had been wondering about it for a
while. In horror stories it was white or yellow, but that morning an article had mentioned
a strangled guy found “with a cyanotic face” and Greta knew that cyanotic meant blue.
And so? Gorse Manor, her grandparents’ house, only fuels her doubts...
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES 208

Fast paced,
"classic crime"
characters and
atmosphere,
with unexpected
plot twists

ALESSANDRO GATTI was born in 1975 in Alessandria and studied philosophy until he finally started writing children’s books. His very famous series Sherlock, Lupin and Me
was written together with his friend PD Baccalario. LUCIA VACCARINO was born in 1981 in Turin and lives in the province of Milan. In addition to writing novels for children,
she is the author of cartoons and has been a producer of Italian and international television programmes.
TOMMASO PERCIVALE is passionate about stories, comics and games. He is a curious writer and, as such, tackles various genres, ranging from historical fiction to science
fiction, from adventures to thrillers. His novels have been translated into more than twenty languages.

TURN TO INDEX

›

GHOST AGENCY

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO &
ALESSANDRO GATTI
Looking for a ghost to haunt a castle? In need of an apparition to make an impression? Want a Poltergeist to liven up a party? The Williard Moogley ghost agency has
everything you need!

GOOD WORK, WILL MOOGLEY!

A chain of hotels wants to transform an old manor into a hotel for rich individuals
looking for chills… What better opportunity to revive the fate of Will Moogley’s
ramshackle ghost agency?

The most
ramshackle
ghost agency
on the planet!

A FEARFULLY FRIGHTENING FAMILY!

Will is grappling with an unusual case: retired ghost Jerrold’s house is inhaban Will
manage to cleanse the ghost house… of the living?

THE SKYSCRAPER GHOST

A contractless ghost haunts the Empire State Building, terrorising the visitors. Who
can convince him to move on but Will Moogley?

EVEN GHOSTS QUIVER

The inexplicable disappearance of a ghost, the discovery of a strange bluish liquid…
A ghost catcher must have arrived in the city, and for the Moogley Agency it triggers
an emergency!
• Funny, irreverent and capricious ghosts, vain old souls who love being the centre of attention again, and willingly rely on an agent to get them there, just like
the artists of the entertainment world.
• Its totally eccentric manager, Will, is a bony kid with a long black fringe, jeans
and basketball shoes. He has no family, but two inseparable friends: Tupper
and the enchanting Susan.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2020
SERIES: 4 TITLES PUBLISHED - PAGES: 150 - B/W ILLUSTRATIONS

Masters of adventure, comedy and crime genres, PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO
and ALESSANDRO GATTI have been friends since school. They have written
many successful series together published in several countries around the world.

MYSTERY, HUMOUR 8+

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE INTRIGUES

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO &
ALESSANDRO GATTI

The adventures of a family of spies dating back for generations. Discreet cloak and dagger services since 1366!
A SAPPHIRE BLUE ENIGMA
Our family of spies has been summoned to Paris for a secret assignment. They must
recover a precious jewel stolen from the famous jeweller Mr. Jezequel III, an old friend
who produced numerous pieces for the Intrigues. Unlike other missions, this one will be
a true family affair, as Marcus, the youngest, has finally reached the 10-year age limit to
participate!
A PITCH BLACK FRAUD
A group of unscrupulous oilmen and corrupt politicians want to conceal the huge environmental risk associated with the Triple Diamond project of oil drilling in the North
Sea. The Intrigues’ duty? Protect Professor Griffiths, an academic flying to Amsterdam
to reveal the truth behind this disastrous project. Strict surveillance is required to protect
the professor from the project’s mastermind: Van Stancken, their number one adversary.
A BLOOD-RED LETTER
An unusual-coloured envelope arrives at the Intrigue home. It comes from Mr Riddles,
a refined man who loves puzzles and invites the Intrigue family to a villa in Provence. A
group of spies and the winner of a strange prize trip await them. What are they all doing
there? And the mystery immediately thickens.
• Storytelling that fizzes off the page, appealing to even the most reluctant of readers.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2018 - PAGES: 170
SERIES: 3 TITLES - B/W ILLUSTRATIONS: TOMMASO RONDA
RIGHTS SOLD IN: SPAIN (EDEBE), POLAND (RELACJA), GREECE (DIOPTRA),
FRANCE (HACHETTE), RUSSIA (AST)

Masters of adventure, comedy and crime genres, PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO and ALESSANDRO GATTI have been
friends since school. They have written many successful series together published in several countries around the world.
TOMMASO RONDA graduated from the International School of Comics in Reggio Emilia. He works as a graphic designer,
video editor and 2D animator. He has worked on picture books for Warner (Scooby Doo, Tom & Jerry), and is currently
working on a series of books for Battello a Vapore.

MYSTERY 9+

Welcome to a
houseful of
intrigues where
mystery is
a family affair!

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE ORDER OF
THE GARLAND
TOMMASO PERCIVALE

Secretive as foxes who hunt in the dead of night, four inseparable friends will
pursue the most elusive criminals and insoluble mysteries, all in the name of
the Queen of England!

THE CASE OF THE SIXTY-SIX SECONDS

There’s a railway station where trains don’t stop. It looks like any other station,
the only thing missing is its name. Curiously, it’s not marked on any map. Only
one train ever stops at the station, once every night, on the dot of midnight. It
stops for precisely sixty-six seconds. No one boards or gets off the train, and
for the most part, the passengers are too sleepy to notice. What’s the mystery
lurking behind this ghost station?

THE CASE OF THE VANISHED VILLAGE

Professor Rasmussen, a highly influential psychic, predicts a disaster in a cotton factory that costs the lives of dozens of children. The girls, hot on his
tracks, come across an abandoned village that comes to life for a day and
brings Abigail Brighton – a girl who died in a fire twenty years earlier – back to
life. Is she a ghost? A paranormal vision? Or just the mind playing tricks? And
what does this girl have to do with Rasmussen?
• Superb descriptions of Victorian London and a generous dose of suspense and humour. A treat for fans of Sherlock Holmes.

MYSTERY 9+

FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2019 - PAGES: 180
SERIES: 2 TITLES PUBLISHED

TOMMASO PERCIVALE is passionate about stories, comics and games. He is
a curious writer and, as such, tackles various genres, ranging from historical
fiction to science fiction, from adventures to thrillers. His novels have been
translated into more than twenty languages.

Impossible cases that
nobody can solve

TURN TO INDEX

›

DOCTOR JACKIE &
MISS HYDIE

GISELLA LATERZA & GIADA PAVESI

The young Robert Louis Stevenson, recently returned from Europe, meets two red-haired twins:
Jackie and Hydie. They are the daughters of a pragmatic police inspector doomed to investigate
cases linked to the occult. The trio, with Jackie’s initiative, Hydie’s sixth sense and Louis’s curiosity, will become the invisible hands guiding the inspector in solving his cases. With a passion
for mysteries, and flair for the supernatural, they alone can read the subtle magical trail hidden
behind apparently simple cases.

THE SWAN MASK
One morning, at dawn, Louis is wandering in the autumn mist near Edinburgh - city of woods,
witches and spirits - with his writer’s notebook. He’s only fourteen years old but already nurtures a passion for adventure. Suddenly, he hears a hiss and sees a dagger sticking into the tree
trunk next to him. This is how he meets two enterprising and fascinating twins: Jackie, with
a confident air and clear beauty, and Hydie, more silent and elusive. The two sisters turn to
Stevenson: “Someone’s going to die, and we’ve got to stop it. Are you with us?” And so begins
an adventure in search of mysteries, crimes and culprits.

THE SEA CURSE
A macabre affair disrupts Edinburgh: an endless storm has raged in port for three days, preventing the ships from leaving. Since the storm began to rage, three sailors have been found
dead in their houses, murdered in a horrific way: the soles of their feet have been peeled.
When Louis, Jackie and Hydie come across, by chance, a sailor who seems to know something more, and then meets the same fate, they decide to investigate.

MYSTERY 10+

Who walks in the mists of
Edinburgh?

• Jackie and Hydie are inspired by Jekyll and Hyde. They are identical twins with opposite personalities. A young Robert Louis Stevenson plays detective hunting down monsters and stories.
• The mysteries of the creatures from Scottish folklore, the dark alleys of Edinburgh, and the foggy moors, explored by three young detectives.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 176
SERIES: 2 TITLES PUBLISHED

GISELLA LATERZA is a journalist and has recently started writing for children. GIADA PAVESI, a translator, made her debut as a novelist in 2020 with MySelf (Piemme). This is
their first jointly written series, created among the fairytale woods and secret alleyways of Edinburgh. They had fun exploring them together, and blending a touch of magic
with a touch of mystery.

TURN TO INDEX

›

AURORA CHEN AND THE
KILLER SLIPPER CREW
P.D. BACCALARIO & ALESSANDRO GATTI

An adorable band of old crooks, just out of prison, meet a girl and her best friend. Older and
younger generations come together with twists, laughter and strokes of genius.
Milan will always be Milan, but after forty years in prison, but after forty years in prison, the three
old men of Gasometer Gang don’t recognise it anymore. It will be young Aurora’s job to help
them reopen the case and guide them through an ailment, a mischievous denture, and some
difficulties on social media, to the hidden stolen goods.
Will they, this time, be able to discover the whole – really the whole – truth?
• A compelling and entertaining story.
• A mystery to solve and a friendship beyond any preconceptions.
FIRST PUBLISHER: FABBRI (ITALY), 2019 - PAGES: 205

They're back, times
have changed and now
they're not alone!

MYSTERY 9+
Masters of adventure, comedy and crime genres, PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO and
ALESSANDRO GATTI have been friends since school. They have written many successful
series together published in several countries around the world.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE NIGHT OF THE MALOMBRE
MANLIO CASTAGNA

In the freezing night of the 3rd of March 1944, the train travelling from Naples to Potenza was
found at a stop in a tunnel near Balvano. Hundreds of bodies lay inside and all around it. Of
course, massacres are not uncommon in wartime, but these corpses had no wounds.
To unravel the mystery of goods train 8017, we must go back in time, elbow our way up onto
the long convoy and look the clandestine passengers in the face. Like Rocco the rogue, looking
for loot in the crowd. Or Brando, forced to look after his family too young. When his pure determined gaze meets that of Nora, the daughter of Dr Moscati (who is on the train to find his lost
son) their souls make an indissoluble connection.
But something is tormenting the girl: she has seen the imminent danger in the form of malombre, dark presences that are harbingers of death according to popular belief. But who will
believe her?
• The legends and the truth about Italy’s most serious railway disaster, long-forgotten
over the years, in a sweeping and powerful story.
• The style is also suited to adult readers, appealing to parents and teachers.
• Shortlisted for the Strega Children’s Prize 2021.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 271

Italy had its own "Titanic"...
Adventure, love and death on a train.
Inspired by a devastating true story.
MANLIO CASTAGNA wrote and directed his first short film before he had graduated. He then
began to collaborate with the Giffoni festival and was its deputy artistic director for a decade,
until 2018 when he made his debut as a novelist with the bestselling Petrademone saga (Mondadori). He continues to churn out books and was shortlisted for the Strega Children’s Prize in
2021 with La notte delle Malombre (The Night of the Malombre), Mondadori.

MYSTERY 12+

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE STONES OF LEVERMOIR
GUIDO SGARDOLI

A circle of stones with dark powers, a wind-battered island and a boy looking for answers.
It’s been a tough year for thirteen-year-old Liam. His mother died after falling on a pair of
shears in the garden and Liam found her. His father, a fisherman of few words, now shuts out
his son completely, preferring drink to spending time with him.
One morning, skipping school, Liam finds the body of Corry, the lighthouse keeper, dangling from the lighthouse. It looks like suicide, but the inspector who investigated his mother’s
death thinks it’s murder. Who could have killed this peaceful man?
Liam investigates and, right where Corry’s body was dangling, he finds a strange stone, very
similar to one he found near his mother’s body. The two stones fit together perfectly and snap
together like magnets, creating a single piece, impossible to separate.
Liam and his old friends Midrius and Dotti decide to find out what’s going on.
A series of gruesome episodes start to occur on the island. Deaths, accidents, missing people, and every time… a single stone that seems to have dark powers. What is the secret of the
stones? Can Liam defy destiny?
• A small village with a gloomy and mysterious background, old grudges and a feeling of
constant danger worthy of David Lynch. But also, a tale of adventure and friendship.
• Strega Children’s Prize 2019 winner.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2017 - PAGES: 547
RIGHTS SOLD IN: POLAND (AKAPIT), CZECH REPUBLIC (BOOKMEDIA)
TV RIGHTS OPTIONED

There's something happening on this
island... something awful
GUIDO SGARDOLI is one of the most famous Italian children’s authors and has written over
one hundred books. His stories have been translated into many languages and have won all
the major literary prizes dedicated to writing for children, such as the Italian Andersen in 2009,
2015 and 2018, and the Strega Children’s Prize in 2019. In 2021, he entered the Italian IBBY
Honour List with Anomalya (Giunti, 2020) and I Grigi (The Greys), DeA, 2020.
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TURN TO INDEX

›

THE BEASTS

MANLIO CASTAGNA & GUIDO SGARDOLI

This is the story…
… of Lynx, Buzzard and Toad, three amateur criminals fleeing from a robbery gone wrong.
… of a class of high school students taken hostage during a trip to an abandoned former
hospital.
… of the former Boeri sanatorium, which hides layers of cursed stories, buried in its
crumbling walls and dark bowels.
… of a girl with psychic powers that allow her to perceive Evil.
… of animals and humans transformed into beasts by ghosts of the mind and the ferocity
of their torturers.
• A tense and fast-paced horror-thriller for young adults, following in the footsteps of
Stephen King, with echoes of the new frontiers of serial horror.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 256
RIGHTS SOLD IN: FRANCE (BAYARD)
TV RIGHTS OPTIONED

Three bandits without a plan,
twenty-one hostages with no escape,
twenty-four hours of pure horror
MANLIO CASTAGNA wrote and directed his first short film before he had graduated. He then began to collaborate with the Giffoni festival and was its deputy artistic director for a decade, until
2018 when he made his debut as a novelist with the bestselling Petrademone saga (Mondadori).
He continues to churn out books and was shortlisted for the Strega Children’s Prize in 2021 with
La notte delle Malombre (The Night of the Malombre), Mondadori.
GUIDO SGARDOLI is one of the most famous Italian children’s authors and has written over one
hundred books. His stories have been translated into many languages and have won all the major
literary prizes dedicated to writing for children, included the Strega. In 2021, he entered the Italian
IBBY Honour List with Anomalya (Giunti) and I Grigi (The Greys), DeA.
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TURN TO INDEX

›

PUPIL REMEMBERS
A CHRISTMAS TALE

MANLIO CASTAGNA & GIANLUCA GAROFALO

In an unspecified time, in a town on the edge of the woods – Oblate – two children, Manuel and
Alante, find a mysterious object covered by the snow. No one in the community knows what it
is. Only Pupil, the old blind woman who lives in the forest, seems to possess the key to open the
doors of the past from which that object comes.
• An original and melancholic Christmas tale.
• An atmosphere that brings to mind the films of Burton and Miyazaki.
FIRST PUBLISHER: L’ORTO DELLA CULTURA (ITALY), 2021
PAGES: 48
COVER AND FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS:
GIANLUCA GAROFALO

What if we forgot
about Christmas?

MANLIO CASTAGNA wrote and directed his first short film before he had graduated. He then
began to collaborate with the Giffoni festival and was its deputy artistic director for a decade,
until 2018 when he made his debut as a novelist with the bestselling Petrademone saga (Mondadori). He continues to churn out books and was shortlisted for the Strega Children’s Prize in
2021 with La notte delle Malombre (The Night of the Malombre), Mondadori.
GIANLUCA GAROFALO graduated in 1985 from the State Art School of Rome. He is the
co-founder of the editorial project studio C.atWork. He works with several publishers around
the world: Giunti, Giunti Progetti Educativi, Mondadori, Zanichelli, De Agostini, Rizzoli and
many others.

MYSTERY 8+

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE LIMBO DIARIES
MANLIO CASTAGNA & NOVA

Fourteen-year-old Ottavia wakes up, disoriented and with no
memory, in a mysterious and labyrinthine place: the fortress of
Haresind. During her escape, she will be accompanied by various
creatures, meet other prisoners and, like in the best videogames,
face numerous tests, encountering monstrous beings and ambiguous characters. The path that will lead her to safety, piecing back
together the puzzle of her memories, will also be the means to
discover a secret hidden deep inside the fortress.
• Inspired by the audio series, already a sensation: the first
ever for a young adult target.
• A tale of growing tension, illustrated by one of the most important Italian artists: Nova.
FIRST PUBLISHER: DEA (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 144
GRAPHIC NOVEL

As compelling as a
videogame,
pop, dark & edgy
like a manga
MYSTERY 13+
MANLIO CASTAGNA wrote and directed his first short film before he had graduated. He then began to collaborate
with the Giffoni festival and was its deputy artistic director for a decade, until 2018 when he made his debut as a
novelist with the bestselling Petrademone saga (Mondadori). He continues to churn out books and was shortlisted
for the Strega Children’s Prize in 2021 with La notte delle Malombre (The Night of the Malombre), Mondadori.
NOVA, a young talent of underground comics, made her debut in bookstores in 2018 with Stelle o sparo, a graphic
novel under the Bao Publishing brand. In 2018 she signed a mini web series drawn with Zerocalcare.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE GAME

LUCIA VACCARINO & DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO
FROM AN IDEA BY FRANCESCA CARBOTTI

A village where everyone knows everyone else.
A game that forbids you to speak.
A mysterious whisper you can’t disobey.
• Stephen King-style tension in a young adult tale that grapples with the themes, fears
and angst of this generation using a simple, direct writing style that shoots straight to
the heart.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2018 - PAGES: 202
RIGHTS SOLD IN: POLAND (AKAPIT)

Horror lurks where
you least expect it

LUCIA VACCARINO was born in 1981 in Turin and lives in the province of Milan. In addition to
writing novels for children, she is the author of cartoons and has been a producer of Italian and
international television programmes.
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO is a multi-award-winning author of works translated into 25 languages. In 2021 alone, he won the Zilveren Griffel in the Netherlands, the Penzberger Urmel
in Germany, the Grand Prix des Lectures du Journal de Mickey in France and the Strega Children’s Prize in Italy. He has also been nominated for the 2022 Carnegie Medal in the UK.

MYSTERY, THRILLER 10+

TURN TO INDEX

›

SILVER MOUNTAIN
LUIGI FALORNI

Carla, thirteen, has just lost her mother when her father, a mining engineer, takes her with him
to the Bolivian Andes.
With its red quinoa fields and the dusty homes of the miners, Potosí could not be more different from New York. And it doesn’t help that she ends up sitting next to silent Juan, who draws
dragons and smells of sulphur and poverty.
But she is intrigued by the legends of Cerro Rico, the mountain with its veins of silver, where
a god is said to imprison the souls of the dead. And Silver Mountain will bring the two youngsters together in a desperate and dangerous adventure, where the boundary between life and
death is very narrow indeed.
• From Oscar nominee Luigi Falorni.
• Mystery, suspense and a strong friendship between two youngsters ready to do anything
to make their wishes come true, including making a pact with the dreaded El Tío: a mythological figure with the appearance of a demon, who offers protection to the miners in
exchange for their souls, which he imprisons in the mountains.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2020- PAGES: 208
TV RIGHTS OPTIONED

In the end, billions of people around the
world believed in life after death.
Could so many people have got it wrong?
MYSTERY 10+
LUIGI FALORNI, born in Florence, studied at the Munich film school and graduated with the
documentary La storia del cammello che piange, later nominated for an Oscar. Silver Mountain is his first novel.

TURN TO INDEX

›

CREEPY PASTA STORIES
A series of horror books with a modern twist, combining the fascination for Creepy Pasta with
immediate and engaging narratives, stories where children are literally sucked in by now viral
legends and monsters that come out of the internet to enter the books and then the world of
each young reader...

CREEPY PASTA: THE CURSE OF BLOODY MARY

BARBARA GOZZI

As soon as Viola arrives in Sanguinara, her father’s hometown, strange events begin to happen,
involving her and three other children: Angelica, Salvo and Luca. But everything deteriorates
when Salvo carries out a strange ritual linked to a witch who lived there, centuries earlier. Thus,
a race against time begins: the four age rapidly and the witch grows ever stronger. Discovering
an ancient curse that involves their families and the town’s mysterious origin, the children will
have to face the witch and stop her forever, or she will kill them...

CREEPY PASTA: MOMO, THE NIGHTMARE OF
WHATSAPP

DANIELE NICASTRO

A few days ago, they gave me the WhatsApp contact of a girl. She’s called Momo. But she’s
not like all the other girls. She wears you down, destroys you, consumes you. And eventually,
she kills you. You don’t think it’s true? Come on then, what are you waiting for? Send her a
message. Momo wants to be with you. Always... forever.
• Creepy Pasta are part of the imagination of many children today, their legends
multiplying online, but what if they were actually real?
• What if they really entered boys’ and girls’ daily lives? And what better way than by
reading!
FIRST PUBLISHER: FABBRI (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 176
B/W ILLUSTRATIONS - SERIES: 2 TITLES PUBLISHED

MYSTERY,
HORROR 11+

Horror is around the corner.
And it's never what you
expect.

BARBARA GOZZI is a senior editor and board member at Book on a Tree. She has worked as a ghostwriter and published stories under a pseudonym. She lives outside
Bologna with a black cat and walls covered in books.
DANIELE NICASTRO writes everything from novels to postcards, messages in bottles and phrases on walls. He started telling stories as a child, to his mother, every time he
came home late without warning her. Over time, he has made a profession out of it. He has published several novels with all the leading Italian publishers.

TURN TO INDEX

›

BEWARE OF WOLVES
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO &
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO

“Fairy tales are not for children… Fairy tales are scary and fill your head with questions. Fairy
tales have teeth. They bite…”
Seven fairy tales to amaze you. Seven fairy tales to enchant you. Seven fairy tales to bewitch
you and not let you sleep peacefully.
Pierdomenico Baccalario and Davide Morosinotto have written a book for those who aren’t
afraid of the dark. For those who aren’t scared of monsters and don’t just like fairy tales with
happy endings. A book for tough girls and boys who want to know what really happened
when Little Red Riding Hood walked into the woods. What Cinderella’s stepsisters did in order
to fit their feet into the precious slipper. What was in Snow White’s magic mirror. What Hansel
and Gretel endured in the witch’s house...
• A contemporary take on the great classics, penned by two “masters” of contemporary
writing for children, told from the protagonist’s point of view.
• Seven exceptionally scary stories that tell the Brothers Grimm’s greatest masterpieces
in an unprecedented way. From The Frog Prince to Seven at One Blow, from Hansel and
Gretel to The Pied Piper.
• You have never read the Grimm Brothers like this.
FIRST PUBLISHER: DEA PLANETA (ITALY), 2018- PAGES: 264
B/W ILLUSTRATIONS

MYSTERY 10+
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO is a multi-award-winning author of works translated into 25 languages. In 2021 alone, he won the Zilveren Griffel in the Netherlands, the Penzberger Urmel
in Germany, the Grand Prix des Lectures du Journal de Mickey in France and the Strega Children’s Prize in Italy. He has also been nominated for the 2022 Carnegie Medal in the UK.
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. His books have sold millions of copies
worldwide and have been translated into over 30 languages. Today he is considered one of the
leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad.

The seven scariest stories
by the brothers Grimm

TURN TO INDEX

›

FANTASY\
SCI-FI
TURN TO INDEX

›

TWENTY-FOUR
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO

On Friday the 19th May, at 11.56 a.m. in a secondary school in Bologna, a
bomb goes off. It’s the worst terrorist attack in Italy’s history, inflicting an
incurable wound on the heart of the city. The consequences are tragic.
But… the attack never happened and this story actually began on Thursday the 18th May at 11.56 a.m., when there were still 24 hours to stop the
tragedy from happening. The Time Shifters are about to face their most
difficult challenge yet.
• A sci-fi novel that can be read in two ways: in chronological order
(timeline - green cover) like a crime novel; or, you can skip backward
and forward between the different dates and times, reading it out of its
natural time sequence (time loop - red cover), like a thriller.
• The pace of a thriller, with secret bases and time machines… but also
stories of troubled families, friendship. A hand held out to help save
the world.
FIRST PUBLISHER: CAMELOZAMPA (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 368
TV RIGHTS OPTIONED

One story, two books:
two ways of reading it
SCI-FI 13+
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO is a multi-award-winning writer of children’s
books, translated into 25 languages, he is the author of, among others, Il
Rinomato catalogo Walker & Dawn (The Pocket Watch Gang), Mondadori,
2017, winner of the Andersen Prize 2017, and La più Grande (The Greatest),
Rizzoli, 2020, winner of the Strega Children’s Prize 2021.

TURN TO INDEX

›

DIR. EDITORIALE

ART DIRECTOR
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GRAFICO

REDAZIONE

UFF. TECNICO

4 MM DI ABBONDANZA PER LA PIEGA

MANLIO
C A S TA G N A

THE DRAGON CHRONICLES
Sceneggiatore, regista, critico cinematografico, da oltre vent’anni è
nell’organizzazione del festival di
Giffoni, di cui dal 2007 al 2018 è stato vicedirettore artistico. Ha esordito
nella narrativa con la trilogia bestseller Petrademone, edita da Mondadori
e tradotta in varie lingue. Recentemente ha pubblicato Le belve, scritto
con Guido Sgardoli, I venti del Male, La notte delle malombre (Menzione
Speciale al Premio Cento 2021), Alice
resta a casa, scritto con Marco Ponti,
e 116 film da vedere prima dei 16 anni.

MANLIO CASTAGNA

«Questo è un volume antichissimo.
Dentro c’è una storia che ha avuto
inizio molto prima che questa città
Salerno, 1066. A preacher wanders the streets announcing the end of the world:
“The
Beast
finisse nelle
mani dei
Longobardi.»
Barliario
non riusciva
a cavare una parola
is stirring again! Fear the dragon, because the day of the eclipse is near!” The
young
Barliario
dalla bocca, sempre più terrorizzato.
doesn’t pay attention to those words of doom, but that same evening his father,
Rainardo, an
Si limitò a scuotere la testa.
alchemist, is surprised by a fire in his laboratory. When they bring him out, he is«Èstill
aliveDraconis
but dischiamato
Chronicon»
«Le cronache
figured by the fire. And while Barliario watches over his bedside, a mysterious disse
andArimane.
hooded
figure,del drago.»

Ahriman, appears and reveals to him: “As it is written in the Draconis Chronicon, bring me the
fire of the dragon and Rainardo will be saved.” Barliario doesn’t need to think twice: he has to go.
He is accompanied by his friend Shabbatai, who dreams of becoming a warrior, Trotula, a young
medical student with a disarming intelligence, Mercuriade, with mysterious powers, and the very
young Ligea, who can talk to the dead. Among brigands, werewolves and witches capable of
unleashing storms, an epic adventure in which science and magic mix: in search of the dragon’s
fire and self-discovery.

M A N L I O C A S TA G N A

DRACONIS CHRONICON

4 MM DI ABBONDANZA PER LA PIEGA

M A N L I O C A S TA G N A

Cinque ragazzi in viaggio.
Un drago leggendario.
Un’avventura epica.

• The Goonies meets Ladyhawke in a breathtaking journey
• In-depth characterisation of the characters with a comedic (Shabbatai), a romantic (just
hinted at between Trotula and Barliario) and an identity plot line (Mercuriade).
• Strong conflicts (magic Vs science, male Vs female, good Vs evil, desire Vs fear) and
short chapters with cliff-hangers to drive page-turning and a frenzied pace.
WWW.RAGAZZIMONDADORI.IT

MONDADORI-LIBRI PER RAGAZZI

S

alerno, anno 1066.
catore vaga per le s
nunciando la fine d
«La Bestia si sta risveglian
te il drago, perché il gior
clisse è vicino!». Il giovane
non presta attenzione a qu
le di sventura, ma quella s
il padre Rainardo, alchimi
sorpreso da un incendio n
boratorio. Quando lo porta
ancora vivo, ma sfigurato
E mentre Barliario veglia
pezzale, compare una figu
riosa e incappucciata, Arim
gli rivela: «Come è scritto
conis Chronicon, portami il
drago e Rainardo sarà salv
Barliario non ha bisogno d
deve partire. Lo accompa
mico Shabbatai, che sogna
tare un guerriero, Trotula
studentessa di medicina d
genza disarmante, Mercu
misteriosi poteri, e la giov
Ligea, che riesce a parlare c
Tra briganti, licantropi e
grado di scatenare tempes
ventura epica in cui scienz
si mescolano: alla ricerca
del drago, e alla scoperta d

@MONDADORI_LIBRI_RAGAZZI

ART DIRECTOR: FERNANDO AMBROSI
GRAPHIC DESIGNER: STEFANO MORO

In sovraccoperta:
illustrazione di Paolo Barbieri

€ 17,00

FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 448
DIMENSIONE: 145x223 mm - RIFILATO: 140x215 mm

FANTASY 11+

MANLIO CASTAGNA is a screenwriter, director and film critic. He wrote and directed his first
short film before graduating. He then began to collaborate with the Giffoni festival and was
its deputy artistic director for a decade, until 2018 when he made his debut as a novelist with
the bestselling Petrademone saga (Mondadori). He continues to churn out books and was
shortlisted for the Strega Children’s Prize in 2021 with La notte delle Malombre (The Night of
the Malombre), Mondadori.

Five children on a journey.
A legendary dragon.
An epic adventure
in a magical Middle Ages

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE YOU

DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO

This is the story of a girl called Blu and her four friends: Abel, Tilly, Cameron and Luka.
Abel has always been Blu’s best friend; Tilly lives in another city but is constantly video calling
her; Cameron is American and has just arrived in town; and Luka doesn’t remember how he
got there, but has superhuman strength and is invisible.
• A tale of courage, adventure and friendship that thwarts challenges and overcomes the
fear of the other.
• Elements of adventure, fantasy and coming-of-age writing with echoes of the big screen.
• Shortlisted for The Strega Children’s Prize 2020.
FIRST PUBLISHER: RIZZOLI (ITALY), 2019 - PAGES: 395
RIGHTS SOLD IN: FRANCE (L’ECOLE DES LOISIRS) AND RUE DE SEVRES

The story of how Blu met Luca
and what happened next

FANTASY, ADVENTURE 10+
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO is a multi-award-winning author of works translated into 25 languages. In 2021 alone, he won the Zilveren Griffel in the Netherlands, the Penzberger Urmel
in Germany, the Grand Prix des Lectures du Journal de Mickey in France and the Strega Children’s Prize in Italy. He has also been nominated for the 2022 Carnegie Medal in the UK.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE GARDEN OF WISHES
AZZURRA D’AGOSTINO

Nobody knows. But falling stars are actually seeds. Once they reach the Earth, those little
black stones we call meteorites, can be gathered, planted and cultivated. With the right amount
of care they will sprout. And their luminous, magical aura makes people’s dreams come true:
it is the flower of wishes. Among the forests of the Apennines there was a star-gardener who
had learned how to take care of these delicate, sparkling plants; but after he died, the secret
was lost... For a long time the plants he had cultivated did not flower, and the wishes continued to sleep. But one day...
Davide never wanted to move to that remote little village in the Emilian Appenines. There he
misses his friends. But at Rocchetta, the mysterious villa surrounded by greenery where his
dad has decided to go and live, it’s impossible to get bored.
From the annex where Davide is staying, he continually hears strange noises. He sees strange
flashes. But the owner of the house never appears. Could it be a ghost?
When Davide enters the villa’s private property to check it out, he makes an extraordinary
discovery. There are plants. Incredible plants, which neither Davide nor his new friend Margherita, passionate about astronomy and science, have ever seen anywhere in the world.
But why, when the two children approach the plants, do they respond with luminous signals?
Why, when something surprising happens in the village, does everything always seem to be
traceable back to the mysterious Rocchetta greenhouse?
• A thrilling adventure, a case to solve and an enigma whose solution is written among the
stars and people’s wishes.
FIRST PUBLISHER: DE AGOSTINI (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 238
RIGHT SOLD IN: HUNGARY (PHOENIX BOOKS)

Your wishes can change the universe...

AZZURRA D'AGOSTINO has published various poetry collections, earning her countless prizes
and awards, including the Carducci Prize in 2014. Since 2005, she has written for theatre and
worked on writing and poetry workshops for adults and children. The Garden of Wishes is her
fantastic and poetic debut in children’s literature.

FANTASY, ADVENTURE 10+

TURN TO INDEX

›

ANOMALYA
GUIDO SGARDOLI

What if we could go back in time and finally take control of our future?
There are many pasts and many futures, all different, governed by a simple domino effect: one
tile falls and takes all the others down with it. If that same tile doesn’t fall, or falls at a different
angle, the effect will be different for all the other tiles.
Paris 2070: Jacques and Claire meet for the first time after many years. Jacques, a taxi-driver
disillusioned with life, is working on his sixty-fourth birthday. He has no family or friends. Claire
is a famous scientist, but although she has achieved success and some fame, her career has
made it impossible for her to have a family and develop her other interests, like music. They
spent their summers together as teenagers but there are many regrets and their lives have not
turned out as they had imagined.
As they talk, Claire lets something slip. In a certain place, kept under close surveillance by
the army, there is a hidden wormhole, an anomaly that makes it possible to go back in time.
First Jacques, and then Claire, will cross the threshold and find themselves fifty years in the
past, facing those unresolved issues, those changes in direction that determined the course
of their lives. Will they manage to change the past, and therefore the future? Will they manage
to “save” themselves?
• Adventure, science fiction, time travel and alternative realities in a profound and exciting
coming-of-age story.
• Inserted in the Italian IBBY honour list 2021.
FIRST PUBLISHER: GIUNTI (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 320

The future is in your hands
SCI-FI 12+
GUIDO SGARDOLI is one of the most famous Italian children’s authors and has written over
one hundred books. His stories have been translated into many languages and have won all
the major literary prizes dedicated to writing for children, such as the Italian Andersen in 2009,
2015 and 2018, and the Strega Children’s Prize in 2019. In 2021, he entered the Italian IBBY
Honour List with Anomalya (Giunti, 2020) and I Grigi (The Greys), DeA, 2020.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE GREYS
GUIDO SGARDOLI

The idea of a father-and-son holiday in the mountains wouldn’t be all that bad, if his father
wasn’t obsessed with… hunting for aliens.
Which don’t exist, of course!
Things change when Angelo meets Claudia. With her, everything is perfect....
...At least until the girl points out a series of small details to Angelo. Strange details. The
people in Cavassa behave in an unusual way. They talk about eerie glows that appear during
the night.
Nobody considers aliens, aliens don’t exist… but then Angelo and Claudia find a gigantic
silver egg in the woods. An egg that isn’t an egg.
At that point a single thought crosses Angelo’s mind... What if his father wasn’t crazy after all?
• As intriguing as The Tommyknockers, as adrenaline-fuelled as Stranger Things, and as
nostalgic as Back to the Future and The Goonies.
• Inserted in the Italian IBBY Honour List 2021.
FIRST PUBLISHER: DEA PLANETA (ITALY), 2019 -PAGES: 322

We are not alone...

SCI-FI 10+
GUIDO SGARDOLI is one of the most famous Italian children’s authors and has written over
one hundred books. His stories have been translated into many languages and have won all
the major literary prizes dedicated to writing for children, such as the Italian Andersen in 2009,
2015 and 2018, and the Strega Children’s Prize in 2019. In 2021, he entered the Italian IBBY
Honour List with Anomalya (Giunti, 2020) and I Grigi (The Greys), DeA, 2020.

TURN TO INDEX

›

I AM JAI

CHRISTIAN HILL

Lucia and her two friends are young YouTubers with a passion for videogames.
Inside a game called Hoardalya they meet a mysterious boy called Jai who shares their passion. Through him they learn that their favourite YouTuber, RF, has been killed.
Jai persuades them to join in a new investigative game and look into RF’s disappearance.
But the mystery spills over from the virtual world into real life: searching for definitive answers,
the three youngsters organise an expedition to the home of the programmer responsible for
Hoardalya and Real Mysteries.
And find real trouble.
• A book that hovers between reality and virtual universes, taking place in an environment where they all exist, with equal dignity and importance.
FIRST PUBLISHER: RIZZOLI (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 315

On the border between the real
and virtual worlds, where
friendship is just one of the
mysteries to be solved

CHRISTIAN HILL is an aerospace engineer who, immediately after graduating, decided he
didn’t want to be an engineer. So, he turned to role-playing games and journalism and, more
recently, to children’s fiction. He has published successful books for several Italian publishers
and won the Cento Prize with Il ladro dei cieli (The Sky Thief).

SCI-FI, THRILLER 12+

TURN TO INDEX

›

ALICE STAYS AT HOME
MANLIO CASTAGNA & MARCO PONTI

Alice Lai is fifteen when schools close down and she is forced to stay at home, like everyone
else, to protect herself from the ferocity of the most contagious virus ever known. No-one
can go out except in extreme cases of necessity.
But she has a different problem: her life is in turmoil. Her family is crumbling apart, love is incomprehensible, and above all, something crazy, amazing and inexplicable is happening: she
seems to be sprouting wings from her back. Real wings, the ones that let you fly!
• Winner of Wattys 2020 best Young Adult story on Wattpad Italy.
• A topical story about lockdown as it happened, using a fresh style and a sprinkling of imagination, giving the narrative an original, mysterious flavour. A finely drawn female protagonist and an extraordinary grandfather figure.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 281

This is not only a novel,
it's real life

MANLIO CASTAGNA wrote and directed his first short film before he had graduated. In 2018
he made his debut as a novelist with the bestselling Petrademone saga (Mondadori). He continues to churn out books and was shortlisted for the Strega Children’s Prize in 2021 with La
notte delle Malombre (The Night of the Malombre), Mondadori.
MARCO PONTI is a director and screenwriter. His films include the cult movie Santa Maradona
(winner of two David di Donatello awards) and the very popular Io che amo solo te and La
Cena di Natale. In 2019, he published his first novel, Ombre che camminano (Salani).

FANTASY 10+

TURN TO INDEX

›

BEBLADE AND HER TEAM
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO

In a dystopian future, Mia sneaks into a construction site, hoping to take a selfie on the top
floor of the building under construction.
When she gets there, she encounters a man who seems to have been waiting for her; he gives
her a business card with a telephone number and tells her “Call me when you’re ready"
Mia is fifteen and has always loved a challenge.
So she did.
Mia is now in a strange place, the park of a deserted city she doesn’t know, involved in a bloody
battle between Hunters and Prey.
• Bebe Vio, an Italian champion wheelchair fencer – who won an incredible gold medal
at the Rio 2016 and Tokyo 2020 Paralympics – emerges as the protagonist and model of
willpower in this heart-stopping adventure.
• Heart and courage make the impossible possible.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2018 - PAGES: 255

Wherever you go,
a battle awaits

FANTASY 11+
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. His books have sold millions of copies worldwide and have been translated into over 30 languages. Today he is considered one of
the leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE EVIL TWENTY
MANLIO CASTAGNA

Twenty original stories in one book that promises to recreate the exact moment when twenty
great villains from literature – such as Dracula, the Bogeyman, Mr Hyde, Captain Hook, Cthulhu, the Wicked Witch of the West, Snow White’s stepmother, and the demon Lilith – felt the
flower of evil bloom inside, transforming them into the most disturbing dark figures of all time.
•
•
•
•

The greatest villains of all time describe how the evil began.
A complete overview of imaginary evil to save us from the evil in the real world.
Multifaceted characters to help us better understand both them and, perhaps, ourselves.
Beautiful illustrations by Paolo Barbieri, considered one of the greatest Italian fantasy
illustrators. He has illustrated the covers of authors like Wilbur Smith, Michael Crichton,
Ursula K. Le Guin, Cornelia Funke, Umberto Eco, Herbie Brennan and Licia Troisi.

FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 125
B/W ILLUSTRATIONS

What would the stories
we love be
without the villains?
FANTASY 10+
MANLIO CASTAGNA wrote and directed his first short film before he had graduated. He then
began to collaborate with the Giffoni festival and was its deputy artistic director for a decade,
until 2018 when he made his debut as a novelist with the bestselling Petrademone saga (Mondadori). He continues to churn out books and was shortlisted for the Strega Children’s Prize in
2021 with La notte delle Malombre (The Night of the Malombre), Mondadori.

TURN TO INDEX

›

ROMANCE
TURN TO INDEX

›

LIKE CICADAS
FIORE MANNI

This story is about Teresa, known as Terry, the summer she was twelve, and Agata, her first love.
Just like every year, Terry will be spending the summer at her family’s house by the sea and is
already imagining the adventures she’ll have with her usual group of friends. But when she gets
there, she’s taken aback to find that all her friends are more “grown up” than her, while she is the
same young girl she was last summer.
One day, Terry meets the blonde, pale and slender Agata. They start talking and Terry doesn’t
understand what’s happening to her: Agata is so beautiful she is dazzled by her. The days go by
and Terry is increasingly confused: she’d like to spend as much time as possible with Agata, and
her friend feels the same way.
• The joy, suffering, and problems of first love. A “Call me by your name” for kids.
• A novel about diversity, and searching for and finding oneself.
FIRST PUBLISHER: RIZZOLI (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 155
RIGHTS SOLD IN: DENMARK (SAGA KIDS) Danish, Swedish, Icelandic, Finnish, Polish,
French, German, Spanish, Catalán, English, Dutch for audio; Icelandic, Polish, Catalan,
English and Dutch for digital

There's nothing wrong
with who you are

FIORE MANNI lives in Rome with her partner. She studied fashion design and for several years
presented the popular kids’ TV show, “Camilla Store”. Her debut novel, Jack Bennet e la chiave
di tutte le cose (Rizzoli), won the Asti d’Appello Junior prize and was a finalist in the Castello
di Sanguinetto prize, the oldest prize for children’s fiction. In her free time, she is a content
creator and talks about books on her Instagram profile.
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ONLY YOU, EVERY DAY

DANIELE NICASTRO & ELISA MODUGNO

Have you ever felt like you’re doing the same things over and over?
Alarm, school, home, homework, family, friends.
The same thing every day.
What if you’re trapped in a time loop?
And the only way to break it is to find your soul mate?
• The universe of teenage feelings described in the first person by the main characters;
the uncertainties, desires, mistakes and leaps in the dark relating to learning how to love.
• A Groundhog Day with modern and unexpected twists, but the same level of humour and
personal growth.
• Two separate stories that intertwine and become one.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI RAGAZZI (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 368

Two teens. An eternal
blossoming love.
An eternally repeating day

DANIELE NICASTRO writes everything from novels to postcards, messages in bottles and
phrases on walls. He started telling stories as a child, to his mother, every time he came home
late without warning her. Over time, he has made a profession out of it. He has published several novels with all the leading Italian publishers.
ELISA MODUGNO is the pseudonym of a writer for children who for years has been publishing
with the most important Italian publishing houses. Although she has often changed identity,
something in her has remained unchanged: the love for the stories she reads and writes.

ROMANCE 10+
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LOVE, SEX AND
OTHER SUCH THINGS
FIORE MANNI & ELENA PEDUZZI
Love, sex and other things of the sort are the topics that everyone
starts wondering about when they hit puberty. In this book, you can
find the answers and many curiosities. They are collected and presented in a fictional story whose protagonists are four teenagers who,
in order to talk about these topics, create a clandestine magazine full
of illustrated images. It is from them, but always with the advice of
three professionals from different fields (a urologist, a gynaecologist and a psychologist), that all the information readers would never
have the courage to ask their parents and teachers comes. How do
you manage your first crush? Why does the body change, and how
should you take care of it? What is the LGBTQ+ movement? Why is it
important to know how to say no? This and much more is the content of their magazine and of this book, which the two authors have
written partly as a novel and partly as an indispensable manual for
surviving that hurricane of emotions and questions that sooner or later overwhelms everyone.
• A fresh, new, engaging approach to all the topics, with the
help of the fictional story and three experts, which brings
readers closer to the dissemination themes.
• Attractive graphics, with lots of illustrations and cartoons.
FIRST PUBLISHER: RIZZOLI (ITALY), 2022
PAGES: 208 - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

Alla prima domanda
risponde l’autostim
a che, in pratica,
indica quanta fiducia
hai in te stesso e nelle
tue capacità.
Ecco, può capitare
che a un certo punto
questa fiducia cominci a vacillare, perché
il tuo corpo sta cambiand
o, e anche
il modo in cui ti vedi
e ti senti. Non preoccupa
rti: è normale.
I dubbi fanno parte
del cambiamento, che
fa parte della
crescita. Succede a
tutti. E cosa puoi farci?
Conoscere
pregi, i tuoi difetti e
i tuoi
i tuoi limiti.
Per la seconda domanda
invece devi ricordati
che non si
può mai piacere a tutti,
come non è giusto cambiare
quello
che sei, fingendoti diverso
per fare contento qualcun
È giusto che ti circondi
altro.
delle persone giuste
che ti fanno star
bene e ti supportano
sempre, per quello che
sei.

OGGI SONO UN
VERO DISASTRO.
NON C’È NULLA CHE
MI STIA BENE...

LO SAI CHE…

Fare un mucchio di cose
diverse ogni giorno, tipo
leggere un po’
di tutto, scoprire sempre
nuove cose, uscire e conoscere
persone,
parlare con gli amici, può
aiutarti un sacco a pensare
positivo.
Non sei convinto? Senti
qui, allora.
C’è questo psicologo, tale
Rich Walker, che ha studiato
qualcosa come 30.000 ricordi
e letto oltre 500 diari (che
lavoraccio!).
Comunque, alla fine ha
scoperto una cosa incredibile
: che chi si
butta, e magari anche si
impegna, in diverse esperienze
, finisce per ricordarsi solo di
quelle positive (e notare
meno quelle
negative!). Quindi, più fai,
più, secondo il dottor Walker,
ti sentirai felice.

MAVI
MI GUARDA SEMPRE…
COME DARLE TORTO?!

Provare per credere!
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IL GENERE E GLI – ODIOSI – STEREOTIPI DI GENERE
Non abbiamo mai dato gran penso al genere, anzi! È un qualcosa
che diamo per scontato (tipo l’andare male in matematica: per
noi è una costante, non ci facciamo più caso ormai!). In realtà il
genere è una parte molto importante di ognuno di noi: è uno
dei modi con cui possiamo esprimerci e presentarci al mondo, con
cui possiamo essere chi vogliamo e fare ciò che ci piace (sempre nei

MASCHIACCIO
FEMMINUCCIA

BISOGNA FARE UNA
GRANDISSIMA ATTENZIONE
ALLE PAROLE “FEMMINUCCIA” E
“MASCHIACCIO”: SPESSO VENGONO
USATE PER DEFINIRE IN MODO
SBAGLIATO LE PERSONE E CIÒ
CHE AMANO FARE!

limiti del rispetto degli altri, ovviamente!).
Una cosa molto importante che dobbiamo fare è combattere
gli stereotipi di genere. “Ma che cosa sono?” ti starai chiedendo,
già ti sentiamo. Sono degli sciocchi luoghi comuni che non corrispondono minimamente alla realtà. Per esempio, secondo
uno stereotipo di genere, l’uomo è forte
e coraggioso mentre la donna è debole e paurosa… Ma secondo te Amelia
Earhart, che ha attraversato in volo da
sola tutto l’Oceano Pacifico nel 1934,
era debole o paurosa? Noi non crediamo
proprio!
Gli stereotipi di genere vorrebbero
imporci quelle caratteristiche che si ritiene siano tipiche del nostro sesso, impedendoci di distinguere noi stessi in
quanto individui, ciascuno con le proprie qualità, i propri punti di
forza, le proprie passioni… Non c’è niente di più sbagliato: siamo
tutti unici e capaci di fare grandissime cose, proprio come Amelia!
(Non sappiamo se saremo mai in grado di attraversare in solitaria
l’Oceano Pacifico, ma è comunque bello sognare!)

SE UN RAGAZZO PIANGE A VOLTE
VIENE CHIAMATO FEMMINUCCIA, MA
È SBAGLIATO: TUTTI PIANGIAMO
E ABBIAMO BISOGNO DI PIANGERE
QUANDO SIAMO TRISTI, DELUSI
O ARRABBIATI. NON C’È NIENTE DI
CUI VERGOGNARSI ANZI, FA MALE
TRATTENERE LE NOSTRE EMOZIONI.

UNA RAGAZZA CHE GIOCA A
CALCIO NON È UN MASCHIACCIO,
MA SEMPLICEMENTE UNA PERSONA
A CUI PIACE QUESTO SPORT.
È BELLO AVERE LA LIBERTÀ
DI POTER FARE TUTTO CIÒ
CHE CI PIACE!
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FIORE MANNI has published three children’s novels with Rizzoli: Jack Bennet e la Chiave di Tutte le Cose (Jack Bennet and the Key of All Things) Asti d’Appello Junior Prize, finalist for the Castello di Sanguinetto prize, Jack Bennet e
il Viaggiatore dai mille volti (Jack Bennet and the Traveller with a Thousand Faces) and Come le Cicale (Like Cicadas).
She is the co-author of the graphic novel Mask’d, published by Star Comics.
ELENA PEDUZZI graduated with a degree in Classics with an archaeological specialisation. She is a ghost writer and
author of novels published by the most important Italian publishing houses and translated into numerous languages.
Her latest book is Love, Sex and Other Such Things (written with Fiore Manni), published by Rizzoli.
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All the answers
to the questions
you've never dared
to ask about.
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OPEN HEARTS
Elisabetta Corvaglia
AGAINST Sonia
THE
WAR

Sonia E. Corvaglia e Lucia Perrucci
<<Non vincerà chi è più forte o chi è più
prepotente, ma chi fa squadra.>>

è nata in provincia di Lecce nel 1978 e vive
e lavora a Milano. Laureata in Lettere classiche, insegna al liceo e, in ambito scolastico, si occupa di progetti per l’inclusione e
la promozione della lettura.
Sasha e Alex non si conoscono neppure,
Autrice di libri per bambini e ragazzi tradotti friends
anche all’estero,
ha pubblicato
con di- and Alex have
What is life like at thirteen? Well,
come
first, Sasha
no doubts
about
that.laThen
ma quando
in Ucraina
scoppia
guerra
versi editori
e collabora
Book on
a Tree.
there’s school, sport, or that special
person
youcon
keep
running
into everywhere, who knows why. But what

SONIA E. CORVAGLIA & LUCIA PERRUCCI

si ritrovano a condividere tutto: una casa,
if, one day, there’s a war? In Ukraine, Sasha suddenly has to deal with this:
war due
isn’tsorelle
like aminori
videogame.
In afatto
la scuola,
che hanno
flash it takes everything away from
him,
even his èdreams.
He has to escape.
Luckily,
in
Italy,
there’s
Alex’s
Lucia
Perrucci
nata in Puglia,
amicizia. Eppure anche in Italia, dove sono
della cometa
di Halley
e di Cherfamily to welcome him and hisnell’anno
little sister,
so they
can
continue to study and live a more or less normal
al
sicuro, esistono prepotenze e ingiustizie,
nobyl. Innamorata
sempre
delleamong
storie,
life. But hatred and bullying are making
their da
way
even
the desks and classrooms at school… Sasha
ha studiato Lettere a Bologna e Sceneggiatuche richiedono una scelta coraggiosa…
and Alex don’t give in, and invent
a plan inspired by the 1942 endeavour of the Dinamo Kiev heroes, in
ra alla masterclass del Giffoni Film Festival.
order to prove that violence canOggi
never
over
solidarity
scrive win
e insegna,
e adora
i suoi stu-and a sense of justice.
Le autrici devolvono
denti a cui ruba, forse, le idee più interes-

una parte dei

loro proventi a
• Important topical themes like
school,
inclusivity,
war, hospitality, family, friendship.Croce
santi.
Nel 2022 ha
esordito per Mondadori
Rossa Italiana
con il romanzo
La prodigiosa
macchina cat• The book is enhanced by interesting
history
capsules
to improve understanding of Ukrainian culture
tura anime di Cassandra Apollinaire.
and some aspects of the Russian-Ukrainian
war, also useful for classwork.
• Sport as a moment of integration overcoming conflicts.

FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI ELECTA (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 144

i
t
r
e
p
a
i
cuor o la
contr
guerra

C

om’è la vita a
al primo posto
su questo Sash
no dubbi. Poi la scuo
la persona speciale c
continui a incontrare
un giorno arriva la g
Sasha all’improvviso
quella vera non è com
in un lampo gli porta
gni. Deve scappare. P
c’è la famiglia di Alex
la sua sorellina, che p
a studiare e a fare un
normale. Ma anche tr
di scuola si fanno str
potenza… Sasha e Ale
vinti e ideano un pia
presa compiuta nel 1
Dinamo Kiev con il qu
che la violenza non p
alla solidarietà e al se

r
#nowaiends
r
#newf

Escaping from war,
friendship becomes a bridge,
a shield against violence and bulling
Graphic design: Elena Scanferla, Book on a Tree Ltd
Illustrazioni: Manuela Santoni

Euro 16,90
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HISTORICAL, ADVENTURE 10+
SONIA ELISABETTA CORVAGLIA was born in the province of Lecce in 1978, and now lives and works in Milan. She has a degree in Classics and teaches at secondary school
where she is involved in projects for inclusivity and promoting reading. She is the author of books for children and teenagers translated into other languages, with various
publishers, and works with Book on a Tree.
LUCIA PERRUCCI was born in Puglia in the year of Halley’s Comet and Chernobyl. She has always been passionate about stories: she studied Literature in Bologna and
Screenwriting at the Giffoni Film Festival masterclass. Today she writes and teaches: she adores her students, and her most interesting ideas may be stolen from them. In
2022 she made her debut with Mondadori with her novel La prodigiosa macchina cattura anime di Cassandra Apollinaire.
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CELESTE'S WAR
MARCO MAGNONE

Autumn 1944. In the woods of the Langhe, twelve-year-old Celeste and his little sister Flora, five, are playing
Training, a survival game to prepare for the arrival of the enemy – and the enemy, they have always been taught,
are the rebels who have gone up into the hills: the partisans. But nothing can prepare them for what they find
that day when they return home: the house burnt down, and their mother, like a fallen angel, lying in the yard.
The old world is gone, and Celeste is left with only two things: protecting his little sister and avenging their
mother's death.
Thus begins the two siblings’ journey in search of her killers who, Celeste is certain, are among the partisans. But
the reality he comes face to face with is not the one his mother had always told him about. And the war that tears
Italy apart – and which sees men and women fighting for opposing ideas of world, country and freedom – will
undermine all his certainties.
• A moving story about the love between siblings, with two strong, multifaceted characters who - despite their age difference – end up looking after each other.
• A universal story of coming of age and growing up, about children’s difficulties in questioning the
certainties of childhood in order to build their own, when questioning those certainties also means
questioning their parents.
• A consistently fast-paced adventure story full of surprises and plot twists.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 252

The adventure of two siblings
in search of justice
in the midst of the Resistance

ADVENTURE 10+

MARCO MAGNONE was born in Asti in 1981 and lives in Turin. He is the author of several novels published
in Italy by Mondadori and other leading publishers, some of them written together with his friend Fabio
Geda. He teaches at Scuola Holden in Turin, is a partner of the Mare di Libri festival - Rimini and collaborates
with schools, bookshops, libraries and events dedicated to reading education.
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Esecutivo 139x218 mm

CYAN MAGENTA GIALLO NERO
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OLGA

CHRISTIAN HILL è nato a Milano nel
1967. Si è laureato in Ingegneria aeronautica, ma dopo la laurea ha deciso che gli
aerei dovevano restare solo una passione e
quindi si è dedicato alle sue altre passioni: i
giochi di ruolo, il giornalismo, la fotografia
e, ovviamente, la scrittura, e in particolare
la narrativa per ragazzi.
1943. Olga Boldireva
a 13-year-old
Russian
Numerosiissono
i romanzi pubblicati,
tra cui girl captured and taken to Germany to work as a
Il ladro
dei cieli
(Premio
2020) e Io
nanny for a family.
Hans
Kemp
is Cento
a 13-year-old
German boy, the eldest son of that family. When
sono Jai, pubblicati da Rizzoli.

Agosto 1943. In un ca
in Germania, una voc
va” e da un angolo de
una ragazzina russa d
chiari e gli occhi spe
dalla sua città per far
ta, la schiava.
Nello stesso istante, i
si guarda allo specch
ciuto il sorriso sicuro
nella divisa della Gio
mo di tre fratelli, sta
famiglia a ricevere l’ai
dalle norme vigenti: u
Nel momento in cui O
la casa di Hans per o
minore, tra i due si ac
to speciale quanto i
tre lei troverà nelle p
possibilità di una lib
invece richiamato al f
delle Ardenne. E in un
ticarsi di essere poco
trasformarsi in un sol

A STORY OF PEACE IN WARTIME

CHRISTIAN HILL

«Io issono
tedesco, Olga.
ora saròtoanche
soldato.
she arrives, she is a bundle of anger and resentment, while he
a cheerful
boyEtrying
understand what is happening in the world. Olga is welcomed as a daughter
and
treated
with
respect,
Non ci posso fare niente. Le cose stanno così.»
even though the neighbourhood continues to despise her. Hans, on the other hand, ends up
«Nonat voglio
che tu While
diventi Olga
come loro…»
dice lei.
in the war machine and, at the age of 14, is forced to go fight
the front.
will find
«Io sonoare
io, now
Olga. her
Nullafamily.
può cambiare
questo.
serenity and love with another prisoner and realise that the Kemps
Hans will
face battle, the death of his friend and the destruction of his unit. He deserts
and walks home,
Te lo prometto.»
now a profoundly changed person. And when the war ends, he will have to come to terms with
the wounds he has left behind.
• A true story of the author’s family (Kemp is an invented name: in reality, Olga was sent
to a family named Hill).
• A condemnation of war, death and destruction, but pointing a finger above all at the
effect of war on people’s humanity, regardless of who they side with.
• Represents the struggle of ‘normal life’, family life full of small things, to withstand great
events that come
from above to overturn lives.
In copertina: illustrazione di © Andrea Serio

Due mondi lontani, m
che in guerra non ci
sono vincitori. Due m
no in un romanzo sto
dalle vicende della fam

Art Director: Francesca Leoneschi
Graphic Designer: Giovanna Ferraris / theWorldof DOT

FIRST PUBLISHER: RIZZOLI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 336

Two very young lives overturned
by the war, fighting to stay human
www.rizzolilibri.it
/R izzo liLib ri
@R izzo liLib ri
@rizzo lilib ri

ISBN 000-00-00-00000-0

€ 00,00

CHRISTIAN HILL was born in Milan to an Italian mother and a German father. He studied aeronautical engineering and in his life has been involved in role-playing games, journalism, computing and photography. He is a member of the Book on a Tree group of authors, with whom
he shares a love for compelling storytelling. He is also involved in cinema and television, writing
screenplays both for films and animated series for children. He works in a small studio saturated
with objects and images that are completely useless in real life, but very useful for setting the imagination in motion. He divides his time between his desk, where he deals with a noisy keyboard,
and a comfortable armchair, where he thinks up new stories (trying not to snore).

HISTORICAL 12+
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THE RIVER GIRLS
ALESSANDRA UBEZIO

ALESSANDRA
UBEZIO

Chi ero prima del naufragio?
Questa è la domanda
cuiannual
cerco una risposta...
24th July 1915. 2,500 passengers have boarded the Eastland and it’s ready to set sail for athe

L

Two different voices that bring together the present and past of two
girls,
of dreams
Vincitore
delfull
concorso
A caccia di storie, Edizione 2021
and desires like so many others. Each chapter will consist of Ella’s storyAfollowed
by Agnes’s.
NCIO
R
Winner of the A caccia di storie competition, 2021
SE R I E A

•

la nave Eastland, a Chicago. Ella vive i concitati momenti
del disastro, mentre Agnes, mesi dopo, cerca di ricordare la
A Sliding Doors from the early 1900s
propria vita prima del naufragio. Le loro storie rivelano che
A story about growing up and accepting yourself, along with tragedyleand
due light-heartedness.
ragazzine hanno in comune più di quanto si pensi…

FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 192
DA LEGGERE IN FAMIGLIA

L’AMICIZIA ABBATTE OGNI MURO

LE RAGAZZE DEL FIUME

•
•
•

A. UBEZIO

Western Electric cruise. At 7.30 the ship is untied from dock and sits on the Chicago river. In just a
few minutes 844 people will lose their lives and 22 families will be destroyed. That morning, the
lives of Ella and Agnes entwine on the ship, and from then on their stories will have more
in come vite di Ella e Agnes si intrecciano la mattina
mon than anyone might imagine.
del 24 luglio 1915, il giorno dell’incidente del-

MAI GIUDICARE DALLE APPARENZE

WHO WAS I
BEFORE?

Illustrazioni di CHIARA FEDELE
www.battelloavapore.it

€ 10,00
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ADVENTURE,
HISTORICAL 9+
ALESSANDRA UBEZIO Alessandra lives in Travacò Siccomario, a place that no one knows but
she loves. She left it to fly to the US, where she worked as an engineer. She prides herself on
having been among the first to have an email address and having designed super-technological things. Then she repented and started painting watercolours and writing picture books, but
she found herself with too many things to tell, so now she writes novels.

TURN TO INDEX
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THE FOREST

HARRIET WEBSTER & RICCARDO PIERUCCINI
It’s the 19th of April 1943 in Warsaw, the capital city of Nazi-occupied Poland. For the feisty and street-smart Zuzanna, 16, it seems like just another day fighting to stay alive
in the Warsaw Ghetto, where hundreds of thousands of
Jewish people are living in cramped and squalid conditions,
with little to no means of survival. That is until Zuzanna is
given an unexpected chance to escape, on the condition
that she takes the meek and little Hanna, 11, with her.
This is the story of two girls who form an unlikely friendship
as deep as sisters while hiding in a cold, mysterious forest
as a courageous battle unfolds nearby: the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising. Together, Zuzanna and Hanna must find new
ways to carry on. Can they contain their fears, resolve their
differences and learn to trust and rely on each other fully in
such dark and confusing times?
• A coming-of-age story for young readers with a passion for history and adventure.
• This educational tale describes the power of resilience, valour and sisterhood over fear, adversity and
the unknown.
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Schnell, Schnell!

Zitta
e non fare
rumore.

FIRST PUBLISHER: ELECTACOMICS (ITALY), 2022
PAGES: 128 - GRAPHIC NOVEL
22

23

HARRIET WEBSTER is a British writer. She has always loved history and stories about brave girls and women from
all over the world. Harriet began by writing and illustrating her own comic stories, contributing to the fervent indie
comic scene in London, before moving on to comics for kids, YA and television screenplays.
RICCARDO PIERUCCINI – known professionally as Ruggine – has always been passionate about comics and
animation. In 2001, at the age of 20, he won the Pierlambicchi competition for budding comic artists and received
the prize from John Buscema himself. Since then, he has published for Starcomics, Shockdom, Marvel and Mondadori; he also has forays into the world of cinema and animation under his belt. Riccardo has twenty years of
experience as a drawing teacher and, since 2006, as a collaborator of the Lucca Comics and Games convention.

HISTORICAL 10+

A tale of two young
strangers
who form a bond as
deep as sisters

TURN TO INDEX
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ZELDA

THE SECRET OF THE RED ROBIN

ELISA PURICELLI GUERRA

1911, Belle Époque. The new century offers wonderful opportunities. Too bad that Zelda –
twelve years old, restless, and intolerant of politeness – is confined in a sort of prison! Her
house is a damp, gloomy fortress, perched like a raven on top of a Tuscan hill. And then there’s
her ball and chain – her family…
She is almost resigned to suffering the Anonymous Fate of Minors and ending up in the
horrible Forgotten Place, where drab little girls without courage disappear, when she finds a
secret diary in the library…
There’s nothing for it but to take on the role of detective and embark on an amazing adventure!
• Atmospheric and introspective with unforgettable, finely-drawn characters.
• Discoveries, emotions and dreams that all readers on the brink of adolescence can relate to.
• A perfect blend of action and mystery in a fresh and immediate style, with the history of
Italy in the background.
• Inserted in the Italian IBBY honour list 2021.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SALANI (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 304

A brave girl looks for adventure in a
Downton Abbey-style mystery

ELISA PURICELLI GUERRA was born in Milan and spent several years in London, which she
considers as her literary homeland. She studied Medieval History, but just when she was sure
she wanted to become a librarian, she discovered children’s literature in 1998 and has never
looked back. An insatiable reader with a huge passion for theatre, she has worked for years as
an editor, translator and writer. She has published several novels featuring brilliant red-haired
girls in whom we can all find something of ourselves, however little. In 2021, she entered the
Italian IBBY Honour List.

HISTORICAL 11+
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THE CLOUD SEEKER
CHRISTIAN ANTONINI

Tristan is twelve years old, attends an exclusive school in Singapore and is the prince of a small
kingdom in the middle of the Indian Ocean, the Cocos Islands.
When the First World War breaks out, the boy finds himself aboard the Emden, the German cruiser
of the privateer and gentleman Von Müller, an enemy of his kingdom.
The commander decides that it’s time for Tristan to be put to work as a deckhand and lookout, he
who was raised among vices and luxury to become a ruler. Thus, in the middle of storms and naval
battles, Tristan discovers that anything is possible, even respecting one’s enemies, and that the life
of a spoiled prince isn’t for him.
• German privateers, the First World War, a prince, and the most incredible story, in an adventurous journey of growth and discovery of life.
• The Emden and its commander Von Müller really existed, and so do the Cocos Islands.
Alone, the cruiser sowed terror along the routes of the Indian Ocean in the first few
months of the war.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 272

Captains Courageous meets Corto Maltese.
A journey across the Indian Ocean,
among history, adventure and feelings.
An adventure called "life".
CHRISTIAN HILL is an author of books for children and adults, with a passion for history, adventure
and fantasy. He has worked as an editor for periodicals and publishing houses and has worked
professionally with board games, simulation games and role-playing games. In 2016, he made his
debut in the world of children’s fiction with the novel Fuorigioco a Berlino (The Berlin Offside),
which won the 2017 Bancarellino Selection Award and the Il Gigante delle Langhe national prize.

HISTORICAL 11+
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R - REBELS, RESISTANCE,
ROCK'N'ROLL
MARCO PONTI & CHRISTIAN HILL

Fifteen-year-old Astolfo, the descendent of an aristocratic Piedmontese family, finds himself
in a world overturned by the apparent end of the Second World War and the beginning of the
Nazi occupation. Sides have to be chosen quickly, and Astolfo and his family choose the side
of the rebels.
But the support his family offers the nearby band of partisans is transformed over the months
into an increasingly active participation which brings the war inside their home, driving Astolfo
to take up arms in order to defend their freedom.
In a rapid succession of fast-paced action and page-turning cliffhangers, we follow the adventures of Astolfo and his companions through to the Liberation on the 25th of April.
• A direct, powerful, rock’n’roll narrative style.
• A gateway for boys and girls to understand history, bringing the readers closer to the past
through an adventure of contemporary flavour.
• The book is freely drawn from the historical essay The Perfect Resistance by Giovanni De
Luna.
FIRST PUBLISHER: FELTRINELLI (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 192

Courage, war, friendship. When you're
ready to sacrifice everything, even
your own life, for love and freedom.

HISTORICAL 11+

MARCO PONTI is a director and screenwriter. His films include the cult movie Santa Maradona (winner of two David di Donatello awards) and the very popular Io che amo
solo te and La Cena di Natale. In 2019, he published his first novel, Ombre che camminano (Salani).
CHRISTIAN HILL is an aerospace engineer who, immediately after graduating, decided he didn’t want to be an engineer. So, he turned to role-playing games and journalism
and, more recently, to children’s fiction. He has published successful books for several Italian publishers and won the Cento Prize with Il ladro dei cieli (The Sky Thief), Rizzoli.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE BERLIN OFFSIDE
CHRISTIAN ANTONINI

Berlin, summer 1961.
Every afternoon, in a small square in Berlin, eight kids gather to play their completely unofficial,
and thus monumentally important, football tournament.
Leo and his team are about to face their most important challenge: the final match that will decide who controls the square where all the Berlin boys, both from East and from West, usually
play football.
But the events of History move forward. The night before the final, someone builds a Wall that
divides their square in half, creating an insurmountable barrier between East and West, and separating the two teams forever.
The tournament will never be decided, and their friendship is destined to end abruptly.
Or maybe not. Because young Leo, who lives in the West, has a daring idea: to sneaknunder the
Wall into the East...
There is still a chance to play one last, memorable game.
• A story of adventure and rebellion, set against the iron curtain that split Germany in two.
• World history seen through the eyes of children, for whom there are no such things as
barriers and divisions, only obstacles to overcome.
• Finalist for the Bancarellino Children’s Prize and winner of Il Gigante delle Langhe in 2017.
FIRST PUBLISHER: GIUNTI (ITALY), 2018 - PAGES: 258
TV RIGHTS OPTIONED

Sometimes a game can
change the world...

HISTORICAL 10+

CHRISTIAN ANTONINI is an author of books for children and adults, with a passion for history, adventure
and fantasy. He has worked as an editor for periodicals and publishing houses and has worked professionally with board games, simulation games and role-playing games. In 2016, he made his debut in the world
of children’s fiction with the novel Fuorigioco a Berlino (The Berlin Offside), which won the 2017 Bancarellino Selection Award and the Il Gigante delle Langhe national prize.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE JUNE REBELS
CHRISTIAN ANTONINI

Bordeaux, June 1940.
Marian is thirteen and a rebel. He likes playing chess in the city gardensand between running
across rooftops and making deals doing favours here and there, he befriends the Portuguese
consul Aristides Sousa Mendez.
One day he meets Arielle whose family is Jewish and who needs to get to the Portuguese
consulate to apply for a visa to get out of France.
• An adventure action novel based on the true story of Aristides Sousa Mendes, Righteous
Among the Nations, who saved the lives of 30,000 people.
• Finalist for the Gigante delle Langhe Children’s Prize 2020.
FIRST PUBLISHER: GIUNTI (ITALY), 2019 - PAGES: 208

The fascination of hiding doesn't
amount to much compared to the
mystery of courage, especially
courage on behalf of others
Shlomo Breznit, Memory Fields

CHRISTIAN ANTONINI is an author of books for children and adults, with a passion for history,
adventure and fantasy. He has worked as an editor for periodicals and publishing houses and
has worked professionally with board games, simulation games and role-playing games. In
2016, he made his debut in the world of children’s fiction with the novel Fuorigioco a Berlino
(The Berlin Offside), which won the 2017 Bancarellino Selection Award and the Il Gigante delle
Langhe national prize.

HISTORICAL 10+

TURN TO INDEX

›

A LETTER WITH PIGTAILS

CHRISTIAN ANTONINI
1914: the time of civil war.

Johanna, the daughter of a railway engineer in Mexico City, must go to reach her mother
in Texas. To keep her safe, her father decides to put a stamp on her and send her in a postal
carriage.
A long journey awaits, full of weird and wonderful encounters – including one with Pancho
Villa himself.
• Emotions, conspiracies and secrets all wound up in an enormous adventure.
• Touches on the theme of travel and the coming-of-age of a spirited, determined young
girl.
FIRST PUBLISHER: GIUNTI (ITALY), 2018 - PAGES: 292
RIGHTS SOLD IN: BELGIUM AND NETHERLANDS (LA ZETA)

On the train home,
stamped like a letter,
heading for adventure

HISTORICAL, ADVENTURE 10+
CHRISTIAN ANTONINI is an author of books for children and adults, with a passion for history,
adventure and fantasy. He has worked as an editor for periodicals and publishing houses and
has worked professionally with board games, simulation games and role-playing games. In
2016, he made his debut in the world of children’s fiction with the novel Fuorigioco a Berlino
(The Berlin Offside), which won the 2017 Bancarellino Selection Award and the Il Gigante delle
Langhe national prize.

TURN TO INDEX

›

WORDS IN THE WIND
CHRISTIAN ANTONINI

Kentucky, 1935. Lucy May is almost fifteen. She loves to read and ride free with her mare, Moon
Breeze. When their future appears to be under threat, they run away.
She takes refuge in an old abandoned farm where she meets Peter, a young man dressed
in city clothes, injured and with a gun. Peter is in trouble and Lucy May decides to help him.
The two of them strike up a strong friendship at once.Now’s the time for Lucy May and Moon
Breeze to put aisde their fear, take heart, and find a way out, galloping like the wind to safety.
On their journey Lucy May and Moon Breeze cross the path of three formidable-looking girls
on horseback with bags full of books. They are horseback librarians who travel across Kentucky bringing new words and hope, with the books, to poor people. Thanks to them Lucy
May will manage to save herself, Peter, and her family’s future.
• Action, adventure and the courage to be yourself.
• A unique friendship between a girl and her mare and the overwhelming strength it
brings her.
FIRST PUBLISHER: GIUNTI (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 204

Words are your life's
magic tools...
They build and destroy,
shape and design.
CHRISTIAN ANTONINI is an author of books for children and adults, with a passion for history,
adventure and fantasy. He has worked as an editor for periodicals and publishing houses and
has worked professionally with board games, simulation games and role-playing games. In
2016, he made his debut in the world of children’s fiction with the novel Fuorigioco a Berlino
(The Berlin Offside), which won the 2017 Bancarellino Selection Award and the Il Gigante delle
Langhe national prize.

HISTORICAL 11+

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE BLACK COUNTRY
STEFANO GARZARO

Turin, present day: since the Party won the elections, Italy has plunged into a terrible dictatorship, complete with secret police and forced labour camps.
The Resistance seems only a legend, until Marta, Paolo and the other children of the Clique
meet Günther, their elderly neighbour who grew up in Germany during the Nazi era.
Among the pages of his diary, they discover the story of Sophie and Hans Scholl, and the
children of the White Rose, the students who opposed the Nazi barbarism with all their might.
The children of the Clique understand that the past can rekindle the desire to believe in freedom. And they find the courage to fight, all together, to get it back.
• On the centenary of Sophie Scholl’s birth, Stefano Garzaro revisits the genre of alternative history with an original and compelling novel, closely linked to a past not to be
forgotten and a future not to be allowed.
• “Here is history. The eternal struggle between good and bad. Here “The black country”,
with its mighty load of truth.” - Fabio Geda.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 230

A group of children
fighting with the weapon
they know best: technology.
HISTORICAL 11+
STEFANO GARZARO was born in Turin, where he lives. He worked in school publishing and
today dedicates himself to fiction and historical research. He has published essays and novels,
including the children’s books Geppe il brigante (Geppe the Brigand), Einaudi Ragazzi, and the
collection of short stories O bella ciao (Piemme) written together with Lucia Vaccarino.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE LITTLE GIRL WITH
THE RED RIBBON

STELLA NOSELLA & MARIANNA BALDUCCI

Portogruaro, Christmas 1944. Life flowed between the fear of bombing and the desire for normality while the children never stopped dreaming and marvelling at every little thing.
Antonia was an eight-year-old girl who helped her sister Maria get married in secret amidst the
snow and the pain of her father’s deportation.
• A historical tale for children, written thanks to real testimonies, made with the awareness that memory exists as long as it is handed down.
FIRST PUBLISHER: L’ORTO DELLA CULTURA (ITALY), 2019 - PAGES: 112

What was Christmas like when there
were no gifts, when the people you love
were missing, when it was so cold that
you could skate on frozen ditches?

STELLA NOSELLA is a Venetian author of children’s fiction, and a reading ambassador for her
region for Little Readers. Her two debut children’s novels, Sebastian’s Chronicles (Capponi Editore 2018-2019) and La Bambina dal nastro rosso (The Little Girl with the Red Ribbon), L’Orto
della Cultura, 2019, were both nominated for the Strega Children’s Prize 2019-20.
MARIANNA BALDUCCI graduated in fashion and works in advertising and publishing. Drawing is her favourite tool for communicating and exploring the world. Marianna likes experimenting with combinations of drawing and photography. In 2021, she won the Italian
Andersen and Super Andersen Prizes with Io sono foglia (I Am a Leaf) written by Angelo
Mozzillo (Bacchilega Junior, Italy).

HISTORICAL 8+

TURN TO INDEX

›

CLEMENTINA THE PARTISAN
DANIELE NICASTRO

Alessandro wasn’t even three years old when the battered people went back to living after the
Second World War. Apart from Clemente, his dad, and Grandpa Benvenuto. They didn’t come
back. And no one wants to tell him the how and why.
But he’s fed up of being silenced and told “when you’re older” and “this isn’t the time”... He wants
to know now! So, he investigates on his own, bringing to light the history of his family members,
war heroes, who inspire him to free the town from a gang of bullies.
• An unusual point of view on the Resistance.
• A mystery in which memory generates commitment.
• A family tale that becomes shared in the words and gestures of those who, great or
small, together with the Rulfos have defended freedom with a spirit of sacrifice.
FIRST PUBLISHER: GIUNTI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 252

My father taught me to say no,
to rebel, to react, to speak loud and clear.
That, for me, is what it means
to be a partisan. To be like him.
HISTORICAL 12+
DANIELE NICASTRO, born in 1970, is of Sicilian origin. He currently lives in a little town in the
province of Cuneo where he writes all kinds of things: novels, postcards, messages in bottles
and phrases on walls. He started telling stories as a boy, to his mother, every time he came
home late without warning her. Over time, he has made a profession of it. He made his debut
with the novel Grande (Grown Up), Einaudi Ragazzi, 2017, winner of the Legenda Junior Prize.

TURN TO INDEX

›

MY GRANDPA WHO
RETURNED FROM
GERMANY ON FOOT
MARIAPAOLA PESCE &
GIACOMO AGNELLO MODICA

A girl embarks on a journey to go and meet someone who represented an
important moment in the life of her grandfather, an original man with a rather
unbridled imagination, whose stories are always on the border between reality
and fantasy. During the journey, she reveals some of his stories, rearranging
some excerpts from his life, until she arrives at the meeting, which will turn out
to be surprising and moving.
• A true story, with hints of verisimilitude!
• A tale that speaks of a historically established
fact, and of a historical period that has marked
the lives of millions of people.
FIRST PUBLISHER: BAROMETZ (ITALY), 2021
PAGES: 38
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HISTORICAL 9+

MARIAPAOLA PESCE, a bookseller by family inheritance,
returned to her first love, writing, after a long period as a
business coach.
GIACOMO AGNELLO MODICA has been drawing since he
was young, everywhere, and the only certainty he has is
that he will continue to do so.

The story of a bizarre man
between fantasy and reality

TURN TO INDEX
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CMYK

DETECTICAT

ABC

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO

LIBRI IN STAMPATELLO MAIUSCOLO

PER PRIMI LETTORI.
IL PIACERE DI LEGGERE UNA STORIA DA SOLI,
PAROLA DOPO PAROLA.

LEGGO IO!
Q U E S T O LO
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO
CMYK

ABC

STAMPATELLO
MAIUSCOLO

QUES TO LO LEGGO IO!

PIERDOMENICO
BACCALARIO

Detecticat is a famous private detective, called to solve all kinds of foul deeds.
He has an office, an assistant, Miss Bug, and a passion for complex pastimes,
which inevitably goes pear-shaped. His first idea regarding the culprit is always wrong, then a doubt arises, his whiskers tremble, he says his typical
phrase — “There’s something fishy going on here,” he goes to consult with
his mother, Mysticat, and finally realises that he’s done something wrong. So,
he puts the clues in the right order and goes
to catch the culprit.
NON C’È NIENTE DI MEGLIO DI UNA BELLA INDAGINE PER METTERE

QUES TO LO LEGGO IO!

STAMPATELLO
MAIUSCOLO

LIBRI IN STAMPATELLO MAIUSCOLO
PER PRIMI LETTORI.
IL PIACERE DI LEGGERE UNA STORIA DA SOLI,
PAROLA DOPO PAROLA.

1. DETECTICAT AND THE BULLGLAR

LEGGO IO!
Q U E S T O LO
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO

L’INVESTIGATTO DI BUON UMORE! LA POLLIZIA LO AVVERTE DEL FURTO

ALLA GIOIELLERIA DI TOPAZIO, E MENTRE LE RAGAZZE DELLA SCIENTIFICA

PIERDOMENICO
BACCALARIO

RACCOLGONO LE PROVE, L’INVESTIGATTO INTERROGA I TESTIMONI SU E GIÙ

PER IL PORTO. GRAZIE AL SUO FIUTO FELINO E ALL’ AIUTO DELLA SAGGIA
“Perlage”, Mr Topaz's jewellery shop, hasGATTA
been
broken into. Someone opened
BUIA, I COLPEVOLI NON POTRANNO RIMANERE IMPUNITI A LUNGO!
the safe, emptying it. Detecticat is called to investigate. Only in the end does
he arrive at the culprits: the infamous Mr Bull and the unsuspected Mr Mole.
Case closed.
PRIME LETTURE

ISBN

979-12-5985-076-8

2.DETECTICAT: CRIME AND FISHERMENT

€ 9,90

A horrible crime has been committed at the port: someone has emptied the
Gold Tub and killed the Yellow Fin family. Detecticat is immediately called
to investigate. Only in the end does he arrive at the culprit: Mr Elephant, the
security guard. Case closed.

C’È UN TERRIBILE ODORE DI MARCIO AL PORTO: LA FAMIGLIA PINNE GIALLE
È STATA TROVATA SUL FONDO DELLA VASCA D’ORO… UN VERO DELITTO
A SANGUE FREDDO! L’INVESTIGATTO SI CONFRONTA CON IL CORVO
DEL REATO, SFUGGE AI PAPERAZZI E SI CONCENTRA SULLE PROVE.
IL COLPEVOLE È STATO MOLTO SCALTRO, MA NESSUN INDIZIO È NASCOSTO
COSÌ BENE SE A INDAGARE C’È L’INVESTIGATTO!

COP_Investigatto 1.indd 1

• Stories to make you laugh.
• Small cases to solve with clues that are always evident to the readers,
but not initially to the protagonist.
• New format for early readers: short lines of text to move the narrative.
forwards, speech bubbles for the dialogue between the characters.
FIRST PUBLISHER: HARPER COLLINS (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 48
2 TITLES PUBLISHED, 2 MORE COMING IN FEBRUARY 2023

03/08/22 10:44

PRIME LETTURE

No clue is so
well hidden
if Detecticat
is the one
investigating
ISBN

979-12-5985-077-5

€ 9,90

COP_Investigatto 2.indd 1
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MYSTERY 6+

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. His books have
sold millions of copies worldwide and have been translated into over 30
languages. Today he is considered one of the leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad

TURN TO INDEX

›

DETECTIVE LINUS
ANGELO MOZZILLO

Linus likes to work in the shadows, but he’s a detective so famous that he is destined for glory!
He claims to have a personal secretary, whom he refers to as Mum for convenience’s sake and an
assistant, Bagarre, a little dog whose potential Mum didn’t seem to have understood yet.
He is an eccentric and awkward version of the famous film noir investigators.

DETECTIVE LINUS AND THE TURQUOISE FALCON
One summer morning, Linus receives a postcard from his friend Giangi. Apparently there’s a new
threat in town. It seems like a case for Linus, the most famous young detective around! Of course,
he should be doing his holiday homework, but how can he concentrate on that when his town is
teeming with crimes and mysteries?

DETECTIVE LINUS INCREDIBLY SOLVES ANOTHER CASE
It's September, and Linus goes back to school to encounter new fame and old friends. The most
famous young detective around has to be especially careful, as things at the Alfred Institute have
changed: the new headmaster, obsessed with punctuality has had the ancient clock on the facade
restored, and does not want any investigations at the school. What is he afraid of?
• Linus has very specific ideas about how to be an investigator. You need: 1) incredible disguise skills– hence his costume wardrobe; 2) the ability to make snap decisions – which
mum then shoots down; 3) a painstaking dedication to investigating cases – necessarily
leading him to neglect his homework.
• A story inspired by classics that borrows all the typical features of the noir genre: the detective, the secretary, the cop, the sidekick, the femme fatale, the secret informant, the villains,
even jazz music (and some trap too).
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021-22 - PAGES: 192
2 TITLES PUBLISHED, MORE COMING SOON

ANGELO MOZZILLO was born in Naples in 1988, moved to Milan to attend film school. He stayed there, but instead
of working on film sets he focused on writing. He likes discovering new stories and making up his own, mixing and
reinventing words like shuffling a pack of cards. His latest works include the picture books Io sono foglia (I Am a Leaf)
Bacchilega Junior, 2020, illustrated by Marianna Balducci and winner of the 2021 Andersen and Super Andersen prizes.

MYSTERY 8+

The most famous young
detective around.
At least,
according to him.

TURN TO INDEX

›

MY FRIEND IS A WITCH
GISELLA LATERZA

Miriam’s new classmate Priscilla Applepot lives in a magical house with her parents and
Bartholomeus, a barn owl who can turn into a boy. She’s also a witch! But she can’t control her powers properly… When she laughs too much, she gets taller; when she’s angry,
she starts storms!

1. A STRANGE CLASSMATE

Strange things are happening in Miriam’s class. Someone’s hair catches fire, someone’s
teeth turn blue. And a storm breaks out during the maths test. Could Priscilla Applepot, the
new girl next to her, be responsible?

2. A MUMMY AT THE MARKET

Miriam wants to ace her history group work to impress Thomas. So Priscilla sneaks her
in to the Wednesday Market to see the magical Ancient Egyptian artefacts. But a touchy
mummy discovers them, causing lots of trouble!
• A fun way of talking about the themes of friendship and accepting diversity.
• Priscilla is an inexperienced little witch and her emotions always get her into trouble. Miriam is intrigued and amused by the magical world, but she’s also a little
scared of it sometimes, because it’s difficult to fully understand. By experiencing
each other’s worlds, the two will learn more and enjoy an unforgettable adventure.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SALANI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 192
RIGHTS SOLD IN: SPAIN (DUOMO)
2 TITLES PUBLISHED, 1 MORE COMING SOON

Magic and...
lots of trouble!
So, I warn you:
don't use the last
door on the right.

GISELLA LATERZA started working with the “Corriere della Sera” newspaper, in the Bergamo office, when she was at university. An editor advised her: “If you want to do this job well, you have
to hunt for stories, step after step, wearing your shoes out”. Since then, she has never stopped
writing and travelling. If possible, on foot and if possible, getting lost. In 2018, she was selected
from participants in the “A Caccia di Storie” (“Do You Have a Story?”) competition, a contest to
find new writers and great book ideas, and started working for Book on a Tree. Her latest books
include the Doctor Jackie & Miss Hydie series (Piemme, 2021), written with Giada Pavesi.

MYSTERY 7+
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THE ANIMALS OF
STRANGEWOOD
GIUSEPPE FESTA

A squirrel suffering with vertigo, a short-sighted falcon, a claustrophobic mole and many other
strange animals fight against those who threaten Strangewood. They will manage to overcome
adversity by making their limitations a source of strength, often unintentionally, thanks to teamwork
and the friendship that binds them.

DUNG STRIKE

DISHEVELLED BRISTLE

Quante stranezze a Strambosco!
Il ghiro Nocetto ha i baffi sporchi di cioccolato, la civetta Ray
sta mangiando delle patatine
e l’orso Ursus ha preparato
un infuso di banana… ma
non ci sono alberi di banane
a Strambosco! E non è tutto: il
ragno Clava usa la colla per catturare
le sue prede e l’orsetto Puz gira con un
puzzolentissimo pannolino! Tutti gli indizi
portano alle Paludi Fetenti: non resta che
tapparsi il naso e andare a fondo di questo
mistero…
dai 7 anni

dai 7 anni

Art Director: Fernando Ambrosi
Graphic Design: Sara Signorini
IllustrazionI: Martina Motzo

Art Director: Fernando Ambrosi
Graphic Design: Sara Signorini
IllustrazionI: Martina Motzo

€ 14,50

€ 14,50

COP_978885668665_cop.indd 1

COP_978885668666_cop.indd 1

FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021-22 PAGES: 96
4 TITLES PUBLISHED, 2 MORE COMING IN FEBRUARY 2023
RIGHTS SOLD IN: FRANCE (AUZOU)

GIUSEPPE FESTA has a degree in Natural Sciences and works in the environmental education
field. He was shortlisted for the Strega Children’s Prize 2019 with Cento passi per volare (A Hundred Steps to Freedom), Salani, 2018. The same novel received the Kadaitosho in Japan in 2020
and has been chosen by the Japanese Ministry of Education as summer reading for all school
children in the target age group.

Un pannolino
per Puz

• Lots of laughs (all while learning a lot about nature).
• Diversity as a source of strength, thanks to teamwork and friendship.
• At the end of each story, either Dizzy the squirrel or Ray the owl describes the real characteristics of the animals outside Strangewood.
• Shortlisted for The Strega Children's Prize 2022

Setolo
spettinato

Who’s cutting down Strangewood’s tallest trees? Stinky’s grandma says it’s a tree-eating monster…
but the truth is that an abusive woodcutter is causing great damage in the wood. Can the animals
defeat the enemy?

GIUSEPPE FESTA

TUTTO È IL CONTRARIO
DI TUTTO E LE STRANEZZE
SONO ALL' ORDINE DEL GIORNO.

TUTTO È IL CONTRARIO
DI TUTTO E LE STRANEZZE

The River Rut has been stolen and Fizzy Lake no longer fizzes! The crew suspects that the effervesSONO ALL' ORDINE DEL GIORNO.
cent water factory down in Smoky Valley has something to do with it and they already have a very
ramshackle plan…
Il cinghiale Setolo si
sta limando gli zoccoli
quando rimane paralizzato dalla paura: nel bosco risuona un rumore fortissimo, da far rizzare i peli della
pelliccia! Setolo e i suoi amici
animalazzi si fanno coraggio e,
giunti nella parte più fitta e ombrosa di Strambosco, scoprono che alcuni alberi sono scomparsi nel nulla… Che
sia stato un mostro Mangialberi? Non c’è
tempo da perdere, bisogna indagare.
Anche a costo di spettinarsi il ciuffo!

GIUSEPPE
FESTA

THE SOURCE OF THE RUT

GIUSEPPE FESTA
A

GIUSEPPE
FESTA

Someone has hidden traps in the Water Point clearing, at the Reeking Swamp and near Fizzy Lake.
If there’s a shady poacher to scare off, the Strangewood crew is ready with weapons that are very…
A
foul-smelling!

14/09/22 08:53

14/09/22 08:46

ADVENTURE, HUMOUR 7+

In Strangewood, everything
is the opposite of everything
and weirdness is the norm

TURN TO INDEX
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THE BOY BORN A WITCH
GIUSEPPE D’ANNA

GIUSEPPE
D’ANNA

Perché accontentarsi
di essere normali, quando
si può essere of
speciali?
Alex Kazam is just an ordinary boy, but something’s about to change. He is the last descendent
a long line of

S

NCIO
RA

SE R I E A

WIZARD OR WITCH?

Alex is officially a witch, but that doesn’t mean his misadventures are over. Furtive shadow figures have been seen
around town, long cloaks rustling when they move… They’re back. After all this time… Wizards! And they’re looking
UN PIZZICO DI MAGIA
for a boy who still doesn’t know the whole truth about his family…

BOY-WITCH FOREVER!

CI PIACCIAMO COME SIAMO

VOGLIO FARE LO STREGO!

na, Andrea s’imbatte in un vecchio libro polveroso e in uno strambo cappello a punta.
Scopre così di essere l’ultimo discendente di una stirpe
Will Alex Kazam succeed in being accepted by the Coven of Verdeluna, helped
by young witch Sara Gadula and the
stregonesca: i Kazam di Verdeluna. Suo padre e le altre stredachshund, Pot? What if he, the boy-witch, turns out to be the only one who
save
little
town
fromsiano
an ancient
ghecan
pensano
chethe
scope
volanti
e calderoni
“cose da
femmine”... Andrea, invece, non vede l’ora di fare lo strego!
and terrible curse?

I WANT TO BE A BOY-WITCH!

G. D’ANNA

witches, and, as such, he has the right to receive the family’s magic powers. His parents aren’t really on board with
this though because… well, come on… there’s never been a boy-witch before! But it’s too late now. Alex has discovered what makes him special and he has no intention whatsoever of giving it up: he wants togomberando
be a boy-witch!
la soffitta della non-

FORZA
What if Alex had studied witchcraft with Grandma Amanda? Or if he’d grown L’UNIONE
up asFAaLA wizard,
with Uncle Cornelius?
And what if he’d never discovered he had magical blood? He will turn back time and change his own story, again
and again… But the consequences are unpredictable, and an old enemy Illustrazioni
mightdi MARTINA
pop NALDI
up from the past…
www.battelloavapore.it

• Billy Elliot with a magical flavour, amidst pointed hats and flying broomsticks, reminding us that nothing is
€ 10
“just girls’ stuff”.
• The atmosphere of Harry Potter and Fairy Oak, told with Terry Pratchett-style humour.
• An enchanting (and enchanted!) little town, a coven of witches, a stubborn boy, a magical friend, three bitter
rivals, an intrusive dachshund… and then owls, salamanders, ghosts, potions and books of shadows. The list
goes on, in a story rich in action and laughs!
,50
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FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 228
1 TITLE PUBLISHED, 2 MORE COMING SOON

GIUSEPPE D'ANNA was born and raised in the brilliant Sicilian sunshine, and
trained in graphic design and creative writing in the Tuscan hills. Right now, he
lives here and there (and somewhere else), and in the meantime he is having
fun writing books for children and teenagers. As he loves to repeat (without
being asked), writing and illustrating aren’t so very different: whether through
pictures or words, it’s still storytelling.

PANTONE 151 C

DIM: 13,5x20 cm
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MYSTERY 9+

Because magic doesn't give a damn
if you're a boy or a girl

TURN TO INDEX

›

PUZZLE MYSTERIES:
TEN LITTLE TENANTS

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO & ALESSANDRO GATTI
& ANDREA DALLA FONTANA
While the city seems to be plunging into a nightmare of continual blackouts and tremors, a murder takes place in Ash Building, a sinister apartment building on the extreme outskirts of the city.
Unusually, the famous detective inspector Julius Asgren – the star of the city police force – is
called in to conduct the investigation. But what’s so special about this murder that it requires the
attention of such a renowned police officer? Soon, Inspector Asgren, along with the reader, will
discover that nothing is normal in this building, starting with the tenants, who are dying like flies.
A spiral of death that is turning into the most infernal case of Asgren’s long career.
• An intense and unique atmosphere, making this the first ever noir for kids.
• Illustrations by Dalla Fontana: full of mystery, but also an irresistible streak of black
humour.
• Two powerful plot twists that come together in a totally unexpected finale.

MARITO.
SÌ, SÌ. IO E MIO ISSIMO.
CI AMIAMO MOLT

È PER LUI, LA

FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 220
COVER: GIORDANO POLONI
B/W ILLUSTRATIONS: ANDREA DALLA FONTANA

TORTA?

NO!
QUESTA? AH,
DERE UN TÈ
PENSAVO DI PREN YVONNE.
RA
CON LA POVE
MOLTO…
DEVE ESSERE
LEI…
DIFFICILE, PER

.

LA ANTICIPATA

TEMO DI AVER

O IL TÈ?

HA GIÀ PRES

NTE, NO…

NON ESATTAME

One disturbing apartment building,
ten murders, one special challenge
for inspector Asgren.
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PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO, ALESSANDRO GATTI & ANDREA DALLA FONTANA are three authors from Piedmont who share a passion for good cooking, quality music, the
mountains and murder, albeit literary. After numerous books written together, Alessandro and Pierdomenico were dazzled by Andrea’s illustrations, and they wanted them for
this novel. Andrea accepted with enthusiasm, greatly complicating the work of the other two. This is their first and last book of the “Cases of Inspector Asgren”.

TURN TO INDEX

›

PUZZLE MYSTERIES
MYSTERY HOTEL

ALESSANDRO GATTI & LUCIA VACCARINO

Take four internationally renowned investigators and put them inside Hotel Mimosa. Well, nothing so strange about that, you might think, but someone knows better… Eleven-year-old Nino, who will never be able to forget the moment when,
opening the door of a small hotel room, he finds a man in a tailcoat slumped on
an armchair, with a drop of blood on the left side of his mouth. But the detectives
Mister McEnroe, Miss Tingley, Mister Cicogna and Madame Kapuzinsky also see the
same scene, and so the four, without discussing the matter with each other, decide
to find out what happened at the… mystery hotel.

MURDER IN THE MIRROR

TOMMASO PERCIVALE

One night, a student is murdered at the Zeigermann Institute, an exclusive girls’
boarding school, better known as the Clocks School, due to its infinite collection of
cuckoo clocks. It is surrounded by wild perennial forests, the silence and isolation
of the mountains. A boy witnesses the crime but then finds himself face to face
with the murdered girl – alive and without a scratch. And a dangerous game begins.

THE MYSTERY OF GORSE MANOR

TOMMASO PERCIVALE

What colour is a dead person’s face? Greta Sullivan had been wondering about it
for a while. In horror stories it was white or yellow, but that morning an article had
mentioned a strangled guy found “with a cyanotic face” and Greta knew that cyanotic meant blue. And so? Gorse Manor, her grandparents’ house, only fuels her
doubts...

Fast paced,
"classic crime"
characters and
atmosphere,
with unexpected
plot twists

FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES 208

ALESSANDRO GATTI was born in 1975 in Alessandria and studied philosophy until he finally started writing children’s books. His very famous series Sherlock, Lupin and Me
was written together with his friend PD Baccalario. LUCIA VACCARINO was born in 1981 in Turin and lives in the province of Milan. In addition to writing novels for children,
she is the author of cartoons and has been a producer of Italian and international television programmes.
TOMMASO PERCIVALE is passionate about stories, comics and games. He is a curious writer and, as such, tackles various genres, ranging from historical fiction to science
fiction, from adventures to thrillers. His novels have been translated into more than twenty languages.

TURN TO INDEX

›

PARIS NOIR

GUIDO SGARDOLI & P.D.BACCALARIO

THE SELF-PORTRAIT
Paris, 1856. Rebellious troublemaker Claude (Monet), Pierre (Renoir), who doesn’t have
two pennies to rub together, and Berthe (Morisot), an aspiring female painter in a world of
male artists, are hungry for life and still trying to find their style when they first meet outside the studio of maestro Maurice Arnaud. But on the other side of the door, the teacher
is lying on the floor among his paintbrushes, having died in mysterious circumstances
while working on his last painting, a self-portrait. The three take on the role of detectives,
weighing up clues and examining details in pursuit of the murderer.
THE HEADLESS MAN
Berthe, Claude and Pierre are looking over the balustrade of the Pont d’Arcole when
they see it floating on the Seine: it’s the body of a man. Without a head. Who could have
the strength to commit such a murder and, most importantly, what could possibly be
the motive? The three overlook no detail, visiting La Morgue and the Montmartre slums,
attending the Franconi circus show, and even sneaking into the women’s prison…
THE ORANGE SEED CRIME
Just as the Bain-Mergnac wedding reception seems to be coming to an end, a chilling cry is heard in one of the villa’s most secluded rooms and Berthe finds a beautiful
woman on the ground, lifeless. The young artist and her friends Claude and Pierre are
determined to get to the bottom of it. But what they don’t yet know is that this is just
the first in a trail of crimes united by a mysterious detail. White and elongated seeds are
always found on the girls’ corpses. Orange seeds.
• Three young artists playing detective before they became the great impressionist
masters
• In each book, one of their paintings echoes or is particularly linked to the adventure told in the story.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2020-21 - PAGES: 256
SERIES: 3 TITLES PUBLISHED

GUIDO SGARDOLI has written over one hundred books. His stories have been translated into
many languages and have won all the major literary prizes dedicated to writing for children, including the Strega Children’s Prize.
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. Today he is considered one of the leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad.

ADVENTURE 10+

When art becomes a
mystery, three young
painters turn their hands to
solving crimes and murders.

TURN TO INDEX

›

DOCTOR JACKIE &
MISS HYDIE

GISELLA LATERZA & GIADA PAVESI

The young Robert Louis Stevenson, recently returned from Europe, meets two red-haired twins:
Jackie and Hydie. They are the daughters of a pragmatic police inspector doomed to investigate
cases linked to the occult. The trio, with Jackie’s initiative, Hydie’s sixth sense and Louis’s curiosity, will become the invisible hands guiding the inspector in solving his cases. With a passion
for mysteries, and flair for the supernatural, they alone can read the subtle magical trail hidden
behind apparently simple cases.

THE SWAN MASK
One morning, at dawn, Louis is wandering in the autumn mist near Edinburgh - city of woods,
witches and spirits - with his writer’s notebook. He’s only fourteen years old but already nurtures a passion for adventure. Suddenly, he hears a hiss and sees a dagger sticking into the tree
trunk next to him. This is how he meets two enterprising and fascinating twins: Jackie, with
a confident air and clear beauty, and Hydie, more silent and elusive. The two sisters turn to
Stevenson: “Someone’s going to die, and we’ve got to stop it. Are you with us?” And so begins
an adventure in search of mysteries, crimes and culprits.

THE SEA CURSE
A macabre affair disrupts Edinburgh: an endless storm has raged in port for three days, preventing the ships from leaving. Since the storm began to rage, three sailors have been found
dead in their houses, murdered in a horrific way: the soles of their feet have been peeled.
When Louis, Jackie and Hydie come across, by chance, a sailor who seems to know something more, and then meets the same fate, they decide to investigate.

MYSTERY 10+

Who walks in the mists of
Edinburgh?

• Jackie and Hydie are inspired by Jekyll and Hyde. They are identical twins with opposite personalities. A young Robert Louis Stevenson plays detective hunting down monsters and stories.
• The mysteries of the creatures from Scottish folklore, the dark alleys of Edinburgh, and the foggy moors, explored by three young detectives.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 176
SERIES: 2 TITLES PUBLISHED

GISELLA LATERZA is a journalist and has recently started writing for children. GIADA PAVESI, a translator, made her debut as a novelist in 2020 with MySelf (Piemme). This is
their first jointly written series, created among the fairytale woods and secret alleyways of Edinburgh. They had fun exploring them together, and blending a touch of magic
with a touch of mystery.

TURN TO INDEX

›

INFINITE STORIES
RETURN TO TREASURE ISLAND

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO & ALESSANDRO GATTI

More than thirty years have passed since the adventure narrated by Stevenson in his great novel
Treasure Island, in which Jim Hawkins, then thirteen, embarked with Long John Silver in search
of Captain Flint’s Treasure. Now, Jim has a wife and two grown children, and he runs the Admiral
Benbow inn as his parents did. But customer numbers are decreasing, the bills are increasing,
and the storms that batter the coast don’t spare his modest inn. Until, one stormy evening, when
a brawler boy turns up, who on closer inspection turns out to be… a girl. Her name is Thunder,
and her father is none other than the old Long John. She came looking for Jim to warn him of
an ancient curse. That same night, Jim finds himself on board a pirate ship, driven by a fate that
once again takes him far from home…

THE LAST JOURNEY TO THE CENTRE OF THE EARTH

DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO

During an excursion on Stromboli, a slightly ragtag group of tourists ends up in a crater. They
are accompanied by Doctor Marino, a volcanologist, and her eleven-year-old nephew Alex,
fleeing boredom. The group laboriously climbs the slopes of the mountain, where the wind
swirls the black sand, but suddenly Alex and the others feel the earth shaking under their
feet… and they start to fall. After a long and frightening fall, they find themselves at the bottom of a pit of rock. Alive, but imprisoned in the bowels of the Earth. The only way to get out
of trouble will be to retrace Jules Verne’s journey in reverse. Following in the footsteps of the
protagonists of Jules Verne’s novel, and discovering wonderful places and inhabitants, Alex
and his companions will search with every last ounce of energy for a way back to the surface.
• Sequels to the most loved and evocative classics.
• A modern language. Adventure, mystery, friendship and also themes such as bullying
and learning disabilities treated within compelling stories with vivid characters.

Because a
great story
never ends

ADVENTURE 10+

FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 153 - B/W ILLUSTRATIONS

Masters of adventure, comedy and crime genres, PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO and ALESSANDRO GATTI have been friends since school. They have written many successful
series together published in several countries around the world.
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO is a multi-award-winning author of works translated into 25 languages. In 2021 alone, he won the Zilveren Griffel in the Netherlands, the Penzberger
Urmel in Germany, the Grand Prix des Lectures du Journal de Mickey in France and the Strega Children’s Prize in Italy.

TURN TO INDEX

›

INFINITE STORIES
DRACULA'S REAWAKENING

CHRISTIAN HILL

Another place, another time, but the threat of Dracula the vampire is more alive than ever.
Background: Mina Harker was one of the vampire hunters who defeated Count Dracula at the
end of the nineteenth century in Bram Stoker’s novel. She herself was turning into a vampire,
but the curse seemed to have been lifted with the destruction of the Count. Seemed to.
Gulf of the Poets, present day. Her descendants moved here, burying the terrible adventures
of their ancestress in oblivion. Mina herself lies in the Lerici cemetery. Or rather, lay: she has in
fact reawakened and, dusting off Dracula’s name, has resumed the Count’s nefarious habits.
Marina and Jonathan – Mina’s great-great-grandchildren – along with their friend Rocco,
meet the YouTuber Nils – Van Helsing’s great-great grandson. All together, they find themselves on the vampire’s tracks. Will they be able to stop her, just as their ancestors did?

THE EVER MORE SECRET GARDEN

LUCIA VACCARINO

Mary Lennox is now a teenager, and to her great regret she has to leave the secret garden, Colin
and Dickon to go to a girls’ boarding school. Life at Saint Catherine’s is very strict and far from the
freedom of the moors, but there Mary finds a friend – the shy Agatha, so insecure and awkward
that she can’t make friends or get through the teachers’ quizzes, a rival – Frances, a young bully
and centraliser – a mystery to solve, and of course a new garden in which to continue to bloom.
• Sequels to the most loved and evocative classics.
• A modern language. Adventure, mystery, friendship and themes such as bullying and
learning disabilities treated within compelling stories with vivid characters.

Because a
great story
never ends

ADVENTURE 10+
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FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 170 - B/W ILLUSTRATIONS

CHRISTIAN HILL is an aerospace engineer who decided he didn’t want to be an engineer. So, he turned to role-playing games and children’s fiction. He has published successful
books and won the Cento Prize with Il ladro dei cieli (The Sky Thief).
LUCIA VACCARINO, in addition to writing novels for children, is the author of cartoons and has been a producer of Italian and international television programmes.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE MERCURY MYSTERIES

Extraordinary
journeys
in the secrets
of art...

An old man who lives at the top of a tower in the heart of Florence challenges three friends to a
dangerous mission: to discover and solve the hidden mysteries of the art world! Amid intrigue,
hidden dangers and plot twists, they will travel back in time to meet the greatest painters and
sculptors of all time, and will have to solve dark mysteries before they can return home.

THE TEMPEST

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO
In the Palatine Gallery, Mercury hands Nina, Jamal and Lorenzo a scroll with a dark mystery.
When lightning rips across the sky, the three youngsters find themselves in the Veneto countryside, in a far-off time, near Giorgone’s farmhouse. However, the famous painter is gone.
Amid angry merchants, dangerous soldiers and other treacherous pitfalls, the three friends
must find the artist and discover his secret before they can return to Florence.

THE PRISONER OF STONE
DANIELE NICASTRO

Who’s trying to stop Michelangelo finishing his David? In Renaissance Florence, Nina, Lorenzo and Jamal find themselves in the service of the famous artist. The three friends investigate the lively city to debunk a damaging accusation of murder against the brilliant sculptor.
They’ll see it all – rivalry between colleagues, plotting by shady individuals – and discover a
dark side to the great maestro’s character.

MYSTERY 10+

FIRST PUBLISHER: EMONS (ITALY), 2020-2021 - PAGES: 192
SERIES: 6 TITLES PUBLISHED - B/W ILLUSTRATION

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. His books have sold millions of copies worldwide and have
been translated into over 30 languages. Today he is considered one of the leading Italian children’s authors and the
most widely translated abroad.
DANIELE NICASTRO, born in 1970, is of Sicilian origin. He currently lives in a little town in the province of Cuneo where
he writes all kinds of things: novels, postcards, messages in bottles and phrases on walls. He started telling stories as a
boy, to his mother, every time he came home late without warning her. Over time, he has made a profession of it. He
made his debut with the novel Grande (Grown Up), Einaudi Ragazzi, 2017, winner of the Legenda Junior Prize.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE MERCURY MYSTERIES

Extraordinary
journeys
in the secrets
of art...

An old man who lives at the top of a tower in the heart of Florence challenges three friends to a
dangerous mission: to discover and solve the hidden mysteries of the art world! Amid intrigue,
hidden dangers and plot twists, they will travel back in time to meet the greatest painters and
sculptors of all time, and will have to solve dark mysteries before they can return home.

LOVE WINS ALL
MANLIO CASTAGNA

Caravaggio is Nina’s favourite painter. And she can hardly believe her eyes when she, Lori
and Jamal come across the great maestro himself, under an overturned boat on Feniglia
beach. But the artist is feverish and battered, mumbling inarticulately. What’s happened to
him? And what is the secret hidden in the precious cargo he was travelling with? Mercury’s
riddles will guide the three friends on their exciting adventure in 17th century Maremma.

RISE UP TO THE STARS
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO

‘Where’s Mercury got to?’ wonder Nina, Jamal and Lorenzo, worried. The magical blackbird,
who has just catapulted them into the Padua of seven centuries ago, has disappeared – and
they’re in danger of being trapped in the past forever. Life is full of hidden dangers in the
Middle Ages, but two very special Florentines accompany them on their adventure: Giotto,
who is frescoing the walls of the Scrovegni Chapel, and Dante, who is thinking up a new idea
for a poem...

MYSTERY 10+

FIRST PUBLISHER: EMONS (ITALY), 2020-2021 - PAGES: 192
SERIES: 6 TITLES PUBLISHED - B/W ILLUSTRATION

MANLIO CASTAGNA wrote and directed his first short film before he had graduated. He then began to collaborate with
the Giffoni festival and was its deputy artistic director for a decade, until 2018 when he made his debut as a novelist with
the bestselling Petrademone saga (Mondadori). He continues to churn out books and was shortlisted for the Strega Children’s Prize in 2021 with La notte delle Malombre (The Night of the Malombre), Mondadori.
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO is a multi-award-winning author of works translated into 25 languages. In 2021 alone, he won
the Zilveren Griffel in the Netherlands, the Penzberger Urmel in Germany, the Grand Prix des Lectures du Journal de Mickey in France and the Strega Children’s Prize in Italy. He has also been nominated for the 2022 Carnegie Medal in the UK.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE MERCURY MYSTERIES

Extraordinary
journeys
in the secrets
of art...

An old man who lives at the top of a tower in the heart of Florence challenges three friends to a
dangerous mission: to discover and solve the hidden mysteries of the art world! Amid intrigue,
hidden dangers and plot twists, they will travel back in time to meet the greatest painters and
sculptors of all time, and will have to solve dark mysteries before they can return home.

THE LIGHT OF THE MUSE
GIADA PAVESI

Nina, Jamal and Lori go back in time once again, this time to help Artemisia Gentileschi. Her
friend and assistant Ciecherella, the only one who knows the secret formula of the yellow
dye that distinguishes her paintings, has disappeared. The three friends set out on Ciecherella’s trail, their investigation following the trail of details hidden in Artemisia’s paintings and a
drape of yellow cloth worn by the servants of wealthy Roman families.

THE RIVER OF TIME

FIORE MANNI & MICHELE MONTELEONE
Nina, Lori and Jamal are at the Louvre on a study trip, but something is wrong: Jamal is doing
his utmost to avoid his two friends. While they’re talking about it in front of the Virgin of the
Rocks, they hear the now-familiar flapping of wings, heralding a new adventure. And so they
find themselves in Urbino, in summer 1502, in the presence of the great Leonardo da Vinci
who entrusts them with the task of destroying one of his most dangerous inventions before
Cesare Borgia, known as Valentino, can find it. Can our heroes complete the mission and
bring their close-knit trio back together?

MYSTERY 10+

FIRST PUBLISHER: EMONS (ITALY), 2020-2021 - PAGES: 192
SERIES: 6 TITLES PUBLISHED - B/W ILLUSTRATION

GIADA PAVESI grew up in the Cremona countryside before moving to Milan to study foreign languages and literature. With MySelf (Piemme, 2020), she
won the second edition of the A Caccia di Storie (Do You Have a Story?) competition, a contest to select new writers where she met Gisella Laterza, her
writing partner for the Doctor Jackie and Miss Hydie series (Piemme, 2021). She writes by night with her cat, Nike. Pale. Allergic to garlic. Some people
already have their suspicions...
FIORE MANNI has published three children’s novels with Rizzoli: Jack Bennet e la Chiave di Tutte le Cose (Jack Bennet and the Key of All Things) (Asti
d’Appello Junior Prize, finalist for the Castello di Sanguinetto prize), Jack Bennet e il Viaggiatore dai mille volti (Jack Bennet and the Traveller with a thousand faces) and Come le Cicale (Like Cicadas). She is the co-author of the graphic novel Mask’d, published by Star Comics.
MICHELE MONTELEONE is an italian comic book writer. Born in Rome in 1987, he is best known for his work on the comic book series Dylan Dog and
Orfani for Sergio Bonelli Editore and also for co-create Senzombra for Bao Publisbing and Mask'd for Star Comics. In the last year he write is first horror
novel Nel Buio della Casa with his wife Fiore Manni and is currently writing a new comic book miniseries The Swamp, for Edizioni BD.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE WIZARDS ERRANT
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO

THE TOURNAMENT FOR THE KING
OF THE WORLD

Every four years, the eighteen schools of magic compete in a tournament to choose
the King of the World. An ancient prophecy says that if a Wizard Errant becomes
King, a catastrophe will fall on the world of magic… So, the Errant are hunted down
and killed in every corner of the world. In escaping, young Calaba meets Floyd, an
apparently normal boy who has an innate ability to learn spells… They team up and
decide to win the tournament at any cost.

THE VARANASI SORCERES

Calaba, Floyd, Spenser and their instructor Jack Cade travel six thousand kilometres
from Bardonecchia to Varanasi, where the tournament’s next challenge will take
place. As the Errant team face their opponents in the jungle on the banks of the
Ganges, disturbing news arrives from the world of magic. It looks like the warning of
a wise sorceress is true: Watch out for your friends, Jack Cade, because this is a tournament like no other… Magic as it has never been told before. The greatest mysteries
and the strongest talents are on the streets.

THE SEVEN BRACELETS

The Errant team must reach Mongolia to face the Air wizards, who attempt to kill their
challengers even before they reach their destination. But the storm they raise incredibly reverses course and is about to overwhelm them; it’s up to Floyd, Calaba, Jack
Cade and Spenser to prevent it, saving their opponents’ lives. The challenge arrives:
whoever wins will have to take on powerful Fire wizard Slender Saunders in the final.
• Unsuspecting aspiring wizards accompany the reader on a unique journey
to discover what makes each of us special.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2019-20 - PAGES: 240
SERIES: 3 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. His books have sold millions of
copies worldwide and have been translated into over 30 languages. Today he is considered one of the leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad.

ADVENTURE 10+

Magic exists. It's highly
secret yet it's right before
our eyes. We just have to
be brave enough to see it.
TURN TO INDEX

›

THE INTRIGUES

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO &
ALESSANDRO GATTI

The adventures of a family of spies dating back for generations. Discreet cloak and dagger services since 1366!

A SAPPHIRE BLUE ENIGMA

Our family of spies has been summoned to Paris for a secret assignment. They must
recover a precious jewel stolen from the famous jeweller Mr. Jezequel III, an old friend
who produced numerous pieces for the Intrigues. Unlike other missions, this one will be
a true family affair, as Marcus, the youngest, has finally reached the 10-year age limit to
participate!

A PITCH BLACK FRAUD

A group of unscrupulous oilmen and corrupt politicians want to conceal the huge environmental risk associated with the Triple Diamond project of oil drilling in the North
Sea. The Intrigues’ duty? Protect Professor Griffiths, an academic flying to Amsterdam
to reveal the truth behind this disastrous project. Strict surveillance is required to protect
the professor from the project’s mastermind: Van Stancken, their number one adversary.

A BLOOD-RED LETTER

An unusual-coloured envelope arrives at the Intrigue home. It comes from Mr Riddles,
a refined man who loves puzzles and invites the Intrigue family to a villa in Provence. A
group of spies and the winner of a strange prize trip await them. What are they all doing
there? And the mystery immediately thickens.
• Storytelling that fizzes off the page, appealing to even the most reluctant of
readers.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2018 - PAGES: 170
SERIES: 3 TITLES - B/W ILLUSTRATIONS: TOMMASO RONDA
RIGHTS SOLD IN: SPAIN (EDEBE), POLAND (RELACJA), GREECE (DIOPTRA),
FRANCE (HACHETTE), RUSSIA (AST)

MYSTERY 9+

Welcome to a houseful
of intrigues where mystery
is a family affair!

Masters of adventure, comedy and crime genres, PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO and ALESSANDRO GATTI have been friends since school. They have written many successful
series together published in several countries around the world.
TOMMASO RONDA graduated from the International School of Comics in Reggio Emilia. He works as a graphic designer, video editor and 2D animator. He has worked on
picture books for Warner (Scooby Doo, Tom & Jerry), and is currently working on a series of books for Battello a Vapore.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE ORDER OF
THE GARLAND
TOMMASO PERCIVALE

Secretive as foxes who hunt in the dead of night, four inseparable friends will
pursue the most elusive criminals and insoluble mysteries, all in the name of
the Queen of England!

THE CASE OF THE SIXTY-SIX SECONDS

There’s a railway station where trains don’t stop. It looks like any other station,
the only thing missing is its name. Curiously, it’s not marked on any map. Only
one train ever stops at the station, once every night, on the dot of midnight. It
stops for precisely sixty-six seconds. No one boards or gets off the train, and
for the most part, the passengers are too sleepy to notice. What’s the mystery
lurking behind this ghost station?

THE CASE OF THE VANISHED VILLAGE

Professor Rasmussen, a highly influential psychic, predicts a disaster in a cotton factory that costs the lives of dozens of children. The girls, hot on his
tracks, come across an abandoned village that comes to life for a day and
brings Abigail Brighton – a girl who died in a fire twenty years earlier – back to
life. Is she a ghost? A paranormal vision? Or just the mind playing tricks? And
what does this girl have to do with Rasmussen?
• Superb descriptions of Victorian London and a generous dose of suspense and humour. A treat for fans of Sherlock Holmes.

MYSTERY 9+

FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2019 - PAGES: 180
SERIES: 2 TITLES PUBLISHED

TOMMASO PERCIVALE is passionate about stories, comics and games. He is
a curious writer and, as such, tackles various genres, ranging from historical
fiction to science fiction, from adventures to thrillers. His novels have been
translated into more than twenty languages.

Impossible cases that
nobody can solve

TURN TO INDEX

›

BLANCHE

ANGÉLIQUE CHEVALIER
A SPY FOR THE QUEEN
1633. French Royal Court. There’s a quick-witted girl moving around the halls of the Louvre: it’s Blanche De La Fère, lady-in-waiting to Queen Anne and brave-hearted spy, not to
mention able swordswoman at the headquarters of D’Artagnan’s musketeers! Fourteenyear-old Blanche has a rebellious heart and will stop at nothing to protect her queen from
court intrigue…
MUSKETEER HEART
The royal palace is teeming with servants and the courtyard has already been decorated.
King Louis XIII’s birthday is approaching, but Blanche has something else on her mind: the
malicious red fox is plotting something to frame D’Artagnan and she intends to derail his
plan. But she’ll have to descend into the darkened bowels of the bastille, the prison from
which hardly anyone leaves alive.
TWO OF SPADES
The famous seer Vitreum is a guest at the royal palace, and everyone wants one of his divinations. Blanche, however, isn’t at all convinced by that stranger with his dark beard and eyes
deep as pools. But the handsome cadet Jules Bonaventure, a rebellious soul who offers to
help her, doesn’t seem very trustworthy either… The young spy’s secret investigations will lead
her into the heart of Notre Dame, where the shocking truth awaits her.
• Subterfuges, chases, duels, pursuits across city rooftops… as well as grand balls, secret messages and fluttering hearts.
• A modern adventure with plenty of thrills, telling of a courageous young girl who
fights with both head and heart, and picks roses as lightly as she handles a sword.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2018 - PAGES: 178
SERIES: 3 TITLES PUBLISHED - B/W ILLUSTRATIONS
RIGHTS SOLD IN: FRANCE (POCKET JEUNESSE)

History books cite three ANGÉLIQUE CHEVALIERS who, between the late 1600s and late
1800s, printed a variety of short publications in Reims, near Paris. It was believed that
the name Angélique was passed down through generations or was, perhaps, a nom de
plume. This led to the suspicion that at least one of the three may have been a lady in the
French king’s court, an aspiring swordswoman, a lady-in-waiting, Queen Anne of Austria’s
personal spy. All excellent reasons, we think, for hiding your identity.

ADVENTURE 9+

A spy in the French court.
By night she rides and engages in
sword fights. By day she attends
lessons in dance and etiquette

TURN TO INDEX

›

GHOST AGENCY

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO &
ALESSANDRO GATTI
Looking for a ghost to haunt a castle? In need of an apparition to make an
impression? Want a Poltergeist to liven up a party? The Williard Moogley ghost
agency has everything you need!

GOOD WORK, WILL MOOGLEY!

A chain of hotels wants to transform an old manor into a hotel for rich individuals looking for chills… What better opportunity to revive the fate of Will
Moogley’s ramshackle ghost agency?

The most
ramshackle
ghost agency
on the planet!

A FEARFULLY FRIGHTENING FAMILY!

Will is grappling with an unusual case: retired ghost Jerrold’s house is inhaban
Will manage to cleanse the ghost house… of the living?

THE SKYSCRAPER GHOST

A contractless ghost haunts the Empire State Building, terrorising the visitors.
Who can convince him to move on but Will Moogley?

EVEN GHOSTS QUIVER

The inexplicable disappearance of a ghost, the discovery of a strange bluish liquid… A ghost catcher must have arrived in the city, and for the Moogley Agency
it triggers an emergency!
• Funny, irreverent and capricious ghosts, vain old souls who love being
the centre of attention again, and willingly rely on an agent to get them
there, just like the artists of the entertainment world.
• Its totally eccentric manager, Will, is a bony kid with a long black fringe,
jeans and basketball shoes. He has no family, but two inseparable friends:
Tupper and the enchanting Susan.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2020
SERIES: 4 TITLES PUBLISHED - PAGES: 150 - B/W ILLUSTRATIONS

Masters of adventure, comedy and crime genres, PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO
and ALESSANDRO GATTI have been friends since school. They have written
many successful series together published in several countries around the world.

MYSTERY, HUMOUR 8+

TURN TO INDEX

›

CREEPY PASTA STORIES
A series of horror books with a modern twist, combining the fascination for Creepy Pasta with
immediate and engaging narratives, stories where children are literally sucked in by now viral
legends and monsters that come out of the internet to enter the books and then the world of
each young reader...

CREEPY PASTA: THE CURSE OF BLOODY MARY

BARBARA GOZZI

As soon as Viola arrives in Sanguinara, her father’s hometown, strange events begin to happen,
involving her and three other children: Angelica, Salvo and Luca. But everything deteriorates
when Salvo carries out a strange ritual linked to a witch who lived there, centuries earlier. Thus,
a race against time begins: the four age rapidly and the witch grows ever stronger. Discovering
an ancient curse that involves their families and the town’s mysterious origin, the children will
have to face the witch and stop her forever, or she will kill them...

CREEPY PASTA: MOMO, THE NIGHTMARE OF
WHATSAPP

DANIELE NICASTRO

A few days ago, they gave me the WhatsApp contact of a girl. She’s called Momo. But she’s
not like all the other girls. She wears you down, destroys you, consumes you. And eventually,
she kills you. You don’t think it’s true? Come on then, what are you waiting for? Send her a
message. Momo wants to be with you. Always... forever.
• Creepy Pasta are part of the imagination of many children today, their legends
multiplying online, but what if they were actually real?
• What if they really entered boys’ and girls’ daily lives? And what better way than by
reading!
FIRST PUBLISHER: FABBRI (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 176
B/W ILLUSTRATIONS - SERIES: 2 TITLES PUBLISHED

MYSTERY,
HORROR 11+

Horror is around the corner.
And it's never what you
expect.

BARBARA GOZZI is a senior editor and board member at Book on a Tree. She has worked as a ghostwriter and published stories under a pseudonym. She lives outside
Bologna with a black cat and walls covered in books.
DANIELE NICASTRO writes everything from novels to postcards, messages in bottles and phrases on walls. He started telling stories as a child, to his mother, every time he
came home late without warning her. Over time, he made a profession out of it. He has published several novels with all the leading Italian publishers.

TURN TO INDEX

›

HARRY TAGE
JACOPO OLIVIERI

It’s the early 1930s. Harry is 18 years old and passionate about paleontology,
the big archaeological discoveries, and – most of all – dinosaurs. Like a true
adventurer, he wears a pilot’s scarf, explorer boots, baggy trousers and a
jacket covered in pockets, each one crammed full of his tools. Harry has
made some interesting discoveries, which convince him that, somewhere in
the world, prehistoric creatures still exist. And this is what starts him on his
exciting adventures. He travels to Mexico, Egypt, the Mongolian steppes or
remote wilderness areas in Northern Europe. But he never goes anywhere
without Laurasia, his pet dinosaur. Harry has to match wits with an endless
series of greedy, unscrupulous bad guys who want the ancient artefacts for
their own evil purposes.
• All the fascination of archeology comes to life in these extraordinary
adventure stories, full of suspense.
• The vintage book design perfectly reflects the atmosphere of the
stories.
FIRST PUBLISHER: NORD-SUD EDIZIONI (ITALY), 2012 - PAGES: 139
SERIES: 4 TITLES PUBLISHED

If dinosaurs still live
somewhere on this planet,
Harry will find them!

JACOPO OLIVIERI, a versatile artist, started off as an illustrator and cartoonist. He worked for years in the theatre as a costume and set designer. He has published children’s books with the leading Italian publishing
houses.

ADVENTURE 9+
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JOHN DODO
The Dodo, as we know, is extinct. But not in Grandville, where there is a deep sense of friendship
and mutual help between the citizens and where there’s still room for animals that no longer
exist these days, just like the Dodo. Their mission? To have fun and save nature!

JOHN DODO & THE DEAL OF THE CENTURY

A mysterious message in a bottle triggers a treasure hunt on the other side of the world. John
and his friends leave for an unknown land to discover clues. But they'll have to be careful: an
unscrupulous enemy is willing to do anything to hinder them!

JOHN DODO & THE FAMILY TREASURE

What is an ancient sailing ship doing in the basement of Villa Dodo? To find out, John drags
his friends on an amazing treasure hunt up and down the city of Grandville... But collecting the
clues isn't easy, especially with a dad and thirteen uncles, each more bizarre than the last!

JOHN DODO & THE SWORD OF STORMS

John and his friends can't believe their eyes: they found a sword in a stone! Since they pulled it
out, however, a violent storm has hit Grandville. Could it be their fault? To find out, they'll have
to investigate old legends...

JOHN DODO & THE ENIGMA FROM THE PAST

The whole of Grandville is in turmoil: strange objects from the past are popping up everywhere!
The only one who might know anything about it is Aunt Caterina Catta, the family scientist. Too
bad she vanished into thin air! Will John and his friends be able to solve the mystery and bring her
home?
Ordinary everyday life with surreal ideas.
They are sometimes adventurous in the classical sense (treasure maps), sometimes visionary (a Viking invasion in search of a mysterious toaster), romantic, sporty (the Dodo Ball
world championships), sci-fi in style (a space mission to capture a comet), focused on personal growth or helping people in need, scary (when after a ball game Dodo rolls the ball
into the old sewer system), investigative, spy-themed, historical, or centred on exploration.
• Fummy tories free from stereotypes, respectful of cultures, religions, gender and identity,
even in the absence of rigid models of reference.
• When everything seems concluded, the ending of the story always reveals something
UNEXPECTED (the stories don’t end with a return to normality – quite the opposite).
FIRST PUBLISHER: PLANETA (SPAIN), 2021 - PAGES: 144
SERIES: 4 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

ADVENTURE,
HUMOUR 7+

A dodo is never alone...
because it has
so many friends!
TURN TO INDEX

›

WIZARD WILKINS
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO

ILLUSTRATIONS: GABRIELE BARROCCU
Wizard Wilkins doesn’t fight, he doesn’t have baddies who want to kill him, and he
doesn’t want to take over the world.
He lives with his friend Andrea – a puppy – in a Shifted House, “shifted” in the
sense that time in their garden has shifted by a season.
If it’s summer elsewhere, at the Shifted House it snows.
He has genius visions and ideas, but he’s a bungler and his spells often turn on
him. Luckily, there’s Andrea who is precise, never messes up a spell (more or less…)
and puts everything back in place.

WIZARD WILKINS & THE DREAM HAMMOCK

... And it’s a disaster. Trees sprout everywhere (except where Wizard Wilkins wanted).
In the garden, in the neighbours’ lawns, in the fields, even on the roof of the house!

WIZARD WILKINS
WRECKAGE

& THE INVITATION TO DINNER WITH

... And it’s a disaster. All the furniture goes away. The chairs start dancing, the sofa
jumps out of the window, the table runs out into the garden and even the old closet
sets off!
• A special friend to believe in and rely on when you’re in trouble.
• Good fun magic for everyone!
FIRST PUBLISHER: LISCIANI LIBRI (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 32
SERIES: 2 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. His books have sold millions of copies worldwide and have been translated into over 30 languages. Today
he is considered one of the leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely
translated abroad.
GABRIELE BARROCCU is a freelance animator and illustrator. Having graduated in
animation cinema at CSC Animation in 2005, he realises animation, storyboards,
character design and illustrations for commercials, short films, TV series and publishing. He is also a composer for 2D animation (Toon Boom Harmony, Adobe After
Effects). He has been a tutor and teacher at CSC Animation since 2010.

ADVENTURE,
HUMOUR 7+

Magic exists, and it's often
"catastrophically" funny!

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE ANTI-BULLYING
LEAGUE
IGOR DE AMICIS & PAOLA LUCIANI

THE MASKED FIGHTER

Arnold is the new kid at his middle school and things couldn’t be worse: he was targeted by the worst of the bullies, the notorious Joe Socks. Between one ambush and
another, he’s invited to a meeting in an abandoned gym. Could it be a joke? No: it’s the
base of the Anti-Bullying League, a secret society that aims to defeat the planet’s bullies. One thing is clear: Joe Socks’s days are numbered!

DOROTHY SUPERFASHION

Dorothy McNife is the most fashionable girl in school, but she’s also all the other girls’
nightmare, taking every opportunity to make fun of them on her blog! Panic has now
spread and the Anti-Bullying League must intervene. Arnold and his friends, however,
have a problem. How can they defeat her? Alison is their only chance. Among spectacular
twists and turns, the meeting of the century is being prepared!

THE INVINCIBLE THANOS

A new student has arrived at De La Vega middle school: Thanos, a great Luca Libre wrestler and… a super bully! The Anti-Bullying League jumps into action. Alison gathers information, Arnold and Jamal challenge him to a fight, Nguien builds an extra-powerful
android… but it’s all in vain: Thanos seems invincible! Will our heroes manage to discover
his weakness?

ADVENTURE, HUMOUR 8+

The group and their friendship provide the strength to face misfortune with
courage.
FIRST PUBLISHER: EDIZIONI LAPIS (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 144
SERIES: 6 TITLES PUBLISHED - B/W ILLUSTRATIONS

IGOR DE AMICIS is a Chief Commissioner of the Penitentiary Police,
while PAOLA LUCIANI is a support teacher in primary schools. Partners
both in life and in writing, and screenwriters of animated cartoons, their
books have been published in several countries.

The most intrepid secret society
set to fight (and beat!)
the planet's bullies

TURN TO INDEX
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THE ANTI-BULLYING
LEAGUE
IGOR DE AMICIS & PAOLA LUCIANI

AN ACCIDENTAL ENEMY

Strange thefts are taking place in the De La Vega school: bicycle wheels, bathroom pipes, streetlights… It seems a simple case for the Anti-Bullying League, but
what if it’s actually something more than a few petty thefts? What if it’s all part of
a diabolical plan designed by their arch enemy? Arnold, Alison, Jamal and Nguien
prepare to face their biggest challenge: the fate of the League is in danger!

THE FINAL CHALLENGE

Arnold still can’t believe it: he, who hates insects, bonfires and untamed nature, is forced to sign up to a particularly adventurous camping trip. At least
his friends Alison, Jamal and Nguien will be there. But the unexpected is just
around the corner: among the campers, a small group of bullies seems intent
on ruining everyone’s holiday… For the Anti-Bullying League, a new mission is
about to begin!

VALENTINE'S DAY MISSION

The whole school is in turmoil: the great Valentine’s Day dance is approaching.
Too bad the preparations are going slowly, because someone’s trying to sabotage the party! And as if that weren’t enough, a new girl has fallen in love with
Arnold… Between dirty looks from a very jealous Alison, our heroes will have to
intervene as soon as possible to save the situation before it’s too late! Fun and
adventurous stories that deal with bullying in a light-hearted, easygoing style.

ADVENTURE, HUMOUR 8+

• The group and their friendship provide the strength to face misfortune
with courage.
FIRST PUBLISHER: EDIZIONI LAPIS (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 144
SERIES: 6 TITLES PUBLISHED - B/W ILLUSTRATIONS

IGOR DE AMICIS is a Chief Commissioner of the Penitentiary Police,
while PAOLA LUCIANI is a support teacher in primary schools. Partners
both in life and in writing, and screenwriters of animated cartoons, their
books have been published in several countries.

The most intrepid secret society
set to fight (and beat!)
the planet's bullies.
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THE GIGGLEGANG
A class of quick-witted, quirky kids and a headmaster who will give you the
heebie-jeebies.

DEXTER DIDDLY AND HIS FANTASTIC BUT
NAMELESS SOLUTION
LORENZO RULFO

A tap drips into the night. Dexter Diddly would like to get up and turn it off properly,
but it feels so good under the covers… The next morning, however, HORROR! The
city has flooded… and it’s all his fault!

BETTY BATTLES AND THE TOP OF THE CLASS
LUCIA VACCARINO

Betty Battles wants to be the best in class. Too bad that her classmate Benjie
Betterman is the best at everything. Luckily, Bianca has an idea: she will beat
him in the cross-country race and she will do so… at any cost!

ALEXIA ALECK AND THE THEORY OF
DREAMS
ALESSANDRO GATTI

Alexia has a weird explanation for everything. For example, where do nightmares come from? Simple: from the old abandoned power plant! Her cousin
isn’t convinced, but she is determined to prove her theory…
FIRST PUBLISHER: EDIZIONI LAPIS (ITALY), 2016 - PAG. 120
RIGHTS SOLD IN: GREECE (DIOPTRA), TURKEY (KITAPCI)
SERIES: 22 TITLES PUBLISHED /FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

A series penned with irresistible gusto

by Book on a Tree's popular children's authors!

The school you
always
dreamed of!

HUMOUR 7+
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THE GIGGLEGANG
A class of quick-witted, quirky kids and a headmaster who will give you the heebie-jeebies.

SIMON SPOTLESS AND THE ELECTRONIC BRAIN
DANIELE NICASTRO

Since deciding to become a robot, Simon is happier than ever. Too bad his little brother always
ruins everything! So, here’s the idea: he will build a time machine and prevent his brother from
being born. Genius! Or not?

MATT MINIMUM AND THE WORLD'S MOST USELESS
SUPERPOWER
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO

The teacher doesn’t see him when he raises his hand, his classmates don’t see him when there’s
a football team to put together, his sister doesn’t see him when he has to go to the bathroom… In
short, invisibility is the most useless superpower in history! But one fine day…

PARIS PEACOCK VERSUS THE QUEEN
SARAH ROSSI

Paris Peacock wants everything. A castle, the Red Sea, a chinchilla. Now she wants a dog. Mum
doesn’t want to know, but Paris isn’t the type to give up at the first no. And she doesn’t care if she
has to bother the Queen of England to have a dog…

PETER PITBULL AND THE UNSPEAKABLE SECRET
DAVIDE CALÌ

For some time now, Peter Pitbull, the class bully, has been behaving abnormally. He teases everyone, except Nick Niagara. Why? The children want to solve this incredible mystery…
FIRST PUBLISHER: EDIZIONI LAPIS (ITALY), 2016 - PAG. 120
RIGHTS SOLD IN: GREECE (DIOPTRA),
SERIES: 22 TITLES PUBLISHED /FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

A series penned with irresistible gusto

by Book on a Tree's popular children's authors!

The school you
always
dreamed of!

HUMOUR 7+
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THE GIGGLEGANG
A class of quick-witted, quirky kids and a headmaster who will give you the heebie-jeebies.

SUSAN SAUCEPAN THE COOKING COMPETITION
LINDA ALTOMONTE

The Mark Twain school will host a very famous cooking show: Monster Chef. 2B immediately goes
into turmoil, and Susan Saucepan is elected leader of the project. The results, of course, will be
devastating. And the three very strict judges still don’t know what awaits them…

SAMANTHA SPHINX AND THE SECRET OF THE PHARAOH
TOMMASO PERCIVALE

At just eight years old, Samantha Sphinx is already a great explorer. She is a past pupil of the
Mark Twain school, she travels to unexplored continents, climbs very high peaks and solves
the great mysteries of archaeology. Her most spectacular adventure? The hunt for the pharaoh
with the plunger on his head!

CHARLOTTE CHLORINE AND THE ULTRALICE INVASION
GUIDO SGARDOLI

Panic has broken out at the Mark Twain school: Benjie Betterman has got headlice! Charlotte
Chlorine, the cleanest little girl in Sneezer Peak, will need to figure out how Benjie got infested,
find the person responsible and save the world from the invasion of those hideous monsters!

PAULINE PIROUETTE AND THE STAR OF THE THEATRE
GLORIA DANILI

A golden letter has arrived in 2B: the children will participate in a theatre competition on the fairy
tale of Cinderella. Who will be the protagonist? Pauline Pirouette, of course, with her tutu over
her jeans! But Pauline will have to give her all… or there will be trouble!
FIRST PUBLISHER: EDIZIONI LAPIS (ITALY), 2016 - PAG. 120
RIGHTS SOLD IN: GREECE (DIOPTRA)
SERIES: 22 TITLES PUBLISHED /FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

A series penned with irresistible gusto

by Book on a Tree's popular children's authors!

The school you
always
dreamed of!

HUMOUR 7+
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THE GIGGLEGANG
A class of quick-witted, quirky kids and a headmaster who will give you the heebie-jeebies.

A SURPRISE TRIP
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO

Everyone’s going on a field trip! 2B are so excited, too bad that Principal Grimm has decided to
send them to the most boring placing in the world: the Plains of the Borelands. The children are
desperate, but they don’t know that a lucky accident will take them on a dream trip!

TIM TOUGHCOOKIE AND THE MYSTERY OF THE COURTYARD
JASMINE MOTTOLA

The Egidius sycamore has been defaced! Principal Grimm is quite sure that the culprit is the new
pupil, Tim Toughcookie, who looks like a bully with his blue tuft of hair. 2B, however, don’t believe
it and, to solve the mystery, an adventurous investigation will begin!

ELLIOT ELECTRON AND THE ALIEN INVASION
DANIELE NICASTRO

Elliot Electron always has his head in the clouds, or rather among the moons and planets! Yet, only
he notices that something strange is falling from space. Is it a meteorite? A satellite? Or… an alien
spaceship? Oh no! The extra-terrestrials are about to invade the Earth and they will start right from
Sneezer Peak!

THOMAS THIMBLE AND THE COMICS FAIR
DAVIDE CALÌ

The children will participate in the comic fair, where they can dress up as their favourite characters!
But who will prepare the costumes? Easy: the new pupil, Thomas Thimble, is the son of a stylist! Sew,
cut, iron… the costumes are ready. But will they really be as 2B imagined them?
FIRST PUBLISHER: EDIZIONI LAPIS (ITALY), 2016 - PAG. 120
RIGHTS SOLD IN: GREECE (DIOPTRA)
SERIES: 22 TITLES PUBLISHED /FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

A series penned with irresistible gusto

by Book on a Tree's popular children's authors!

The school you
always
dreamed of!

HUMOUR 7+
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THE GIGGLEGANG
A class of quick-witted, quirky kids and a headmaster who will give you the heebie-jeebies.

DAISY DRAMA AND THE LOST PRINCIPAL
ELISA PURICELLI GUERRA

Poor Daisy! She, who loves drama and tragedy, is forced to move to the super boring Sneezer
Peak. But never judge by appearances! Principal Grimm seems to have vanished into thin air
and Daisy is more than sure: he has been kidnapped!

LUCY LONGFANGS AND THE SAVAGES TO THE RESCUE
SARAH ROSSI

Lucy grew up among bears and wolves. And when she breaks into the Mark Twain school,
strange intruders begin to wander around the classrooms. They are big, hairy, but most of
all… wild! In no time at all, the situation worsens. School isn’t for savages! Or is it?

NICK NIAGARA AND THE TRAGIC END OF SCHOOL
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO

Nick Niagara always cries. But when Principal Grimm loses his temper and yells at him, he
bursts into tears. Day and night. Everyone’s desperate because with Nick in downpour mode
it’s no kind of life. But how to stop him? 2B invents a tear-proof plan!

ISOBEL ILLUSION AND THE MIRACULOUS MAGIC
ELEONORA BABBO & VINCENZO GALLI

Though no power has ever manifested itself, Isobel is convinced that she’s a great magician.
And every day she busies herself with tricks and (more or less) failed spells. Too bad that none of
her new 2B classmates are willing to believe her. So Isobel launches a challenge: she will make
the Mark Twain school disappear!
FIRST PUBLISHER: EDIZIONI LAPIS (ITALY), 2016 - PAG. 120
RIGHTS SOLD IN: GREECE (DIOPTRA)
SERIES: 22 TITLES PUBLISHED /FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

A series penned with irresistible gusto

by Book on a Tree's popular children's authors!

The school you
always
dreamed of!

HUMOUR 7+
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THE GIGGLEGANG
A class of quick-witted, quirky kids and a headmaster who will give you the heebie-jeebies.

PERCY PRAISED AND THE COUNTDOWN
ANDREA PAU

Everyone knows: Percy Praised is the perfect child. Too bad that one morning he
finds a letter that says: “I know what you did!” Percy is terrified. Is this about the
time he forgot to clean his toothbrush? Or when he pretended not to hear the
alarm? 2B wastes no time, jumping into action to solve to the mystery…

FELICITY FOUR-LEAF-CLOVER VERSUS BAD
LUCK
SONIA ELISABETTA CORVAGLIA

Explosions, black cats, broken mirrors… While Felicity Four-Leaf-Clover, a true expert in talismans, tarot cards and hex-chasers, leads everyone in preparing a plan
to defeat the deadly attack of Bad Luck, no one notices that the most dangerous
day of the year is approaching: FRIDAY THE 17TH!

THE BIG CHRISTMAS SHOW
LORENZO RULFO

Christmas is coming and the pupils of 2B have to prepare a Christmas play. Preparations for the show begin and each pupil is assigned a different task. But while
some set to work with enthusiasm, others, under the guidance of Mino Minimo,
start the CPSM (Christmas Play Sabotage Movement)...
FIRST PUBLISHER: EDIZIONI LAPIS (ITALY), 2016 - PAG. 120
RIGHTS SOLD IN: GREECE (DIOPTRA)
SERIES: 22 TITLES PUBLISHED /FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

A series penned with irresistible gusto

The school you
always
dreamed of!
HUMOUR 7+

by Book on a Tree's popular children's authors!
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THE MOST WONDERFUL
STORY EVER WRITTEN
EDWARD BERRY
An incredible event upsets the world of the books: on the day of the launch
of what the critic Leo Gutemberg called “the most wonderful story ever written,” the ink disappears from the pages of the book.
Text and illustrations literally disappear from all the copies.
Alba and Diego, two siblings who love reading, investigate the terrible
mystery...
And, meanwhile bizarre new characters and objects have appeared in old
classics, ruining these beloved stories.
Alba and Diego will have to get inside the books to expel the intruder and
return the stories to its original state...
• A fascinating, action-packed adventure which celebrates the vital
importance of storytelling.
• Full colours illustrations by Stefano Turconi
FIRST PUBLISHER: LA GALERA (SPAIN), 2015 - PAGES: 256
RIGHTS SOLD IN: FRANCE (FLAMMARION JEUNESSE), GERMANY
(TIELE VERLAG), ITALY (GIUNTI), TURKEY (DOMINGO), PORTUGAL (EDITORIAL PRESENCA), GREECE (METAIXMIO)
SERIES: 5 TITLES PUBLISHED

Dive into the pages
of your favourite novels
EDWARD BERRY is the pen name for PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO and EDUARDO JÀUREGUI.
PIERDOMENICO’s books have sold millions of copies and he is considered one of the leading
Italian children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad. EDUARDO is one of the world’s
leading experts on the topics of laughter, play and sense of humour. He is published in more
than 20 countries.

ADVENTURE 8+
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THE CORSAIRS

BY ITALY’S BESTSELLING AUTHORS

HERE COME THE HOOD BROTHERS

GUIDO SGARDOLI

A series for

adventure-seekers!
Small in size,

big on adventure!

Missouri, 1863. Frank and Jesse Hood are two brothers who resent the
abuses against farmers during the American Civil War. So, they organise
a company of young bandits that will give the northern army a hard time.
Until the end of the war puts everything back in its place…

BLACK POWDER

MIRIAM DUBINI
China, 1275. Qing is thirteen and wants to become an alchemist like her father, Shu, a gunpowder expert. When her father is kidnapped, nothing remains but to join a convoy of travellers from far away. Among them there’s
also a seventeen-year-old named Marco Polo…
• A sophisticated editorial product with exquisite cover artwork, old-style maps, comparative chronological tables and short profiles of the historical figures mentioned.
• An original series of adventure books written by Italy’s bestselling children’s authors.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2018-20 - PAGES: 96
SERIES: 20 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
RIGHTS SOLD IN: GREECE (METAIXMIO)

GUIDO SGARDOLI has written over one hundred books. His stories have been translated into many languages and have won all the
major literary prizes dedicated to writing for children, included the Strega.
MIRIAM DUBINI graduated with a thesis on fairy tales. She wrote and acted for children’s theatre, collaborated with Disney on
fiction and comics and with Ambra Orfei on the dramaturgy of circus shows. A beloved author who died prematurely.
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THE TERRIBLE TESTAMENT
OF JEREMY HOPPERTON

DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO

A series for

adventure-seekers!
Small in size,

big on adventure!

There’s always a good reason to stow away on a sailing ship bound for the
atolls of the Pacific Ocean. Especially if you’re a girl from a good family.
Especially if you want to escape from conventions. And find out who murdered your sister.

THE RETURN OF THE TSAR

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO
Who is that young man you have to accompany without asking questions?
He says he’s a prince, but he walks with the weight of a peasant. He smells
the horizon as if it was forbidden. And he dreams of a great train capable of
uniting what has been and what will be. Ask him when you are alone.
• A sophisticated editorial product with exquisite cover artwork, old-style maps, comparative chronological tables and short profiles of the historical figures mentioned.
• An original series of adventure books written by Italy’s bestselling children’s authors.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2018-20 - PAGES: 96
SERIES: 20 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
RIGHTS SOLD IN: GREECE (METAIXMIO)

DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO is a multi-award-winning author of works translated into 25 languages. In 2021 alone, he won the Zilveren
Griffel in the Netherlands, the Penzberger Urmel in Germany, the Grand Prix des Lectures du Journal de Mickey in France and the
Strega Children’s Prize in Italy.
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. His books have sold millions of copies worldwide and have been translated
into over 30 languages. Today he is considered one of the leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad.
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THE MYSTERIOUS VIKING

SABINA COLLOREDO
They came at night, like cowards do, attacking and killing your family. Meanwhile, you slowly repeated the spells of the runes. Because you
knew, you knew, they didn’t. That only those who can read the letters of
the world will find out sooner or later.

A series for

adventure-seekers!
Small in size,

big on adventure!

THE PIRATE QUEEN

EDUARDO JÁUREGUI
Not all things add up. Deceive me and I will not lie to you; chain me and I will
set you free. Cover me with rags and I’ll be one of the seas. Forget me and
you will hear my story, in every port of the world.
• A sophisticated editorial product with exquisite cover artwork, old-style maps, comparative chronological tables and short profiles of the historical figures mentioned.
• An original series of adventure books written by Italy’s bestselling children’s authors.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2018-20 - PAGES: 96
SERIES: 20 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
RIGHTS SOLD IN: GREECE (METAIXMIO)

SABINA COLLOREDO lives and works in Milan. She has been a creative director in advertising agencies and for the last twenty years
she has dedicated herself to children’s literature. She has written more than a hundred books, translated abroad and in many languages, ranging from historical and mythological novels to women’s biographies, novels for adolescents and poetry collections.
EDUARDO JÁUREGUI is a professor of Positive Psychology and co-founder of Humour Positivo, a training company that specialises in sense of humour. He regularly writes for academic journals in the field and for the Spanish newspaper El Mundo. He has
already published several novels, translated into more than twenty languages.
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THE ROUTE OF THE ANDES

CHRISTIAN HILL
It doesn’t matter how high those mountains are, nor how old this plane is.
There is only one thing that matters in the heart of a mail plane pilot: each
letter must reach those who are waiting for it in time. And if there’s also a
package that’s too heavy, named Ricardo, it will arrive with the mail plane.
Whatever it takes.

A series for

adventure-seekers!
Small in size,

big on adventure!

HIRO OF THE MONKEYS

GIUSEPPE FESTA
Hiro is on the other side of the world, in the jungle, chased, he who has
Japan in his blood and has studied the life of monkeys. And he understands
what is hidden in the heart of every mobile phone: a cry for help. Only that,
from there, no one can hear him.

• A sophisticated editorial product with exquisite cover artwork, old-style maps, comparative chronological tables and short profiles of the historical figures mentioned.
• An original series of adventure books written by Italy’s bestselling children’s authors.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2018-20 - PAGES: 96
SERIES: 20 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

CHRISTIAN HILL is an aerospace engineer who decided he didn’t want to be an engineer. So, he turned to role-playing games and
children’s fiction. He has published successful books and won the Cento Prize with Il ladro dei cieli (The Sky Thief).
GIUSEPPE FESTA has a degree in Natural Sciences. His novels have been widely translated. He was shortlisted for the Strega Children’s
Prize 2019 with Cento passi per volare (A Hundred Steps to Freedom), Salani, 2018. The same novel received the Kadaitosho in Japan
in 2020 and has been chosen by the Japanese Ministry of Education as summer reading for all school children in the target age group.
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BATTLE NAME MAGDA

ANDREA PAU
“You run, you fight, you even learn to shoot, while the tanks destroy your
city. But then, when you stop to breathe, and you look at the guys of
your own battalion, a crazy idea takes shape: what if we seize it, that tank
shooting at us? What if we used it against them?”

A series for

adventure-seekers!
Small in size,

big on adventure!

JOURNEY TO THE FORBIDDEN CITY

ELISA PURICELLI GUERRA
There is an unexplored kingdom beyond the mountains. Going to conquer it
is not a game. It’s growing up and travelling. And you have a treasure, among
many, made of small leaves: tea. So yes, Dad, I’ll go with you.

• A sophisticated editorial product with exquisite cover artwork, old-style maps, comparative chronological tables and short profiles of the historical figures mentioned.
• An original series of adventure books written by Italy’s bestselling children’s authors.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2018-20 - PAGES: 96
SERIES: 20 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

ANDREA PAU writes comics and novels for children. His books have been published by the main Italian publishing houses and translated into several different languages, including Chinese.
ELISA PURICELLI GUERRA spent several years in London, which she considers as her literary homeland. She studied Medieval
History, but just when she was sure she wanted to become a librarian, she discovered children’s literature in 1998 and has never
looked back. An insatiable reader with a huge passion for theatre, she has worked for years as an editor, translator and writer. She
has published several novels featuring brilliant red-haired girls in whom we can all find something of ourselves, however little.
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THE WITCH OF LOCH LIATH

SILVIA RONCAGLIA
Inside the woods are hidden gods and remedies, every danger and every
wonder. If you want to enter, ask yourself who you are, and what others
will think. Prepare to be judged and condemned. Yet only you, witch, will
be able to find the solution. And heal them.

A series for

adventure-seekers!
Small in size,

big on adventure!

RICO THE BRAVE

LUISA MATTIA
How great this city is, only I know. It is at war, hungry, exhausted. And it
has never been so alive. If you are looking for gods, emperors, cowards and
heroes, you will find them in Rome. I know it like nobody. And I run much
faster than you.
• A sophisticated editorial product with exquisite cover artwork, old-style maps, comparative chronological tables and short profiles of the historical figures mentioned.
• An original series of adventure books written by Italy’s bestselling children’s authors.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2018-20 - PAGES: 96
SERIES: 20 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

SILVIA RONCAGLIA is an established writer of children’s books who has published more than a hundred books with major Italian
publishers. She has also won major awards, including the prestigious Bancarellino, and is involved in theatre and reading promotion.
LUISA MATTIA is among the most popular authors for children. She also writes for TV and theatre and is the author of Melevisione
and “L’albero azzurro”. She teaches “Narrative for children” at Bottega Finzioni and collaborates with the Department of Education
- University of Rome 3. She has received many awards including the Andersen Award as “Best Writer”.
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THE YOUNG SAMURAI

IGOR DE AMICIS & PAOLA LUCIANI
If a storm decides to save you, Tom, it is because off the coast of Japan
your language and skills are completely insignificant. And then because in
your red hair it recognises the fate of those who will unleash storms bigger
than it.

A series for

adventure-seekers!
Small in size,

big on adventure!

THE MYSTERY OF THE ULDA

DANIELE NICASTRO
The ice is alive, vibrant. Mysterious. It protects distant shadows, which roam
the woods. There are those who say they have talked to them and have received magical gifts. But the Ulda are just legends for children. Aren’t they?

• A sophisticated editorial product with exquisite cover artwork, old-style maps, comparative chronological tables and short profiles of the historical figures mentioned.
• An original series of adventure books written by Italy’s bestselling children’s authors.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2018-20 - PAGES: 96
SERIES: 20 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

IGOR DE AMICIS is a Chief Commissioner of the Penitentiary Police, while PAOLA LUCIANI is a support teacher in primary schools.
Partners both in life and in writing, and screenwriters of animated cartoons, their books have been published in several countries.
DANIELE NICASTRO, born in 1970, is of Sicilian origin. He currently lives in a little town in the province of Cuneo where he writes
all kinds of things: novels, postcards, messages in bottles and phrases on walls. He started telling stories as a boy, to his mother,
every time he came home late without warning her. Over time, he has made a profession of it. He made his debut with the novel
Grande (Grown Up), Einaudi Ragazzi, 2017, winner of the Legenda Junior Prize.
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LENA MOUNTAIN ANCHOVY

MARCO MAGNONE
There is the salt on your skin that runs and hides. The woods are your
home. You don’t need maps or other people’s dreams to know in which
direction the sea shimmers. And that a lot of breath and a wooden stick are
enough to be the queen of the world.

A series for

adventure-seekers!
Small in size,

big on adventure!

THE SUMATRA EMERALDS

CHRISTIAN ANTONINI
That man came from Singapore. He doesn’t know that by immersing yourself in certain books you go so deep that you never return to the surface. It’s
a secret between you and your father. A solid, robust secret, like a diver’s suit.
Like what you are about to do, to go and find it.

• A sophisticated editorial product with exquisite cover artwork, old-style maps, comparative chronological tables and short profiles of the historical figures mentioned.
• An original series of adventure books written by Italy’s bestselling children’s authors.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2018-20 - PAGES: 96
SERIES: 20 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

MARCO MAGNONE was born in Asti in 1981 and now lives and works in Turin. He is the co-author of the saga Berlin (Mondadori) and
his first novel for children is La mia estate Indaco (Mondadori). He teaches at the Holden School in Turin and collaborates with several
projects of reading education.
CHRISTIAN ANTONINI is an aerospace engineer who, immediately after graduating, decided he didn’t want to be an engineer. So,
he turned to role-playing games and journalism and, more recently, to children’s fiction. He has published successful books for
several Italian publishers and won the Cento Prize with Il ladro dei cieli (The Sky Thief).
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STRAYS OF THE KLONDIKE

SARAH ROSSI & TOMMASO PERCIVALE
It’s cold up here, Osso. The sort of cold that makes your toes freeze in
your shoes. If we had shoes, that is. We’re starving again, always hunting.
Rabbits, wild animals. And those even more dangerous animals, the
humans who sift through the frozen rivers for gold.

A series for

adventure-seekers!
Small in size,

big on adventure!

THE BLACKBIRD SINGS FREE

ANDREA T. CANOBBIO & ALESSANDRO GATTI
It all happened overnight. They celebrated, opened fire, burned down the
city. And Dad didn’t come back. So, Halima, what can you do, as a girl?
Sit at home waiting for this Arab revolution, as they call it, to pass, and for
everything to go back to how it was, including your dad. Or… Halima? Halima! Where have you gone?
• A sophisticated editorial product with exquisite cover artwork, old-style maps, comparative chronological tables and short profiles of the historical figures mentioned.
• An original series of adventure books written by Italy’s bestselling children’s authors.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2018-20 - PAGES: 96
SERIES: 20 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

SARAH ROSSI is a writer and editor of children’s books. She has been working for important Italian publishing houses and her books
have been translated in several countries, as have those of TOMMASO PERCIVALE, who tackles various genres like historical / science fiction, adventures and thrillers.
ANDREA T. CANOBBIO was born in 1975 and has taught Italian to Italians and foreigners. He started his career as a writer for
children. His books include Speedy Gonzaga (E. Elle), Ricci Scout (The Hedgehog Scouts), Salani, and Urbania (Book on a Tree).
ALESSANDRO GATTI was born in 1975 in Alessandria and studied philosophy until he finally started writing children’s books. His
very famous series Sherlock, Lupin and Me was written together with his friend PD Baccalario.
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FRANCES FARMER'S REVENGE

LUCIA VACCARINO
You don’t just need four days, 150 bucks and the Nirvana concert tickets
you’ve been hiding in your room all this time. You need more: the courage
to run away from home and follow the road, alone or with whoever’s out
there. Until the end. Until the 13th of December 1993.

A series for

adventure-seekers!
Small in size,

big on adventure!

DISAPPEARANCE ON ICE

GIULIA GUBELLINI
There’s a white world where you can walk on water. Where the only sound
you hear is the ground breaking up. Where fire doesn’t warm and the air bites
at your face. At night, the frozen pack sings to the moon. Even if that thing in
the sky doesn’t look like the moon. This is the polar winter.

• A sophisticated editorial product with exquisite cover artwork, old-style maps, comparative chronological tables and short profiles of the historical figures mentioned.
• An original series of adventure books written by Italy’s bestselling children’s authors.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2018-20 - PAGES: 96
SERIES: 20 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

LUCIA VACCARINO was born in 1981 in Turin and lives in the province of Milan. She writes novels for children, is an author of cartoons and has been a producer of Italian and international TV programmes.
GIULIA GUBELLINI was born in Bologna in 1989. The web series Under The Series and the DVD movie Under The Movie are taken
from her debut novel, the young adult dystopia Under (Rizzoli). The novel won the Brancati Award, young adult category.
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THE FETID FOUR
D.S. GUSTING

May the farts
be with you!

At Charles Darwin primary school, Operation Greyness is underway. Lord
Soporiferus and the new headteacher, Darth Water, are on a mission to
conquer schools across the planet. Luckily, the Fetid Four are here – brave
fighters of Terminal Boredom!
• Stories that poke fun at everyday school situations, canteen food, teachers, PE and things every child can identify with.
• Featuring Captain Armpit and his Perspiration-power, the Legendary
FRRP! and his Fart-power, Lady Snot and her Bogey-power, and Belchman and his Eructa-dynamism.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2018
SERIES: 2 TITLES PUBLISHED - PAGES: 100
COVER & B/W ILLUSTRATIONS: ANDREA DALLA FONTANA

HUMOUR,
SUPERHERO 7+

D.S. GUSTING spent his youth working in a sandwich shop. He became a
cheese expert and spent his days looking for Le Grand Putride. After finally
tasting it, he was unconscious for several days. On awakening, having forgotten his past, he started a new life as a writer. Clearly this isn’t true. The
name hides three mysterious Italian authors…
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FEDERICA PELLEGRINIil blocco di

o magari non sai come cavartela con il dorso o, forse, vorresti
soltanto… schizzare gli amici e fare merenda!
Ma il nuoto non è solo fatica e brividi, è una passione che può
You can’t swim? Don’t worry, she’ll come with you to the pool personallyispirare
– yes,
Federica Pellegrini. Along with
anche fuori dall’acqua. Com’è successo a Federica
five new friends ready to learn how to stay afloat… not only in the pool, but
everyche
day!
Pellegrini,
ha affrontato tante prove difficili per questo
grande amore.
It’s happened to us all: it’s time for the lesson you really don’t want to do.
In the swimming
that might
be per
A cominciare
dal rinunciarepool,
alla sicurezza
dei braccioli,
poi scrutare
il pelo
dell’acqua dal blocco
di partenza
scoprendo
breathing underwater for some, or diving for others. Some people can’t get
on with
backstroke,
others
just want
che non è poi così alto come sembra…
to splash their friends and have a snack! But swimming isn’t just effort and
a passion
thatassieme
comes
at annuovi
Un thrills,
racconto it’s
in dieci
brevi episodi,
a cinque
early age. And it’s a passion that can inspire others outside the pool too. That’s
whate Federica
tells
amici curiosi
diversi tra loro.
Conus.
Fede che accompagna
tutti in vasca mostrando che, con
A story told in ten short episodes, with five characters: curious kids, totally
different
from
one another, like the
coraggio,
si possono
affrontare
le piccoleto
e grandi
readers. And Fede will take them all to the pool, where they’ll show the courage
face prove
tests both large and small
dello sport.
from an early age, those tests that make us grow, one day at a time. Because
everyone
can
E anche
quelle della
vita.become a happy little
fish in the water, in their own way, and grow a little more every day!
Per diventare tutti un
po’ campioni, ognuno
• Federica Pellegrini’s first children’s book.
a modo suo.
Ma soprattutto:
• A fresh and subtle approach, accompanied by imaginative illustrations,
that transforms the pool into the
crescere un
whole world.
giorno dopo
• Federica offers children prompts, that aren’t only swimming lessons l’altro.
but also ideas they can use every day,

partenza
non è alto come
sembra!

everywhere.

€

FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2022

15,50

IVA inclusa

Ten prompts for kids from the "divine"
Federica Pellegrini,
queen of Italian swimming

FEDERICA PELLEGRINI

È CAPITATO A TUTTI: arriva il momento della lezione a cui

proprio non vuoiAND
andare.
Quindi
ricordate…
HOW TO FACE EVERYDAY
CHALLENGES,
LARGE
SMALL
In piscina, può essere la respirazione sott’acqua, oppure i tuffi,

in VASCA con FEDE

SWIMMING WITH FEDE

FEDERICA PELLEGRINI

in
VASCA
con
FEDE

FEDERICA PELLEG
(Mirano, 1988), la Di
la più grande nuotat
di tutti i tempi. Fa il
in piscina da piccoli

sapere ancora camm
Nel 2004, alle Olimp
Federica vince l’arg
più giovane medagli
dello sport italiano (
anni). Quattro anni d
olimpico di Pechino

è la più giovane med
individuale nella sto

Ai Campionati del M
2009” realizza con i
1’52”98 il record dei
libero, primato mon
imbattuto. Nel 2020

nella Commissione A

COME AFFRONTARE
LE PICCOLE, GRANDI SFIDE DI OGNI GIORNO
illustrazioni di
Andrea Alemanno

www.solferinolibri.it

In vasca con Fede-COVER-def.indd 1

NON FICTION 6+

FEDERICA PELLEGRINI (Mirano, 1988), nicknamed ‘Divine’, is the greatest female Italian swimmer of all time. She
took her first plunge into the pool when she was tiny, before she could even walk. In 2004, at the Athens Olympics, Federica won the silver medal at sixteen years of age, becoming the youngest medal-winner in the history
of Italian sport. Four years later, in 2008, the gold medal at the Beijing Olympics made her the youngest individual
medal winner in the history of swimming. At the “Roma 2009” World Championships she set the 200m freestyle
record at 1’52”98, which is still unbeaten. In 2020 she was elected to the IOC Athletes’ Commission.
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LOVE, SEX AND
OTHER SUCH THINGS
FIORE MANNI & ELENA PEDUZZI
Love, sex and other things of the sort are the topics that everyone
starts wondering about when they hit puberty. In this book, you can
find the answers and many curiosities. They are collected and presented in a fictional story whose protagonists are four teenagers who,
in order to talk about these topics, create a clandestine magazine full
of illustrated images. It is from them, but always with the advice of
three professionals from different fields (a urologist, a gynaecologist and a psychologist), that all the information readers would never
have the courage to ask their parents and teachers comes. How do
you manage your first crush? Why does the body change, and how
should you take care of it? What is the LGBTQ+ movement? Why is it
important to know how to say no? This and much more is the content of their magazine and of this book, which the two authors have
written partly as a novel and partly as an indispensable manual for
surviving that hurricane of emotions and questions that sooner or later overwhelms everyone.
• A fresh, new, engaging approach to all the topics, with the
help of the fictional story and three experts, which brings
readers closer to the dissemination themes.
• Attractive graphics, with lots of illustrations and cartoons.
FIRST PUBLISHER: RIZZOLI (ITALY), 2022
PAGES: 208 - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

Alla prima domanda
risponde l’autostim
a che, in pratica,
indica quanta fiducia
hai in te stesso e nelle
tue capacità.
Ecco, può capitare
che a un certo punto
questa fiducia cominci a vacillare, perché
il tuo corpo sta cambiand
o, e anche
il modo in cui ti vedi
e ti senti. Non preoccupa
rti: è normale.
I dubbi fanno parte
del cambiamento, che
fa parte della
crescita. Succede a
tutti. E cosa puoi farci?
Conoscere
pregi, i tuoi difetti e
i tuoi
i tuoi limiti.
Per la seconda domanda
invece devi ricordati
che non si
può mai piacere a tutti,
come non è giusto cambiare
quello
che sei, fingendoti diverso
per fare contento qualcun
È giusto che ti circondi
altro.
delle persone giuste
che ti fanno star
bene e ti supportano
sempre, per quello che
sei.

OGGI SONO UN
VERO DISASTRO.
NON C’È NULLA CHE
MI STIA BENE...

LO SAI CHE…

Fare un mucchio di cose
diverse ogni giorno, tipo
leggere un po’
di tutto, scoprire sempre
nuove cose, uscire e conoscere
persone,
parlare con gli amici, può
aiutarti un sacco a pensare
positivo.
Non sei convinto? Senti
qui, allora.
C’è questo psicologo, tale
Rich Walker, che ha studiato
qualcosa come 30.000 ricordi
e letto oltre 500 diari (che
lavoraccio!).
Comunque, alla fine ha
scoperto una cosa incredibile
: che chi si
butta, e magari anche si
impegna, in diverse esperienze
, finisce per ricordarsi solo di
quelle positive (e notare
meno quelle
negative!). Quindi, più fai,
più, secondo il dottor Walker,
ti sentirai felice.

MAVI
MI GUARDA SEMPRE…
COME DARLE TORTO?!

Provare per credere!
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IL GENERE E GLI – ODIOSI – STEREOTIPI DI GENERE
Non abbiamo mai dato gran penso al genere, anzi! È un qualcosa
che diamo per scontato (tipo l’andare male in matematica: per
noi è una costante, non ci facciamo più caso ormai!). In realtà il
genere è una parte molto importante di ognuno di noi: è uno
dei modi con cui possiamo esprimerci e presentarci al mondo, con
cui possiamo essere chi vogliamo e fare ciò che ci piace (sempre nei

MASCHIACCIO
FEMMINUCCIA

BISOGNA FARE UNA
GRANDISSIMA ATTENZIONE
ALLE PAROLE “FEMMINUCCIA” E
“MASCHIACCIO”: SPESSO VENGONO
USATE PER DEFINIRE IN MODO
SBAGLIATO LE PERSONE E CIÒ
CHE AMANO FARE!

limiti del rispetto degli altri, ovviamente!).
Una cosa molto importante che dobbiamo fare è combattere
gli stereotipi di genere. “Ma che cosa sono?” ti starai chiedendo,
già ti sentiamo. Sono degli sciocchi luoghi comuni che non corrispondono minimamente alla realtà. Per esempio, secondo
uno stereotipo di genere, l’uomo è forte
e coraggioso mentre la donna è debole e paurosa… Ma secondo te Amelia
Earhart, che ha attraversato in volo da
sola tutto l’Oceano Pacifico nel 1934,
era debole o paurosa? Noi non crediamo
proprio!
Gli stereotipi di genere vorrebbero
imporci quelle caratteristiche che si ritiene siano tipiche del nostro sesso, impedendoci di distinguere noi stessi in
quanto individui, ciascuno con le proprie qualità, i propri punti di
forza, le proprie passioni… Non c’è niente di più sbagliato: siamo
tutti unici e capaci di fare grandissime cose, proprio come Amelia!
(Non sappiamo se saremo mai in grado di attraversare in solitaria
l’Oceano Pacifico, ma è comunque bello sognare!)

SE UN RAGAZZO PIANGE A VOLTE
VIENE CHIAMATO FEMMINUCCIA, MA
È SBAGLIATO: TUTTI PIANGIAMO
E ABBIAMO BISOGNO DI PIANGERE
QUANDO SIAMO TRISTI, DELUSI
O ARRABBIATI. NON C’È NIENTE DI
CUI VERGOGNARSI ANZI, FA MALE
TRATTENERE LE NOSTRE EMOZIONI.

UNA RAGAZZA CHE GIOCA A
CALCIO NON È UN MASCHIACCIO,
MA SEMPLICEMENTE UNA PERSONA
A CUI PIACE QUESTO SPORT.
È BELLO AVERE LA LIBERTÀ
DI POTER FARE TUTTO CIÒ
CHE CI PIACE!
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FIORE MANNI has published three children’s novels with Rizzoli: Jack Bennet e la Chiave di Tutte le Cose (Jack Bennet and the Key of All Things) Asti d’Appello Junior Prize, finalist for the Castello di Sanguinetto prize, Jack Bennet e
il Viaggiatore dai mille volti (Jack Bennet and the Traveller with a Thousand Faces) and Come le Cicale (Like Cicadas).
She is the co-author of the graphic novel Mask’d, published by Star Comics.
ELENA PEDUZZI graduated with a degree in Classics with an archaeological specialisation. She is a ghost writer and
author of novels published by the most important Italian publishing houses and translated into numerous languages.
Her latest book is Love, Sex and Other Such Things (written with Fiore Manni), published by Rizzoli.
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All the answers
to the questions
you've never dared
to ask about.
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Illustrazioni di
Marianna Balducci
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because they are as unusual as Margherita.
ASTROFISICA DI TUTTA
LA VIA LATTEA,
• Rare and unpublished photos brought to life by the extraordinary creativity of Marianna
MARGHERITA
HACK .
Balducci.
• An example of a strong and confident woman who stood against the stereotypes and
preconceptions of gender culture to establish herself and her passions.

NATa IN VIa

Scrittore, conduttore e divulga«OGNI RISPOSTA NON È
tore, collabora con “Topolino”,
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what else could Margherita
Hack
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but a world-famous astrophysicist?
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in merit, in making your dreams come true. And
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Margherita
didn’t
hide who she was, she expressed her opinions, and
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fought for a better society,
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rights of the weakest. She lived an extraordinarily
difesa: come si protegge il corsimple life guided by truth
and
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with an eye on the future.
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Con
“Teste Toste”
ha
vinto il Premio Andersen per la
miglior collana di divulgazione
• An intimate and richly
detailed account of the life of one of the most famous astronscientifica per ragazze e ragazzi.
omers in the world,
by
someone
really knew her. Federico retraces Margherita's
Con Margherita
Hack who
ha scritto
L’INCREDIBILE
dueinteresting
libri, realizzato facts,
un programlife in a story full of
anecdotes and details, in a book divided
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FeDERICO TADdIA

BORN IN
VIA DELLE
FEDERICO TADDIA
CENTO STELLE

4 MM DI ABBONDANZA PER LA PIEGA

WWW.RAGAZZIMONDADORI.IT

MONDADORI-LIBRI PER RAGAZZI
@MONDADORI_LIBRI_RAGAZZI

ART DIRECTOR: FERNANDO AMBROSI
GRAPHIC DESIGNER: SARA SIGNORINI

FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 184

In sovraccoperta:
Fotografia © Gin Angri riela
da Marianna Balducci

All answers are just the
starting point for another question
€ 16,00
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FEDERICO TADDIA is a writer, presenter and populariser, who has worked with “Topolino”, “Radio24” and
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the daily newspaper, “La Stampa”. He has always had a mania for finding the right words to tell youngsters
everything scientists study, look for, and discover. He won the Andersen Prize for the best science popularisation series for girls and boys with Teste Toste.
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THE BIG BOOK OF SUBMARINES
CHRISTIAN HILL

CHRISTIAN HILL

IL GRANDE LIBRO
Exploring the depths is a difficult and dangerous business: there’s
oxygen underwater, little
DEinoSOTTOMARINI
light, and as you go down to the depths the temperature falls, while the pressure increases

loro avventurosi racconti legati alla storia dei

IL GRANDE LIBRO DEI SOTTOMArINI

drastically!
Esplorare gli abissi è un’impresa difficile e pericolosa:
a che cosa servono
e sonar?
sott’acqua
manca l’ossigeno, la
luce scarseggia
e,
It took centuries to design the first safe and reliable
submarines:
military
models
asperiscopi
well
as ciscendendo in profondità, la temperatura diminuisce
vilian and touristic ones for exploration and rescue.
Filippo
and
Sofia
discover
this
mysterious
mentre la pressione aumenta tremendamente!
sono voluti
secoli them
per concepire
i primi of
sottomarini
world, guided by their grandpa, an ex-submarinerCi who
tells
tales
adventures linked to
sicuri e affidabili: modelli militari, ma anche civili,
the history of submarines, revealing the more complex
technical
aspects – such as why they
turistici, da esplorazione
e salvataggio.
don’t float (and, above all, sink) – as well as more
curious ones: where’s the bathroom? And
Filippo e Sofia scoprono questo mondo misterioso
who cooks?
guidati dal nonno, un ex-sommergibilista che narra
Come dorme l’equipaggio?

sottomarini, svelandone anche gli aspetti tecnici

complessi
– come fanno
non tornare a galla
• Each tale introduces a technical chapter, with più
the
support
ofainfographics
and boxes with
soprattutto, a non colare a picco? – e più curiosi
details. A journey of discovery of all aspects ofe,– dov’è
submarines,
from the science of how they
il bagno? E chi cucina?
work to the technology of their systems and structures.
Che cosa fa
• Four simple experiments help the readers to beter understand
the most difficult aspects.
il comandante?
• Attractive and engaging illustrations.

FIRST PUBLISHER: EDITORIALE SCIENZA (ITALY), 2022

CON ILLUSTRAZIONI DETTAGLIATE
ed ESPERIMENTI PER CAPIRE
COME FUNZIONANO I SOTTOMARINI

IL GRANDE

CHRISTIAN HILL

LIBRO DEI
SOTTOMARINI
Illustrazioni di
ARIANNA BELLUCCI
e GIULIA LOMBARDO

E il motorista?

Everything, absolutely everything,
you want to know about submarines

ISBN 978-88-9393-183-0

9 788893 931830

51593A

€ 22,90
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CHRISTIAN HILL is an aerospace engineer who, immediately after graduating, decided he didn’t
want to be an engineer. So, he turned to role-playing games and journalism and, more recently,
to children’s fiction. He has published successful books for several Italian publishers and won the
Cento Prize with Il Ladro dei cieli (The Sky Thief), Rizzoli
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Scrive su quotidiani e mensili e lavora

per radio e tv, raccontando di tecnologie,
THE NIGHT OF THE TURTLES

un video e quel simpaticone di Belva lo modifica a modo
suo e… la preside si infuria! Ma il guaio diventa
una bella occasione: per farsi perdonare, Sofia, Belva

ambiente,
social network.
i compagniAnd
TommiZhenyi
e Zhenyi devono
Sofia can’t believe it: making a videoenergia,
on sea
turtles
with Beast, the classe bully!
is partecipare a Nature
on Stage, un concorso per documentari. Nascono così
instantly anxious about participating inVeronica
a European
competition...
but
this
is
the
punishment
deCarratello è illustratrice
i Videomaker Selvaggi e la loro prima destinazione è una
creed by the headteacher and it’s not eup
fordi discussion.
man
of many
talentsmarine vanno a deporre
autrice
fumetti e di libri perLuckily,
bambini. Tommi is a baia
pugliese,
dove le tartarughe
Conosciuta anche
con lo pseudonimo
le uova. Tra panzerotti
e interviste
and is sure that the video will be a success.
Scettùcene
Bay is just as their science
teacher
de- a esperti e pescatori,
di “Veci”, collabora con molte case editrici,
scopriranno
vivono le tartarughe, i rischi
scribed it: a half moon of sand far from
everything. And Filippo, the vet whoi ragazzi
treats
every come
injured
riviste e giornali.
che corrono, e come è cambiato il Mediterraneo.
marine animal brought to the reserve, is perfect in the interview explaining all the troubles that
afflict the Mediterranean Sea. They need to report everything and really change things
right LIBRO
away.PARLA!
QUESTO
Cerca all’interno i QR Code per ascoltare tutto
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«TARTARUGHE?» s

«Che figata!» si esa

«Abbiamo pochissi

si lamentò Zh
«Ma voi ve lo sognate»

Terzani li osservò qualc

un sorriso: adorava la vit

di carattere dei su

ANDREA VICO

LA NOTTE DELLE TARTARUGHE

-

l’audiolibro e i consigli dell’autore per uno stile di vita
• Wild Videomakers is one of the first real projects in Italy of narrative non-fiction
for children
più sostenibile e rispettoso dell’ambiente.
on scientific and environmental issues.
• 4 narrative levels - dialogues between the characters, messages , email and a notebook - the
scientific information reaches the reader in a clear and captivating way.
Euro 14,00
10• Very effective for approaching the theme of climate change.
• Can be offered at school in science and literature, history and geography lessons, for an interdisciplinary approach and to introduce citizenship or environmental education projects.

LA NOTTE DELLE TARTARUGHE

e semina passione per la scienza.

LIBR

UN VIAGGIO NELL’INCREDIBILE MONDO
DELLE TARTARUGHE MARINE

Wild Videomakers is one of the first real projects in Italy of narrative non-fiction for children on
scientific and environmental issues. It is designed to help children to reflect, through the advenAndreaon
Vico
da oltre
tures of Sofia, Zhenyi, Tommaso and Paolo,
what
istrent’anni
happening to the Earth and how to remedy
si occupa di divulgazione scientifica
Tutto ha inizio da un pasticcio con i fiocchi. Sofia posta
it, which behaviours to choose

LI

ANDREA VICO

ANDREA VICO

WILD VIDEOMAKERS

FIRST PUBLISHER: EMONS RAGA (ITALY), book 1: May 2022, followed by a book approximately every 8-10 months, 5 titles planned

ANDREA VICO has been involved in scientific popularisation and sowing a
passion for science for over thirty years. He writes for newspapers and magazines and works for radio and TV, talking about technology, energy, the environment and social networks.
VERONICA CARRATELLO is an illustrator and author of comics and children’s
books. Also known by the pseudonym “Veci”, she collaborates with many
publishing houses, magazines and newspapers.
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An unlikely troupe of kids travelling
around the world producing
documentaries in an unusual and
unmistakable style
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THE FEAR OF THE LION

CHIARA MOROSINOTTO & DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO
In fairy tales, everyone cheers for the three little pigs... But in reality, every ecosystem also needs its
“big bad” wolf to survive. Predators are fundamental for the natural world, where everything pivots
between those that run to feed themselves and those that run away to save their own lives.
Fear connects all creatures, transforms territories, forces living beings to change and adapt.
In this book, each chapter starts with an animal and explains a different aspect of the “phenomenon
of fear” and how, on the whole, it transforms the lives of all animals.
Because no one is free from fear. Not even the ferocious and majestic mountain lion.
• Real adventures experienced first-hand by the author are mixed in with the most up-todate scientific research.
• A book on predators written by a biologist who has been studying predators for years and
her brother, an internationally award-winning author.
• Deals with ecosystems and interactions between animals but also with climate change,
pollution and invasive species...
• Biology has never been so fun!
FIRST PUBLISHER: RIZZOLI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 228
B/W ILLUSTRATIONS: THE WORLD OF DOT

No one is free from fear, not even
the ferocious mountain lion!
CHIARA MOROSINOTTO graduated in evolutionary biology in Padua and immediately left for
Finland. There, she obtained a PhD and has worked for 15 years as a researcher for the University
of Turku and the NOVIA University of Applied Science, specialising in anti-predator behaviour and
stress responses in the animal world.
DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO, Chiara’s brother, studied in Bologna, where he lives. A multi-award-winning writer of children’s books, translated into 25 languages, he is the author of, among others,
Il rinomato catalogo Walker & Dawn (The Pocket Watch Gang), Mondadori, 2017, winner of the
Andersen Prize 2017, and La più grande (The Greatest), Rizzoli, 2020, winner of the Strega Children’s Prize 2021.
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116 FILMS TO WATCH
BEFORE YOU'RE 16
MANLIO CASTAGNA

What does growing up mean? There is no specific moment, but a collection of experiences
and opportunities that accompany us through this delicate and exciting transition. Growing up
means going to school, and perhaps meeting a great life teacher, following your dreams but
also facing countless problems. It means exploring love and discovering that our imagination
never leaves us, we just have to keep nurturing it.
For each of these moments, there is at least one film ready to lend a hand and tell its story, help
us reflect and somehow build our own story.
From Harry Potter to Moonrise Kingdom, via Elephant or Pan’s Labyrinth. 116 films skilfully
told, accompanied by iconic illustrations, enriched with countless fun facts and contributions
by actors and directors.
• It strikes a perfect balance between blockbusters, mainstream films, indie gems, highand pop- culture films.
• Beautiful original illustrations by Alessandro Ventrella.
• Opinions and anecdotes from filmmakers interviewed for the occasion. Divided by
themes, age groups and hashtags, to help you find the right film.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 208
RIGHTS SOLD IN: KOREA (BOOK’S HILL PUBLISHING)
FULL COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS: ALESSANDRO VENRELLA

The definitive guide to the indispensable
films for youngsters. And their families.
NON FICTION 12+
MANLIO CASTAGNA wrote and directed his first short film before he had graduated. He then
began to collaborate with the Giffoni festival and was its deputy artistic director for a decade,
until 2018 when he made his debut as a novelist with the bestselling Petrademone saga (Mondadori). He continues to churn out books and was shortlisted for the Strega Children’s Prize in
2021 with La notte delle Malombre (The Night of the Malombre), Mondadori.
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15 QUESTIONS TO
THINK ABOUT
15 Questions is a non-fiction series the likes of which you’ve never seen before, one that’s
ideal for just such an audience. It includes 15 volumes, each of which features 15 questions to help familiarise pre-teens with some of today’s most important subjects. The use
of straightforward yet entertaining text interspersed with graphics, cartoons, numbers
and more lets kids have fun as they take in key concepts.
FIRST PUBLISHER: IL CASTORO (ITALY), 2021-2023
RIGHTS SOLD IN: UKRAINE, SLOVENIA, TURKEY, JAPAN, CHINA
15 VOLUMES, 2021-2023: 5 VOLUMES/YEAR
PAGES: 144 - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

THE EXPERTS
In crafting the fifteen books in the series, Taddia and Baccalario consulted leading experts
on the various subject matters. VITO MANCUSO, Italy’s best-known theologian and a brilliant raconteur of world religions accompanies the two on their journey into the world of
the sacred. In their exploration of the world of emotions, the authors are joined by MARIA
RITA PARSI, a veritable institution in the field of psychology as well as an excellent narrator.
Numerous others are also featured to guide young readers, including STEFANO BARTEZZAGHI (a semiologist and prominent puzzle writer who worked on the volume on
communication) and CHIARA ALESSI (a descendant of Italy’s celebrated Alessi and Bialetti
families, and design scholar and expert, who collaborated on the volume on beauty).
THE ILLUSTRATORS
Another distinctive feature of 15 Questions is its constant dialogue between text and images, thanks to the choice of four marvellous illustrators from the world of comics: GUD
(otherwise known as Daniele Bonomo, author of the Timothy Top series for Tunué), MIRELLA MARIANI, CLAUDIA PETRAZZI (Clara and the Shadows, Il Castoro) and ELENA TRIOLO.
Each has been published both in Italy and abroad, and
done comic publications for young audiences as well as
educational work. So the series features both explanatory
tables as well as witty illustrations and cartoons that make
the contents of each chapter delightfully child-friendly.

How can we help young people
understand the world around
them, find their own paths and
even change things for the better?
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DANTE AND GIOTTO
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO
FROM AN IDEA BY MIRIAM DUBINI

The 10th of June 1289. Between Arezzo and Florence, in the Tuscan countryside, the armies
of these two cities are lining up. In the ranks of Florentines, a noble knight and a foot soldier
armed with a sword face each other. Suddenly, the soldier calls the knight by his name: “Hey,
Dante! Is that really you?!”
Just like that, two childhood friends are reunited: Dante Alighieri and Giotto di Bondone. But
this is no happy reunion: many years have passed since they were friends, but Dante is still
angry with Giotto because of a joke that backfired.
The next day, the battle will take place, and the pair will be called to risk their lives. But the
night is long, and the two geniuses will find a way to fill it with words and images that rise to
the stars.
Dante and Giotto originated from an idea by Miriam Dubini, children’s author and friend of
Pierdomenico, who passed away suddenly in 2018.
• The book includes an appendix with the true story of Dante and Giotto, told in an approachable, ironic style, and the historical setting in which the friends lived: the Middle
Ages, a period in which “if you’re born an aristocrat, you have peasants working for you.
But in exchange, you have to protect them, otherwise it’s bye-bye. If you’re born a peasant, forget it: you’d better be believing in reincarnation and waiting for your next turn.
And in any case, if you misbehave, you’re damned in the afterlife too. Amen.”
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 136

The story of two brilliant friends.
Partly true, partly fictionalised,
but full of adventures
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PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. His books have sold millions of copies worldwide and have been translated into over 30 languages. Today he is considered one of
the leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad.
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CREATE YOUR OWN
DIVINE COMEDY
GIUSEPPE D’ANNA

Has anyone ever told you to go to hell? Well, it’s happened to all of us… But some people go to hell
of their own accord – like Dante Alighieri! That’s right: in his Divine Comedy, the Great Poet decided
to take a tour of the underworld and now, thanks to this extraordinary book, YOU can do the same.
Let the good Virgil guide you, and venture among the flames and demons, discovering on every
page how Dante’s Inferno works, with its circles, monsters, punishments… But it’s not just for reading, no siree: to follow in Dante’s footsteps you’ll have to write, draw, cut out, glue, fold… You can
even send anyone you want to hell, placing them in whichever circle you choose.
And you just have to follow the clear instructions in the book. In the end, you’ll have YOUR OWN
personal, unique and inimitable Divine Comedy!
• A fun way to discover Dante’s Inferno, with its circles, monsters and the many characters
inhabiting it.
• A journey to be taken with Virgil by your side, armed with pen, paints, scissors and glue,
and ready to get your hands dirty. Because, as you explore hell, you’ll have to do a lot more
than read – you’ll find page after page of different activities.
• This is the perfect book to help children approach the timeless work of literature that is
The Divine Comedy. Through the amusing illustrations and narrator’s voice, Dante’s Inferno is transformed into an exciting adventure for young readers.
FIRST PUBLISHER: GALLUCCI (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 126
B/W ILLUSTRATIONS

Flames, monsters and demons await you
in the most adventurous journey ever!
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GIUSEPPE D'ANNA was born and raised in the brilliant Sicilian sunshine, and trained in graphic
design and creative writing in the Tuscan hills. Right now, he lives here and there (and somewhere
else), and in the meantime he is having fun writing books for children and teenagers. As he loves
to repeat (without being asked), writing and illustrating aren’t so very different: whether through
pictures or words, it’s still storytelling.

TURN TO INDEX
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A CRAZY STORY
OLIMPIA MEDICI &
ANDREA DALLA FONTANA

• Each volume explores an ancient population in a fun and original
way, with sparkling texts, comic strips and information sheets.
• Each volume is organised into 12 themed chapters (art/architecture,
religion, back when you were 10, daily life, cooking, language, VIPs,
etc.), and is enriched with timelines, quizzes and tests.

THE EGYPTIANS
Why did mummies have their brains removed but not their hearts? Did the
cat-headed deity purr? Is it true that the pyramids were built by aliens?

THE ROMANS
Is it true that all streets lead to Rome? Why is a piece of wall missing from the
Colosseum? How much did a legionnaire’s backpack weigh?
FIRST PUBLISHER: SALANI (ITALY), 2020
SERIES: 4 TITLES, 2 PUBLISHED
PAGES: 144 - B/W ILLUSTRATIONS
RIGHTS SOLD IN: CZECH REPUBLIC (DOBROVSKÝ),
CHINA (DOLPHIN MEDIA)

History's funniest history
books! Why did mummies have their
brains removed but not their hearts?
OLIMPIA MEDICI is a translator, teacher and tour guide. She has written articles on the environment and mountains, scripts and theatrical performances, and is the author of the book Viva via Italy together with Paolo La Bua.
ANDREA DALLA FONTANA works with all aspects of graphics, from food packaging to social campaigns. His passion for illustration led him to join Book on a Tree. For the last four years, he has appeared every Wednesday in the
pages of the La Stampa newspaper with a humorous cartoon.
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BEFORE YOU START SECONDARY SCHOOL

DANIELE NICASTRO

Hai superato la quinta elementare,
puoi finalmente goderti un’estate di riposo,
giochi, tempo libero…
Oh no, ci sono i compiti delle vacanze!!!

100 activities creative, mysterious, nonconformist, cheerful, challenging,
andcreativi,
advenMa seshared
i compiti fossero
misteriosi,
allegri, sfidanti, condivisi,
turous to show that exploring, playing, building, breaking, and beinganticonformisti,
late are synonymous
with avventurosi,
potrebbero anche essere divertenti, no?
learning. Because, after all, you can train your mind and body without sacrificing
fun!

Daniele Nicastro

100 ACTIVITIES TO DO THIS SUMMER

Daniele Nicastro

An introduction in which the functioning of the book is explained (all addressed directly to the
reader), followed by a narrative path to accompany the children in 100 different activities that will
stimulate them both intellectually and physically.
The activities range from “Hunting for news bombshells” to “Invent a secret code”, passing
through “How many ways do you know to...”, “Can you paint with your fingers?”, “What is a trip
without music?”, “Create your own board game” Or “Can you run backwards?”, “An agenda to
change the world”, “Goodbye plastic bottles!”
The management of the activities is narrative, using game book mechanics to make the se100what
attività
da fare durante l’estate,
quence interactive and personalised: the reader chooses from time to time
to do.
così mentre esplori, giochi, costruisci,

rompi e fai tardi…
impari
anche.
• Illustrations that, from time to time, accompany and interact with the narrative.
Funny,
dy(E ti avvicini alle temibili scuole medie con il sorriso!)
namic images able to enhance the comedy of situations and make the reading fluid. But also
€ 15,00
boxes, lists and tables to fill in.
dai 10 anni

• 100 activities to do outdoors, alone or with friends, without gender barriers and encouraging anyone to experiment with fun, new activities.
Art Director: Fernando Ambrosi
Graphic Designer: Danielle Stern
Illustrazioni: Andrea Dalla Fontana

Le 100 cose da fare

prima di andare

alle MEDIE

FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 227
COP_100anticompiti.indd 1
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CYANMAGENTAYELLOWBLACK
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DANIELE NICASTRO was born in 1978 and he currently lives in a small town in the province of
Cuneo where he writes everything: novels, postcards, messages in bottles and phrases on the
walls. He started telling stories as a boy, to his mother, every time he came home late without
warning her. Over time, he has made a profession of it. He made his debut with the novel Grande
(Grown Up), winner of the Legenda Junior Prize and shortlisted for the Bancarellino Prize 2018.
He has tried his hand at the most diverse genres, from the adventure novel to the comic story, but
always with particular attention to the theme of growing up.

100 home fun activities
that will fill up
every child's summer

TURN TO INDEX

›

BEFORE YOU START
SECONDARY SCHOOL

OLIMPIA MEDICI & DANIELE NICASTRO
ILLUSTRATIONS BY ANDREA DALLA FONTANA

You’ve finished primary school, you’re definitely ready to take your place among the older kids
now, the ones who go to secondary school… no, you’re not! How do you know if you’re
really all set for your new school, teachers, subjects, meetings…?
That’s right, you don’t. Better make sure you’re ready, don’t you think? Flicking through the
pages of this book, you’ll find things to discover and learn to do before you go to secondary
school… but don’t worry: you’ll be laughing, even whistling all the way. Because, in the end,
it’s nothing new, you just need a bit of training!
• Typical narration style of a gamebook.
• Humour in text and pictures.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2020
PAGES: 244 - B/W ILLUSTRATIONS
RIGHTS SOLD IN: CHINA (DOLPHIN MEDIA)

Stories, tips and rules for survival!
Have you got what it takes to tackle
secondary school?
OLIMPIA MEDICI is a translator, teacher and tour guide. She has written articles on the environment and
mountains, scripts and theatrical performances, and is the author of the book Viva via Italy together with
Paolo La Bua.
DANIELE NICASTRO writes everything from novels to postcards, messages in bottles and phrases on walls.
Over time, he made a profession out of it. He has published several novels with all the leading Italian publishers.
ANDREA DALLA FONTANA works with all aspects of graphics, from food packaging to social campaigns.
His passion for illustration led him to join Book on a Tree. For the last four years, he has appeared every
Wednesday in the pages of the La Stampa newspaper with a humorous cartoon.

NON FICTION 10+

TURN TO INDEX

›

CHALLENGE THE SKY
MARCO CATTANEO

Football and history intertwine, overlap, interchange.
And while many matches have gone down in history, many chapters of history have been written with the ink of the football in a hundred-metre field, by twenty-two players; despite wars,
revolutions, dark periods and great changes.
• In a blend of reality and a pinch of imagination, Marco Cattaneo tells children the history of football and Europe from 1872 to the present, through twenty-four unforgettable
matches.
• There’s the passion of Edoardo Bosio, who returned from England in 1877 in love with
football and determined to create the first Italian team, in Turin. And then there’s the genius of Frederick Pentland, the Englishman living in Spain who revolutionised the playing
method in the late twenties, experimenting with “tiqui taca”. The courage and pride of
Austrian Matthias Sindelar and the Ukrainian players of Start FC who, during the Nazi Occupation, dared to challenge Hitler’s men, paying with their lives. There are the re-matches and results of the fight against racial prejudice, obtained by the multiethnic French
national team who won the World Cup in 1998, and by Nelson Mandela, the first to take
the World Championship to Africa.
• Events, famous personalities and ordinary people, powerful emotions; more than a century of football and European history.
FIRST PUBLISHER: RIZZOLI (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 320

24 matches that made history

MARCO CATTANEO is a journalist and Sky Sports presenter, as well as an author of children’s
books. With Rizzoli he has published the free ebook La nostra partita, telling children about the
fight against Coronavirus through the metaphor of football and, with Pierdomenico Baccalario
and Federico Taddia: Giochi di gruppo (anche) a 1 metro di distanza (Group Games (also) one
metre apart), a book that explains how to play safely in the Covid era.

NON FICTION 10+

TURN TO INDEX

›

GROUP GAMES (ALSO)
ONE METRE APART

P. BACCALARIO & M. CATTANEO & F. TADDIA

From hide and seek to football, capture the flag, basketball, blind man’s buff and frisbee, 30
ideas for playing indoors or outside, in smaller or larger groups and smaller or larger spaces,
while avoiding large gatherings and keeping a safe distance.
So let’s get out there and play!
• Old games with new rules. Classic sports with original variations. Indoor games to play
with friends, one metre apart and without moving one centimetre. With a pinch of humour and ingenuity.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 224
TWO COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

Can you play without touching each
other? How can you have fun with your
friends while staying one metre apart?
Easy! Just play with new rules!

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and author of adventure novels for children. He is a
gold medallist in wordplay, sitting-down games and games no-one wants to play.
MARCO CATTANEO is a journalist, sportsman and children’s author. There’s no sport in the
world he hasn’t tried, talked about or watched. Strictly from the sidelines.
FEDERICO TADDIA is a journalist and presenter. As a passionate games fan, his dream is to take
part in – and win – the World Hide and Seek Championship.

NON FICTION 6+

TURN TO INDEX

›

I WILL BE

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO & FEDERICO TADDIA

A book for girls and boys that aims to be a manual of possibilities: a tool for imagining themselves
as grownups, helping with orientation, offering skills and tools capable of merging knowledge
and competencies with a light, ironic, concrete and aspirational cut.
A book that allows children to look at themselves in a mirror through success stories (that haven’t
yet happened) in which they can recognise themselves and from which they can draw inspiration, ideas, stimuli and models.
• Future success stories: invented biographies that are based on the professions of tomorrow,
professions of which we can already see the first shoots…
• A captivating narrative, before outlining paths, strategies and “training” to achieve similar
goals.
• The book consists of twenty chapters, each of which opens with the narration of a success
story. The speakers are therefore 20-35-year-olds who describe their jobs, what they do
and why they chose to do them, and reveal the secrets of their professions. Amusing, contemporary and engaging texts, in which the readers can easily identify themselves and feel
involved.
• In addition to each story, there is a series of boxes and columns, useful for schematising and
extrapolating keywords, guidance, skills and suggestions. Daily training: what can I already
do today to prepare for tomorrow?
FIRST PUBLISHER: IL SOLE 24 ORE (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 128
TWO COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

Choose today who to be tomorrow...
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO had decided as a child that, when he grew up, he wouldn’t be a
notary as everyone thought, but a writer, or maybe a manager of writers. And so it was. His stories
have been translated into 30 languages and reached millions of readers, enabling him to found
the collaborative creative agency Book on a Tree in London.
FEDERICO TADDIA is an author, journalist and populariser. He is passionate about the environment, the future and hyper-curious stories. He writes for Topolino and collaborates with Rai Ragazzi. On Radio24 he has hosted Pappappero and Terra in vista, I Padrieterni and Next Generation.

NON FICTION 10+

TURN TO INDEX

›

WHO AM I?

ME. THE OTHERS.
AND EVERYONE ELSE.

FEDERICO TADDIA & DANIELE GRASSUCCI
100 QUESTIONS.
To investigate necessary themes and subjects on identity, individual and collective: Friendship,
Love, Body, Social, Do I Believe?, Future, Commitment, Anger, Fear, Passions, Revolutions.
100 QUESTIONS.
To explore the question “Who Am I?” and who everyone else is. A mirror, in which you can
identify yourself with all your personal characteristics, express all your nuances, test where
you fit in between standardisation and originality. A description of a whole generation – as
individuals and as a group.
100 QUESTIONS.
Bringing out the self, the us, the them. An immediate, colourful, enticing glance to help understand that there is no ‘normal’ and ‘different’: individual quirks and ways of being. Points in
common, points of divergence.
• A surprising selfie of generation z, modern teenagers, without filters and without retouching. A mirror for them to look into, to discover themselves and better understand
others.
• 30,000 questions – 100 teenagers – 12 themes.
FIRST PUBLISHER: DE AGOSTINI (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 233

NON FICTION 10+

FEDERICO TADDIA is a journalist and presenter. He hosted Screensaver on Rai Tre, L’Altrolato
on Radio2 and Pappappero on Radio24.
DANIELE GRASSUCCI is the co-founder and director of Skuola.net, considered one of the
leading experts worldwide on schools and the under-18s in Italy.

Photographs of
a generation!

Skuola.net is the benchmark edTech platform for the Italian student community.

TURN TO INDEX

›

SPOILER
A book of bookfiles presenting 80 of the world’s most famous books. From
Anna Karenina to Harry Potter, it describes some of the biggest bestsellers
of all time and from all over the world.
“Luckily, we couldn’t fit in every book in the world, but our sixth sense tells
us we’ve picked the best ones, the ones you haven’t read and which you
can embrace the spoilers for all by yourself!”
• For each book, there’s a full bookfile including author, original language, year of publication, literary genre and even a sample quote… to
give you a taste of how talented the author is, the literary style and the
scope of the story.
• Each book has a spoiler rating, depending on whether it could make
you feel faint, make your palms sweat or just slide right off you like a
bead of sweat down your back. In other words, think carefully before
reading a 5-star spoiler.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MAGAZZINI SALANI (ITALY), 2019 -PAGES: 184
TWO COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

The biggest
blabbermouth
book ever
about books!

NON FICTION 10+

TURN TO INDEX

›

SAVE THE WORLD

ANDREA VICO & LUCIA VACCARINO
What are the consequences of climate change? How can pollution and global warming be
countered? Why is it important to plant trees and stop deforestation? We must act fast to save
the world and ourselves! Simply by starting from the small things we can all do in our everyday
lives at home, at school, in our own local communities. Involving friends, parents and teachers.
Because, as everyone knows, there’s strength in numbers!J ust as Lila, Vanessa and Filippo will
learn, one scorching June…
MIND THE CLIMATE What are the consequences of climate change? How can pollution and the greenhouse effect be countered? Why is it important to plant trees and stop
deforestation?
ZERO PLASTIC Why is proper separate waste collection important? How can you reduce
your waste production? What can we do to heal an already polluted environment?
SAVE ENERGY What tricks are there for consuming less electricity at home? What sources
are renewable? Can choosing the right bulbs make a difference?
BE MINDFUL OF FOOD What can you do with leftover food? Can what we eat impact the
pollution of the planet? How can you shop smart to reduce waste?
• The protagonists are a group of 10-14-year-old children who look around and encounter
environmental problems in their daily lives, ask questions, find adults (parents, teachers,
scientists close to home, the plumber or the aunt who sells solar panels…) who explain,
search the web for technologies that offer solutions and then act. Sometimes alone, sometimes with family, sometimes at school by teaming up with classmates and teachers.
• Climate change addressed in turn through defined and related topics: plastic, energy, mobility, food production, water and the melting of the glaciers, the oceans and their problems, waste and the transition to a circular economy…
FIRST PUBLISHER: FABBRI (ITALY), 2020
SERIES: 4 TITLES - PAGES: 48
FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
RIGHTS SOLD IN: CHINA (PUBLISHING HOUSE OF ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY)
ANDREA VICO is a journalist who’s been dealing with environmental problems for thirty years.
Based on scientific studies, he invents books, games, educational workshops and summer camps
to teach children to respect the Earth.
LUCIA VACCARINO has a patient scientist by her side and a house full of books. In addition to
writing novels, she works in cinema and animation.

The planet's
destiny is in
your hands!

NON FICTION 7+

TURN TO INDEX

›

PIZZOLOGY

EDUARDO JÁUREGUI
An infallible test to analyse your own and your friends’ personalities by observing how you behave when it comes to pizza. Do you prefer to go to
a pizzeria or have takeaway? Do you always order the same or do you like
trying new toppings each time? Do you eat it from the centre out or from
the outside in?
• A test to find out who you are and understand more about yourself and
the world around you.
• A fun and ironic book, perfect to read on an evening with friends, perhaps over an excellent pizza.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SALANI (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 94
FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

Have you heard of pizzology,
the new science that
reveals the mysteries
of the human mind?
NON FICTION 8+
EDUARDO JÁUREGUI is a professor of Positive Psychology and co-founder of Humour Positivo, a training company that specialises in sense of humour. He regularly writes for academic journals in the field and for the
Spanish newspaper El Mundo. He has already published several novels,
translated into more than twenty languages.

TURN TO INDEX

›

URSULA

GIUSEPPE FESTA

This story’s protagonist is a bear who tells us about her own life, and that of all the bears that
have repopulated the Italian woods in recent years. We meet Ursula in winter when, newly
born, she stays safe in the den with her mum and little brother.
As the seasons pass, we see her grow, play, go in search of food, face dangers and adversities,
until the moment when she’s finally ready to take her own path.
• An engaging narrative.
• Accurate scientific insights by researchers from MUSE (Trento Science Museum) to raise
awareness of the brown bear’s characteristics and habits.
FIRST PUBLISHER: EDITORIALE SCIENZA (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 64
FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

The adventure
of a bear in the
Italian woods

NON FICTION 8+
GIUSEPPE FESTA has a degree in Natural Sciences and works in the environmental education
field. He has also written a number of nature reports for Italian broadcaster RAI and starred in
the award-winning documentary Oltre la Frontiera. He was shortlisted for the Strega Children’s
Prize 2019 with Cento passi per volare (A Hundred Steps to Freedom), Salani, 2018. The same
novel received the Kadaitosho in Japan in 2020 and has been chosen by the Japanese Ministry
of Education as summer reading for all school children in the target age group.

TURN TO INDEX

›

EDUCATIONAL
TURN TO INDEX

›

I DON'T LIKE GOING TO SCHOOL
ELEONORA FORNASARI

One day, as if by magic, Filippo wakes up and his dream has come true: no more school, no more
boring lessons and, instead of homework, just TV! It doesn’t seem real to him: now he’ll be able
to play all day… But with whom?
There’s no one in the playground: they’re all at school. He can’t write to his grandparents: he’s
never learnt. And he can’t become an aeroplane pilot like his dad either: he can’t even read! And
of course… all this is stuff you learn at school itself!
Perhaps then it’s not as boring and useless as he thought… “I like going to school!” he realises.
And he even misses it. As well as his classmates, including Tommaso, the most mischievous
child in the class. And so, he makes a wish… that everything would go back to how it was before,
when he was forced to wake up early in the morning, eat the unappetising canteen food and
learn the lines of the school play off by heart. Luckily, his wish comes true and, when he wakes
up, everything is magically back to normal.
Actually, not exactly: Filippo has never been so happy to go to school!
• Highlights the aspect of school linked to the future: school is a place of friendship and
socialising, but it also allows us to realise our future dreams. In short, if school didn’t
exist, what would we do? At the end of the book, a follow-up section exploring school
itself, its origin and some curiosities!
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 48

What if there were
no schools?
EDUCATIONAL 7+
ELEONORA FORNASARI, as well as teaching at the Catholic University of Milan, is a writer
of children’s books and an author and screenwriter for television. This is her first book for
Mondadori.

TURN TO INDEX

›

MONSTER SCHOOL
SABRINA GUIDORENI

It’s the first day of school and Gio is quite worried. His dad says that a new start is always an
amazing adventure, but Gio can’t quite believe it. And sure enough, an ogre is there to welcome him in the doorway of that crooked-looking school, and in the classroom is a pack of
little monsters running wild as they wait for their horrible teacher: Wicked Stepmother! What
kind of school is this?
Sitting next to Raf, a snot-dripping dragon, Gio waits for the best moment to run away, while
werewolves howl, witches blow out black smoke from their ears, and gnomes as tall as giraffes talk in rhymes. He can’t stay a moment longer in that monster school.
At the sound of the bell, he runs to the main door but three large deadbolts come out of the
wall, blocking the exit. He’s a prisoner! When he goes back to the classroom he tries to run
out of the fire exit door, but Wicked Stepmother casts a spell that covers him in foul-smelling
foam. Exhausted and stinking, Gio goes to lunch, but only Wolfman likes rice and caterpillars.
He leaps ravenously onto Gio’s plate. After lunch there’s break time in the bleak, weed-infested
garden, but something weird is happening: the little monsters are moving, terrified, around a
tree. They’re convinced there’s a savage beast that wants to eat them. Gio follows a timid mew
and finds a frightened kitten among the leaves. But where did the little monsters go? In their
place are normal children. Gio understands now: sometimes fear can play dirty tricks on you.
It’s time to go home, but in the afternoon the Gnome Brothers are having a mega birthday
party. Gio can’t wait, this school is one big wonderful adventure!
• The first day of school, fears that become monsters and a way to overcome them.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 48

The first day of school can be
truly monstrous
EDUCATIONAL 7+
SABRINA GUIDORENI was born in Bologna where she still lives. She studied at Bottega Finzioni and is a nursery school educator and tireless reader. This is her first book for Mondadori.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE HOUSE AT THE
EDGE OF THE WORLD
MATTEO FRANCINI

Two fearless (well… almost) teenagers. A summer that started very badly. An imposing mountain that no one dares approach. A town perched on the top with its strange inhabitants. Old
legends and superstitions.
Is it really true, as the frightened people of that remote place claim, that beyond the Last
House, behind the peak of the mountain, hides the end of the world? There’s only one way to
find out: go and see for yourself. It’s not that easy, though. The only path leading there ends
in nothingness and the only person who could know anything about it has decided not to talk
to anyone anymore. Then add to the mix a terrible storm and a mysterious disappearance…
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021
PAGES: 144

A little town that came
out of nowhere, two teenagers
and a big mystery: what's hiding
beyond the horizon?

EDUCATIONAL, ADVENTURE 7+
MATTEO FRANCINI is a journalist with a passion for writing. He has participated and obtained
recognition in various literary competitions, the latest being A Caccia di Storie (Do You Have a
Story?), and this book is the result!

TURN TO INDEX

›

DESTINATION
SOLAR SYSTEM
VALENTINA GOZZI

Oscar, Azzurra and Andrea already know it: the trip to the Museum of Galactic History and
Culture will be super-duper boring and filled with endless hours of explanation. What they
don’t expect, though, is to meet Professor Sirius, the most bizarre astronomer there is, who
will take them to the Universe Simulation Room, where everything seems very real! Fasten
your seatbelts: we’re setting off on a journey… into space!
• Suitable for stimulating the curiosity of primary school children who are learning about
Astronomy for the first time through the science curriculum.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI JUNIOR (ITALY), 2021
PAGES: 88

The universe in a room:
three friends and a flamingo
together on the most incredible
space adventure!

EDUCATIONAL 7+
VALENTINA GOZZI, born in Parma but Bolognese by adoption, has always been fascinated by
the stars and the universe, so much so that she graduated in Astrophysics and Cosmology. She
loves drawing and writing. This is her first book for Mondadori.

TURN TO INDEX

›

UBALDO FOUR-EYES,
ACCIDENTAL TEACHER
GIUSEPPE D’ANNA

If there’s one thing that terrifies Ubaldo, it’s the idea of going back to school. Yet here he is, behind the teacher’s desk, with fifteen little pairs of eyes staring at him, waiting for him to remember how to calculate a hypotenuse.
It’s all his friend Margherita’s fault for asking him to replace the maths teacher. And so, the once
wimpy student now finds himself as an equally wimpy… teacher! However, it will only be for two
weeks. What could possibly go wrong in two weeks?
• A story that allows children to take a peek at the other side of the teacher’s desk to discover that even teachers can be scared, distracted, clumsy… just like them!
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021
PAGES: 168

Who said school
was a serious
thing?

GIUSEPPE D'ANNA was born and raised in the brilliant Sicilian sunshine, and trained in graphic
design and creative writing in the Tuscan hills. Right now, he lives here and there (and somewhere else), and in the meantime he is having fun writing books for children and teenagers.
As he loves to repeat (without being asked), writing and illustrating aren’t so very different:
whether through pictures or words, it’s still storytelling.

EDUCATIONAL 7+

TURN TO INDEX

›

JOHN DODO
The Dodo, as we know, is extinct. But not in Grandville, where there is a deep sense of friendship
and mutual help between the citizens and where there’s still room for animals that no longer
exist these days, just like the Dodo. Their mission? To have fun and save nature!

JOHN DODO & THE DEAL OF THE CENTURY

A mysterious message in a bottle triggers a treasure hunt on the other side of the world. John
and his friends leave for an unknown land to discover clues. But they'll have to be careful: an
unscrupulous enemy is willing to do anything to hinder them!

JOHN DODO & THE FAMILY TREASURE

What is an ancient sailing ship doing in the basement of Villa Dodo? To find out, John drags
his friends on an amazing treasure hunt up and down the city of Grandville... But collecting the
clues isn't easy, especially with a dad and thirteen uncles, each more bizarre than the last!

JOHN DODO & THE SWORD OF STORMS

John and his friends can't believe their eyes: they found a sword in a stone! Since they pulled it
out, however, a violent storm has hit Grandville. Could it be their fault? To find out, they'll have
to investigate old legends...

JOHN DODO & THE ENIGMA FROM THE PAST

The whole of Grandville is in turmoil: strange objects from the past are popping up everywhere!
The only one who might know anything about it is Aunt Caterina Catta, the family scientist. Too
bad she vanished into thin air! Will John and his friends be able to solve the mystery and bring her
home?
Ordinary everyday life with surreal ideas.
They are sometimes adventurous in the classical sense (treasure maps), sometimes visionary (a Viking invasion in search of a mysterious toaster), romantic, sporty (the Dodo Ball
world championships), sci-fi in style (a space mission to capture a comet), focused on personal growth or helping people in need, scary (when after a ball game Dodo rolls the ball
into the old sewer system), investigative, spy-themed, historical, or centred on exploration.
• Fummy tories free from stereotypes, respectful of cultures, religions, gender and identity,
even in the absence of rigid models of reference.
• When everything seems concluded, the ending of the story always reveals something
UNEXPECTED (the stories don’t end with a return to normality – quite the opposite).
FIRST PUBLISHER: PLANETA (SPAIN), 2021 - PAGES: 144
SERIES: 4 TITLES PUBLISHED - FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

ADVENTURE,
HUMOUR 7+

A dodo is never alone...
because it has
so many friends!
TURN TO INDEX
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SPORT
TURN TO INDEX

›

FEDERICA PELLEGRINIil blocco di

o magari non sai come cavartela con il dorso o, forse, vorresti
soltanto… schizzare gli amici e fare merenda!
Ma il nuoto non è solo fatica e brividi, è una passione che può
You can’t swim? Don’t worry, she’ll come with you to the pool personallyispirare
– yes,
Federica Pellegrini. Along with
anche fuori dall’acqua. Com’è successo a Federica
five new friends ready to learn how to stay afloat… not only in the pool, but
everyche
day!
Pellegrini,
ha affrontato tante prove difficili per questo
grande amore.
It’s happened to us all: it’s time for the lesson you really don’t want to do.
In the swimming
that might
be per
A cominciare
dal rinunciarepool,
alla sicurezza
dei braccioli,
poi scrutare
il pelo
dell’acqua dal blocco
di partenza
scoprendo
breathing underwater for some, or diving for others. Some people can’t get
on with
backstroke,
others
just want
che non è poi così alto come sembra…
to splash their friends and have a snack! But swimming isn’t just effort and
a passion
thatassieme
comes
at annuovi
Un thrills,
racconto it’s
in dieci
brevi episodi,
a cinque
early age. And it’s a passion that can inspire others outside the pool too. That’s
whate Federica
tells
amici curiosi
diversi tra loro.
Conus.
Fede che accompagna
tutti in vasca mostrando che, con
A story told in ten short episodes, with five characters: curious kids, totally
different
from
one another, like the
coraggio,
si possono
affrontare
le piccoleto
e grandi
readers. And Fede will take them all to the pool, where they’ll show the courage
face prove
tests both large and small
dello sport.
from an early age, those tests that make us grow, one day at a time. Because
everyone
can
E anche
quelle della
vita.become a happy little
fish in the water, in their own way, and grow a little more every day!
Per diventare tutti un
po’ campioni, ognuno
• Federica Pellegrini’s first children’s book.
a modo suo.
Ma soprattutto:
• A fresh and subtle approach, accompanied by imaginative illustrations,
that transforms the pool into the
crescere un
whole world.
giorno dopo
• Federica offers children prompts, that aren’t only swimming lessons l’altro.
but also ideas they can use every day,

partenza
non è alto come
sembra!

everywhere.

€

FIRST PUBLISHER: SOLFERINO (ITALY), 2022

15,50

IVA inclusa

Ten prompts for kids from the "divine"
Federica Pellegrini,
queen of Italian swimming

FEDERICA PELLEGRINI

È CAPITATO A TUTTI: arriva il momento della lezione a cui

proprio non vuoiAND
andare.
Quindi
ricordate…
HOW TO FACE EVERYDAY
CHALLENGES,
LARGE
SMALL
In piscina, può essere la respirazione sott’acqua, oppure i tuffi,

in VASCA con FEDE

SWIMMING WITH FEDE

FEDERICA PELLEGRINI

in
VASCA
con
FEDE

FEDERICA PELLEG
(Mirano, 1988), la Di
la più grande nuotat
di tutti i tempi. Fa il
in piscina da piccoli

sapere ancora camm
Nel 2004, alle Olimp
Federica vince l’arg
più giovane medagli
dello sport italiano (
anni). Quattro anni d
olimpico di Pechino

è la più giovane med
individuale nella sto

Ai Campionati del M
2009” realizza con i
1’52”98 il record dei
libero, primato mon
imbattuto. Nel 2020

nella Commissione A

COME AFFRONTARE
LE PICCOLE, GRANDI SFIDE DI OGNI GIORNO
illustrazioni di
Andrea Alemanno

www.solferinolibri.it

In vasca con Fede-COVER-def.indd 1

NON FICTION 6+

FEDERICA PELLEGRINI (Mirano, 1988), nicknamed ‘Divine’, is the greatest female Italian swimmer of all time. She
took her first plunge into the pool when she was tiny, before she could even walk. In 2004, at the Athens Olympics, Federica won the silver medal at sixteen years of age, becoming the youngest medal-winner in the history
of Italian sport. Four years later, in 2008, the gold medal at the Beijing Olympics made her the youngest individual
medal winner in the history of swimming. At the “Roma 2009” World Championships she set the 200m freestyle
record at 1’52”98, which is still unbeaten. In 2020 she was elected to the IOC Athletes’ Commission.

TURN TO INDEX
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CHALLENGE THE SKY
MARCO CATTANEO

Football and history intertwine, overlap, interchange.
And while many matches have gone down in history, many chapters of history have been written with the ink of the football in a hundred-metre field, by twenty-two players; despite wars,
revolutions, dark periods and great changes.
• In a blend of reality and a pinch of imagination, Marco Cattaneo tells children the history of football and Europe from 1872 to the present, through twenty-four unforgettable
matches.
• There’s the passion of Edoardo Bosio, who returned from England in 1877 in love with
football and determined to create the first Italian team, in Turin. And then there’s the genius of Frederick Pentland, the Englishman living in Spain who revolutionised the playing
method in the late twenties, experimenting with “tiqui taca”. The courage and pride of
Austrian Matthias Sindelar and the Ukrainian players of Start FC who, during the Nazi Occupation, dared to challenge Hitler’s men, paying with their lives. There are the re-matches and results of the fight against racial prejudice, obtained by the multiethnic French
national team who won the World Cup in 1998, and by Nelson Mandela, the first to take
the World Championship to Africa.
• Events, famous personalities and ordinary people, powerful emotions; more than a century of football and European history.
FIRST PUBLISHER: RIZZOLI (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 320

24 matches that made history

MARCO CATTANEO is a journalist and Sky Sports presenter, as well as an author of children’s
books. With Rizzoli he has published the free ebook La nostra partita, telling children about the
fight against Coronavirus through the metaphor of football and, with Pierdomenico Baccalario
and Federico Taddia: Giochi di gruppo (anche) a 1 metro di distanza (Group Games (also) one
metre apart), a book that explains how to play safely in the Covid era.

SPORT 10+

TURN TO INDEX

›

MYSELF

GIADA PAVESI

Thirteen-year-old Michele has an app on which he can read his classmates’ secrets.
It’s called “MySelf”, a social network where you can share your thoughts and fears without worrying about being judged, because users’ identities are protected and no-one knows who they
are. No-one except Michele…
• A story about teenagers that goes directly to the young readers’ hearts by speaking their
own language.
• Social media and its ability to condition behaviour: “Michele had all those secrets in the
palm of his hand.”
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2020
RIGHTS SOLD IN: KOREA (PRUNSOOP PUBLISHING) - PAGES: 176

I know your secrets...

GIADA PAVESI grew up in the Cremona countryside before moving to Milan to study foreign
languages and literatures. She won the second edition of A Caccia di Storie (Do You Have a
Story?), where she met Gisella Laterza, her partner in Rhyme. By day she manages Book on a
Tree’s social media pages, while by night she writes with her cat, Nike. Pale. Allergic to garlic.
Some people already have their suspicions...

SPORT 10+
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PLAY YOUR OWN MATCH
MARCO CATTANEO

Every minute is linked to a challenge, a game, a quiz, an activity to test you, until you reach the
final whistle, having fun along the way, learning loads of new stuff about football. All you need
are some pens and pencils to colour in the shirts of the top teams in the world, solve puzzles,
crosswords and riddles; a pair of scissors for cutting out; and all your imagination to invent your
own team, with its own logo, shirts, bus and fans.
With “Play Your Own Match” there’s so much to discover about the champions and top teams
throughout the history of football, and you’ll be playing, running and having fun non-stop for
90 minutes (no peeking at the answers in the back of the book!). And you can play however you
want: on your own, with your family, with your friends. The important thing is to colour, mix up
and design your book as much as possible!
So lace up your football boots and get ready to experience a real match, minute by minute!
Games, puzzles, drawings to colour in and other fun activities: find out all the secrets of the sport
most loved by adults and kids.
• Secrets, fun facts and champions of the most beautiful game in the world.
• This time you’re the one playing!
FIRST PUBLISHER: GALLUCCI (ITALY), 2022 - PAGES: 128
ACTIVITY BOOK
COVER & FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS: GIUSEPPE D’ANNA

Are you ready to score
the winning goal?
SPORT 5+
MARCO CATTANEO is a sports journalist, television presenter and children’s author. There’s no
sport in the world he hasn’t tried, talked about or watched. Strictly from the sidelines.

TURN TO INDEX

›

GROUP GAMES (ALSO)
ONE METRE APART

P. BACCALARIO & M. CATTANEO & F. TADDIA

From hide and seek to football, capture the flag, basketball, blind man’s buff and frisbee, 30
ideas for playing indoors or outside, in smaller or larger groups and smaller or larger spaces,
while avoiding large gatherings and keeping a safe distance.
So let’s get out there and play!
• Old games with new rules. Classic sports with original variations. Indoor games to play
with friends, one metre apart and without moving one centimetre. With a pinch of humour and ingenuity.
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 224
TWO COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS

Can you play without touching each
other? How can you have fun with your
friends while staying one metre apart?
Easy! Just play with new rules!

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and author of adventure novels for children. He is a
gold medallist in wordplay, sitting-down games and games no-one wants to play.
MARCO CATTANEO is a journalist, sportsman and children’s author. There’s no sport in the
world he hasn’t tried, talked about or watched. Strictly from the sidelines.
FEDERICO TADDIA is a journalist and presenter. As a passionate games fan, his dream is to take
part in – and win – the World Hide and Seek Championship.

SPORT 6+
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EDDIE'S GUTS!

GARY FRANK

Una tranquilla gita sotto le stelle si trasforma
in un misterioso rapimento: il piccolo Eddie e suo papà
si ritrovano soli su una navicella sconosciuta.
E sono anche circondati da disgustose creature
che li vogliono tenere prigionieri!
E ora?
Per fortuna il papà prende in mano la situazione:
hanno un’infallibile arma segreta capace
di mandare al tappeto qualsiasi alieno…
forse è il momento di usarla!

A SURPRISING BATTLE AGAINST THE MARTIANS

GARY FRANK

Following the sudden arrival of a new tent, Eddie and his dad take a trip together. But their peaceful outing under the stars soon turns into a mysterious
kidnapping: little Eddie and his dad find themselves alone on an unknown
spaceship, surrounded by disgusting creatures that want to emprison them.
There’s also a strange gushing mush which the starving pair taste. So, when
the creatures insist on keeping them prisoner, Eddie and his dad unleash an
infallible secret weapon that can knock out any alien, the most lethal weapon ever used: farts! They manage to get home safe and sound. And Eddie
decides he’ll never be ashamed of farting again. After all, it saved his life…
• A boy and his father have adventures somewhere between reality and Il racconto di un legame unico, in una storia creata
da un papà che con suo figlio ha immaginato mondi
fantasy.
nuovi in cui conoscersi e divertirsi insieme.
• A fun and simple story accompanied by intense, evocative illustraIl primo libro per bambini scritto e illustrato
tions that inspire laughter and imagination at the same time.
da un fumettista Marvel e DC di fama internazionale.
• The first children book by Gary Frank: a way for comics fans to pass
on their passion to their kids, as well as to connect with the next generation of fans.

LA SORPRENDENTE BATTAGLIA CONTRO I MARZIANI

Prima

Euro 14,90

PUBLISHER: ELECTAKIDS, OCTOBER 2022 (EXACT DATE NOT YET RELEASED BY PUBLISHER)

poi

e, ancora una volta,
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GARY FRANK was born in Bristol, UK, in 1969. After leaving school, he began
trying to get into comics and immediately found work with Marvel UK. Later he
took over from Dale Keown on Marvel’s Incredible Hulk. He works on many
Marvel and DC books such as Supergirl, Supreme Power, Batman Earth One,
Shazam! and Superman, as well as independents like Midnight Nation. His latest major work for DC was Doomsday Clock, the sequel to the legendary
Watchmen, co-written with Geoff Johns. Since 2021, he's also been working
on a series of new books also with Geoff Johns. The first volume, Geiger, was
released in Italy in May 2022. In the meantime, he has developed a bedtime
story for his son…

ILLUSTRATED 5+

The first children's book written and
illustrated by the world-famous
Marvel and DC Comics artist

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE ADMIRAL HAS
NICKED THE SKY
L’ammiraglio si è preso il cielo,
anche se il cielo è di tutti.

Driven by blind greed, a stern admiral gets it into his head
to steal the impossible: the sky!
And so he begins: he folds up the clouds, sews up the
lightning bolts with cross-stitch, turns off the sunsets
with a switch. In a moment, it’s done: the sky is his, only
emptiness remains, and everyone misses the sunsets, the
clouds and even the storms…
But then, a boy notices a little tear in the large white
sheet. And so he pulls and pulls, with everyone’s help,
until the tear widens and the sky overflows once more
among the pages, going back to being what it has always
been and always will be: a gift for everyone. Truly everyone: a little piece is left even for the admiral.

Lo ha nascosto in questo libro,
ma è un segreto quindi... zitti!

Le ha schiacciate tra le pagine:
quarta.
prima, seconda, terza e

Con le nuvole è stato facile,
tutte bianche come la carta.

Marianna Balducci L’AMMIRAGLIO SI è PRESO IL CIELO

MARIANNA BALDUCCI

Marianna Balducci

L’AMMIRAGLIO

SI è PRESO IL CIELO
Edizioni Clichy

«Niente più nuvole, niente
tramonti,
anche dei fulmini ho un po’
nostalgia...

»

• The images are a mixture of photography and drawing. The sky, represented with different photos every
time, is always a creased, folded or scrunched-up
€ 19,00
piece of paper according to the admiral’s greedy fury.
• A book dedicated to Gianni Rodari and to all the
dreamers, where fantasy and innocence overcome
people’s indifference and injustice.

dice un bambino coi denti
storti,
cercando in alto almeno una
scia.

Isbn 978-88-6799-934-7

Edizioni Clichy

FIRST PUBLISHER: EDIZIONI CLICHY (ITALY), 2022

ILLUSTRATED 3+

MARIANNA BALDUCCI graduated in fashion and works in advertising and
publishing. Drawing is her favourite tool for communicating and exploring the
world. Marianna likes experimenting with combinations of drawing and photography. In 2021, she won the Andersen and Super Andersen Prizes with Io
sono Foglia (I Am a Leaf) written by Angelo Mozzillo (Bacchilega Junior, 2020).

"The sky belongs to everyone"
(Gianni Rodari)

TURN TO INDEX

›

THERE'S A SMUDGE
ON MY DRAWING!
Max dreams of being a great artist one day, but something seems to threaten his plans… a smudge, then a
hole, and even a poo and a terrible alien are about to
change the fate of his drawing!

MAX SOGNA DI DIVENTARE UN GRANDE ARTISTA,
MA QUALCOSA SEMBRA MINACCIARE I SUOI PIANI…
UNA MACCHIA, POI UN BUCO, PERSINO UNA CACCA
E UN TERRIBILE ALIENO STANNO PER CAMBIARE
MaxIL DESTINO DEL SUO DISEGNO!
CERCA DI METTERGLI
IL BUFFA
GUINZAGLIO,STORIA
UNANON
CHE PARTE DA UN FOGLIO
MA LUI
ALLORA DECIDEDI CARTA E,
NE VUOLE SAPERE.
DI SPAVENTARLO.
E, PER FORTUN
GAG DOPO GAG, CI RIVELA CHE ANCHE
GLIA, ERRORI
CI RIESCE.
IL CANENELL’INIZIO
CORRE VIA
A VOLTE POSSONO TRASFORMARSI
A GAMBE LEVATE,
EPPURE...
DI QUALCOSA DI SORPRENDENTE.

• A funny story that starts with a sheet of paper and,
gag after gag, reveals to us a new adventure into
art-

FIRST PUBLISHER: EDIZIONI CLICHY (Italy), 2022
PAGES: 36

TUTTA LA CITTÀ È NEL PANICO.
ISBN 978-88-31460-30-9

16,00€

PER FORTUNA,
MAMMA E PAPÀ
SI PRECIPITANO
SULLA TERRA
PER RECUPERARE
IL PICCOLO ALIENO
INFEROCITO,
CANCELLANDO
LA MEMORIA DI MAX
E DEI VICINI
PER SEMPRE.

MARIANNA BALDUCCI

• Even mistakes can turn into the beginning of
something surprising, you just need colours and
imagination!

C’È UNA MACCHIA SUL MIO DISEGNO

MARIANNA BALDUCCI

MARIANNA BALDUCCI

PICTURE BOOK 4+
MARIANNA BALDUCCI graduated in fashion and works in
advertising and publishing. Drawing is her favourite tool for
communicating and exploring the world. Marianna likes experimenting with combinations of drawing and photography. In
2021, she won the Andersen and Super Andersen Prizes with Io
sono Foglia (I Am a Leaf) written by Angelo Mozzillo (Bacchilega
Junior, 2020).

Sometimes a smudge
is all it takes to make big
dreams come true!
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OGRE NOSTRIL'S CHRISTMAS
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CHE COSA SUCCEDE A NATALE NEL PAESE DEGLI ORCHI

A. Mozzillo - A. Piaggio

Guarda e leggi, storie per crescere
ANGELO MOZZILLO & ALICE PIAGGIO

Angelo Mozzillo

• A fun “backwards” Christmas story.
• Sometimes being different isn't so bad! A funny story
about believing in yourself.
FIRST PUBLISHER: GALLUCCI (Italy), 2022

Whose house
will be
the ugliest?
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gg
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DOVE OGNI ANNO VIENE PREMIATA LA CASA PIÙ BRUTTA?
C’È CHI LA INONDA D’ACQUA, CHI STRAPPA VIA TUTTI I FIORI,

id
iA

TANTO PIÙ QUESTA DIVENTA GRAZIOSA.
CHI VINCERÀ QUEST’ANNO L’AMBÌTA COPPA?
Per parlare insieme alle bambine e ai bambini di:
fantasia

umorismo

lic
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MA ORCO NARICE PIÙ CERCA DI RENDERLA BRUTTA

di
se
gn

What happens at Christmas in the land of ogres,
where every year the ugliest house wins a prize?
Some flood theirs with water, some pull up all the
flowers, but the more Ogre Nostril tries to make his
own ugly, the prettier it gets.
Who will win the longed-for prize this year?

addobbi

www.leggolilliput.it
Angelo Mozzillo è nato a Napoli nel 1988 e vive a Milano.
È un collezionista di storie: gli piace scoprirne sempre di
nuove e, quando non le trova, le inventa. Mescola e riordina le parole come i mazzi di carte: ci fa racconti, sceneggiature, reportage e filastrocche.
Alice Piaggio è nata a Genova e ha studiato grafica e illustrazione in una città con un grande palazzo in cima a una
collina: Urbino. Vive in Svizzera, circondata da montagne
prati verdi e boschi di castagni.
DIAMINE! QUASI GLI SI MOZZAinnevate,
IL FIATO.
CADONO TUTTI SOPRA AD UN PINO
CHE CRESCE ALTO NEL SUO GIARDINO.
QUANDO SI ACCORGE DEL RISULTATO,

Progetto Lettura facilitata per tutti con
®

TESTO
IN STAMPATELLO
MAIUSCOLO
ISBN 978-88-3624-848-3

Premio Andersen

E 7,90

ANGELO MOZZILLO was born in Naples in 1988. He moved to Milan to attend film school. He stayed there, but instead of working on film sets he focused on writing. He likes discovering new stories and making up his own, mixing and reinventing words like shuffling a pack of cards. He is the winner of the 2021 Andersen and SuperAndersen
prizes with the picture book Io sono foglia (I Am a Leaf), Bacchilega Junior, 2020, illustrated by Marianna Balducci
ALICE PIAGGIO was born in Genoa and studied graphic design and illustration at the ISIA institute in a town with
a large palace on top of a hill: Urbino. She now lives in Switzerland, surrounded by snowy mountains, green fields
and chestnut woods. She works for PELO magazine and collaborates with Italian and foreign magazines and publishers. She was also a winner of Premio Illustri 2019.

ILLUSTRATED 3+
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TOK'S DANCE

STELLA NOSELLA & CANDIA CASTELLANI

Tok is a monster. A beautiful monster. The most perfectly bold and scary monster in the monster world.
He should be happy to live in a monstrous society that
admires him and thinks he is handsome, but he isn’t: he
thought if others liked him he’d like himself too.
But Tok likes funny, cute things. Until one day …
• A book that motivates readers not to hide, but to
be themselves, because that’s what happiness is, in
the end.
• A story for all the boys and girls who have a dream,
and feel different, to make us strong enough to
pursue the freedom to be who we are.

What's the secret
to happiness?
That it shouldn't
be a secret

FIRST PUBLISHER: SABIR EDITORE (ITALY), 2021

STELLA NOSELLA is a Venetian author of children’s fiction, and a reading ambassador for Little Readers. Her
two debut children’s novels, Sebastian’s Chronicles
(Capponi Editore 2018-2019) and La Bambina dal nastro rosso (The Little Girl with the Red Ribbon) L’Orto
della Cultura, 2019, were both nominated for the Strega
Children’s Prize 2019-20.
CANDIA CASTELLANI was born in Florence amd graduated from the DAMS in Bologna, ,ajoring in Cinema.
She has been published with Aliberti Jr. and currently
works with Bibliolibrò Editore, Sabir Editore, L’Orto della
Cultura. Since 2015 she has been a teacher and director
of the Scandicci School of Illustration.
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ALL FORBIDDEN UNLESS
Ammenochè è una città dove tutto è vietato.
A meno che non sia previsto altrimenti dal regolamento.

TUTTO VIETATO

Unless is a city where everything is forbidden.
But don’t worry, often the fines aren’t steep at all,
on the contrary, they might turn out to be very
sweet.
If you pass by here on the 14th of the month
without wearing a hat, for example, you could
get a cake in the face!
Come and step into the city: there are very many
oddities, but much fun to be had!

Ballin • Spadoni

GABRIELLA BALLIN & MATTEO SPADONI

MATTEO
SPADONI

GABRIELLA
BALLIN

tutto
vietato

AMMENOCHÉ

• Humour, fun and many different levels of
reading of the text and the various images for
the delight of both young and old.
FIRST PUBLISHER: Erekappa Edizioni (Italy), 2022
€ 16,00

GABRIELLA BALLIN was born in Friuli, and graduated with a
degree in Foreign Languages and Literature. She began her
career in TV as a writer-producer and, while working for Disney channels, graduated from the Castello Sforzesco School
of Comics in Milan. She drew and scribbled on any surface
until one day she realised that she liked writing. She now
works in creative writing and video production as a freelancer.
Her first picture book Quand tu dors was published in France
in 2019.
MATTEO SPADONI was born in Rome, in 1990. He started
drawing when he was four and from that moment on he never stopped. When he was thirteen, he decided that he would
be a "drawer of things." This is his first book.
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ILLUSTRATED 5+

What if everything were forbidden?

TURN TO INDEX
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SOME DAYS

ANDREA FAROTTO &
LUCIA DE MARCO

Some days, people are so busy that they don’t have
time to look away and notice something beautiful, not
even for a second.

ti sorprende
i in cui qualcuno .
Ci sono giorn
inaspettato
con un gesto
altrettanto...
E tu puoi fare

What if we spent a moment of our time looking around
us and discovering the wonders that surround us?

• A book made to look at, with a surprise at the end.
FIRST PUBLISHER: CAISSA (ITALY), SEPTEMBER 2022

Nemmeno il controllore riesce a distogliere
per un attimo lo sguardo dai suoi biglietti.
E del resto perché dovrebbe?

ANDREA FAROTTO is a petroleum engineer, currently
living in London. He was born in Chirundu, in Zambia,
in 1983, to Italian parents.
He loves travelling the world, discovering new places
and embracing different cultures.
Fatherhood rekindled his desire to fulfil his childhood
dreams. When he isn’t busy with his main job, he spends
his time inventing new ways to improve children’s creativity through games and literacy.
His three children are his source of inspiration.
LUCIA DE MARCO is an Italian illustrator. She grew up
among books and paints, and has always been interested in art and literature. After a degree in Art History she
trained in traditional painting and then decided to study
editorial illustration at Mimaster di Milano.
She is specialised in watercolour techniques and works
as a freelance for private brands and publishers.

PICTURE BOOKS 4+

Some days something
can take you by surprise...

TURN TO INDEX
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THE CAT WITH ROLLER SKATES

C. Anzile - C. Grosa

CARLA ÀNZILE & CAROLINA GROSA

23

Guarda e leggi, storie per crescere
TOPAZIO RICEVE IN REGALO DAL PADRE
UN GATTO CON I PATTINI A ROTELLE.

Topaz's dad gives him a present: a cat with roller skates.
What’s he going to do with that?
And it sleeps all the time, too.
But soon a company of artists comes along.
The ringmaster of a circus offers Topaz a lavish payment if the
cat will perform on roller skates.
Despite his training, the cat creates havoc during the show.
But the audience are pleased.
Life never be the same again for Topaz and his funny, lazy cat!

CHE COSA PUÒ FARCI? E POI DORME SEMPRE...
MA PRESTO ARRIVA UNA COMPAGNIA DI ARTISTI:
LA VITA DI TOPAZIO E DEL SUO BUFFO GATTO PIGRO
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Per parlare insieme alle bambine e ai bambini di:
amicizia

lavoro di squadra

perseveranza

www.leggolilliput.it
Carla Anzile vive in provincia di Pordenone e lavora come
maestra nella scuola primaria. È stata animatrice, attrice di
teatro per ragazzi e conduttrice di laboratori di lettura ad
alta voce. Attualmente si dedica anche all’utilizzo dei linguaggi multimediali per narrare storie. Nel tempo libero fa
collage, infila perline e va in vespa.

• Sometimes an unexpected, even incredible event can be
the best possible gift.
• Vivid and delicate illustrations that easily catch the
reader's attention.

Carolina Grosa è nata in Valle d’Aosta dove ha trascorso
l’infanzia e l’adolescenza. Ha frequentato il corso d’illustrazione dello IED di Torino, dove si è specializzata in cinema di animazione presso il Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia. Lavora come illustratrice freelance dividendosi
tra il disegno per l’infanzia e la grafica pubblicitaria.
Progetto Lettura facilitata per tutti con
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FIRST PUBLISHER: GALLUCCI (ITALY), 17TH MARCH 2022

Carla Anzile

CAMBIERÀ PER SEMPRE.

rotelle.indd
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ISBN 978-88-3624-621-2

Premio Andersen
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CARLA ÀNZILE was born in Pordenone, where she
currently lives in a house with a blue door.
As a girl she wanted to study languages and travel the
world, but her good intentions stopped in London. Her
first job was as an entertainer and children's theatre
actress, hanging out in the squares of Italy and even
on national TV. For 25 years she has been a primary
school teacher where she teaches the most beautiful
thing in the world: learning to read and love stories.
This is her first book.
CAROLINA GROSA was born in Valle d’Aosta, and
spent her childhood and adolescence there. She attended the illustration course at IED in Turin, where
she specialised in animation. She works as a freelance
illustrator dividing her time between drawings for children and advertising images.
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What if you got a cat with roller skates?
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LITTLE MONSTER
RAFFAELLA BOLAFFIO

CHI È IL VERO MOSTRO?
DIPENDE DAI PUNTI
DI VISTA!

Due mostri si aggirano per casa.
Uno è piccolo piccolo, l’altro è
MINUTO E POI ed entrambi sono così orripilanti che quanPASSA QUALCHE enorme,
E:
INCREDIBIL
SUCCEDE UNA COSA
do siNO.vedono urlano per lo spavento!
I MOSTRI SI MOLTIPLICA
ESCONO DA TUTTE LE PARTI,
MaBAGNO…
che sarà mai… In fondo uno ha solo otto zamDALLA CUCINA, DAL
SONO SICURO CHE NE SIA
pe e l’altro due!
USCITO UNO ANCHE

• Who’s the real monster? That depends on your
point of view!
• A funny story to discover that new friendships can
arise from diversity.

IE ARC

O

TESTO IN STAMPATELLO MAIUSCOLO

ER

FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2022

PICCOLO MOSTRO

DA SOTTO IL PIANOFORTE.
AIUTO! SONO CIRCONDATO
DA UN’INTERA FAMIGLIA
DI MOSTRI!
BALENO

R. BOLAFFIO

There are two monsters in the house. One is tiny, the
other is huge, and both are so terrifying that when they
see each other they scream in fear!
But what’s so scary? In the end, one only has eight feet,
and the other has two!

S
ATTENTI AL MOSTRO!

CI SONO ANIMALI CHE PARLANO

Who says monster
to the monster?
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RAFFAELLA BOLAFFIO was born in Trieste in late March
1977 during a snowstorm, in 1978 she learned how to
hold a pencil in her hand, in 1979 she learned how
to chew it, in 1980 she finally started using it to draw
and since then hasn’t stopped except to eat or use the
bathroom. To earn a living she chose a very nice job:
she writes and draws and has published many books
with various Italian and foreign publishers. She especially loves to write and draw animal stories, because
she feels a certain affinity with creatures. In her spare
time, she writes, draws, chews pencils, creates puppets,
walks her dog, and plays the ukulele.

24/05/22 14:07

DIM: 14,2x20,9 cm

PICTURE BOOK 3+
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E
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TURN TO INDEX

›

I AM A LEAF

ANGELO MOZZILLO
& MARIANNA BALDUCCI

Day after day, different moods, in search of the right
moment, of stability.
• Winner of the Andersen and Super Andersen prizes
in 2021.
FIRST PUBLISHER: BACCHILEGA JUNIOR (ITALY),
2020 - PAGES: 32
RIGHTS SOLD IN: KOREA (HYEONAMSA), CHINA
(SHANGHAI JUVENILE & CHILDREN’S PUBLISHING
HOUSE), ARGENTINA (ABRAZANDO CUENTOS), TAIWAN (TAIWAN EDUCATIONAL), TURKEY (DOGAN),
FRANCE (A2MIMO)

ANGELO MOZZILLO was born in Naples in 1988 and
lives in Milan. A collector of stories, he always likes to
discover new ones and, when he can’t find any, he invents his own. He shuffles and rearranges words like
a deck of cards, giving us stories, scripts, articles and
nursery rhymes. He is the Andersen and Super Andersen prize winner with this title.
MARIANNA BALDUCCI graduated in fashion and
works in advertising and publishing. Drawing is her
favourite tool for communicating and exploring the
world. In 2021, she won the Andersen and Super Andersen prizes with this book written by Angelo (Bacchilega Junior, 2020).

One day I am blowing,
One day I can't get going.
One day blazing sun,
One day there is none.

PICTURE BOOK 4+

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE HIDDEN
LIFE OF THINGS
MARIANNA BALDUCCI

(ILLUSTRATIONS AND CONCEPT)
FABIO GERVASONI (PHOTOS)
Through the combination of Marianna Balducci’s drawings and stories and Fabio Gervasoni’s photographs, the
objects are transformed, inviting the reader to play with
them, to overturn the usual point of view in favour of
fantasy.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SABIR EDITORE (ITALY), 2020
PAGES: 36

"Things have a secret
life and, if we look
more carefully,
maybe we'll be lucky
enough to have them
tell us about it."
PICTURE BOOK 4+
MARIANNA BALDUCCI graduated in fashion and works in advertising and publishing. Drawing is her favourite tool for communicating and exploring the world. In 2021,
she won the Andersen and Super Andersen prizes with Io sono foglia (I Am a Leaf) written by Angelo Mozzillo (Bacchilega Junior, 2020).
FABIO GERVASONI discovered his passion for images initially through travel photography. Working with Marianna, he brings to life photo-illustrated experiments for advertising and publishing projects, such as Il viaggio di Piedino (Piedino’s Journey) written by Elisa Mazzoli, which in 2018 won the national Nati Per Leggere prize.

TURN TO INDEX

›

I WANT 100
LIGHTBULBS
MARIANNA BALDUCCI &
ELISA ROCCHI
A book to make us laugh and reflect on what we truly
want.
Tantrums are just tantrums! But is that really always the
case?
FIRST PUBLISHER: SABIR EDITORE (ITALY), 2021

In how many and what ways
do children speak to us?
MARIANNA BALDUCCI graduated in fashion and works
in advertising and publishing. Drawing is her favourite tool for communicating and exploring the world.
Marianna likes experimenting with the combination of
drawing and photography. In 2021, she won the Italian Andersen and Super Andersen prizes with Io sono
Foglia (I Am a Leaf) written by Angelo Mozzillo (Bacchilega Junior, Italy).
ELISA ROCCHI started drawing when she was very
young and, growing up, became more interested in
fairy tales and the world of children’s literature. She
graduated in Comics and Illustration at the Academy
of Fine Arts in Bologna, turning her passion for illustrations into a profession. She has various collaborations
with publishers.

PICTURE BOOK 4+

TURN TO INDEX

›

DREAMS

MADDALENA SCHIAVO &
SILVIA PERTILE
There are different types of dreams: those while you
sleep, magical and imaginative, but also daydreams that
represent your present wishes, dream projects and broken dreams. It isn’t easy to catch dreams, because they
flit away like butterflies as soon as you brush against
them. Yet we experience them, day and night, as in an
adventure: the adventure of dreaming.
• A book capable of combining dreams and reality,
dedicated to all the dreams in the world and to all
the dreamers.
• A poetic and very delicate text, to enjoy in a moment of personal escape.

I sogni sono furbi, si infilano
sotto le coperte
quando meno te lo aspetti.

Altre volte si lasciano prendere,
ma solo per un attimo.

PUBLISHER: BACCHILEGA JUNIOR (ITALY), 2021
PAGES: 28

PICTURE BOOK 4+

MADDALENA SCHIAVO lives in the province of Vicenza and
has been a children’s author since 2014.
SILVIA PERTILE is an avid reader and tireless dreamer who
has found in illustration the meeting point of her passions for
drawing and the written word.

A picture book to escape from reality
through the imaginary.

TURN TO INDEX

›

GREEN HOPE
STELLA NOSELLA
& MARIANNA BALDUCCI
Photo-illustrated picture book with images of Amatrice after the dramatic earthquake of 2016.
A delicate tale, a hymn to rebirth, kindness, solidarity,
hope and love for Nature which, if protected and guarded, is capable of repaying us with extraordinary gifts.
FIRST PUBLISHER: L’ORTO DELLA CULTURA (ITALY),
2021 - PAGES: 50

PICTURE BOOK 6+
STELLA NOSELLA is a Venetian author of children’s
fiction, and a reading ambassador for Little Readers.
Her two debut children’s novels, Sebastian’s Chronicles (Capponi Editore 2018-2019) and La Bambina dal
nastro rosso (The Little Girl with the Red Ribbon) L’Orto
della Cultura, 2019, were both nominated for the Strega
Children’s Prize 2019-20.
MARIANNA BALDUCCI graduated in fashion and works
in advertising and publishing. Drawing is her favourite tool for communicating and exploring the world.
Marianna likes experimenting with the combination of
drawing and photography. In 2021, she won the Italian Andersen and Super Andersen prizes with Io sono
foglia (I Am a Leaf) written by Angelo Mozzillo (Bacchilega Junior, Italy).

A kind gesture,
however small, can
make a difference

TURN TO INDEX

›

OCCHIOLINO
MAURO BELLEI

THE BEARS SERIES
Game-books where storytelling leads to the SuperPieces, which are marks that are physically detachable from
the book and which allow the reader to reconstruct the
images of the story or invent others, creating new stories.
The SuperPieces are various colourful brushstrokes,
lines, dots or marks. A single mark can be part of different
pictures, and in composing with the SuperPieces, a journey takes place, moving from the abstract mark to the
picture, which is part of reality.

C’È CHI SI PRECIPITA

SOME RUSH OFF TO

A GUARDARE

LOOK IN THE VALLEYS

NELLE VALLI

• The idea is to learn how to design with marks.
• Children of all ages can put their creativity into play
by combining or overlapping the limited pieces to
create something.
FIRST PUBLISHER: OCCHIOLINO (ITALY) - PAGES: 46

R VISTO IL

DICE DI AVE
A UN DELFINO

E L’ENIGM
A FINE RISOLV

ALL

,A

IN THE END

ES THE
DOLPHIN SOLV

IT SAYS IT

LADRO...

F...

SAW THE THIE

MYSTERY

PICTURE BOOK 4+
MAURO BELLEI combines his profession as an architect with a passion for publishing. In 2016, he founded Occhiolino Edizioni. His design activities start from
theatrical scenographic experiments and develop by
intertwining works of design and architecture. He won
the 2021 Andersen Prize as Protagonist for Children’s
Culture.

Books for children
to read, do, observe,
narrate...

TURN TO INDEX

›

OCCHIOLINO
MAURO BELLEI

THE HAWKS SERIES
The reader starts from something real, a paper bag or a
piece of bark, and transports it into an abstract or fantastic world.
The books have a vertical line on the cover and contain
HiddenPages, flap pages whose content is not visible
when flicking through the book. They invite you to develop workshop activities around the theme of the book.
• Here the impulse to design moves through three
stages: an element taken from reality, for example a
blade of grass or a leaf, which becomes a fantastic element in the picture book, and which can finally be
brought back to reality – in a workshop – with the
help of the HiddenPages.
FIRST PUBLISHER: OCCHIOLINO (ITALY) - PAGES: 46

PICTURE BOOK 6+
MAURO BELLEI combines his profession as an architect with a passion for publishing. In 2016, he founded Occhiolino Edizioni. His design activities start from
theatrical scenographic experiments and develop by
intertwining works of design and architecture. He won
the 2021 Andersen Prize as Protagonist for Children’s
Culture.

Books for children
to read, do, observe,
narrate...

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE ENCHANTMENT
HANDBOOK
ALESSANDRA DI CONSOLI &
CRISTIANO SORMANO VALLI
Each drawing is a step: into nature, into the imagination,
into the little stories that each nursery rhyme tells.
There are clouds, the moon, poppies, bees, honey, the
scent of wisteria. There are dancers who invented the
universe by dancing, thoughts like paper boats in the
sea, a whale that is also an island and a root girl. We are
all there: acrobats in the world.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SABIR EDITORE (ITALY), 2021 PAGES: 36

ALESSANDRA DI CONSOLI was born in 1982 in Chile.
After art school, she graduated in Visual Arts from the
European Institute of Design in Milan. She works as a
photographer, even if she never misses a chance to experiment with other means of expression. She has participated in art festivals and fairs and has exhibited her
works in Italy and abroad.
CRISTIANO SORMANO VALLI was born in 1972, in the
province of Milan. He has written and published short
stories, poems and books for children. He is the author
of plays, scripts for short films and song lyrics. He has
created several shows, with which he has participated
in the most important Italian festivals.

PICTURE BOOK 8+

A book like a
little journey

TURN TO INDEX

›

A ROOM ALL
OF MY OWN
GUENDALINA PASSERI
The protagonist has a room all of her own and no one
can enter. She can play with the stories she invents or
has just read and set sail for adventure. Only by learning
about your room (mind), and allowing someone to enter, can you learn to see the world in colour even when
everything seems grey.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 36

PICTURE BOOK 4+

GUENDALINA PASSERI, born in Assisi, has always loved
picture books, so she started on a journey of visual research. In 2019, her works were selected for the Cicla
Original Illustrations Exhibition award and acquired in
the permanent collection of the Baoshan International
Folk Arts Exposition in Shanghai. In 2020, she was selected for the same award, presenting three boards with
the illustrations from this book, exhibited in Shanghai
from November 2020 to January 2021.

You need only
read a book with a
story about pirates
to become one...

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE NIGHT OF
THE WHALE
PEPPO BIANCHESSI

The wonder of life and its fluctuations shown in a sequence of highly emotional images.
FIRST PUBLISHER: RIZZOLI (ITALY), 2019 - PAGES: 52

On a midsummer night... it arrived...
it eclipsed the moon... it approached my
father... touched his forehead. It stayed
with him for a while, then it left.

PICTURE BOOK 4+
PEPPO BIANCHESSI lives in Crema and after Art School
he graduated in Communication and Design. An author
and illustrator of children’s books published in Italy and
around the world, he has collaborated with Donato
Carrisi, Roberto Piumini, Aidan Chambers, Melvin Burgess and many others. He also works on music videos,
animations and screenplays.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE ATLAS OF
IMAGINARY
PLACES
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO
& DAVIDE CALÌ
A trip to the ends of the earth in search of the girl who stole your heart…
• A modern-day story with echoes of old-world fable and adventure.
• Fascinating worlds populated by fantastic creatures – a must-have map for
imaginary travellers.
• Illustrator: Isabella Mazzanti
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2017 - PAGES: 48

An impossible journey,
a search you will
never forget

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. His books have sold millions of copies worldwide and have been translated into over 30 languages. Today he is considered one of the leading Italian
children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad.
DAVIDE CALÌ is a cartoonist, illustrator and children’s author, whose books have been translated in about
thirty countries and have won several prizes in France, Belgium, Spain, Switzerland and Germany.
ISABELLA MAZZANTI has several years of experience in the art field, working as an art director, illustrator
and comic book artist in Italy, the USA and France. She graduated in Chinese language and culture and
lived in China for one year where she studied in numerous art institutes and fine arts academies. She
loves taking long walks, drawing and reading ghost stories with her cat Petronilla.

PICTURE BOOK 8+

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE TIGER
GABRIELE PINO &
DAVIDE CALÌ

Inspired by an Indian proverb, a poetic and ironic interpretation of the relationship between humans and nature.
FIRST PUBLISHER: A2MIMO (FRANCE), 2020
RIGHTS SOLD IN: KOREA (BOOKLIGHT) - PAGES: 32

Some think that nature is beautiful and
lock the tiger away in a cage.
Some think thatnature is useful
and make a coatfrom the tiger's skin...

DAVIDE CALÌ is a cartoonist, illustrator and children’s
author, whose books have been translated in about thirty countries and have won several prizes in France, Belgium, Spain, Switzerland and Germany.
GABRIELE PINO graduated from IED Turin in illustration
and visual communication. He works as a freelance illustrator, draws comics for the weekly magazine “Origami”
and co-creates the line of illustrated ceramics “Memories”. He worked for Matera 2019 and collaborates with
Pitti Fragranze, Moscabianca Edizioni, Pearson Italy and
several other publishers.

PICTURE BOOK 4+

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE DAY OF
THE WHALES

CORNELIUS & T. CAROZZI

A story about the unknown and how prejudice poisons
relationships.
FIRST PUBLISHER: CHOCOLAT JEUNESSE (FRANCE),
2018 - PAGES: 48
RIGHTS SOLD IN: SPAIN (OCÉANO), ITALY (KITE),
KOREA (TUNDERBIRD), GERMANY (CARL AUER
VERLAG)
TV RIGHTS OPTIONED

There was a day when the whales
came... they came from the sky and it
was a day of wonder but it was also
an unexpected disturbance.

CORNELIUS is an alter ego of Davide Calì. DAVIDE CALÌ
is a cartoonist, illustrator and children’s author,
whose books have been translated in about thirty
countries and have won several prizes in France,
Belgium, Spain, Switzerland and Germany.
TOMMASO CAROZZI studied art and illustration and has
worked for the film industry, animation and museums.
His work, exhibited in multiple spaces, is populated by
gigantic hybrid animals, strange worlds and creatures as
metaphors for the relationship between man and nature.

PICTURE BOOK 4+

TURN TO INDEX

›

PIAZZA 25
APRILE

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO
& ALESSANDRO SANNA

21x28cm CMYK

This is a story of war, exclusion, losses. And, in the end,
rebirth.
A picture story of Liberation and the birth of the Italian
Republic, told through the poetic gaze of a little girl.
La prima cosa che mi ricordo

è un grade festa, anche se ti

sembrerà impossibile:

• Inserted in the Italian IBBY honour list 2021.

avevo diciassette giorni, quando

vincemmo i primi mondiali

di calcio. E quattro anni e

giorni, quando li vincemmo

diciassette

di nuovo.

FIRST PUBLISHER: RIZZOLI (ITALY), 2020 - PAGES: 40
21x28cm CMYK

E non sono più scesa.

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. His books have sold millions of copies worldwide
and have been translated into over 30 languages. Today
he is considered one of the leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad.
ALESSANDRO SANNA is one of the most famous and
award-winning Italian illustrators. With Rizzoli he has
published Fiume lento (Super Andersen Prize 2014) and
Come questa pietra (2019).

PICTURE BOOK 7+

The first thing I remember is a big party.
All that will seem impossible to you...

TURN TO INDEX

›

LITTLE
EINSTEIN
MARIATERESA CONTE
The story of an enterprising young girl, showing readers
it’s important to dream, because big dreams lead to big
adventures.
FIRST PUBLISHER: LAVIERI (ITALY), 2018
RIGHTS SOLD IN: SPAIN (OBELISCO) - PAGES: 28

Little Einstein
dreams of becoming
a scientist and
winning the Nobel
Prize someday
PICTURE BOOK 4+
MARIATERESA CONTE was born in Taranto. After graduating in Law, she began to delve into the world of
comics and won the B. Jacovitti scholarship for a masters in Illustration at the IED in Milan. She has worked
for several magazines and is now an editor at Panini
Comics.

TURN TO INDEX

›

AND THEN IT
WAS TIME

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO
& ANNA PIROLLI

Life is a story that never ends… taking on new colours,
forms and depth with every passing month and year.
FIRST PUBLISHER: SALANI (ITALY), 2019 - PAGES: 48

And that moment
will return, time
and again...

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO is a writer and journalist. His books have sold millions of copies worldwide
and have been translated into over 30 languages. Today he is considered one of the leading Italian children’s authors and the most widely translated abroad.
ANNA PIROLLI studied illustration at the European Institute of Design and has worked as a freelance illustrator and art director for companies such as Mondadori,
Vogue, MTV, Disney and others. The illustrations from
her book Anonymouse by Vikki VanSickle (Tundra
Books) won the Dilys Evans Founder’s Award in the 2021
Society of Illustrator’s The Original Art Show.

PICTURE BOOK 4+

TURN TO INDEX

›

BENTY BREIGHT'S
JIG
DAVIDE PANIZZA
The tale of Benty Breight’s adventure is literally “one
number after another”: 11 bandits stole 12 coins from
him on Friday the 13th, and his horse sneezed 14 times…
• A jolly western jig, full of fun and laughs. An entertaining way to introduce young children to
numbers.
FIRST PUBLISHER: LAVIERI (ITALY), 2018 - PAGES: 36

PICTURE BOOK 4+
DAVIDE PANIZZA was born in Trento and attended
the Graphic Art course at the Academy of Fine Arts in
Urbino. Given his predilection for children’s literature,
he attended the MiMaster Illustration in Milan in which
he created this book. His latest book illustrations have
been for Detective Linus (Piemme, 2022), written by
Angelo Mozzillo.

Benty Bright has had an awful day and
needs two glasses of Kentucky Soda

TURN TO INDEX

›

I WAS HERE
FIRST!
NICOLETTA ASNICAR
& ALICE PIAGGIO

A little brother, even when you want one very much, is
always an earthquake that will shatter all your certainties
as an only child. However, a little brother, even when you
didn’t really want one, is always a surprise.
Someone with whom to rediscover the world you know
with a different perspective, someone to set off with to
explore the part of the world that you don’t know yet.
FIRST PUBLISHER: ERREKAPPA (ITALY), 2021
PAGES: 40

A story of
unconditional
love

PICTURE BOOK 4+

NICOLETTA ASNICAR lives in Vicenza, is a teacher and, since 2009, has been the head of “Keidos”, an association for the promotion of children’s literature. She collaborates
with Mondadori, writing monthly stories and nursery rhymes for the magazine Focus Pico.
ALICE PIAGGIO graduated in Graphics of Images and Illustrations at the ISIA institute in Urbino. She works for PELO magazine and collaborates with Italian and foreign magazines and publishers. She was also a winner of Premio Illustri 2019.

TURN TO INDEX

›

I'M THE KING
MARCO VIALE

A tongue-in-cheek, fun book to explain that if we look
beyond appearances, we’re all the same underneath,
with the same fears and weaknesses. And that roles can
be reversed when you least expect it.
• Winner of the Kimi Siegel 2021
FIRST PUBLISHER: KITE (ITALY), 2019
RIGHTS SOLD IN: FRANCE (A2MIMO), GERMANY
(VERLAG FREIES GEISTESLEBE) - PAGES: 32

An arrogant
king speaks to a
mysterious little
creature
PICTURE BOOK 4+
MARCO VIALE is an author and illustrator from Liguria.
After art high school and the faculty of architecture, he
moved to Milan to work in advertising and photography, exhibiting his work in Italian and foreign galleries.
In 2013, he won the Nati Per Leggere award with La
città dei lupi blu.

TURN TO INDEX

›

OH OH ANTS

ELSIE W. RIGHT &
MARTINA TONELLO

First, the ants find a crumb, then a big doughnut and
even a roast chicken. But oh, won’t they be too heavy to
carry? Sometimes being happy with what you’ve got can
be the solution.
FIRST PUBLISHER: PIEMME (ITALY), 2019 - PAGES: 30

ELSIE W. RIGHT was born in Canberra, Australia, in
1962. The daughter of a diplomat, she traveled extensively as a child, living in India, New Caledonia, Tasmania and South Africa. Perhaps that’s why, nowadays, she
almost never leaves her home in Jersey.
MARTINA TONELLO is an illustrator and aspiring carpenter. She likes to explore new places, like a desk drawer, a path in the forest or a new city street. She was born
in Padua in 1993, and she currently lives in Bologna,
where she spends her time inventing stories and creating
workshops for children. Her work has been published by
Electa Kids, Piemme and Editoriale Scienza.

PICTURE BOOK 4+

The queen of the ants is hungry and
sends three ants in search of food

TURN TO INDEX

›

HOMES AROUND
THE WORLD
MARIAPAOLA PESCE &
MARTINA TONELLO

A trip around the world in the company of an intrepid
young girl who wants to see for herself the customs
and traditions of all the people she encounters.
Eleven types of homes scattered across five continents,
treating young readers to insights into the most fascinating homes in the world, while revealing the customs
of the world’s peoples.
FIRST PUBLISHER: ELECTA KIDS (ITALY), 2021
PAGES: 30
RIGHTS SOLD IN: CHINA (PUBLISHING HOUSE OF
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY), BELGIUM AND NETHERLANDS (SCHOOLSUPPORT)

MARIAPAOLA PESCE, a bookseller by family inheritance, returned to her first love, writing, after a long
period as a business coach. She has been published in
several languages.
MARTINA TONELLO is an illustrator and aspiring carpenter. She likes to explore new places, like a desk drawer, a path in the forest or a new city street. She was born
in Padua in 1993, and she currently lives in Bologna,
where she spends her time inventing stories and creating
workshops for children. Her work has been published by
Electa Kids, Piemme and Editoriale Scienza.

PICTURE BOOK 4+

What is a home? A den to take shelter in,
a nest in which to raise our children, a
quiet corner for our hobbies.

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE KNIGHTS OF GOOD MANNERS
PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO &
EMANUELE BENETTI

I cavalieri si rimisero al
lavoro.
E di lì a poco i grandi si
riunirono nuovamente,

sempre in segreto.

- Dobbiamo fare qualcosa

per questi cavalieri!
Sono davvero insopportab
ili!

In a town far, far away, there lived a group of people
whose children were very ill-mannered. They didn’t
wash, never cleared the table, and ate only sweets, just
to give you an idea. Desperate times call for desperate
measures, their parents told themselves.
So, they decided to call the Knights of Good Manners to
re-educate their children in the most effective way possible. However, they hadn’t considered the possibility of
also having to be brought back in line themselves.
• A witty and ironic picture book that makes us smile
and reminds us that perhaps, all in all, none of us
are perfect.
• With this project, Emanuele Benetti won the
2020/2021 edition of the Lucca Junior Contest –
“Livio Sossi” Editorial Illustration Award.

Gli adulti preparano dei manifesti, li fecero
stampare da una tipografia e nottetempo
ne tappezzarono i muri della città.

S.O.S.
ABBIAMO BAMBINI TREMENDI
DA RIEDUCARE.

FIRST PUBLISHER: KITE EDIZIONI (ITALY), 2021
PAGES: 32

PER FAVORE CAVALIERI SALVATECI VOI!
ABITIAMO IN UN POSTO LONTANO,
LONTANO. LONTANISSIMO!
VENITE SUBITO A SALVARCI!

PICTURE BOOK 4+

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO’s books have sold millions
of copies worldwide and have been translated into over 30
languages.
EMANUELE BENETTI is an educator with a passion for drawing. The real fun begins when his pen glides over the paper
and lets him escape from the daily grind.

With good manners,
you get everything

TURN TO INDEX

›

MY GRANDPA WHO
RETURNED FROM
GERMANY ON FOOT
MARIAPAOLA PESCE &
GIACOMO AGNELLO MODICA
A girl embarks on a journey to go and meet someone who represented an
important moment in the life of her grandfather, an original man with a rather
unbridled imagination, whose stories are always on the border between reality
and fantasy. During the journey, she reveals some of his stories, rearranging
some excerpts from his life, until she arrives at the meeting, which will turn out
to be surprising and moving.
• A true story, with hints of verisimilitude!
• A tale that speaks of a historically established
fact, and of a historical period that has marked
the lives of millions of people.
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FIRST PUBLISHER: BAROMETZ (ITALY), 2021
PAGES: 38

PICTURE BOOK 9+
MARIAPAOLA PESCE, a bookseller by family inheritance,
returned to her first love, writing, after a long period as
a business coach. She has been published in several
languages.
GIACOMO AGNELLO MODICA has been drawing since he
was young, everywhere, and the only certainty he has is
that he will continue to do so.

The story of a bizarre man
between fantasy and reality

TURN TO INDEX

›

AN ACCIDENTAL CHRISTMAS
ANGELO MOZZILLO & MARTINA TONELLO

During the night of an eclipse, a raccoon lights a beacon to illuminate the wood. The blackbirds, observing
the light, mistakenly believe that Christmas has arrived,
and they hurry to turn on all the lights hidden among the
trees for the occasion, waking up rabbits, badgers and
foxes who, rubbing their eyes, look around and shout:
“It’s Christmas! We need to prepare the dinner!”
And so, from a little misunderstanding, one after the
other, all the animals of the wood prepare for an outof-season Christmas, bringing light, warmth and a lot of
wonder to the Old North Forest.

È un Natale meraviglioso.
D’accordo, è un malinteso
,
lo si diceva prima: non è propriam
ente Natale.
Ma l’atmosfera riscalda i cuori
di tutti gli abitanti
dell’antica Foresta, richiaman
do anche
gli animi più scontrosi.

• The happiness that is found in being together. In being part of something bigger.
FIRST PUBLISHER: CLICHY EDIZIONI (ITALY), 2021 PAGES: 40
RIGHTS SOLD IN FRACE (PALOMITA)

«Buon Natale», gli dicono tutti.
«Ma… non è Natale», vorrebbe rispondere,
però l’emozione gli spegne la voce.
Sussurra soltanto un timido grazie.

ANGELO MOZZILLO, a collector of stories, always
likes to discover new ones. He shuffles and rearranges
words like a deck of cards, giving us stories, scripts, articles and nursery rhymes. He is the Andersen and Super
Andersen prize winner with Io sono foglia (I Am a Leaf),
Bacchilega Junior, 2021.
MARTINA TONELLO is an illustrator and aspiring carpenter. She likes to explore new places, like a desk drawer, a path in the forest or a new city street. She spends
her time inventing stories and creating workshops for
children. Her work has been published by Electa Kids,
Piemme and Editoriale Scienza.

PICTURE BOOK 4+

In the Old North Forest, Christmas is
celebrated by mistake. Even several
times a year... Every time there's a
dark night to light up!

TURN TO INDEX

›

DEAR CHILD

A LETTER FROM FATHER CHRISTMAS

MATILDE TACCHINI & RAFFAELLA BOLAFFIO
Christmas is fast approaching, and girls and boys can’t
forget about writing the traditional letter. But what if, this
year, it was Father Christmas who wanted to write it?
Surely, he’ll write about how he’s always behaved well,
kept his bedroom tidy, and not eaten too many sweets…
But maybe he’s not telling the truth!?
• The background of the most stereotyped character
ever, showing us that, despite appearances, no one
is perfect. Not even Father Christmas!
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2021
PAGES: 32

MATILDE TACCHINI is an art director, illustrator and
author for children. Having graduated in Art Direction
at NABA, she later opened a creative studio in Piacenza
where, in addition to graphic design, she dedicates herself to literature for children, her true passion.
RAFFAELLA BOLAFFIO attended the Art Institute and
the school of Illustration Art & Message in Milan. In 2003,
she published her first book as an author by Emme
Edizioni, with which she has never stopped collaborating, publishing numerous titles both as an author and as
an illustrator.

PICTURE BOOK 4+

An original and fun story that manages to
make you smile with every page, reversing
the roles in a surprising way

TURN TO INDEX

›

GRAPHIC
NOVELS
TURN TO INDEX

›

THE FOREST

HARRIET WEBSTER & RICCARDO PIERUCCINI
It’s the 19th of April 1943 in Warsaw, the capital city of Nazi-occupied Poland. For the feisty and street-smart Zuzanna, 16, it seems like just another day fighting to stay alive
in the Warsaw Ghetto, where hundreds of thousands of
Jewish people are living in cramped and squalid conditions,
with little to no means of survival. That is until Zuzanna is
given an unexpected chance to escape, on the condition
that she takes the meek and little Hanna, 11, with her.
This is the story of two girls who form an unlikely friendship
as deep as sisters while hiding in a cold, mysterious forest
as a courageous battle unfolds nearby: the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising. Together, Zuzanna and Hanna must find new
ways to carry on. Can they contain their fears, resolve their
differences, and learn to trust and rely on each other fully in
such dark and confusing times?
• A coming-of-age story for young readers with a passion for history and adventure.
• This educational tale describes the power of resilience, valour and sisterhood over fear, adversity and
the unknown.
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Zitta
e non fare
rumore.

FIRST PUBLISHER: ELECTACOMICS (ITALY), 2022
PAGES: 128 - GRAPHIC NOVEL
22

23

HARRIET WEBSTER is a British writer. She has always loved history and stories about brave girls and women from all over the
world. Harriet began by writing and illustrating her own comic stories, contributing to the fervent indie comic scene in London,
before moving on to comics for kids, YA and television screenplays.
RICCARDO PIERUCCINI – known professionally as Ruggine – has always been passionate about comics and animation. In
2001, at the age of 20, he won the Pierlambicchi competition for budding comic artists and received the prize from John
Buscema himself. Since then, he has published for Starcomics, Shockdom, Marvel and Mondadori; he also has forays into the
world of cinema and animation under his belt. Riccardo has twenty years of experience as a drawing teacher and, since 2006,
as a collaborator of the Lucca Comics and Games convention.

HISTORICAL 10+

A tale of two young
strangers
who form a bond as
deep as sisters

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE LIMBO DIARIES
MANLIO CASTAGNA & NOVA

Fourteen-year-old Ottavia wakes up, disoriented and with no
memory, in a mysterious and labyrinthine place: the fortress of
Haresind. During her escape, she will be accompanied by various
creatures, meet other prisoners and, like in the best videogames,
face numerous tests, encountering monstrous beings and ambiguous characters. The path that will lead her to safety, piecing back
together the puzzle of her memories, will also be the means to
discover a secret hidden deep inside the fortress.
• Inspired by the audio series, already a sensation: the first
ever for a young adult target.
• A tale of growing tension, illustrated by one of the most important Italian artists: Nova.
FIRST PUBLISHER: DEA (ITALY), 2021 - PAGES: 144
GRAPHIC NOVEL

MANLIO CASTAGNA wrote and directed his first short
film before he had graduated. He then began to collaborate with the Giffoni festival and was its deputy artistic director for a decade, until 2018 when he made
his debut as a novelist with the bestselling Petrademone saga (Mondadori). He continues to churn out books
and was shortlisted for the Strega Children’s Prize in
2021 with La notte delle Malombre (The Night of the
Malombre), Mondadori.
NOVA, a young talent of underground comics, made
her debut in bookstores in 2018 with Stelle o sparo, a
graphic novel under the Bao Publishing brand. In 2018
she signed a mini web series drawn with Zerocalcare.

GRAPHIC NOVEL 13+

As compelling as a videogame,
pop, dark & edgy like a manga

TURN TO INDEX

›

CHRISTMAS
TALES
TURN TO INDEX

›

OGRE NOSTRIL'S CHRISTMAS
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CHE COSA SUCCEDE A NATALE NEL PAESE DEGLI ORCHI

A. Mozzillo - A. Piaggio

Guarda e leggi, storie per crescere
ANGELO MOZZILLO & ALICE PIAGGIO

Angelo Mozzillo

• A fun “backwards” Christmas story.
• Sometimes being different isn't so bad! A funny story
about believing in yourself.
FIRST PUBLISHER: GALLUCCI (Italy), 2022

Whose house
will be
the ugliest?
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DOVE OGNI ANNO VIENE PREMIATA LA CASA PIÙ BRUTTA?
C’È CHI LA INONDA D’ACQUA, CHI STRAPPA VIA TUTTI I FIORI,
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TANTO PIÙ QUESTA DIVENTA GRAZIOSA.
CHI VINCERÀ QUEST’ANNO L’AMBÌTA COPPA?
Per parlare insieme alle bambine e ai bambini di:
fantasia

umorismo
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MA ORCO NARICE PIÙ CERCA DI RENDERLA BRUTTA

di
se
gn

What happens at Christmas in the land of ogres,
where every year the ugliest house wins a prize?
Some flood theirs with water, some pull up all the
flowers, but the more Ogre Nostril tries to make his
own ugly, the prettier it gets.
Who will win the longed-for prize this year?

addobbi

www.leggolilliput.it
Angelo Mozzillo è nato a Napoli nel 1988 e vive a Milano.
È un collezionista di storie: gli piace scoprirne sempre di
nuove e, quando non le trova, le inventa. Mescola e riordina le parole come i mazzi di carte: ci fa racconti, sceneggiature, reportage e filastrocche.
Alice Piaggio è nata a Genova e ha studiato grafica e illustrazione in una città con un grande palazzo in cima a una
collina: Urbino. Vive in Svizzera, circondata da montagne
prati verdi e boschi di castagni.
DIAMINE! QUASI GLI SI MOZZAinnevate,
IL FIATO.
CADONO TUTTI SOPRA AD UN PINO
CHE CRESCE ALTO NEL SUO GIARDINO.
QUANDO SI ACCORGE DEL RISULTATO,

Progetto Lettura facilitata per tutti con
®

TESTO
IN STAMPATELLO
MAIUSCOLO
ISBN 978-88-3624-848-3

Premio Andersen

E 7,90

ANGELO MOZZILLO was born in Naples in 1988. He moved to Milan to attend film school. He stayed there, but instead of working on film sets he focused on writing. He likes discovering new stories and making up his own, mixing and reinventing words like shuffling a pack of cards. He is the winner of the 2021 Andersen and SuperAndersen
prizes with the picture book Io sono foglia (I Am a Leaf), Bacchilega Junior, 2020, illustrated by Marianna Balducci
ALICE PIAGGIO was born in Genoa and studied graphic design and illustration at the ISIA institute in a town with
a large palace on top of a hill: Urbino. She now lives in Switzerland, surrounded by snowy mountains, green fields
and chestnut woods. She works for PELO magazine and collaborates with Italian and foreign magazines and publishers. She was also a winner of Premio Illustri 2019.

ILLUSTRATED 3+

TURN TO INDEX

›

PUPIL REMEMBERS
A CHRISTMAS TALE

MANLIO CASTAGNA & GIANLUCA GAROFALO

In an unspecified time, in a town on the edge of the woods – Oblate – two children, Manuel and
Alante, find a mysterious object covered by the snow. No one in the community knows what it
is. Only Pupil, the old blind woman who lives in the forest, seems to possess the key to open the
doors of the past from which that object comes.
• An original and melancholic Christmas tale.
• An atmosphere that brings to mind the films of Burton and Miyazaki.
FIRST PUBLISHER: L’ORTO DELLA CULTURA (ITALY), 2021
PAGES: 48
COVER AND FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS:
GIANLUCA GAROFALO

What if we forgot
about Christmas?

MANLIO CASTAGNA wrote and directed his first short film before he had graduated. He then
began to collaborate with the Giffoni festival and was its deputy artistic director for a decade,
until 2018 when he made his debut as a novelist with the bestselling Petrademone saga (Mondadori). He continues to churn out books and was shortlisted for the Strega Children’s Prize in
2021 with La notte delle Malombre (The Night of the Malombre), Mondadori.
GIANLUCA GAROFALO graduated in 1985 from the State Art School of Rome. He is the
co-founder of the editorial project studio C.atWork. He works with several publishers around
the world: Giunti, Giunti Progetti Educativi, Mondadori, Zanichelli, De Agostini, Rizzoli and
many others.

CHRISTMAS TALE 8+

TURN TO INDEX

›

AN ACCIDENTAL CHRISTMAS
ANGELO MOZZILLO & MARTINA TONELLO

During the night of an eclipse, a raccoon lights a beacon to illuminate the wood. The blackbirds, observing
the light, mistakenly believe that Christmas has arrived,
and they hurry to turn on all the lights hidden among the
trees for the occasion, waking up rabbits, badgers and
foxes who, rubbing their eyes, look around and shout:
“It’s Christmas! We need to prepare the dinner!”
And so, from a little misunderstanding, one after the
other, all the animals of the wood prepare for an outof-season Christmas, bringing light, warmth and a lot of
wonder to the Old North Forest.

È un Natale meraviglioso.
D’accordo, è un malinteso
,
lo si diceva prima: non è propriam
ente Natale.
Ma l’atmosfera riscalda i cuori
di tutti gli abitanti
dell’antica Foresta, richiaman
do anche
gli animi più scontrosi.

• The happiness that is found in being together. In being part of something bigger.
FIRST PUBLISHER: CLICHY EDIZIONI (ITALY), 2021 PAGES: 40
RIGHTS SOLD IN: FRANCE (PALOMITA)

ANGELO MOZZILLO, a collector of stories, always
likes to discover new ones. He shuffles and rearranges
words like a deck of cards, giving us stories, scripts, articles and nursery rhymes. He is the Andersen and Super
Andersen prize winner with Io sono foglia (I Am a Leaf),
Bacchilega Junior, 2021.
MARTINA TONELLO is an illustrator and aspiring carpenter. She likes to explore new places, like a desk drawer, a path in the forest or a new city street. She spends
her time inventing stories and creating workshops for
children. Her work has been published by Electa Kids,
Piemme and Editoriale Scienza.

«Buon Natale», gli dicono tutti.
«Ma… non è Natale», vorrebbe rispondere,
però l’emozione gli spegne la voce.
Sussurra soltanto un timido grazie.

CHRISTMAS TALE 4+

In the Old North Forest, Christmas is
celebrated by mistake. Even several
times a year... Every time there's a dark
night to light up!
TURN TO INDEX

›

DEAR CHILD

A LETTER FROM FATHER CHRISTMAS

MATILDE TACCHINI & RAFFAELLA BOLAFFIO
Christmas is fast approaching, and girls and boys can’t
forget about writing the traditional letter. But what if, this
year, it was Father Christmas who wanted to write it?
Surely, he’ll write about how he’s always behaved well,
kept his bedroom tidy, and not eaten too many sweets…
But maybe he’s not telling the truth!?
• The background of the most stereotyped character
ever, showing us that, despite appearances, no one
is perfect. Not even Father Christmas!
FIRST PUBLISHER: MONDADORI (ITALY), 2021
PAGES: 32

MATILDE TACCHINI is an art director, illustrator and
author for children. Having graduated in Art Direction
at NABA, she later opened a creative studio in Piacenza
where, in addition to graphic design, she dedicates herself to literature for children, her true passion.
RAFFAELLA BOLAFFIO attended the Art Institute and
the school of Illustration Art & Message in Milan. In 2003,
she published her first book as an author by Emme
Edizioni, with which she has never stopped collaborating, publishing numerous titles both as an author and as
an illustrator.

CHRISTMAS TALE 4+

An original and fun story that manages to
make you smile with every page, reversing
the roles in a surprising way

TURN TO INDEX

›

THE LITTLE GIRL WITH
THE RED RIBBON

STELLA NOSELLA & MARIANNA BALDUCCI

Portogruaro, Christmas 1944. Life flowed between the fear of bombing and the desire for normality while the children never stopped dreaming and marvelling at every little thing.
Antonia was an eight-year-old girl who helped her sister Maria get married in secret amidst the
snow and the pain of her father’s deportation.
• A historical tale for children, written thanks to real testimonies, made with the awareness that memory exists as long as it is handed down.
FIRST PUBLISHER: L’ORTO DELLA CULTURA (ITALY), 2019
PAGES: 112

What was Christmas like when there
were no gifts, when the people you love
were missing, when it was so cold that
you could skate on frozen ditches?

STELLA NOSELLA is a Venetian author of children’s fiction, and a reading ambassador for her
region for Little Readers. Her two debut children’s novels, Sebastian’s Chronicles (Capponi Editore 2018-2019) and La Bambina dal nastro rosso (The Little Girl with the Red Ribbon), L’Orto
della Cultura, 2019, were both nominated for the Strega Children’s Prize 2019-20.
MARIANNA BALDUCCI graduated in fashion and works in advertising and publishing. Drawing
is her favourite tool for communicating and exploring the world. Marianna likes experimenting with combinations of drawing and photography. In 2021, she won the Italian Andersen and
Super Andersen Prizes with Io sono foglia (I Am a Leaf) written by Angelo Mozzillo (Bacchilega
Junior, Italy).

CHRISTMAS TALE 8+

TURN TO INDEX
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